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SPREYACE

This is Volume III of the publishd staff studies and supporting

papers prepared for the Defe* ManposerCommision.

S~The Defense Manpower Commission vat created by a provision of the•

j Defense Appropriation Authorization Act, 1974 (Public Law 93-155, Title

VII), which, inter she, stated:

Sec. 702. It shall be the duty of the Cosmission to conduct a
comprehensive study snd Investigation of the overall manpower
requirements of the Department of Defense on both a short-term and
long-term basis with a view to determining what the manpower
requirements are cirrently and will likely be over the next ten
years, and how manpwer can be more effectively utilized in the
Department of Defense.

The Comissioners hs.z submitted two formal report* to the Congress

and the President, an Interim Report on May 16, 1975 and the Final Report

"on April 19, 1976.

In addition, for purposes of public Information and to facilitate

further research on these subjects, the Comissioners have arranged for

this publication of certain studies and working papers prepared by the

staff of the Defense Manpower Comission, together with supporting

contract studies and a special report prepared for the Comission by the

Department of Defense. While some of the published DMC staff papers are

in finished form and were presented formally to the Commissioners, others

are only draft working papers but still potentially useful to publish.

el Not published but included in the Commission files are internal working

* papers, trip reports, miscellaneous data, reference materials, recor's of

DMC hearings and meetings, and sdministrative papers.

The views expressed in the published DMC staff papers and contract

studies are those of the authors or contract research firms, as
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applicable. Publication of such papers in thse volumes does NOT neces-

sarily imply approval or endorsement by the Defense Manpower Commission,

whose views are as stated in the aforementioned DIC Interim Report and

final Report.

All of the papers published by the Defense Manpower Comission may

be reproduced and disseminated without further authorization by the

Commission, notwithstanding any previous limitatioen which may have been

stated on contract cepurL. vending review and release by the Comission.

Additional copies, beyond those initially distributed by the Commission,

may be purchesed, by volume, from the Governmest Printing Office.

Washington, D.C.

bruce Palmer, Jr.
General, USA (let.)
SIeocutive Director
Defense manpor Comission

Washington, D.C.
May, 1976
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For convenient reference, the entire set of publiehed DC staff
studies and supporting papers is as follows-

VOLUME I

GENERAL. HISTORICAL, MANAGEMENT AND MISCELLA•FlUS

A. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE VOLUTION OF CURRENT MANPOWER POLICIES,
by Thomos G. Bolle. (Related to entire MC Final Report, especially
Chapter I.)

3. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANPOWER, rA64-n/77: THE COMPONENTS OF CHANGE,
prepared by the Department of Defense for the Defense Manpower Comiesion.
(Related especially to Chapter* I and IV of 1MC Final Report.)

SC. THE INTERNAL MANAGDIENT SYSTE,4 FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANPOWER,
by Norbert R. Kaus, Thomas G. Bolle and Albert Shanefelter. (Related
to Chapter III, DOC Final Report.)

D. THE EXTERNAL MANAGEMENT SYSTE( FOR •IEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANPOWER,
by Norbert R. Kaus, Thomas r. Rolls and Albert Shanefsltsr. (Related to
Chapter III, MDC Final Report.)

E. MANPOWER BUDGETING WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
by Audrey J. Page. (Related to Chapter I1I, DNC Final Rsoort.)

P. COMPARATIVE COSTS OF DEFENSE MANPOWER,
by Marvin N. Gordon and John D. Sitterson, Jr.; with two contract
reports:

P-1. Manpower Costs, by ICP, Inc.; and
4-2. Cost Comparisons of Selected Active and Reserve Military

(Related .Units, by J. S. Domin, Logistics Management Institute.
(Related to Chapters 111, IV and VI, MC Final Report.)

C. LESSONS LEARNED: THE MECHANICS OF ESTABLISHING, OPERATING AND CLOSING
OUT A TEMPORARY CG"HISSION,
by Paul C. Keenan, Jr. (Supplements Appendix A, ONC Final Report.)

1OLUME it

THE TOTAL FORCE AND ITS MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS. INCLUDING OVERVIEWS
OF EACH SERVICE

SA. U.S. ARMY -- TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND GENERAL PURPOSE YORCE
MANPOWER REQUIRPMENTS ISSUES,
by John D. Sitterson, Jr. (Related to overall DMC Final Report,

4• especially Chapter IV.)
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B. U.S. NAVY - TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE FORCE MANPOWER
R&NIRDEMNTS ISSUES,
by John D. Sitterson, Jr., Hugh N. Walton and Paul C. Keenan, Jr.
(Related to overall DMC Final Report, especially Chapter IV.)

C. U.S. MARINE CORPS -- TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND GENERAL PURPOSE FO0CE
MANPOWER REWIRUMENTS TSSITES,

by John D. S1tterson, JrS, and Ry A. Dunn, Jr. (Related to overall
DMC Final Report, especially Chapters IV and V.)

0. U.S. AIR FORCE -- TOTAL FORCE OVERVIEW AND GCEINE PURPOSE FORCE
MANPOWER REQUIRE'iENTS ISSUES,
by Ray A. Dunn, Jr. (Related to overall DMC Final Report, eapecially
Chapter IV.)

3. OVERVIEW OF THE RESERVE COMNEqoNwrS,
by Rugh M. Walton. (Related to overall 3MC Final Report, especially
Chapter IV.)

P. SKLECTED RESERVE ISSUES,
by Hugh 4. Walton, Ray A. Dunn, Jr., and John D. Sitteroon, Jr.
(Related to Chapter IV, DMC Final Report.)

C. FULL- 'IM PERSONNEL SUPPORT FOR THE RESERVE COMPOENTS,
by Nugh N. Walton. (Related to Chapter IV, NC Final Report.)

N. INDIVIDUAL RESMRES, a multifunctional paper.
by John D. Sittereon, Jr. and William A. Lindsay. Requirements Group,
DMC Staff, with other embers of the DMC Staff; with associated paper.
below:

SH-1. The Availability of Individual Ready Reservists (IPR)
Upon Mobilization, by :.anneth J. Coffey and Jia W.

ReaetAbellers, Recruitment Croup, O9C Staff.
(Related to Chapters IV and IX, DNC Final Report.)

I. U.S. AND SOVIET COKEAT-TO-SUPPORT RATIOS,
* by John D. Sittarson, Jr. and Hugh M. Walton; with contract report:

1-1. United States and Soviet Cosbat-to-Support Ratios, by
Philip H. Lowry and William F. Scott, General Research

Corporation.
(Related to Chapter IV, DC Final Report.)

S • ,•J. SUPPORT FORCES,
.1.by Marvin N. Gordon and John D. Sitterson, Jr.; with contract report:

J-l. Contracting for Services in the Departent of Defense,
by Norman E. Betaque, Jr. and Thaes N. O'Hern, Jr..
Logistics Management Institute.

(Related to Chapter IV. DMC Final Report.)
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K. ALTERNATIVES TO MAIPOWER,
by Mervin N. Gordon; with contract report:

.-1. Alternatives to Manpower, by Operations Research, Inc.
(Principal Author, Echardt Bennevitz),

(Related to Chapter IV, DIC Final Report.)

VOLUME III

SJ NMILITARY RECRUITMENT AM ACCESSIONS

AND THE FUTURE OF THE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE

A. RECRUITMENT IN THE ARMED FORCES- Introduction,
by Kenneth J. Coffey, FredericiPl. Reeg end Audrey J. Pasge.

A-1. RECRUITMENT IN THE ARMED FORCE3: Paper No. 1 -
Ort{anizational Structures• by Kenneth J. Coffey.

Frederick J. Roeg and Audrey J. Page.*

A-2. RECRUITMENT IN THE ARM FORCES: Paper No. 2 -
Numbers of Recruiting Personnel, by Kenneth J.
Coffey, Frederick J. Reeo end Audrey J. Pege.*

A-3. RECRUITMENT IN THE ARMED FORCES: Paper No. 3 -
R.ecruiting Budgets, by Kerneth J. Coffey,
Frederick J. Rees end Audrey 3. Pege.*

A-4. RECRUITMENT IN TRE AR14ED FORCES: Paper No. 4 -
ecruiter Personnel Policies, by Kenneth J.

Coffey end Frederick J. Rees.*

A-3. RECRUITMENT IN THE ARMED FORCES: Paper No. 5 -
Recruiting Tools, by Kenneth J. Coffey and
Frederick J. Rees.e

A-6. RECRUITMENT IN THE ARMED FORCES: Paper No. 6 -
Recruitment Processing Controls, by Kenneth J. Coffey
and Frederick 3. Reep.*

B.ý JOB SELECTION STANDARDS IN THE ARMED FORCES:
by James W. Abellera with Mimi Y. Dunnam and Richard A. Xurmack.
(Related to Chapter V. DIC Final Report.)

C. THE RECRUIT SCREENING PROCESS IN THE ARMED FORCES;
by Jases W. Abeller, with Mimi Y. Dunham. (Relted to Chapter V,

j -DI1C Final Report.)

D. REPRESENTATIONAL POLICYIN TOE U.S. ARMED FORCES,ý
by Kenneth 3. Coffey and Frederick J. Rees. (Related to Chapter V,
DNC Final Report.)

* All seven papers in the series relate to Chapter V, DOC Final Report.
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IMPACT OF SOCIO-ECON014IC COMPOSITION IN THE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE,
by Kenneth J. Coffey, Edward Scarborough, Frederick J. Reeg,
Audrey J. Page and James W. Abellera. (Related to Chapter V, 1 ,C
Final Report.) -

F. PROSPECTS FOR SUSTAINING THE PEACETIME ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE;
by James W. Abellers with Mini Y. Dunham. (Related to Chapter IX,
DW Final Report.)

G. STANDBY DRAFT CAPABILITIES,
1

by Kenneth J. Coffey. (Related to Chapter I, D9C Final Report.)

N. THE COST OF THE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE AND TOTAL FORCE MOBILIZATION,
by Frederick J. Reeg. (Related to Chapters IV, V and IX, DNC Final
Report.)

1. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS IN ACCESSIONS APTITUDE TESTING AND SELECTION
IN THE MILiTARY SERVICES,
by Bobar, Inc. (Principal investigatora: Iary T. llovard and Lewey
0. Gilstrap. Jr.). (Related to Chapter V. DNC Final Report.)

J, ECONOMETRIC ANALYSES OF ENLISTMENT ]BEHAVIOR, '

Contract study by the General Raeearch Corporation, in two parts:
J-1. The Supply of Enlisted Volunteers in the Post-Draft

Invironnent (An Analysts Based on Monthly Data,

1970-75). by David W. Griewzer (Executive Sumary).

J-2. The Supply of Enlisted Volunteers in the Post-Draft
Environment (An Evaluation Based on Pre-1972 Experience),
by Alan E. Fechter.

(Related to Chapters V and IX. DXC Final Report.)

K. INFLUENCE OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND APTITUDE FACTORS ON TURNOVER AND JOB
PERFORMANCE OF ENLISTED MILITARY PERSONNEL,
by 3. 1. Rosendahl, General Electric/TEMPO enter for Advanced
Studies (Extracts).
(related to Chapter V, DRC Firal Report.)

VOLUKE IV

DEVELOPING AND UTILIZING THE TOTAL FOCE
AND SHAPING THE FUTURE MILITARY CAREER FORCE

A. THE DEFENSE OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DOPMS),
by Raymond L. Pittman. (Related to Chapter VI, ONC Final Report.)

B. RESERVE COMPONENT OFFICER CAREER FORCE GRADE AUTHORIZATION,
by Arthur A. Brackett. (Related to Chapter VI, DMC Final Report.)
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C. PRE-COMMISSIONING PROGRAMS,
by Audrey J. Page. (Related to Chapter VI, IDC Final Report.)

0. THE UNIFORM SERVICES UNIVERSITY Of THE HEALTH SCIENCES AND
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF PROCURING AND RETAINING MILITARY PHY/SICIANS,
by Eugene J. Devine. (Related to DMC Interim Report of May 1975.)

Z. PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUACATION,

by Cecile S. Landrum. (Related to Chapter VI, DNC Final Report.)

F. PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUJCATION FOR THE RESERVE COMPONENS
by Audrey J. Page. (Related to Chapter V!, DM Final Report.)

G. OFFICER GRADUATE EDUCATION,
by Cecile S. Landrn. (Related to Chapter VI, ONC Final Report.)

H. FUNING OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS,
by Cecil* S. Landrum. (Related to Chapter VI, DKC Final Report.)

I. FLIGHT TRAINING,
by Raymond L. Pitutaný (Related to Chnapter VI, ON Final Report.)

J. OVERSEAS ROTATION AND TOUR LENGTHS,
by Raymond L. Pittman, Reginald J. Brown and Janes Jordan; with
contract report:

J-1. Comparative Coats of Accompanied Versus UnaccoManied
Tours Overseae, by Cresap, McCormick and Paget, Inc.

(Related to Chapters IV end VI, tMC Final Report.)

K. MINORTTY PARTICIPATION IN THE DEPARTMN OF DEFENSE,
by Edward Scarborough. (Related to Chapters V and VI, DMC Final Report.)

• -•L. WOMEN IN THE DEFENSE ESTABLISHMENT,

by Dolores Battle. (Related to Chapter VI, DKC Final Report.)

M. THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF WOMEN IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
b-, 141e S. Landrum fRoated to Cb~pter VI, DMC Final Report.)

5 N. THE ROLE OF THE DOD CIVILIAN IN THE TOTAL FORCE STRUCTURE,
"3I by Howard W. Goheen. (Related to Chapters IV and VI. ONC Final Report.)

0. LIMITATIONS ON MANAGERS BROUGHT ABOUT BY RESTRICTIONS OF THE CIVIL
SERVICE SYSTEM,
by Howard W. Goheen. (Related to Chapter VI, D0C Final Report.)

P. THE AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND THY INAVAL P );TnPRADUATE
SCHOOL,
by Cecile S. Landrum. (Related to Chapter VI, DMC Final Report.)
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VOLUKE V

COMPENSATION AND RETIRMqENTO

A. THE REVIEW BODY ON ARMED FORCES PAY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND
ADJUSTMENTS IN THE LEVEL AND STRUCTURE OF MILITARY COMPENSATION,
by E. J. Devine, Marcella L. Wojdylak, Richard A. Kuzaack and
John A. McTigha.

3. TIRE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FOLSOM PANEL AND THE COMMISSION ON
EXECUTIVE, LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL SALARIES,
by E. J. Devine, Marcella L. Wojdylak, Richard A. Kuuaack and
John A. McTigha.

C. INTEGRATION OF MILITARY RETIRED PAY AND S)CIAL SECURITY BENEFITS:
THE ATTRIBUTION PROBLEM AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR,
by 1. J. Devine and Richard A. uzumck.

D. NEW INITIATIVES FOR THE MILITARY ESTATE PROCRAA.,
by Richard A. Kusuack, John A. McTighe, E. J. Devine and
Mercella L. Wojdylsk.

E. POSTRETIREMENT ADJUSTMENT OF MILITARY AND FEDERAL CIVIL SERVICE
RETIRED PAY,
by E. J. Devine and Marcella L. Wojdylak.

"*All papers in Vol,--. V relate to Chapter VIII of the DHC Final Report.
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RECRUITING IN THE ARMED FORCES
=K STAFF STUDIES

Introduction

Six research papers have been prepared by the DMC Staff, Recruitment

Group, on the subject of recruiting method, and techniques within the

frmed forces. active and reserve. The a.apere address recruiting orsani-

sational strictures and managemnt, levels of personnel, budgets, recruiting

tools, personnel policies and recruit prxeasing. All papers combine to

cover the broad topic of recruiting operatlons and policies. These

research papers were prepared as a result of the charge of the DMC in

Public Law 93-155, Section 702 (6). This section directed the IMC to

study and investigate "the methods and techniques uaed to attract and

recruit personnel for the armed forces, and whether such %ethods and

techniques might be improved or new and more effective ones utilized."

RISTORICAL OrERVIEW

The principal features of the All-Volunteer Force (AVY) recruiting

programs can be better understood if a historical perspective is estab-

lished within which the significance of the major changes which occurred

"in the AVY years can be seen. This is most easily done by comparing the

programs of the AVP years (FT 73 - FTY 75) with the programs which pre-

vailed when the draft was in full effect.

The most important influence on the structure and operation of the

pre-AVF recruiting programs was the draft. As indicated by Figure 1,

drafteee played a significant role in filling DoD requirements for non- N

prior-service personnel in te FY 49-FY 71 period. In addition, many

of those who enlisted were "draft motivated", men whn volunteered for

A
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1971,i op 58,. I 59.•INltr•CIpeui 2dCn. Fbur

SFig. 1--DoD Act{iv Duty tcC~ettgong, 1949-1971

'lservice in ordert to elscape the uncelrtanties of th~e draft. I~n addition,

wh~ile Ien waro never drafted Into the Naiona~l -.uard or Reserve. & large

proprt ion ofttb.SrIr#*vc Vaccsin noteeporm
(sea TtIur* 2); were' drafrt motivated. Inded.tll .he high degreel of change in

educational leIeS, Ing elligenae ler esf, the Sce AP m o Sher fvcesCot in

uaarnga an srelectiveService and YMiitars tCopenhapt the most drCog.c chager

Sservice in ordcertloen psapte unsie thai nt of the draft.

wil the m ainlability of inducto thor artot inlducd oUliteer• , waslarg

ofi~l surdi the Dnprior-sVearvic (that*s) r ecseothns vintothese programe

Aithin thea racruitinl profit in d teesk ord dr lt indqulcifed volnteeer#.
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bouroet selected Manower Statistics, Deaertment of Defense. OMD (Comtrollar)
Directorate for Inforsti..n Operations. May 15, 1974, p. 100.

Fig. 2--Oos Selected Reserve, WS Accessions, 1914-1971

As Rear Admiral Villiam N. A. Or*@"., Couemder of the UIM "ecrvitiag

C"".ed told Canrer.. Ia 19721

"Vs got Ioto a habit is Wanld War TI af haying the draft.
and we idnt fall out of that habit. Wa -ot ousrselves soared
to It. Our attitude wee draft. The N'ays recruiting system
was completely uareepcoaivs to a realistic look for quality.,
beaaus. we felt they muld4 cown to the doors. and they did."-v

The recruictin establishment of the pro-AYP years one a small camears-

tiveip stable body atccustomed to performnag traditional detios In traditional

/ .. Corosore, "gearings before wnd Spatial Reports mad by Comittee
es Arme" Services to the louse Of R~ranrwtetivea on, Subjects Aff~ecting
she Xavel and Military gatabliutscts 1972,." 926d COWSrea. Zd Session,



ways. The unchanging nature of recruiting duties was described by the

Central All-Volunteer Force Task Force in this way:

Traditional recruiting methods, with soon exceptions,
have not significantly chenged over the past 100 years.
Appeals poular in the 19th century art still in use

If the nature of recruiting activities bad changed little, the magni-

rude of the DoD-wtde effort had changed even less. As Table I indicates,

although the total DoV recruiting budget nearly doubled from 1961 to 1969,

* both the total number of recruiters and the total recruiting budget as a

percent of the active duty manpower budget were extremely stable despite

the substantial enlisted accession variations indicated in Fig. I and

Fig. 2. With no apparent need for an improvement in volunteer recruiting

Table 1
IcoITumE OF DoD ReRUTING, 1961-1969

Total DoD Total Recruiting Expenditures
11scal Recruiting Recruiters- as 2 of Active Duty
Year Expenditures ($) All Services ampower Budget

1961 68,189,378 7,214 0.0064

1962 65,338,518 7,219 0.0056

1963 63,861,457 7,070 0.0056

1964 64,080,526 6,903 0.0052

1965 72,326,959 7,056 0.0057

1966 90,715,842 7,241 0.0063

1967 96,864,035 7,371 0.0057

1966 102,274.,49 7,176 0.0054

1969 125.317,150 6.987 0-0062

SOURCE: S. W. Keep, Productivity of U.S. Military Recruiting Systems.
Study TV, Studies for the President's Commission on an AT?, November 1970.

1/ See Broadsning the Recruiting Market, prepared by Central All-Volunteer
Force Task Force, OASD(M&RA), November ".72, Enclosure 1, p. 1.
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because of the draft, recruiting efforts were correspondingly limited

Ia scope sod intensity; in fact, this Land Corporation submiitted that

it may have cost more, on an overall average, to draft a mant than to

recruit him.1 '

These genaralizationa about the recruiting establishent do not

masthat recruiting we performed by a central agency repreasenting

the Services. To the contrary, each Service maintained Itsow re-

cruiting sarm, each consisting of several iniapeadeat programs. Theea

program. evolved within each Service without cause amagment guidelines.

creating a couples smlgas of overlapping bamadaries. staffing patterna.

budgets., processing and policy-makin machinery.

The efforts of the Services to overcome these probems In the

dieit-free ALW years of 11 73 - FT 75 are discussed mi evaluated in

the following research papera:

1. @roealational Structures

2. Nubers of Recruiting Personnel

3. Metruticng Budgets

4. Recruiter Personnel Policies

S. Recruiting Tools

6. Recruit Processing Controls

* 1' land Corporation, "Racruilting. Classification and Asuignment in the
All-Volunteer Force: Underlying Influences and SmrgtaS Issues," Pusher

- 3-1357-ARPA, Warch 1974.
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URUTIV1 SUM(ARY

TITLS. Organizational Structure@

&JACKGROflMs The nmabers and organizational structures of separate
recruiting programs vary from on. Service to another,

and within Service&, fro, one component to another.

-Paper asseuses each Service (Regular, Reserve.
Guard) for F1 75 in toerm oft

0 Separate recruiting progra &ad missions

* Internal orgaanistioe

* Chaine of Commd

0 Supervision and support

PMOLD(% Discussion uaed to summearise and conpare recruiting
Programs for all services. Dramtic differenes
bconme obvious.

ALT~IMTIYU: laricua optiona roelting to Imrovements Is recruiting
pelleti" by Services and D.C In support of Tota For,*
Concept.

CONCIMSION1 Services have made einendablo progress during AV?
years In supporting Total Force recruiting program.
but new Initiatives are needed.

RZCO(DINDATIONi To fully support Total Force recruiting programa over
the mest decade. DoD should require the Army, Navy
Air Force to consolidate their seperate active service

* recruitment progrnes; further, that the Army an"
-~~ Air Porte should be required to tMake ste tomerd

achieving consolidated "one stop" recruiting progrem.

D.O also should establish common recruiting nmm
clature and bounder ies. Standards for supervisory
levels ala. should be established.

DoD also should re*quire the Services to determaine
recruiting support requireosnte on a Total Force
basis; further, that possible duplications of eupport
efforts be documeated and, If valid, that tonsolidation
of supprt functions under ftecutive Agency concept
be adopted.

Finally, DoD should require each Service to appoint or
maintain a senior commander to be responsible for all
recruiting and training activities; that this rosponsi-

bility Include the ctiv and reserve programs., with
the inclusion of the Guard programs as a future goal,
subject to study.
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RECRUIThMENT IN THE ARMED FORCES

RESEARCH PAPER #1 -- ORGANIZATIOM.... STRUCTURES

The organizational structures which have been establiesed to admini-

star the Services' recruiting programs have evolved over time without

any central direction or pattern, vith the exception of several changes

in the AVF years which have moved the Serv•ss toward better cooperation

and manageme.t of recruitment prograns. Yet, at the beginnin of 1Y 76,

the organizational structures for recruiting within the Services were

widely different, in missions, structure and chains of coimnd.

A. The Department of the Army

The U. S. Army Recruiting Commeand (USAXEC) at Fort Shridems, Illinois,

is the premier recruiting organization for the Department of the Army.

Ne .ver, it Is only one of nine recruiting propzme Within the Departmemt,

and despite its impressive budget, staffing, research mad openmtions,

ft is not responsible for several major portions of accessla recruiting.

In terms of specific program responsibility, USAREC manges the

following recruiting activities:V

Regular Army enlisted

V qWomen's Army Corps enlisted

Women's Army Corps Direct Commissioning progrem

Army Nurse Corps

OCS. Warrant Officer Flight Program

* 12/ Informatioc furnished by Col. Baddaker. Director, Recruiting Kanagement,
USAREC, 7 July 1975.

I It
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The following program* are managed by the Off ice of the Deputy

Chief of Stiff for Personnel in 1Ieshington:v-

Went Point cadets

ROTC

Next, the Department of Army in 1971 initiated a Unit of Choice

Recruiting or "canvasser" program, lin which operational units of the

V. S. Army send unit personnel to recruit for Unit of Choice snltation.

Separately funded, this program came under the administrative direction

of USARIC in TY 75.

further, recruitment of medical officers. legal officers end chap-

lain* are the responsibility of their respective staff offices.

Last, of course, the major exceptions to Total Porce recruiting by

USARZC are the separate recruiting programs for the Army Reserve* and

the Army Niational Guard.

In total, thsn, there are nine separate recruiting organizations

within the Department of the Army.

While the Wost Point, ROTC and specialty officer recruitment programss

are small in nature and the "canvasser" program is being phased down, the

three major structures, USAREC, Army Reserves and Army Natiinal Guard.

are of significant magnitude to warrant discussion.

USAREC

ICommanded by a Major General, USAREC is under the supervision end

1/Information furnished by Col. C~reynoids, DCS/Per, Department of the
Army, 7 July 1975.
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direction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Persomnel, Deparment of the

Army. USAIREC also act@ as the responsible qency for the operation of

the Armed Forces Entrance and Examining Stations. There are five levels

of commnd within USAREC: Regional Cemmanders are responsible to the

Comeoding General, District Comeanders etr responsible to the Regional

Co, nders; Area Comminders are responsi*" to the Dietrict Comanders

and Recruiting Station Commanders are responsible to the Areas. The

following diagrsm Illustrates the chain of ccman~d and the number of

sites at each le"e:V In general terms, the personnel at Areas and

Stations generally are considered as production recruiters; those at

Districts$ Regieon and USARZC headquarters are considered as supervisory/

management personnel.

(See chart next page)

1/ USAZEC Reg. 10-1; Data on numbers of Area Code and Rctg. Stations

•2', provided by Col. Baddekar, Recruiting Management. USARZC.
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USA3IC HFeaqumrter. at Fort Sheridan has a11 the maor functlowal

staff offices of a major command. licluding five Directorate@ .m1

six major staff offices. The following chart illustrates the USAMC

beadquarte ora nization:-

HZADARTEOS, UNITED STATES A$4Y RECAVTI.'4 COIWO

CC00AM TO? Pet e: Jus 3M, 1975 '

LOMRIN CHIE Or STAF IGINASTF
RUmITIM S

iDI REI•IR DXItzCToR Dn uc•OR ~ DIRIZ•¶VR DX 1tE.•lYa
RZCRI•JITIXd ADV £. SALZO MA•r OI¶JfES •'r YO PRCiX•TiOH
MAA ~r PPc•a•rso £N f ANALYc IS MNjA.NDlql~q' ( ANUS)J[ )

SUPPOfRT

COMPTROLLER 
TKtRT

1/ Information provided to •4C at USAREC brieflng, 24 June 1975.
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Armed Forces Examinint and Entrance Stations (APEES)

USAREC is the Executive Agent for the operation of the AFETS. There

are 66 AFEES. located In ma-jor mtropolitan areas throughout the United

States. There war* 74 AFIES site# during the draft arm; hoever,. this

mmber was reduced after the end of inductions in 1973. The AnZS comr-

sndWar are responsible to the Commanding CGneral, USAREC through the

five Regional Recruiting Commandere. In addition, there is a -ajcr

Directorate (Production Management) within USAREC headquarters which

La responsible for AFEES policy and direction.

The AYERS are responsible for the mental testing and medical exsm-

ination of all applicants for enlistment intc the active Army, Navy,

Air Force, -nd Marine Corps. They also are responsible for the pro-

calling and 4mllarmeint of applicants into the respective armed services,

for the providing of transportation for accessions to respective Service

training centers or duty stations, and, in came of national emergency,

for the examination, processing, allocating and induction of Selective

Service registrants into .the armed services.
1

'

Although AFEES has the responsibility for mental testing of all

applicants for entry into the armed forces, DoD in recent years has

allowed the Air Force and the Navy to conduct their own testing programs.

The Army and the Air Force Reserve and National Guard also conduct their

own mental and physical examinations, although AFEES facilities are

utilized on a 'space available and convenience" basis.

1/ Briefing by Production Management Directorate, USAREC, to IRC staff,
4 Feb. 1975.
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Effective 1 January 1976, the AFEES vill aseams the full reon-

slbilicy for the ASVAB mental testing of all applicants (except for

Army a .d Air Force Reserve and National Guard enulstees).Ilf Assistant

Secretary of Defense (M&RA) William K. Brehn has also directed that

the Services trarsfer the "necessary resources" to A-IS for Lhe

eccomplishment of this task. This increasA could result in eddittonal

AllES sites and different organization; however, as of 1 Sept. 1975

specific aumentation plans have not been issued.-

USAREC AVY-era Chanass

Several major changes occurred in the USARIC structure during the

AVF years. In addition to assuming operational control over the "canvasser"

progran, USARZC also evolved the Area command (0-3), frm what previously

had been a Sector Supervisory position for a senior Enlisted Was. During

this process, the number of areas was increased from 179 to 254.Y

During this same period, although there is no direct resptosibitity

within the Army civilian Secretariat for UEAREC operations a policies,

there was a high level of personal interest and involveent by the

Secretary of the Army, the Assistant Secretary of the Army 0IA) and

his staff.

l/ Information provided by Mr. Don Srull, DASD (Manpover Requiramente and
Analysis).

2/ Assistant Secretary cf Defense (MiRA), Memorandum for Assistant
Secretaries of the Military Department (M&RA) of June 9, 1975, Subject:
"Enlisted Accession Processing".

3/ Statement of Major General John Quiut Henion, Comanding General,

U.S. Army Recruiting Command, "Hearing.' before and Special Reports made

by Committee on Armed Services of t;e House of Representatives on Subjects

Affecting the Naval and Military Establishments 1972, op.cit., p. 8421.
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ArMy National Guard

The Army National Guard began to feel the effects of the in-

panding end of the draft in 1972 when its strength dipped to a low

of 941 of the Congressionally authorized strength.-/ In response,

a recruiting organization began to take shape. Additional Army

Guard technician. were •uthorized to assist each state's Recruiting

and Retention Officer. Individual san-days were alloceted to e*ch

4 state for the purpose of recruiting. Guardsmen were assigned to

numerous actlve Amy installations as counselors to recruit

personnel leaving active duty. In 1973, Guardsmen were assigned to

20 active Army recruiting centers to coordinate the recruiting activities

of Amy National Guard end active Amy recruiters.-/

Recruiting is centrally coordinated by the Army National Guard Bureau.

Nowever, the individual state govrnor end adjutant general exercise

commend over the Guard units and the unit recruiting programs in their

stats and are responsible fot maintaining unit strength. The technicians

and the allocation of individual men-days are controlled by the state

thile the career counsalors are controlled by U.S. Army Forces Command

(VORSCOM). The liaison Guardsmen at the Recruiting Centers are under

the supervision of the center commander.
2

1/ Background Papor provided by Mr. 1. Wilicock, Assist. Per*. Officer,
Pers. Div., Army National Guard, August '15.

2/ Based on verbal information provided by Mr. E. Villcock, August '75.

3/ Circular 135-49, Army National Cuard and Army Raeerve Recruittng
and Retention Program. 12 October '72.
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The organization chart for the Army Gu~ard recruiting finectlmins an, fo1Iowly~

IAIR

paoma "ottle Armyeerlito
Divison Aj~tat Genteral

h~~~~raauetnto Of**ffifiOarI ug11 $

Aciv Army

tir
Gur il

NC ' ol ygIs e ,a d o
AcieAowamro

responibilit

I/ prily eie-frmDp.o Au n irfreNtinlCtr

imrosm~~~~~~~~ OgnztoChrIAust75
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The Army Reserve began to experience the effects of the end of

the draft & year before It actually stopped. The waiting lists of

ma desiring to enlist In the Army Reserve evaporated and since there

was no recruiting orgenization in existence, only 4.72 of the enlisted

esexeeion &o"I for IT 72 wee achieved. The shortfall wee very critical

Is the sno-prior service category where only 24.U! of the goeI was re-

trotted.

With the experience of the shortfall of TY 72. the Army Reserve

begtm to construct It* recruiting organisetion. Army Reservists on

ten-year active duty tour* were first stationed at actie Army Instal-

latioss to recruit pereonnel leaving active duty. Civilian technician

suthorisotione were newt pleced at Ar".Y E4eneral Officer# Commnsds (WCOK*I)

end U.S. Army Reserv Commands (ARCG~s) to coordinate Reserve recruiting

activities. Tn VT 73 additional technician #uthorisations ware allocated

to Reserve units for the purpose of recruiting, end Army Reservists

on two-year active duty tours were placed at active Army District Recruiting

Caweand headquarters as listeso with the active Army recruiting effort.

Reservists were also assigned to Ft. Benjamin garrison to conduct a school

for prospective Reserve recruiters. By VT 74, Reservists on active duty

tours were station"d at Veterans * Assistance Center* as recruiters end

counselors.~

Ba Dsed on Information received from Capt. Ryan, Comptroller Division,
Office of the Chief, Army Reserve, August 1975.

2Summary provided by Colonel Handle, Recruiting and Retention Branch.
Personnel Division,offico of the Chief, Army Reserve, August 1975.

4. -
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The responsibility for saintaining the strength of Army Reserve

units rests with the unit omainder. To &ssiLt the comader, the

Chief of the Army Raserve establishes Policy and provides guidarce

ao the recruiting progrm.)-/ The ARCO4 or GOCCH to which the unit

belong@ ad 1mW OSCOC, which has the responsibility for overall saper-

vision of the recruiting program, monitor and men the recruiting

activItit.GY The recruiting organization within the Amy Reser"e

is illustrated as follow.: '

(See beut page)

.I/ The staff office charged with this task Is very smll.

S2_V Circular 135-49, Army National Cuard and Army Reserve Recruiting and
tRetention Program. 12 October 1972.

A-I
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tate: October 1972

Army Reserv Recruiting Ortanisation

II

AN Reere oueaor

Soerat 3eed n inormaion n Ciculrsne 1349vAmyNaionaGur

an ryRaeervRerutig n Retention Broran2 ctoeh92

!A-I

"Rsev ttt" ollc-y Guidane and/or EýE

Vol ls*9'W Aciv Am

• lb~..t•,t g-nr CantersI

Active Ar-my News

- -. m~o. .. -':

Uter-nan

an Arm Reev ReriigadRtninPrga.1 coe 2
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7n3. Department of the Navy

The recruiting organizations and structures for the U. S. Navy
underwent profound changes during the AV? years. The theme for

those changes was centralization.

During the draft era. the Navy operated most of their recruiting

program out of the Bureau of Naval Personnel as coordinated but

independent staff programs. In April 1971, however, the Navy Re-

cruiting Cc.. -amd we independently established and given responsi-

bility for igular Navy enlisted recruiting, WAVE., and most officer

program (OcS, UROTC, Chaplain, legal and aviation). At that time,

L. the recruitrent of Naval doctors still was the responsibility of the

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery and the recruitment of Naval Academy

Midshipmen wes the responsibility of the Acadewy. In addition, en-

listed reservists were being recruited by the Chief of Naval Surface

Reserve (for surface units) and th& Chief of Naval Air Reserve (for

air units).

. A further consolidation of recruiting activities took place on

April 1, 1973 whem the recruiting responsibilities for enlisted re-

I' servists (both surface and air) wes transferred to the Navy Recruiting

Coeaand. Than, in April 1976. the command assumed responsibility for

Medical Officer recruitment.

As stated by Admiral Greene. the Comander of Nsvel Recruiting, in 1972:

*. .. A -

/ 
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"We nov hae what we call one-stop recruiting. This
means the approaches to the youth are mad* to recruit
him for any active or Reserve program, enlisted
or officer, rather than having separate groups
going after this individual, and possibly cow-
voting for his in the old method* for the various
programs."

Although Admiral Greene spoke about "one-stop" recruiting,

two exceptions reained In affect in 1Y 76: Naval Academy recruiting,

end recruiting of prior-oervice personnel for the Navel Ressrve program.

The Commander of the U. S. Navy Recruiting Command (a Vice Admiral

billet downgraded to 2-stars In r1 76) is directly responsible to the

Chief of Ravel Personnel. There are four levels of command within the

recruiting atructurev in addition to the Meadquasters, av Recruiting

Command, there are six recruiting Areas (down from eight In 1974 and

seven In 1975). Subordinate to the Areas are 43 Recruiting Districts

(down one from IF 75); subordinate to the Districts are 1,479 Recruiting

Stations, located by population density throughout the United States,

In addition, the special Naval Academy program io run out of the Academy

proper, while the recruitment of prior service personnel for the Reserves

is handled by Reserve recruiters assigned to Novel Reserve units, re-

ceiving only staff support fro& the higher Reserve caonsands.

The structure of the Navy Recruiting Command io diagrammed as

follovs-V

(see next page)

1/ Hearings before the House Armed Services Committee, op cit, pp. $249-8250.

2/Data provided by H. Lipsie, Research Division, Navy Recruiting Command,
4, 8 July 1975.
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U3AD~ASTDJ Dates July 1. 1975
NAVY

ITINC COKN

ARM~ A A3 ARMA4 ABUAS ABIA7 ARIASW

(stat) (Southeast (Casmtralsaatý (morthesstral) (Southtwest) (vemt)

District.p Districts Districts Districts Districts Districts 5
Tha hiy Raerwitiq Comnd also bes a tosmples of =ojet staff

offices.e similar to but ast " =esolusve as thoe. of USIEC. Tbs followiag

chart Illustrates the Sar Recruiting Cinmaad hisadquartars orgamsisutise:

mIm

4 U DPMTI~n AW ISV G SUPOR

* lcluadsol AID
UICUTIY ASSISTANT
371CUAL ASSISTANT 705 PUBLIC AFFAIRS
SPECIAL ASSXSTAMT 70M FINANCIAL NARACOD(PT
SPECIAL ASSISANT FOR MINORITY AFFAIRS
SPICIAL ASSISTANT FOR NAMAGMENT SRUVICRI

~ 'I A-i
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S~~~C. V. S. Marine Corps "• ;

The Marin Corps probably win mah a major change In their recruiting

Sorgaiztio during rY 76 and beyond. However, the change, which w£ill

comin responsibility for recruit training an recruiting under thei

Commani ng Genrale of the two Marin Corps Recruit Traing Depots (San

th Marine•t•~ Corps ha so formal recruiting command. Rather, with sttaff

Sdirection provided by Heatdquarters, U. $. KaIrine Corps In W • ingoo, th

ji*of six Maia Corps Ditrict Directors, who r responible directly to * *

S":thI ComImandee for Mar•in Corps activtft"I n thei districts. which

Si aslet thI District Directors, Deputy Directors for Persone Procurement

C. U.S .Maign aC.

Within Headquarters, U.S.NC., staff supportI for the •recrutIIe

TctivMties in tCr field is provided by the Rechatnent Branch (Colonel

S t•#lot) of the personnel Managemet Division, which is responsible to the

org/aniowra npaticndrn t7 n eyod however, the changeent which wa atild

much of tresputos ity fores precru it y t n and rnder•ei t divisgon , rt e
"potning dGrectly to the twoMaroina or t Re Crou raint. Thin De s b(Sn

Dhiegeved by th e apo isntenot of o Bripidimeato ral to a tp eorab y powitib

lof Directod of persoing p7ocu at eas t. In pra" tices thi positeme has
me thMarie C oorps Dirnctor of Recruitimnt. Althoueh operstiaofl

areponss bilsty for recruiting still rests with the District Directors, tla

era asigned

Wihn/aqatrUSMCstf upr o h erimn

aciiisi h il spoie b h erimn rnh(ooe



71

appointment of a General to oversee recruiting activities and the

pereonal interest of the DCS/Manpower and the Commndant in recruit-

ment activities haa allowed the Director of Personnel Procurement to6

strongly Influance the actiona and activities of the District Directors.

This yeas observed repeatedly by DHC staff personnel in visits to Marine

Corps beadquarters and field recruiting off ices. further, although the

position of Director of Personnel Procurement wea "temporary". the first

"temorary" ba been re-assigned and replaced by another Brigadier

General; thua the current arrangement is likely to continue for the

F Immediate future.

Is addition to providing mere command Intereet In racruiting during

the AOF years, end authoriaing the planned 11 76 major reorganization. the

Marine Corps in 1973 directed that recruitment for both the active and

* I reserve forcea be consolidated, including all officer recruitment and

the recruitment of prior service personnel for the Marina Corps Reaervesl

* .Although not nearly as large or complex as the coemnd support elements

of the other Services, the Marina Corps maintains a reasonable staff

support structure In Washington. It io diagramed as follows:3./

A ~/ As part of the Naval Service the Marina Corps also participates and
benefits from the Navel Academy program.4

- 2/ Infornation provided by Major Williaem Cilfillan, Recruitment Branch,

A-1



Data: August 1975

3Spacial Of ficer Recruitment Mfanagement laePoiiesm
Programs section advertising Information IAayi

Like the Navy, the Marine Corps o"etates with. four recruiting

Zevele. The District Director* are responsible to the Commandant

(sed %*wtn clear- to the Director of Peremonl. Procurement)g

49 Major Stations are responsible to the Districts; while some

-~ 1.093 sub-stations, parameount contct tstaions or tansnient recruiting

facilities are supervised by the Major Station..

The organization of Marine Corps recruiting in effset In early

TY 76 (although probably being changed) Is as fllos.-

1/Data provided by Major Wlilliam tIlfillan, Iecruitasot Branch,
Headquarters, USKC.
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Recruiting PeliY A Guidance

IT TZ VIZZ 1 11
District District District District District District

tosStart to stations to stations to start Rag Ret" Ats Stations

Sub-Sation Seb-Satisa Sub-tatios SubStati Sub-Stations SbSain

prompted by the change in Kerine Corps leaedrship (saw Comadant.

new DC811(snpower) * directions wars Issued in July 1915 to stmudan test

the combning of recruit training and recruiting activitiee uner the

eone cnmm. If fully implemented, this will meen that the current

Commading Generals of the Karin* Corps Recruit Training Depots (Mejor

Generals) at San Diego and Parris island will be reeposaible both for

recruiting and recruit training for their sections of the country. They,

then, probably will he responsible directly to the Cindomt.

.A-1
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Under the proposed organization structural ase recruiting reepoosi-

Billition of currant District* It NV and VI sould Be transferred to the

CO. Parris Island; uhile the reaponaibilitiee of current Districts lIlT,

II, and Ell would be transferred to the Or, San Dieg.

If Implowmtedo the sev Karloa Corps recruiting structure vould

fuser as55 lo

CGI(ANDANT

VIET EAST

CC, MARIVE CORPS RECRIT DEPOT CmuvIN CORPS, RECRUIT DEOT
Sae Diego Parris island. SC

Recruiting Stations Recruiting stations

Su-SaioaSub-Stations*

In tformation provided by Col. Dorsey, Policy &Plans, DCS/ftnpowr;
Major Gilfillan, Recruitment Branch Headquarters, USI4C.
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D. U. S. Air force

Total force recruiting for the U. S. Air faorce has undergone the

least degree of change among the four Services during the AVY years.

Although a major experiment was conducted to test the concept of com.-

bining Active Force with Reserve Force recruiti-4. the teat reaulted in

a continuation of the status quo; that Is, separate recruiting programs

for the Active Forces, Reserves, and Air National Guard.

The major active Air Force recruiting organization to the UI. S.

Air Force Recruiting Service, which is a major component of the Air

Training Command. Both commands are located in San Antorlo, Teaxa.

The Air Training Comasnd, as its name Implies, also' is responsible

* for all basic and technical training within the Air Force.

Tha Air Force Recruiting Service Is responsible for the following

functional programs:

Regular Air Force enlisted (including women)

Medical Officer Recruiting

Nurse Recruiting

OTS

The only exceptions to this overall active service responsibility

of the Air Force Recruiting Service are the special rec-uiting prcgrams

for Air Force Acadcmy cadets, Air Force ROTC, chaplains and legal officers.1'

Special branches within the off i-es of the DCS/P are responsible for Academy

I/ Informatior' providad by LtCol. N. G. Milanovitch, Director of Personnel
PFlans, Heidquarters, USAF.

A-1
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and An=301 recruiting, while chaplaine anm legal officers are recruited

by their respective etff of fiee.

During the AOF years, tidre was no fundamental change in these

responsibilities. The only Impact of the AV? on the Air Force recruiting

structure wae a change in the authorized number of recruiting stations,

which wore increased in IT 72 by 1"01- and reduction in the aupervisory

levels of Air Force recruiting vhich were effected in FT 76. These IT 76

actions resulted in a reduction in the nusber of Air Force Recruiting

Groupe from 7 to 5, and the number of Air Force Recruiting Detacimente

from 45 to 38.V

The organization of the ALr Force Recruiting Service can be diagrmmed

as follow's:2

(ase following page)

j/ Statement of Urigadier Geaneral Conrad S. Allman Comander, U. S.
Air Force Recruiting Sorvice, "HearinSs before and Special Reports ade
by Cowmittoee on Armed Services of the House of Ropresentotives on Subjects
Affecting the Naval and Hilitary tItablishante, 1972, op cit., p 8312.

2/ Data provided by Col. Womack, Director, Recruiting Operations, U. S.
Air Force Recruiting Service.

- 3/ LtCol. H. G. Nilanovitch, Director of Personnel Plans, Headquarters, USA".

A-l
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Date: Jay 1975

SAll TRAINING

31501st 3 5O3st 31504th 31505th .1504th]
(Northeast) (Southeast) (Niddlevept) (Great Lakes) (vest)

Detachment@ Detachments Detachments Detachments Detachments

1O44A
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The Comander of the U. S. Air tore. Recruiting Sarvte. ta a Major

General. Via earne headquarter. Ia divided itots four major divisions,

as the following chart illuatratamN~

AOAR

Advriir g Voational Guard

Eha Air National Guard Is responaible for their am recruiting

progres, and, like their ecounterparte in the Army National Guard and the

Inare Compoenmte of both the Air Foree an Army, the responsibility

for recrutitment baa heat plaeed with unit eomandera. To help thus

accomplish their statione, parentael, budget and other support baa been

providmd. Policy direction and guilence for the recruiting efforts are

provided by a sall section withint the National Guard bureau, separate

free that which prOvide. ecruiting po~lcy diractioc for Army #ational

jfChart AIC VA 11 ( loc 74)aOft AlT/NIL.
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Guard units. This unit* the Personnel Procuremsnt Section of the

Personnel Division, develops the guidance snd policy for Alt National

Guard recruiting activities. The section also coordinates programs

with the activt Air Force.

Iech state Adjutant General is responsible for maitainia•g the

authorized strength of the units within the state and for the state-wide

V, recruiting function based on policy guidance provided by the Air National

Guard Bureau. Several states have designated full-time recruiting and

retention personnel at the state headquarters level to coordinate the

reruiting activities within that state. The relatioehip of the National

Guard bureau, the state organization and the staff functions are Mistrated
' ~am folloqu:V- !

-NTOA GUARD NATINALWA

.'• ~~A X/ •I•. ATIONAL GUARD All NlATIONAL 0 0=m

State Air persmnnel Division
Adjutant General

unit ComandersPersoimel Procursment

II v

b•!_,,. i•.Unit RacrUittrs

S, I1/ Dept of the Army. end the Air Force National Guard Blureau Organizatjon

• .•.Chart, 1 August 1975.

1.
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The existing structure of the ir ational Guard recruiting function

began developing in 1972 as the end of the draft we anticipated. Up

t4 that time each Guard unit had a recruiting and retention YCO whose

function was primarily to manage the waitiV4 lists of prospective an-

liatees. As the end of the draft approached, the waiting lists dir -

appeared and for the first time Air Guard units had to actively recruit

ýme personaol.

During FT 73 various Air Guardsmen wers placed on recruiting duty

for varying periods of time up to 179 days. As evidnced by a decline

ti the percentage of eiste*d non-prior service recruits entering under

this system, a new approach ws needed. It was then determined that

Sselected Mir Guardsmen should be placed on a one-year, renewable, active

-. duty tour with each flying unit for the sole purpose of recruiting. Sy

T1 74, this was increased and tw. recruiters we" assigned to each of

the 91 Air Guard flying units, one recruiter to each of five large active

Mrt force* Installations end one to each of 25 geographically separated

unis fr atotl o 21 ful tmerecruiters.-/ These recruiters weare

resposible to their unit commander and, through him. to the state Adjuttt 4.

General.

The Mir force Reserve

Until ft 73 the Mir Yore* leserve had so personal performing a

recruiting function blacusa of the numbers of draft-motivated am desiring

Po Pet Capt. ft. Hiostetler, Personnel Procurement, Air National Guard
S Bureau, August 1975.
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entry. Vith the end of the draft, full-time Air Reserve TocM~ciomm

* assigned to Air Reserve units and assisted by pert-tinme caeeeuito

were given the responsibility for recruiting and were accountable to

their unit coymatders. As evidenced by a success rate of waly 6Z.IzY-

-~ of the FT 74 enlisted accession goal, this structure did set earforo

adequately.

by FT 75 the mbter of full-tinme personnel involved with recruiting

had doubled end the amount of time beins spent on recruiting by part-timme

reservists had Increased by 50?. The recruiting staff wae eqmoded at

A? Reserve headquarters end the staff increased at each of the -hre

Reserve regian headquarters. Career counselors were aesigned to sojof

active Air Force insallations to recruit personnel leaving active duty

end additional Reserve recruiters were assigned to large ustropeliten areas.

* The relationship of AF Reserve recruiting functions io shown belIV:31

-. (gee next page)

1/Cal YXichard Hile, Acting Deputy Chief, Personnel Division, Office
of Al Reserve, ltr. to AIIDPXXS dated 24 July 75.

2/ aj S. Barr, Personnel Division, Office of AF Reserve. August 19775.
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- Retention

EASTERN CNRLWESTERN
RESERVE REGIONEREINSVEEGO

S, i

Retentionr

While each unit commander is responsible for maintaining the strength

of his unit, there are staff offices at all levele of AT Reserve to aseist

-and monitor his etatus. A smll recruiting and retention office exists

at AF Reeerve headquarters to develop policy guidance, and a staff at each

of the three Reserve regiona in the U, S. coordinates recruiting activitiee

within that region.

The comander of each region may redistribute funds and recruiting

personnel within that region if the need exist,. Recruiting personnel

may also be shifted between regions if the commandre involved agree. If

a particular unit needs additional funding, supplemental funds may be

'a made available from AF Reserve headquarters.--/

a1/ aj. S. Barr, Personnel Division, Offite of A? Reserve, August 1975. e
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The fundaiontal. question that should be answered by the NC concerning .

recruiting organizational structures is whether the widely different

structures, miassions, chains of command and basic recruiting philosophies

reflect the optimam in efficient Total Force recruiting progres; or,

conversely. whether the present structures, missions, chains of cend

and basic recruiting philosophies allow for constructive changes which

would better reflect the Department of Defense's eommitment to the above "

principle.

CoisCLUSIO

The authors believe that the Department of Defense and the Servicas

Mv@* h mde comendable progress during the AV? years toward echieving

organizational structures which support the Total Force concept end

are effective. Hlovever, there are several areas in which the authors

submit that further improvements can be made. Accordingly, the following

alternativwe and recommendations are submitted to the NC for con-

sideration.

ALTunATIVXS

The purpose of this section is to Identify and discuses various

%alternative policies concerning recruiting organizational structures.

A. Scope of Responsibilities in Recruiting Programs

There is a wide divergence within the four Services concerning the

Sscope of responsibility of their major recruiting progrms.

" 
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S, Yet example, here is a compaiso of the nm~ber of slpecific re- '

Scrut~tInl program which are s11epartely funded and edministerodt

Depart~met of the Arl 4 ;

" ~~Department of the navy 3 - *

30 .... .

Department of the Ar m oyce 69
"Vhtle both tie M sod t U. S. Marine Corps hove successfully combined

"Active and non-prior service Reserve recruiting, the Mir Force has r*e-

jected the concept after a test, and the Army currently is considering

the concept. Neither the AMr Force nor the Army has seriously considered

merging National Guard recruiting activities with those of the Active

or Reserve comonents.

Concerning officer recruitment programs, the Navy and Marine Corps , .

"- have successfully combined recruiting responsibility for officers

• •., • .:(except for ftval Acaemy) with the activities of their major recruiting

"programs; at the same time, both the Army and the Mir Force meintain aop-

crate recruiting programs for IOTC, Service academies and other specialty

officer Programs.

S - There are two overriding principles which affect each of the following

alternatives. first, there should be significant savings in support/

-overheasd/uprvision/aanagement and perhaps in operational recruiters.

from any policy decision which combines currently separate recruitment

programs. Second, the combination of recruitment programs would

* both remve the responsibility for recruiting further from the prime

user of the accessions and would diminish the distinctive identification

r .
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of recruiting units, components, or Services.

A1ternative 1 would continue present policies without significant change.

The advantage of tL.ie alternative is that it would recognise the

continuing state of organizational change which has been prompted by the

commitment of the country to the AVF concept. It also would retain the

prime responsibility for determining the best possible organizational

structure with the Service or component which is responsible for re-

cruiting new accessions.

The disadvantages of continuing with the current policies Include

a degree of duplication and inefficiency which talke place when separate

recruiting programs - each directed at the same general targets - are

maintained.

Further, the overbalancing of structure for active service re-

cruiting activities in the Army and Air Force raises a question con-

cerning the commitment of these Services to Total Force recruiting.

Alternative 2 would combine active and reserve recruiting activities

within each Service.

V Both the Marine Corps and the Navy have demonstrated that active and

reserve recruiting activities can be successfully combined, with re-

sulting efficiencies in aupervieory/fmnagement personnel, resources, and

j without apparent lose of emphasis on reserve recruiting priorities.

The disadvantages of this alternative for the Army and the Air Force

would be a concern that reserve recruiting might be de-esphasized, eithir

%5
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during the present peacetime recruiting environment, or during a war-

"time scenario. This concern can be overcome, however, by management

policies which ensure continuing priority attention for Reserve recruiting

during all contingencies.

Alternative 3 would go one step further and combine the recruitment

responsibilities for the Army National Guard and the Air force National

Guard wita the Army active-reserve and the Air Force active-reserve

recruiting programs.

In addition to the advantages and disadvantages, cited for active-reserve

recruiting, the major advantage of "one-stop" Total Force recruiting by each

Service would be a resulting increase In the degree of "Service-wide"'

contact with the target population.

the.The major disadvantage of "one stop" Total Force recruiting for

Sthe AM nd Air Force is that the involvement of the Department of

/ l oin National Guard operational/administrative responsibilities

would cause significant political turmoil which could result in over-all

s to te S ••r•ham o heSeviesed theit recruitir4l programs. Further, the different

"character" of the National Guard unite # with their Staer responsibilities

In addition to their Total Force comiments, night be diminished in

"one stop" recruiting.

Alternative 4 would be the ultimate in "one stop" recruiting - the combine-

tion of all current Service recruiting programs into one "Purple Suit" or

civilianized recruitment progra.

I-I
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The advantages of such a structure could be the potential cost and man-

power savings, particularly in overhead, supervision and support, which would

result. The "Purple Suit" concept also would allow the greatest degree

of management flexibility in support of a Total Force recruitment program.

The major disadvantages of "Purple Suit" recruiting would be the lose

of the distinctive Service identifications and th& advantages of competi-

tion between Services.

RUC~OMENATION

That the U. S. Navy and the U. S. Marine Corps continue their progrems

of active-reserve recruiting and through centraliaed management join the

currently independent Naval Academy recruiting and prior-service reserve

* recruiting programs thereto. That the Navy and marine Corps continue

permanent policies which ensure that appropriate personnel and other re-

sources are committed to the reserve and special recruiting prcgrams in

all future contingencies.

That the U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force first adopt the concept of a

r. "one-atop" active recruiting programs by combining the various independent

recruiting programs with their major recruiting organizations. Further,

that after a reasonable period of experience with "one-astop" active recruiting

programs, that the active programs be coeblned with the Reserve recruiting

* activities, ensuring that appropriate personnel and other resources are

committed to the reserve and special recruiting programa in all future

contingencies. Last, that a special Study Group, consisting of State and

. Federal officials, be established to determine the feasibility of combining

National Guard recruiting activities with active-reserve programs in support

A-I
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S aporrieory Lavels

Tbere, are major contracts In the meber of supervisory or commd

sehelons In the major recruiting eLsmets. ae the following chart

iIllusatretea

Army Air
Army.. Reserve Arm W a UUC Ar fore* Reserve Air NO

Overall NARIC U.S. 1e3 .. Air
Nenagmat J Rcruiting Commnd- Porce,

Comand ant Rcruiting 114
- -- Service

IntuauedistA Iegions j? Are"e Dia- Groupe j

Operational Districts District* Staticu Detach-

Supervisory Arests Unit unit Unit unit
erman tmdere Comandoes Cosodr mmandere

Operations static"s Units units Stations Sub- Stations Unite Units
station

Of thek four IMAJOr recruiting organiaations. only the Army (USARZC) hee

five lavala Of comnd, the remaining Iav* four levels. further, although

their layeR. hays roughly the same raaponaibilitiaa (with the exception

of the Supervisory Level share the Army baa established Area Comanders).

the organizations have not adopted aimilar nomenclature, with the Army

Rogion corresponding to the Navy Area, corresponding to the Marine Corps

District. corresponding to the Air Forcs Group.

3~Although Unit tomamders, are primarily responsiblat for maintaining unit
4 strength. policy guidance. support end &an degrse of supervision era provided

to Unit recruitment Officers fro& Overall Management levels at the National
Guard bureau and Reserve hb.ghar coamend headquarter..

%/ fecrultsrg et Units receive policy guidance. support and som degraee4
Of aupervision from Intermediate Management level.. consisting of star&e
Adjutant 0snerals. and Reserve, ACC~sGteCCtMs/RegIcns.

ZA'i j P
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This lack of uniformity also is apparent in boundaries. For eample,

the Navy's Area Three roughly corresponds to the Army's Southeastern

Regional Recruiting Command; both are commanded by 0-6 officers, Yet,

the Army's Southeastern Regional Comand includes the states of

Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia, and the Navy's Area III does not.

In contrast, the Navy Area includes Mississippi and all of Tennessee;

the Army Region includes only a portion of Tennessee. This mismatch

between Services is apparent at all recruiting levels if supervision, 1

and at many major recruiting sites.

The number of supervisory comanders and the numbers of operating

recruiting offices also illustrate a greet difference between the four

major recruiting program.

U.S. Navy Air Force

USAREC lacruitinl Command Recrultina Service Marine Corps

NImber of Intermediate
Management Offices 5 6 6.

Number of Operational
Managemeot Offices 64 43 38 49

Number of Supervisory
Management Offices 265

Number of Operating
Recruiting Offices 1,551 1,479 1.046 1.2•4

Am this chart Illustrates, while the /ray has established approximately

22Z of their offices for supervision, both the Navy and the Marine Corps A

utilinv approximately 32, while the Air Force utilizes 4Z. Even if

the Army abolished their Area Ofrice Commands (265), their percentage

A-1
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of supervision would still be the highest, although only slightly (4.42).

Wherea these coments concerning supervisory levels, nomenclature

and boundaries Include the Navy and Karin& Corps Reserves (because

of the Total Force recruiting programs within these Services), the situ-

ation for the Army and the Air Force National Guard and Reserve is quite

different. With responsibility for recruiting vested in Unit Commnders,

there are essentially no formal recruitirg supervisory levels within

theee program, although policy direction, guidance and *om recruiting

support are furnished by higher headquarters.

Alternative 1 would continue present policies without significant chenge.

The major advantage of this alternative would be to retain the sange-

sent prerogatives of each program during this period of organizational

turmoil and transition.

The major disadvantage concerns what may be both an overabundance

of aupervision (with resulting costs) in the Army'e active forces

recruiting program and an apparent absence of adequate supervision in the

Army's and the Air Force's Guard and Reserve recruiting program.

Alternative 2 would establish DoD-vide standards, concerning the numbers

and relative staffing of supervisory/overhead functions. Reasonable

flexibility would be retained by the Servicee and componente within these

guidelines.

The advantage of this alternative would be the achievement of a

bett-•r balance betwsen the various programs in resource allocation, with 0

a resulting stronger comitmont to the Total Force concept.

The disadvantage would be the restrictions placed upon each Service

to manage their own program in a flexible manner in order to meet the

challenges of the times.

A-I
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Alternative 3 would standardize Service recruiting nomenclature and

boundaries.

The advantages of standardization would be reflected in better

management control, market research, and allocation of resources.

The disadvantage concerning nomenclature would be the expected

confusion that would resilt during the transition period. The disad-

vantages concerning the standardization of boundaries would be the removal

of each Service's management flexibility which in the past has often

been reflected by Increasing or decreasing the location and scope of

supervisory offices, and the substantial re-programing costs inherent

in a massive inter-service boundary readjustment program.

Alternative 4 would establish firm DoD-wide policies cosersing the

mmber and relative staffing of supervisory/overhead functions, name.-

claturs and boundaries.

The adventages of this alternative would be in the efficiencies

obtained in the area of management control, research and allocetion

"of resources.

The major disadvantage would be the total removal of managment

flexibility from the Services and/or components, and the costs inherent

in the re-programing.

URCOGMENTIO14

That DoD determine standards concerning appropriate supervisory levels

for all recruiting programa - regular and reserve; that the Services

utilize these standards in budget and management activities; and that

• •OSD monitor and review the Services' efforts.

, I
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That DoD conduct * study of the feasibility sod costs of rs-

programming currant recruiting nomenclature end boundaries to comnn

standards. If the study determines that significant efficiencies Would

result, that OSD require the Services to Implent the adoption of

comm nomenclature • nd boundaries.

C. Nesdouartars Support

Another major ctstrest wlch deserves discussion concerns the head-

quarters support elments Wich art available for the Services' recruiting

functions. In this regard, there are two major contrasts. In both the

Army and the Air Force, the active recruiting programs hew large, sophis-

ticated staff support slam ts es part of tbeir hsadquarters, Including

research ad r•t studies capabilities. In contrast, neither the

Air Force Reserve and National Guard nor the Army Reserve or National

Guard recruimt programs have y coaarable formal staff support elements.

Is all four prograss, there era no identifiable recruiting support functions,

except for smell 2-3 officer sections. Thus, watever support, research,

studie•s, etc. are provided for Curd &ad Reserve recruiting are programed

and funded elsewhere.

Betwsen the four major active forces recruiting programs, there also

are contrasts in their headquarters support sleamnts. With on of their

four major Divisions devoted to research and market studies, the Air

force has devoted sore staff attention to this activity than any of the

other three Services. There also Is a marked contrast in the Mananement

Information Systems utilized by the four Services.

to I
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Alternative 1 wou'd continue present policies without significant

change.

The advantage of this alternative is that it would allow each

Service and/or component to establish and maintain support elments based

on their within-Service evaluation of their particular support require-

amnta.

The disadvantages of the current policies are that they inequitably

provide support and research services, particularly to the exclusion

of the Army and Air Force National Guard and Reserve recruiting programs.

Further, among the four major active service recruiting programs, there

Is a duplication of support efforts, particularly in certain areas of

market research and advertising.

Alternative 2 would require each Service to determine its support require-

ments on a component-by-component basis.

The advantages of this alternative would be the resulting Servl:.-

wide blueprint for more efficient support of the Total force recruiting

concept.

The disadvantage would be the removal of cutrent prerogatives of the

4 Services to establish their own levels of support requirements for the

active and reserve components.

Alternative 3 would require OSt to determine the requirments for

support elements on a Service-by-Service, component-by-component basis.

The advantage of this alternative would be the resulting blueprint

.,for more efficient support of the Total Force recruiting concept.

"A-1
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The disadvantage would be the removal of current Service pr--

rogative, to eetablish their am levels of support Lor what they

consider effective managnt.

Alternative 4 would require each Service to implement it. own or the

OS determined levels of support requirements for all components.

The advantage of this alternative would be the resulting gain In4

support for the Gurd/lefsre programs.

The major disadvantage would be the lose of Service prerogatives

to met their own lv•,ls of sipport for whet they consider effective

assessment.

A lternative 5 would use the 0SD or Service-produced support requirements

as guidelines only.

The advantages of this alternative would be the resulting movement

"toward a Total Force concept.

The major disadvantage would be as for Alternative 4, above.

Alternative 6 would require OSD to eliminate duplication within the

Service's support elements by assigning a Service support elemst to

act am Executive Agent.

The advancage of this alternative would be the obvious saving. in

"people and money prompted by the current duplication of efforts.

The major disadvantage would be the removal from individual Services

of the specialized research, market analysis, and other support elements

which are unique to each Service's operations.

1A.i
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That each Service be required to determine support requirements

for its recruitment proSrams on a component-by-component bahis;

that these requirements be subject to OSD review.

That each Service be required to utilize the above support require-

4 somts for its recruitmant programs as guidelines for Service-wide

budgeting, staffing and organization. That Service progress in achieving

"* the requirements be subject to OSD review.

That, in addition to the increasing degree of coordination taking

place aiong Services and O9D, OSD conduct a study of duplication

of functions within the Service's recruiting program; that, if the study

determines significant duplication, OSD appoint the Service with the

mast efficient and Total Force oriented program to serve as ftecutive

Agent for its own and other Services' Total Force recruitment programs.

D. Chains of Comnand

Another contrast concerns the degree of command responsibility

within recruiting progress. For the active Army, the Navy and the

Air Force, there are major recruiting commands, which are two-star

billets. The Marine Corps utilises its District Director concept.

with recruiting guidance from the "temporary" Director of Personnel

Procurement, which has to travel up through the DCS/Nanpower to the

", , Commandant, then down through the District Directors to the Officers-

In-charge of the Recruiting Stations, who are the key supervisory

elements within the Marine Corps recruiting program.

There also is a contrast between the Reserve and National Guard

A-1
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progres. in the Navy, and Karine Corps. the active recruiting programss

have assumd responsibility for reserve recruiting Activitie, thus

relieving the unit ccmnders of thin task. In the ArM and Air Force

Reserve end National Cuards units, the commander# ar responsible for

recruiting; howver. recruiters receive policy guidance. support and

mes doe*re of di-ectioo from higher headquarters.

There Also is a marked contrast between the Services in the comand

relationship between recruiting and the initial training of recruits. In

the Army, the responsibility for training come under the Training and

"Doctrine Cosmand, a four-star major command, while USAREC is responsible

to the Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel. Thus, the only formal command

relationship between the two waste st the Office of the Chief of Staff.

The sm situation is true for the U. S. Navy. with the Chief of Naval

.. ucation and Trainnig (a three-star billet) responsible for recruit and

"A" school training, while the Navy Recruiting Command is responsible

to the Chief of Naval Personnel. In the Marine Corps, currently, both

"the Commanding Generals of the Recruit Training Depots are responsible

directly to the Commandant, as are the six District Directors. Under

the proposed reorganization, however, the Cosmanding Generals of the

Recruit Training Depots will be responsible both for recruiting and recruit

training. At present, only the Air lorce has the ease major Commander (Air

•/ -Z Training Command) responsible both for recruiting and recruit training.

Alternative I would continue present policies.

The advantages of this alternative are that the present system

provides adequate results and there would be no disruptions in current

organizational responsibilities.

AA
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The major disadvantages of the present policies are both the

differing degrees of top command concern and invovement in the

recruiting process and the continuing conflict in some Services

between recruit trainers and recruiters over the true quality and

"value to the service of new accessions. •

Alternative 2 would require all Services and components thereof to

ensure that recruiting responsibility it asigned to senior commnders

with clear access to the military chiefs.

The advantages of this alternative is that it would focus comemnd

attention and resources on a continuous basis on recruiting activities . '

and problems,.

The major disadvantages would be in the Army and Air Force G-iard

and Reserve programs where it would remove recruiting responsibility

from Unit Commanders -- a @yet= which at present in working well.

Alternative 3 would make the same senior Service comander responsible

•' I / ":• •.•both for recruiting and recruit training. ..

The major advantage of this alternative (as demonstrated by the

Air Force) is that it makes the same Service Comand responsible for

the delivery of a trained acceptable product, thus removing the current

friction existing in the Army, Navy and Marine Corps between the two K.

elments.

The major disadvantage of this alternative might be the pressures

on the recruiting force to sign up more easy-to--rain accessions rather 4

than some men and women who might be harder-to-train, but also could

make good soldiers, sailors, marines, airmen, etc.

A-i
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UECGONENDATIOV

*Thcat senior eomeander In each Service be accorded the priorities

and resources end be made responsible for the recruiting activities and

coat management within his Service, including the Reserve component;

'U •. .that this responsibility be extended to National Guard recruiting subject 4

to the findinge of the special Study Group effort recomended earlier.

"That this Service senior comzander be responsible for both recruiting

- "+ +and recruit traininig.
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Tr4 Nubr fRcutn osua

BAKRUD lsiiato n il fprsne ayfo n

TITall puers ofne asindtecruiting.Prone

-Adjustment made for ATERS personnel. Rather than
count all within Army total, military and civilian
peraonneal apportioned among all Services.

-Paper assesses each Service (Regul~ar, Reserve, Guard)

for FY 75 in taerm of:

0 Total personnel assigned to recruiting

0 Ratio of supervioory/managament/suppore to field
operations

o Total productivity factor for total personnel assigned

A 0 Total productivity factor for personnel assigned to
field operations levelA

4 4- PIOILDI: Tables used to summarize and compare supervisor to field
ratio and productivity factors for all Services. Dramatic
differences become obvious.

ALTERNAITrS: Various options relating to improvements In recruiting
personnel policies by Services and DoD in support of
support of Total Porce concept.

CONCLSION: Services have made commendable progress during OVF in
meeting accession requirements but new initiatives

RECWE3IRDATION: To assess effectiveness of resources devoted to Total
Force recruiting, DoD should fully identify total
man-years utilized to produce qualified accessions.
Standard productivity measurement system, expressed in
terms of specific job-related quality and quantity require-
mantso should be established. Services should use this
system to achieve maximu support for Total Force con-
Cept. 051) should review and monitor Services' efforts
to achieve this goal.
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RRITcauENT xIN THEi ARD FORCES

RESERACIH PAPER 12 - NlUMBERS OF RECRUITING PERSONNEL

The numbers of personnel assigned to recruiting have increased signi-

ficantly during the AVW years, although the rate of increase has not been

as large as that of recruiting expenditures. Wihere"s the total number
I

of recruiters for all Services held steady for the 1961-1970 decsde'1 l

the decision to adopt an AIIF resulted in major increases In TY 7211

with gradual increases thereafter. During the seame period, the National

Guard and Reserve initiated formal recruitiag programs. (There were noJ

Guard/Reserve personnel assigned to full-time recruiting duty during

the draft aer.)

There also were corresponding increases In both the active and Guard/

Reserve support and administrative personnel levels for the recruiting

programs, with the active forces recruiting programs in IPT 74 requiring

12,000 personnel for support/admincistrative functions,.-fbign h

total ==ber of personnel involved in recruiting activity during FY 74

to approxtmately 23,000 for the active programs alone.

* The combined Total Force recruiting programs of the four Services

during rY 75 utilized 29,175 servicemen and women and civilians. Their
*efforts prodreed 706,299 accessions for the armed forces, regular and

_~Stewart W. Kamp, "Productivity of U.S. Military Recruiting Systems,"
Studies of the Prenident's Commission on an All-Volunteer Force, Vol. 11,

* iNovember 1970, p. IV-4-3.

2/ Testimony of Gen. Robert M. Montague, Special Assistant to the ASD

Appropriations, House of Represee.tatives, 93rd Congress. First Session.

3/ Data furnished by U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service in briefing.
February 1975.
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The growth in personnel assigned to recruiting between Services

and components has differed conhiderably. as the followi'S sections will4

illustrate. (Note: The numbers used in the following sections were

furnished by the individual Services and components at differing point3

during FY 75 and early FY 76. Each of the Serrices and caemto used

somewhat different definitions for their various categories of recruiting

personnel, i.e., production recruiters, recruiters, can-roersr, mser-

visors, support, etc. For purposes of commonality, all recruiting per.-

soanel stationed at the lowest organizational levels vithis each Service'&

recruiting program have been considpred as fisld recruiting p 1e.mml.

All personnel assigned to middle-level and headquarters fctame have'

been considered as management/supervisory personnel.)

SWhile an absolute comps :Leon between Services and comonnt is not

possible under the above method (it would take a careful job malysis 3f j
each position within each recruiting program), the degree of variation

between the Services and the components using the above boamdarls tio

such that a general comparison can be defended.

A. The Department of the Army

BA•CKGROUND

The United States Army Recruit.4ng Command (USAREC) is the mtor user

of recruiting personnel within the Deportment of the Army; hbassor, as

discussed in earlier sections, the National Guard and the LAmp Deserves

conduct separate recrui:ing programs which also utilize recruiting per-

Gonnel. Additional personnel also are utilized by the Unit of Choice

Canvasser program, and the special officer recruitment progrei (West Point,

ROTC, legal, medical and chaplain).

A-2
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There was a substantial grovth in the size of the total recruiting

force in the FT 71 - !Y 72 period. The greatest increase was in the

number of recruiters. In FY 70, there were 2,969 recrLiters; by FTY 72,

the number had been sore than doubled.!/ In terms of total USARrC

strength, the increases continued through FY 75.

The USAREC personnel were divided into two categories: Managerial

and Supi 4rt and Operational Recruiting. The fY 75 distribution by these

categories is:

a MANAGERIAL AND SUPPORT

- RQ USAREC 537
- Regional Recruiting Cads (5) 816

TOTAL 1,353

- AYRES (66) 2,219
- Recruiting Support Center 153

TOTAL 2,372

C OPERATIONAL RECRUITI _/

- District Recruiting Cods (64) 2,210
- Area Recruiting Cads (266) 623
"- Recruiting Stations (1,650) 5 448

TOTAL 82l

GRANID TOTAL 12 006

1/ Statement of Major General John Q. Maenion, Commanding General, U.S.
Army Recruiting Coemand, Hearings before and Special Reports made by
Committee on Armed Services to the House of Representatives ou Subjects
Affecting the Naval and Military Establishments, 1972, 92nd Congress,
2nd Session, p. 8415.

2/ USAREC classifies the personnel at the district hdqts. ares recruiting
commsnds, and recruiting stations as field recruiting personnel.

3/ Data furnished to DHC at USAREC briefing, 24 June 1975.
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In order to gain a more accurate picture of the Regular Amy re-

cruitment program staffing requirements, adjustments should be made

to the USAREC totals for the Unit of Choice Canvasser pro"r. the

Special Officer Recruitment progrers, and the proportLon of LIKES

staffing which handles processing of candidates for the other Services.

Unit of Choice Canvaesere

The Unit of Choice Canvasser program, in which operatioeel units

of the Regular Army utilize their own personnel for Unit of Choice

recruiting activities, was initiated in FY 72 in order to s"lament

the recruiting activities of the USAREC staff. Up to FY 75, the Unit

of Choice program was loosely coordinated with the activities of the

USAREC recruiters; however, effective January 1975, USAREC seemed

operational responsibility for the Unit of Choice canvassers. The Unit

of Choice program reached its peak during FTY 74, when 1,572 sma-years

of recruiting activity was provided by Canvassers.l/ Durin FT 75,

however, the funds for Canvassers were curtailed and there es a reduc-

"tion in utilization (122-339 depending upon month) and the amber of

man-year positions allocated (870).V/ In FTY 75, the activities of the

USAREC recruiters received approximately 230 man-years of asistance

from the Unit of Choice program.

AFEES Staffing Adjustment

The Army, as Executive Agent, provides the civilian labor force for

I/i Data provided in Memo prepared for the DHC by Department of the Army,
DAPC-PSF-C.

2/ Da'a provided to DMC by USAREC at briefing, 24 Jhne 1975.

" 4.2
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the operation of the 66 AIRES. If these civilian positions are pro-

rated among the Services, there would be a resulting reduction in the

sixe of the civilian work-force at AFRES which handles Army recruit

processing from 1,003 to 751, or a net reduction in the USAREC staff

totals of 252 civilian spaces.ia

As the military officers and men from the other Services assigned

to the AIRES (but carried by USAREC) also perform non-Army functions,

their totals also should be subtracted from the USAZEC staffing require-

smnts. During FY 75, there ware 306 officers and men from the other

Services assigned to AFEES, but carried on the USAREC rolas.2/

The net affect, then, of the AFEES adjustment would be to reduce the

USAREC staff requirements by 558 spaces.

Special Officer Recruitment Programs

The five special officer recruitment programs, which are funded and

operated separately from USAREC, also utilized recruiting personnel

during FY 75.

Recruiting Personnel - Special Officer programs
(man-years) - FY 75

Wast Point 0
ROTC 287
Legal 2.6
Medical 24.5
Chaplain 0

Total 314.1 men-years -

1/ A full explanation of the pro-rating of AFIES staff among the Services
in contained in Section 1.

2/ Ibid.

3/ Data provided by OASD(H&RA) September 1975.

A-2
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The U. S. Army Recruitilr Cosiand (USA••C), the Unit of Choice

Canvasser program, the Special Officer recruitment progas and AIES

personnel all are concerned with recruiting for the Regular Army.

Recruitment and processing for the Army National Guard sod the Army

Reserves are handled separately,

Army National Guard

Beginning in FY 72, there have been full-time recruiting personnel in the

Army National Guard; however, no figures are available fron mr 7Y . Since

FY 73 the Army Guard recruiting structure and the number of oan-years being

expended on recruiting have risen.

Recruiting Personnel in Kan-Year EquivalenttsI

Individual 2-Year
Man-Years Tours Technicians Tota!

F Y73 504 53 130 681
74 800 70 130 1.000
75 979 82 78 1.139

Army Reserve

Beginning in FY 72, the Army Reserve asesigned pereoml full-time

to the recruiting function. The number of men-years expeeded in recruiting

increased through FY 74 but showed a slight drop In FY 75.

l/ Booed on data contained in a background paper provided by Mr. E.
Willcock, Assistant Personnel Officer, Personnel DivisiotArmy National
Guard, August 1975. P

be
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Recruiting Personnel in Man-Year EquivashS, 1

Individual 2-Year
Man-Years Tours Technicians Total

FY72 - 32 - 32
FY73 164 135 384 683
FY74 294 155 430 879

FY75 283 146 394 823

SumIary of Department of the Army Recruiting Personnel
(FY 1975)

USAREC 9,787

Unit of Choice Canvassers 230

LEES (pro-rated) 1,661

Special Officer Recruitment 314

Army National Guard 1,139

Army Reserves 632

TOTAL 13,954

EVALUATION

The Army considers the personnel at District headquarters, Area

recruiting commands and recruiting stations as "field recruiting" personnel,

and the personnel at the five Regional Recruiting Commands and USAREC head-

quarters as supervisory/management personnel. Utilizing these desigrations,

(with adjustments for AFEES), the ratio of supervisory/management personnel

to field operations for Regular Army Recruiting can be determined. :

I/ Based on information received from Capt. J. Meyer and Capt. Sling,
Personnel and Comptroller Divisions, Office of Chief, Army Reserve, March
and August 1975.

* A-2
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Rgaular Army

Ratio of Suoervisory/Nanagement Personnel to Field Operations

Number of Supervisory/ Number of field
Management Personnel Operations Recruiters Ratio

*Y P 75 3,167 8,281 1:2.6

If Unit of Choice Canvasser are included in the above total* of

Production recruiters, the r.tio vould be:

PT 75 3,167 8,511 2.7

V Army National Guard

The ratio of supervisors to field recruiting personnel in the Army

"n"ational Guard has shown an improvement from 7Y 73 to FT 75, primarily due

to an increase in the number of man-years being expended by recruiters.

Ratio of SupervisoryrManagement Personnel to Field Operational/

Number of Supervisory/ Number of Field
Management Personnel Personnel Ratio

TY 75 127 1.012 1:8

1 " I/ Based on information contained in an Information Paper, subj: Reserve
Component Recruiting dtd 8 August 1975 by LtCol J. Stevens, Operations

Branch, Recruiting and Reenlistment Division, Army Military Personnel,

August 1975.

NOTE: Reserve and Guard Totals are man-year averages and include
4, officers and enlisted on active duty for recruiting as well

as "Technicians" who are officer and enlisted Rtservists who
hold a full time civilian recruiting position. Totals do not
include officers, enlisted or civilians who provide supervision
or support as an additional duty.

Aj'
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Army Reserves

The ratio of supervisors to field recruiting personnel in the Army 4

Reserves also improved from FT 73 to FT 75.

Ratio of Supervisory/msnasement Personnel to Field Operational/

Number of Supervisory/ Number of Yield
Management Personnel Personnel Ratio

ft 75 153 670 1U4.4

Recruits per Accession

The number of accesasions for each recruiter in the Army's FT 75

Total force recruiting program can be calculated by relating the staffing

totals for each program to the actual recruiting results.

Army Total Force - Recruits per Total Recruitina
Personnel Assianed - Y 75

Number of total Numabor per Recruiting
Progran recruiting personnel Accession* personnel

USAREC
>•.- 

5  
(vith adjustments 11,992 (209,000 n.p.s.
for AFEES and (8,176 officers? 217,1741' 18.1

• • Unit of Choice
Canvassers)

Army National 1,139 (33,672 n.p.s.J 78.5
Guard (55,780 p.s.) 89,457-3

Army Reserve 823 (18,229 n.p.s.) 68.7
(38,324 p.s.)~ 56,553V

11/ heed on information received from Capt. J. Mayer and Capt. Sling,
Personnel and Comptroller Divisions. Office of chief, Army Reserves,
March and August 1975.

r" 2/ Regular accession data from "June Results - lY 75 Totals," issued by
OASD(M&RA) in July 1975.

3/ Reserve n.p.s. and p.s. accession data furnished by Major Byers,
-dASD(M&RA)

41 Ibid. A -2
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The mumber of accesuions per field recruiting force also can be

calculated:

Recruits Per Yield Recruiting Porce - F' 75

linber of field Umbr of accessitns
Proar recruiting .erson.el Acceesion.. per percon

USARZC
(vith Unit of Choice
end officer program.) 8,825 217,176 24.6

Amy National
Guard 1,012 89,452 ".4

Ar"y Reserves 670 $6,553 84.4

In sun, during FY 75, the Army utilized 13,954 personnel for Total

.. ]force recruiting activity. Their efforts produced 363,181 new accessions
for a Department-vide ratio of recruiting personnel to accessions of I per

26.0.

I

V L .I
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8. APSES Staffing I

Military staffing of the A-EES is supported by all Services, with

staffing levels proportionate to the Services' projected workload. The

Army (USAREC), as Executive Agent, is responsible for civilian staffing

at ASERS.

The 1Y 75 authorized staffing of AFEES was:i/

Officers Enlisted Total Military Civilians Total

Army 159 751 910 1,003 1,913

Navy 29 127 127

USHC 13 44 57 57 "

USA 27 95 122 122

TOTAL 228 988 l,2l6* 1,003* 2,219

*MIX IS 54.72 MILITARY: 45.2% CIVILIAN

While the Army, as Executive Agent, is responsible for the civilian -*

staffing of APSES, tin 1,003 civilian positions should be pro-rated ssrg

the four Services in order to portray eat Service's contribution. During

PY 75, tin Army provided 74.82 of AIRES military staffing, the !tavy 10.52,

thi Marine Corps 4.72 and the Air Force 0%,-- In accordance with this

distribution, the civilian staffing level for each Service would be: -
Officers Enlisted Civilian Total

Army 159 751 751 1,661
NAvy 29 98 105 232 .
USMC 13 44 47 104
USAF 27 95 100 222

S988 1,003 2,219

1/ Data supplied by USAREC at DWM briefing, 24 June 1975.

2/ Percentages of military staffing by Service provided by Production
ianagement Directorate, USAREC.

A-2
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NOTE: The staffing contributions of the Services were last adjusted in June

1970. At the time, there were significant numbers of Selective Service

registrants being processed for possible induction into the Army. Ac-

cordingXy, the Arny's share as of that date was very high. This share

has not been sustained during the AVY years and an adjustment in military

staffing by Service has been requested by the Army, to take effect during

FY 1976. This new staffing pattern will allocate the positions in accor-

dance with the following percentages" Army 492; Navy 182; Marine Corps 142;

and Air Force 192. The new staffing patterns represents about a 252

reduction for the Army, with proportional Increases for the other

Services.

C. The U. S. Navy

SACKLROUND

The majority of recruiting activity for the U. S. Navy Is conducted

by the Navy Recruiting Command. The only exception to this is the special

recruiting program for the Naval Academy and the Reserve program to recruit

prior service personnel.

The U. S. Navy Recruiting Command for FY 75 I•s authorized 5,823

positions.

1' Data supplied to DKC by Production Management Directorate, USAREC.

A-2
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The specific categories of positions were as follows*

U. S. Navy Recruiting Command - Authorized Positions - FY 75

officers 548

enlisted support 1,236

enlisted recruiters 3,484

civilians 555

Total 5,823

The Navy Recruiting Command personnel force also can be identified

by operational level, with the command headquarters and recruiting area A

staffs comprising the supervisory/management activities mnd the districts

and recruiting offices comprising the field activities (production re-

cruiters).

Enlisted Enlisted
Officers Support Recruiters Civilians Totals

Command Headquarters 84 113 1 196 394
Area Staffs 72 51 39 12 174

"", .,. Districts and Offices 392 1,072 3,444 347 5.232/55
5,'823

For the years prior to the adoption of the AVF concept, naval recruiting

personnel totalled about 3,200 (2,600 less than the FY 75 level). However,

with the commitment of the Administration to meet accession goals with

volunteers, there was a corresponding increase in the size of the Navy

recruiting force. The growth was accomplished in 1Y 71 and FT 72, with

the largest increase taking place in enlisted recruiters, whose number

1/ Data supplied in letter of 6 March 1975 from Director, Plans and
Policy Department, N'nvy Recruiting Command; and Lt. Payne, Naval
Recruiting Command in telephone conversation of 3 September 1975.

2/ Ibid.

A-2
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greo from 2,298 in Ir 1970 to a high of 3,708 In TY 73 (down to 3,"44

In FY 75). During this me period, the number of enlisted support

personnel greo from less than 500 in IT 71 to almost 1.100 in PY 75.

Although there has been soma adjustment in the levels of personnel

within eategorins, the total level of personnel vithin the Navy Recruiting

Comand he. rmeined at the 5,800 plus level for the FY 73 - FT 75 period.-1

In edditLon to authorized recruiting personnel, the Navy Recruiting

Command has utilized the services of special canvassers, including a

limited number of officers who sided in the recruitient of minority

officer candidates, and recent recruits who aided recruiting activities

in their local areas for brief two-week periods. This latter program,.

entitled the Recruiter Assistance Program, is similar to the Army's Unit

of Choice Canvassers; however, there are several differences, including

the absence in the Navy program of recruiting activities which are

directly related to specific units.

During the last two fiscal years, the Navy utilized the following

numbers of special canvassers:

ry 75

Minority Officer Recruiters 10

Recruiter Assistance Program 2,090 .]

Although the number of personnel in the Recruiter Assistance Program

is large, their average period of utilization is two weeks; therefore,

when expressed in man-years (about 80), the assistance provided by this

1/ Staffing data proviied by Navy Recruiting Command, op cit.

2/ Data provided by Navy Recruiting Command, op cit.

4A
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program Is minimal in comparison to the major Navy recruiting effort.

Their contributions, however, should be included in the overall totals.

The contributions of the Naval Academy Special Recruiting program

and the Reserve prior-service program, as veil as an adjustment in the

staffing pattern for the Navy's share of the APZE staff, also should

be considered.

Number of recruiters

Naval Academy Rcut61/ none (handled by Reserves and
Retired on voluntary basis)

AFEES administrative staff 232 (Sam Section 3)

Reserve prior-service recruitereYi 548

Summry of U. S. Navy tecruitins Personnel Level*

IT 75

U. S. Navy Recruiting Coma"d 5,823

Special Canvassers (man-years) so

Naval Academy Recruiting none

APR85 Administrative Staff 232

Reserve prior Service 568

6,683

WAVAATION

With adjustments made for the special canvasser programs, AIRES

administrative personnel, and reserve prior-service recruiters, the

ratio of supervisory/management personnel in the U. S. Navy Total Force

1/ Information provided by LCdr Joyce. Naval Academy staff.

2/ Information provided by Naval Reserve Headquarters, Nev Orleans. Of
the 548 total, 48 are classified aupervisory/nanagement and 500 are field
recruiters for a 1:10.4 ratio.
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recruiting program can be calculated.

U. S. Navy

(regular and n.p... reserve accessions)
Ratio of Supervisory/Managencnt Personnel to Field Operations

Number of Supervisory/ Number of Field

Management Personnel Recruiting Personnel Ratio

FY 75 Boo 5,335 1:6.7

The number of acceasione into the Nav, (tegular and reserve) per

individual assigned to the Navy's recruiting program also can be

calculated by relating the staff totals to the actual recruiting results.

Recruits per Total Recruiting Personncl - FY 75
S1Recruitse per

Prog Personnel level Accessiona"i/ total personnel

U. S. Navy Recruiting active 110.000
Comand (active duty and n.p.s.
all non-prior-service reserve 3,037
reserves)

officers 6,179
6.135 - 119,216 19.4

Reserve prior-service
recrui cing 548 24,076 43.9

The number of accessions per person assigned to field recruiting operations .4

also can be calculated.

Recruits per Field Recruiting Force - FT 75

Number of Field
Program Recruiting Personnel Accessions Recruits per person

U. S. Navy Recruiting

Command 5,335 1:9,216 22.3

Reserve prior-service
recruiting 500 24,076 48.2

1/ Regular accession data from "June Results - FY 75 Totals" issued hv
OASD(M&RA) in July 1975; Reserve and p.s. accession data furnished by
Major Byers, OASD(M&RA).
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In sun, the Navy utilized 6,683 personnel for Total Force recruiting

activities during FY 75. Their combined efforts recruited and processed

143,292 now accessions and prior-service personnel for a Navy-wide ratio

of personnel to accessions of 1 to 21.4.

D. U. S. Karin& Corps

BACKGROUND

The U.S. Marine Corps recruiting program Is the closest to a one-atop

Total force recruiting program within the Depoer-e t of Defense.

The Marine Corps recruiting force for YY 75 (1ess Reserve prior-

service recruiters) was authorized 3,176 positiona. llhe specific cate-

gories of positions were as follows:

U. S. Marine Corps Total Force Recruitinga Program

Authorized Positions - FY 75-11
officers 276

enlisted 2,751

civilians 149ITotal 3,176
The Marine Corps recruiting personnel also can be divided by opera-

tional level, with the headquarters level including the supervisory/

masnagment activities of Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps and the Marine

Corps Districts, and the field activities including the Recruiting Stations

a-td sub-stations.

l/ Data furnished by Head, Manpower PlannninglProgreining and Budgetingj Biranch, Headq~uarters, VS .-

- .A-2
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Officers Enlisted Civilians Total

Headquarters 30 19 38 87

field Activities 246 2,732 111 3.089

3,176./

During FY 75, the Marine Corps kept the authorized TecruitLnr

positions at 1002 of manning level; hover, during TY 74. the nutzers

of field recruiters (officers ar.d enlisted) vere supplmeented by 112

personnel, which meant a manning level of about 1032.

As with the other Servicis' recruiting progres, the big growth in

the Marine Corps recruiting staff took place in FT 71 and FI 72. In

Vr 70, the Marine Corps recruiting force consisted of 246 officers,

2,119 enlisted and 57 civilians (2,422 total).V

In FY 71, the recruiting force totalled 2,678 and it was increased

further in FT 72 to 3,220. Of these, 3,133 were considered as production

recruiters. Thus, at the advent of the AV?, the recruiting force of the

Marina Corps was increased by about 800 from 2,422 to more than 3,200.

Within this overall increase, there was a four-fold increase in the

number of career counselors assigned to the AFEES (these are recruiting

personnel, considered as production recruiters for the purposes of this

paper, who "sell" specific contract options and final enlistments after

medical a"d mental tests are completed).-/

l/ Data furnished by Head, Manpower Planning/Programaing and Budgeting
Branch, Headquarters, USMC.

A 2/ Statement of Col Donald N. McKeon, Military Personnel Procurement Branch,
TI.S. Marine Corps, Hearing before Committee on Armed Services, op. cit.

3/ Data furnished by Head. Mar-po-er PlannIng/Programing and Budgeting
Branch, HeadquArters. USMC.

I
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The production recruiting force for the Marine Corps was increased

further in FY73 by an additional 200 positions. This level of production

recruiters (3,457) was the highest level of personnel devoted to recruiting

by the Marine Corps in the AVF era. In P. 1974, the number was reduced by

about 200 positions (primsrily by reducing the number of career couiselors);

and in FY 75, the number wan reduced further by about 100 positions (at field

offices). 1/ Thus, while the other Services have have generally continued their

build-up in recruiting personnel, the Marine Corps has in fact reduced their

recruiting personnel level during the lest two years.

In order to gain a more accurate understanding of the complete

Marine Corps recruiting program, additions to the recruitint staff should

be mede for APSES administrative personnel, special canvassers. -eand the

Reserve prior-service recruiters.

FY75

APSES administrative staff (See
Section B) 104

Special canvassers 83

Reserve prior-service recruiters - 316

Summsry of U.S. Marine Corps Recruiting Personnel Levels

IFY75

Regular and n.p.s. Reserve

recruiting program 3,176
AFEES administrative personnel 104
Canvassers 83
Reserve prior-service recruiters 316

TOTAL 3,679

I/ Ibid.

2/ The Marines use select recruits on shirt assignments to help full-time
personnel.

3/ Datea provided by Manpower Planning/Programing and Budgeting Branch,
op cit. Of the 316 total, 13 are classified as supervisors/uwwafers and
303 are field personnel, for a 1:23.3 ratio.
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EVALUATION

With adjustments for AFEES administrative staff and Reserve prior-

service recruiters, the ratio of supervisory/management personnel in the

Marine Corps Total Force recruiting program can be calculated.

U. S. Marine Corps

(regular and n.p.s. reserve accessions)
Ratio of Supervisory/Management Personnel to Field Operations

Number of Supervisory/ Number of Field
Managment Personnel Recruiting Personnel Ratio

IT 75 191 3.172 1:16.6

The number of accessions into the Marine Corps per each Individual

assigned to the Marine Corps' Total Force recruiting program can be

calculated by relating th- totals of recruiting personnel to the actual

recruiting results.

Recruit@ per Total Recruiting Personnel - FY 75

Personnel Recruits per
Program level Accessions-- prson

Regular and Reserve non- [ 60,000 n.p.s. 1
prior-service (including 7,340 Its i
AFEES administrative Reserves
personnel) 3,363 2.367 officers 20.73

. " 69. 707

Reserve prior-service 316 5,940 18.8

-t 1/ Regular accession data from "June Results - FY 75 Totals" issued by
OASD(M&RA) In July 1975; -.eserve n.p.s. end p.s. accession data furnished
by Major Byers, OASD(M&RA).
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The number of accessions per production recruiter also can be calculated.

Recruits per field Rlecruiting Force - T 75

Number of Field Recruit& per
Progrim Recruitins Force Accessions person

Active/reserve
non-prior-service 3,172 69,707 22

Reserve prior-
"sewice 316 5,940 19.6

is aim, the Marine Corps utilized 3,679 personnel for Total farces

recruiting activities during FY 75. Their combined efforts recruited

and processed 75,647 new accessions and prior-service personnel for a

Marine Corps-wide average of 21.6 accessions per recruiter.

1. Department of the Air 'Force

BACKGROUND

8 The U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service is the major usar of recruiting

personnel within the Department of the Air Force; however, as discussed In

earlier sections,* the Air National Guard and the Air Reserves conduct

separate recruiting programs. Additional personnel also are utilized

by the special officer recruitment progrems (Air Force Academy, ROTC,

legal officers and chaplains).

A-2
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During FTY 75, the U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service was authorized

4,038 positions. The specific categories of positions were as follows

FT 75
U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service

Authorized Positions

Officers 371

Inlisted 3,203

SCivilians 464

Total 4,038 11

The VU. S. Air Force Recruiting Service personnel are divided into three

* operational levels.

U. S. Air Force Recruiting Seavice
Distribution of Positions - FTY 75

-tElisted Enlisted
Officers R:cruiters Support Civilians Total

2acruiting Service
U ieadquarters 57 26 94 73 250

Group Headquarters 95 64 92 65 316

Detachents & Stations 219 2,646 281 326 3.472

4,038

During FY 75, the Recruiting Service operated with about 952 of their

authorized personnel.

1/ Data supplied by U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service at DMC staff

briefing, January 1975.

41 A-2
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The level of Recruiting Service staffing held reasonably level

during the AV? years of FY 73 - FY 75;1-/ however, there was a sub-

asrtmial growth in the size of the recruiting force in 1Y 71 and TY 72,

with growth rates of approximately 181 and 251 In their production re-m -
crultere and support categories. In FT 70, the total strength of the

: ~U. S. Air Tore Rte~criing; Service (officers, enlisted and civilians)

was 3,029 positions, or about 1,000 less than the FY 75 l*"e. The

FY 70 level had been maintained for at least the previous five years;

In faet. the number of positions authorized for F 65 was 3,357.

In order to gain a more accurate understanding of the U. S. Mr

.Force active service rcruitiug programs, additions to the staff require-

eeats of the Recruiting Service should be made for the AIS staff and

for the special officer recruitment programs.

AFEES Staffing 3
FY 75

Air Force Officers 27
Air Force enlisted 95
Civilian (pro-rated share) 100 21

Total 222

Special Officer Recruitment programs ,

Air Force Academy 0
ROTC 41 (eat.)
Legal Officer# 0
Chaplains 0

Total -7 "

I/ During PY 73- FY 75, the personnel level of the Recruiting Service
grew at a rate of approximately 100 positions per year.

* 2/ See Section B. supra.

3/ Information furnished by OASD(4&RA), September 1975.
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The U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service, the Special Officer

Recruitment programa, and the proportionate share of AI•.S staffing

in total provide recruitment services for active Air Force; recruitment

for the Air National Guard and the Air Force Reserve are handled separately

by those organizations.

Air National Guard

Until FT 72, the Air National Guard did not have any full-time

recruiters. Beginning in FY 72, it devoted steadily Increasing numhars

of man-years to the recruiting function through the use of active duty

"tours for Guardsmen and in.ividual man-years.

Rscruiting Personnel in Man-Year Equivalents 1/

Individual
Extended Active Man-days 360 day

Duty (in men-years) Tours Total

FT 73 1 106.2 - 107.2
74 1 187.0 - 188.0
75 1 24.7 209.1 234.8

Air Force Reserve

Since F• 73 the number of AP Reserve recruiters has increased

steadily, particularly the category of reservists brought on active

duty for one year renewable tours. While the number of recruiting

* man-years estimated for FY 76 is only slightly higher than for FT 75,

there is a dratLtic shift in who will be expending those man-years.

The man-years used by part-time reservists will be cut more than half

--l/ LtCol James R. Blackvell, Dep. Chief, Air Personnel Div., Air
National Guard. Itr to AFDPXXS dated 23 July 1975.
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while the number of full-time recruiting reservists (one-year renewable

tours) will sharply increase.

Reserve Personnel in Man-year Equivalents-11

Individual
Air Reserve 360 day Man-Days
Technician Tours in man-years) Total

fT 73 61 - 72.4 133.4
74 65 - 134.6 199.6
75 65 55 202.6 322.6

Siummry of Department of the Air Force Rtcruitina Personnel - ft 75

U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service 4,038

Special Officer Recruitment Programs 41

AFEES 222

Air National Guard 235

Air Force Reserve 323

Total 4,859

EVALUATION

The U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service, like its counterparts in the

other Services, has designated certain positions at all operational levels

as "production recruiters." However, because these designations are not

consistent between Services, a simplier definition has been utilized in

this paper: 1l personnel at the Detachment-and Recruiting Station levels

will be considered as field recruiting personnel; all those at Group and

command headquarters (and the AFEES staff) will be considered as supervisory/

management. Using this distinction between supervisory/management personnel

I/ Col Richard Mile, Acting Deputy Chief, Personnel Division, Office of
AF Reserve, ltr to AF/DPXXS dated 24 July 1975.
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and field recruiting personnel, a ratio can be developed. Separate ratios

also can be developed for the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve

recruiting program.

Regular Air Force

Ratio of Supervisory/Management Personnel to Field Operations

Number of Supervisory/ Number of Field
Managmnt Personnel Recruit Personnel Ratio

FY 75 788 3,513 1:4.5

Air Force National Guard

The ratio of supervisors to field operations personnel in the Air

Force National Guard rmained fairly constant during FTY 74 and 1Y 75.

Ratio of Supervisory/Manaement Personnel to Field Operationa-I

Njuber of Supervisory/ Number of Field

,Manalent Personnel Operations Personnel Ratio

FY 75 26 209 1:8

Air Force Reserve

The ratio of supervisors to field operations personnel in the Air

* Force Reserve has varied widely from FTY 73 through FT 75 due to the

establishment of recruiting staffs at regions and Air Force headquarters,

and the increase in the number of recruiters.

1/ LtCol Ji es R. Blackwell, Deputy Chief, Air Personnel Division, Air

National Guard; ltr to AFDPXXS dated 23 July 1975.

NOTE: Reserve and Guard totals are man-years averages and include officers

and enlisted on active duty for recruiting as well as "technicians"

who are officers and enlisted Reservists who hold a full tine civ-

. e ilian recruiting position. Totals do not include officers, enlisted

- or civilians who provide supervision or support as an additional

dut7.
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Ratio~ of Suoervisorulftanagement Personnel to Field Operations1'

Nubr of Supervisory/ Number of Field
Manaement Personnel Operations Personnel Ratio

ft 75 40 183 1:7.1

Recruiters per Accession

The aumber of accessions for each recruiter In the Deparment of the

Air Force's fY 75 recruitment programs can be cal~culated by relating

the staffing totals to the actual recruiting results.

Air Force Total Force-
Recruits par Total Recruiting PersonnelI Assigned -ft 75

Prosram Farsonnel level Accessions Number par person

V. S. Air Force
lecuiting Service
(including Special 4,301 (7,.000 ntp-e.) 19.8

Officer Recruitment) (7,957 officers'ý 84,957,1/

Air National
Guard 235 (6,446 n.p.e.) 81.9

(12,818 p.s.Y 19,264-1

Air Force Reserve 323 (2,907 n.p.s.) 4/61.8
(17,051

I/ Ratios computed from data contained in ltr of Col Richard Rile, Acting
Desputy Chief, Personnel Division, Office of A? Reserve, to AF/DPIOCS dated
24 July 1975.

* - 2/ Regular accession date from "June Results - TY 75 Totals," issued by
GAO(N&RA) in July 1975.

31/ Reserve n.p.s. and p.s. accession data furnished by Major Byers, OASD(M&RA).

4/ Ibid.
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The nunber of accession per field recruiter (all personnel at

the Detachmeut level) also can be calculated:

Recruits per Field Recruiting Force - FTY 75
FY 75

Number of Field Accessions
Prolram Recruiting Personnel Accessions per person

U. S. Air Force
Recruiting Service
(including Special 3.513 84,957 24.2
Officer recruit-
sent prosram)

Air National
Guard 209 19,264 92.2

Air Force Reserve 283 19,958 70.5

In sum, during FT 75. the Air Force utilized 4,859 personnel for Total

Force recru-ting activities. Their efforts produced 124.179 new accessions

for a Department-vide ratio of accessions to recruiting personnel of 25.6 to 1.

DISCUSSION

The following summarizes previously computed headquarters to field ratios

and productivity factors within and belween the Services.

FY 75 Active Force Couparisons

Accessions per Accession per
EQ to Field Field Recruiting Total Recruiting

Ratio Personnel Personnel

Army 1:2.6 24.6 18.1
USAF 1:4.5 24.2 19.8
Navy 1:6.7 22.3 19.4
US(C 1:16.6 22. 20.7
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Although there are wide variations in the supervisory/support to

field ratio due to organizational differences, the bottom line pro-

ductivity in tern of total personnel assigned to active force recruiting

is generally comparable.

T• 75 Reserve and Guard Comparisons

Accessions psr Accessions per
NQ to Field Field Recruiting Total Recruiting

Ratio Personnel Personnel

Army Reserve 1:4.4 84.4 68.7
Army National Cuardl:8.0 88.4 7.LS
USAF Reservo 1:7.1 70.5 61.8
Air National Guard 1:8.0 92.2 61.9
Navy Reserve 1:10.4 48.2 43.9
USMC Reserve 1:23.3 19.6 18.8

As with the active forces there are wide variations in the supervisory/

support to field ratios. Rowever, wide variations also occur in the

productivity factors - not only in comparing the various Reserve and Guard

elements, but also and particularly in comparison to active forces. From the

foregoing tables one should not conclude, for example, that Guard rz-

crulting personnel are three to four times more effective than Regular

personnel. Rather than great variations in effectiveness, the differences

,re attributed to a considerable amount of unaccounted for man-years in

many Reserve and Guard programs. In these programs, there are significant

"personnel resources devoted to recruiting on a part-time or additional

duty basis, and the man-year costs of these efforts normally are not

reflected in recruiting su•amries.-/

1/ For example,.in an interview with Col T. N. Ganes, Director, USAR
Personnel Division on June 5, 1975, it was learned there are times when
many Army Reserve unit personnel are recruiting in lieu of normal training.
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IF 75 Total Force Couparisons

Accessicns per Accessions per
HQ to Field Field Recruiting Total Recruitirg

Ratio Personnel Personnel

Total Army 1:3.1 34.6 26.0

Total USAF 1:4.7 31.0 25.6

Total Navy 1:6.9 24.6 21.4

Total USHC 1:16.6 22.3 20.6

Again, total force comparisons ere biased by unaccounted for man-

years In may Reserve and Guard programa.

PROBLL'M

A fundamental question facing the D(C ie whether personnel resources

devoted to recruiting can be more effectively utilized In support of a

Total Force recruiting concept. While both the OKC staff and the OSD

staff (in response to data inquiries) were unsuccessful in clearly identi-

fying all personnel resources utilized for Total Force recruiting, furth,,r

effort is essential to permit establ.ishment of a standard measurement

system to assess the effectiveness of recruiting personnel resources vs.

required quantitative and qualitative productivity goals.

ALTERINATIVES

Some variations in recruiting effectiveness within and between Services

can reasonably be expected. At present, however, with available data It

ii not poasible to accurately assess rec'-Liting personnel resources effect- I
iveness. Alternatives available to the DMC, therefore, are essentially

lmtited to addressing new initiatives which could provide a first step,

which vould ultimately leading to improved Defense manpover management.
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Alternative 1 vould involve essentially no change to existing recruiting

personnel resource management. Each of the Services would continue to

allocate full and part-time personnel needed to attain the required total

of officer and enlisted accessions.

The advantage of this alternative is that it 2rovides the greatest

decentralization and flexibility for continuing to satisfy Defense man-

power needs.

The disadvintage of continuing current practices is that there is no

standard effectiveness measure beyond accession attainment. It is possible

that unidentified recruiting manpower costs are detracting from overall

training and readiness.

Alternative 2 would recommend that OSD and the Services (Regular, Reserve,

and Guard) undertake a detailed analysis to identify the actual total man-

Total Force accession attainment.

The advantage of such an analysis is that, through quantification

and comparisons, opportunities should be identified which would permit

reasoned decisions for changes leading toward an optimum utilization of

personnel resources.

There is no disadvantage to this alternative beyond the obvious time

and costs essential to the analysis. The findings, however, might be

expected to return dividends amounting to many times over the investment.

Alternative 3 would recommend that fixed recruiting force ceilings be

I established for each element of Total Force recruiting. The ceilings

A
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would be based upon DOD established estimates of the numbers and ratio

of supervisory/management support and recruiter personnel required to

produce a given number of officer and enlisted accessions.

The advantage of identifying specific force levels, based upon de-

sired accessions, would be the establishment of initial elements needed

for a measurement system to monitor and evaluate recruiting personnel

effectiveness.

The major disadvantage of this alternative Is that In the absence

of historical data and analysis the ceilings would probably be Imprecise

and would not recognize the many variables inherent in recruiting (e.g.,

applicant qualifications and preference betveen individual Service, varia-

tions between active and reserve components and between officer and enlisted

programs, etc.).

CONCLUSIONS

The authors believe that the Department of Defense and the Services

hnve mais commendable progress during the AVF years toward achieving

Total Force accession needs. However, if OSD and the Services are

indeed serious about the Total Force concept and overall Regular,

Reserve and Guard effectiveness, then nev centrally directed initiatives

are essential. Accordingly, the following recommendations are submitted

to the DIKC for their consideration.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

That as a first step to assessing the effectiveness of resources

devoted to Total Force recruiting, DoD should fully identify the total

cost in Regular, Reserve and Guard man-years utilized to produce qualified

officer and enlisted accessions. Utilizing such an analysis, a standard

measurement system should ultimately be established within DoD which

would accurately assess the effectiveness of recruiting personnel re-

sources vs. desired productivity goals, as expressed in terms of specific

job-related quality and quantity requirements.

That the Services utilize this system both in budget preparation

and on-going management activities to ensure maximum coomitme-t to the

Total Force recruiting concept.

That OSD review and monitor the Services' efforts to achieve these

goals.
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ZKZCUTIVE SM~IMART

TITLI: Recruiting budgets

lA~KROU1D: Budget and costing levels and costing definitions
vary fro& one Service to another

- Adjustment made for AMRS costs. Rather than count
all within ArM total, military and civilian costs
apportioned awng all services. Adjustments also
made for "hidden" recruiting expenses and coots of
officer recruitment programs.

- &paer asssses each Service (Regular, Reserve,
Guard) for IPT 75 and TY 76 in terse of:

0 Total recruiting costs

o Major Budget categories

o Costs per Accession comparisons - Active, Guard,
Reserves

o Costs per Accession comparisons - Total Force
Recruiting

PROUW". Tables used to sumarize and compare recruiting costs
and productivity factors for all Services and compon-
ents. Dramatic differences become obvious.

ALTERNLATIVES: Various options relating to Improvements in costing/
budgeting by Services and Dofl in support of Total
Torce concept.

CONCWSIOU: Services have made comendable progress during AV?
years in achieving cost effective Total Force recruit-
ment programs, but new initiatives needed.

RRC(ENDATION: To fully support Total Force ricruiting program over
the next decade, IoD should standardize recruiting
budget/costing definitions and procedures. In addition,
each Service should establish and maintain cocon Active,
Reserve and Natiocal Guard cost-accession standards to
be used byj the Services as guidelines both in budget
preparation and on-going management activitis.a. Finally,
the Secretary of Defense should review and monitor
the Services' efforts to achieve these goals.
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RECRUITING IN THE ARMED FORCES

RESEARCH PAPER # 3 - RECRUITING BUDGETS

One of the major cost items of attaining and supporting an All-Volunteer

Force is the expenditures for recruiting programs, and during the AVP era

there has been a marked increased in all recruiting program budgets.

In the pre-AVF years, there was modest growth in recruiting expendi-

tures. In the decade of the 1960s, the total DoD budget for rerruiting

grew from $63 million to more than $125 million. I/ However, during this

same period, the percentage of DoD funds which were used for recruiting

purpo~es stayed newrly even, ranging from a low of .0052% in 1964 to a

high of .0064% in 1961. The 1969 percentage was .00621. 1

Beginning in FY 71, there was a marked increase in the recruiting budgets.

This increase coincided with the decision of the President to attain an

AVW. Whereas the total active forces DoD recruiting budget for FY 70

was $126.6 million, the expenditures by FY 75 had climbed to $413 million.

During this five year period, personnel costs had doubled, advertising

expenditures had increased more than twelve-fold, facilities, equipment

and supplies had increased more than five-fold, and travel, training

and other miscellaneous expenditures had increased almost four-fold.3/

1/ Stewart W. Kemp, "Productivity of U.S. Military Recruiting Systems,
Studies of the President's Commission on an All-Volunteer F.rce, Vol.
II, November 1970, p. IV-4-19.

2/ Ibid., p. IV-4-3.

3/ Testimony of Gen. Robert M. Montague, Special Assistant to the ASO (M&RA),
DoD Appropriations Hearings, Subcommittees of the Committee on Appropriations,

House of Representatives, 93rd Congress, First Session; and "Recruiting In-
formation," summary of recruiting costs proposed by LTC Hurd, OASD (M&RA),
March 1974.
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At the am time, there were decrease@ in the costs of the Selective

Service System, whose TY 70 budget of sore than $100 million wa cut to

$40 million by FT 76.

The FY 76 Recruiting Budget

The Department of Defense expects to spend 474.4? millio dollars

on recruiting for the active forces during FY 76; in terms of 1970 buying-

power, the FY 76 budget request represents a threefold increase over the

soney spent in FY 70 for recruiting.-/ During FTY 76 459,231 man and

owomn should be enlisted or appointed for the Active Forces. with an average

cost ner accession for recruiting/processing of $1,033. An additional

226,425 prior-service and non-prior-service men and wome should be en-

listed in the National Guard and Reserves for a recruiting cost of

$77,431,000. In total, then, 685,956 sen and women are preseLtly planned

to be enlisted or appointed during TY 76 for a Total Force recruiting cost

of $551,899.000. This expenditure represents a cost per accession of $804.

1/ Total DoD recruiting budgets for FY 76 from sum of Service budgets.

I,
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A. The Department of the ArM,

The United States Army Recruiting Comand (USAREC) Is the major recruiting

organization for the Department of the Army- however, a" discussed in earlier

papers, the National Guard and Reserve conduct separate recruiting programa

which are separately funded. There also is separate funding for the Init of

Choice Canvasser program and the Special Officer recruitment programs (West

Point, ROTC, legal, medical and chaplain).

USAREC

During FY 75, USAREC received $200,734,000. For FY 76, $205,803,000

has been requested. 1/ __

An reflected in thnv four major budget categories: -

Category FY 75 Budget PY 76 Budget Request

Advertising $43,050,000 $45,750,000

Military Personnel $82,881,000 $80,618,000

Civilian Personnel $11,741,000 $12,728,000

Support $63,062,000 $66,707,000

TOTALS $200,734,000 $205,803,000

The decision to support the Army with volunteers prompted major increases

in USAREC recruiting budgets during the AVF years. The greatest increase was

In advertising, which totalled $3.1 million in PT 70, grew to $18.6 million

in PT 71 and continued to grow steadily to the requested PT 76 level of

1/ An additional $3.4 million is included in the FY 76 USAREC budget
request. This money is for DoD institutional advertising. The same
amount was requested in FY 75. However, the money was not made available.

2/ Data provided by DA, ltr of 3 March 1975.
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$45.75 million. There also was a more than tam-fold ilcreere in

Support Co-ts, with the rates of increase for Military Personnel

and Civilian Personnel somewhat lees.

In order to gain accurate understanding of the USAREC costs, several

adjustments in the abovi figures must be mede. first becau.s USAREC

pays the costs of AFEES operations, some of the"e expenditures should

be pro-reted among the Services (see following section on AFEES).

Second, there are several "hidden" costs which are not included in

the USARtC budget. These include the coete of recruiter training,

recruiter PCS, and TOT funds.

Supplements to USAREC Recruiting ndWgets

Program FT 75 nY 76 !Stimate

APIES operations 4/ +1,460,000 - $11,240,000

Recruiter training 2/ $114,000 $114,500 (est.)

Recruiter PCS moves / $7,000,000 (est.) $7,000,000 (est.)

"Recruiter TDY ±- $1,028,000 $1,028,000

TOTAL +$9,602,000 -$3,097,500

In addition to the USAREC program, responsibility for Regular Army

recruiting also rests with the Unit of Choice Canvasser program (coordin.ted

I/ See Section B. During FY 75, the Army was responsible for approxi-
mately 75Z of the AFEES expenditures. During rY 76. this percentage
will be lowered to 492.

2/ Data furnished by DA, ltr of 3 March 1975.

3/ Estimate of PCS moves based on cost estInate per recruiter furnished
by U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service.

4/ Data furnished by DA, ltr of 3 March 1975.
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by USAREC) and the Special Officer recruitment programs (West Point

cadets, ROTC, legal and medical officers, and chaplains).

Other Regular Army Recruitment Progrems

Program I 75 7Y 76

Unit of Choice $15,000,000 $15,000,000 (est.)
canvassers

Special Officer
recruitment programs 2- $6,030,000 $ 6,030,000 (est.)

The total costa of recruiting for the Regular Army can be

determined by totalling the costs of USAREC, the Unit of Choice

program and the Special Officer Recruitment programs.

Regular Army Recruiting Costs

Program FY 75 FY 76 Estimate

USAREC $200,734,000 $205,803,000

USAREC Supplements $9,602,000 (minus) $3,097,500

Unit of Choice
Canvassers $15,000,000 $15,000,000

Speical Officer Al
Recruitment Programs $ 6,030,000 $ 6,030,000

TOTALS $231,366,000 $223,736,000

l/ Secretary of the Army Callaway, Testimony before a Subcommittee
of the Committee on Appropriations, U.S. Senate, 93rd Congress, 2nd
Sessioa, p. 13.

2/ Data furnished by OASD (M&RA), September 1975.
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Army National Guard

The Army Guard budget has increased every *er since FT 71

and Is projected to riot again in FY 76. The items showing the great-

eat increase are recruiter salaries and aJvertising costs. The Army

Guard budget, as given below, contains the majority of expenses

connected with recruiting and, therefore, provides a valid cost

estimate.

National Guard Recruiting Budgets

Category Y 75 T 76 Estimate

Advertising $3,000,000 $3,20,000

Civilian/Military

SPet.,nnel (Technicians) $13,800,000 $15,800,000

Support $5.200,000 $5,100,000

- 'ae7 OTALS $22,000,000 $24,100,000

* •Army Reas rves

The recruiting costr for the Army Reserve also have increased dramatically

since iFT 71 when less than $1,000,000 was expended.

1/ Capt. J. Meyer, U.S. •.rmy Military Personnel Center meno for
elasistant Director for Analysis, Manpower Research and hata Analysis

Center, dated 10 February 1975.
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Army Reserve Recruiting Costal/

Category FY 75 FY 76 Estimate

Reserve Personnel $2,200,000 $2,400,000

Technician Pay $7,000,000 $7,700,000

Advertising $5,400,000 $5,600,000 4

Recruiter Training A

(includes coats of
short-tour recruiters) $5,900,000 $6,100,000

Support (Estimate) $3,500,000 $3,500,000 4

TOTALS $24,000,000 $25,300,000

Suammry of Department of the Army Recruiting Budgete

The coat of the Army Total Force recruiting programs can be

determined by adding the costa of the Active and the Guard Reserve

programs.

Program WY 75 WY 76 Estimate

Regular Army $231,366,000 $223,736,000
USAgEC
Supplements to USAREC
Unit of Choice Canvassers )
Special Office recruitment

National Guard $22,000,000 $24,100,000

Army Reserve $24,000,000 $25,300,000

TOTALS $277,366,000 $273,136,000

1/ Data on costs other than Support provided by Capt. Ryan, DA,

Comptroller Division, August 1975; Support costs (vhich are paid
by Reserve units) estimate based on experiences of active recruit-
Ing programs and Air Force Reserve Support expenses.
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Costs Per Accession

The cost of individual accessions for each of the DA recruiting

program can be calculated by relating the program recruiting budget

to the recruiting accession goals.

VT 75 Results .

Program Budget Accessions Cost/Accession

USARIC (including $231,366,000 (209,000 n.p.s. 217.176 $1,065.22
Unit of Choice & 8.176 officers)
Special Officer
Progream)

Army National $22,000,000 (33,672 n.p.s.) 89,452 $245.95
Guard (55,780 p.O.)

Army Reserve $24,000,000 (18,229 n.p.s.) 56,553 $424.40
(38,324 p.o.)

RIpected tY 76 Results 2/

Program budget Accessions Cost/Accession

USAREC $223,736,000 (187,000 n.p.s. 194,95. $1,147.36
7,951 officers)

Army National Guard $24,100,00 (31,000 n.p.s.) 126,197 $190.96

(95,197 p.O.)

Army Reserve $25,300,000 (19,200 n.p.s.) 45,600 $554.82
(26,400 p.o.)

R/ egular Army recruiting results from "June Results - FY 73 Total,"

issued by OASD (M&RA) July 1975; Reserve/lG results provided by Major
Byers, OASD (M&RA).

2/ Regular Army accession goals from "June Results - VT 75 Total,"
Ieserve/NG recruiting goals provided by Hr. R. Huggins, OASD (N&RA).
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In a,. during F• 75, the Army spent $277,366,000 for Total Force

recruiting activities. This expenditure produced 363,181 new accesslons,

for a cost per accession of $763.67. During FTY 76, the Army requested

$273,136,000 for Total Force recruiting. This expenditure is expected

to produce 366,748 new accessions, at a cost per accession of $744.85.

1. AIMS (Armed Forces Examiing end Entrance Stations)

The Army, as x*ecutive Agent, provides the funding for ARERS

"operations, except for the salary payments of other Service personneIl

which are provided by their respective Services. The APEES appropria-

tion is contained in the USAREC budget. During the last three fiscal years,

the AMEES budget was: 1_/

FT 74- $2•million

FT 75 - $25 million

FT 76- $26 million

In order to reflect actual costs to the Services for recruiting

and processing enliatees, several adjustments in Service rscruiting

budgets should be made. First, the operational costs of AIRES should

be proportionately distributed among the four Services, based on their

l/ This amount includes both the actual operating expenses of the 66
AIEES, and an estimate of the costs of those personnel elsewhere in
USAREC who are primarily responsible for AFEES operations. Information
provided by Colonel Hougen, Director, Production Management, USAREC,
in telephone conversations, 24 August and 4 September, 1975.
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use of the AFEES f~cilities. Second, as the personnel costs of

the military personnel assigned to AFEES are paid from sos-recruiting

accounts, the peconnel costs of the military men and amen "asigned

to AFEES should be added to the recruiting costs for all Services;

last. as the Army pays the personnel costs of the AFULS civilian*,

these costs also should be proportionately distributed. Although

the actual Congressional appropriations for FT 76 funds haa not been

completed aes of this writing, there should be little verlatice in

the expected funding and expenditures.

Proportional Distribution of AFIES Costs -

Operational Costs of AFEES - FY 76
(contained in USAREC budget) Total operating costs - $26 million.

Service Workload Proportional Share of
Operating Costs

A. Army 49% $12,740,000

B. Navy 18% $ 4,660,000
C. USHC 142 $ 3,640.000

D. USA" 191 $ 4,940,000

I/ Data on AFEES operations, budget and proportional workloads furnished

Sby Colonel Hougen, Director, Production Managesent, USAREC, in telephone
conversation of August 24, 1975.
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Military Personnel Costs - FY 76
(paid by Services from non-recruiting funds)

average cost of officers - $14,940-1/
average cost of enlisted personnel - $9,293

Officers Enlisted Cost

A. Army 121 563 $7.22 million

3. Navy 4 214 $2.64 million

C. USNC 34 166 $2.15 million

0. usA 47 266 $3.17 million

Civilian Personnel Costs - FY 76S(paid by USAREC) average cost - $10,097

number of civilian employees - 1,004

Service Workload Proportional Share

of Civilian Personnel Costs

A. Army 492 $4.94 million

B. Navy 162 $1.82 million

C. USHC 14% $1.41 million

D. USAF 192 $1.92 million

11t The average personnel costs for the AFEES military personnel were
Ieternined by rates contained in DoD Handbook 7220.9-H, advance notice
thereto, of 9 June 1975, as contained in a memo from Joseph P. Welsch,
DASD. For officers, the annual composite standard rate of an 0-2 was
used; for enlisted personnel, the annual composite standard rate of an
E-5 was used.

Z/ The average civilian salary of $10,097 was based on the September
T975 wage scale of a CS 5/5, with an additional 82 to cover fringe
benefit costs.
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Total AFEES Costs, by Service - FY 76

Pro-rated Costs Adjustments

A. Army

1. Operational Costs ($26 million $12.74 -$13.26
2. Military Personrel budgeted) $ 7.22 $ 7.22
3. Civilian Personnel $ 4.94 -$ 5.2

TOTAL $24.9 amLiom -$11.24 amillon

a. Navy

I. Operational Costs $ 4.68 $ 4.68
2. Military Personnel $ 2.64 $ 2.64
3. Civilian Personnel $ 1.82 $ 1.82

TOTAL $ 9.14 $ 9.14 million

C. USNC

1. Operational Costs $ 3.64 $ 3.64
2. Military Personnel $ 2.15 $ 2.15
"3. Civilian Personnel $ 1.41 $ 1.41

TOTAL $ 7.2 $ 7.2 million

D. USAF

1. Operational Costs $ 4.94 $ ,.94
2. Military Personnel $ 3.17 $ 3.17
3. Civilian Personnel $ 1.92 $ 1.92

TOTAL $10.03 $10.03 wlllion

A-/
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Total Cost of AFEES - Y 76

Army $24.9 sill

NAVY $ 9.14 mill

USHC $ 7.2 will

USAF $10.03 sill

451,270,000

Cost per Expected Accession

hIKES FY 76 Costs Expected Accession& Cost per Accession

$51,270,000 426,000 $119.79

Total Cost of APERS - FY 75

There is to be a imajor redistribution of workload reeponethilities at

APR3 in FTY 76. Based on a workload analysis, the Amy's share of AllIS

will decrease from the 74Z level of TY 75 to the 491 level of PT 76.

ý4
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gatimate of AFEES Costs by Service - FY 75

Total AFEES Costs - $50,270,000 _/

Service Percentage of Workload Cost Estimace

U.S. Army 74.8% $37,600,000

U.S. Navy 10.51 $ 5,278,000

U.S.N.C. 4.71 $ 2,363,000

U.S. Air Force 10? $ 5,027,000

C. The U.S. Navy

The U.S. Navy Recruiting Command is responsible for the only major

recruiting program vithin the U.S. Navy. However, there are two additional

separately funded programe; recruiting for the Naval Academy and

recruiting by the Reserves for- prior-service personnel.

U.S. Navy Recruiting Command

During FY 75, the U.S. Navy Recrv'ting Command received $98,555,000.

For TY 76, $104,197,000 has been requested.

* The Navy utilizes four major budget categories for its recruiting

"-, ' programs.

Category FY 75 Budget FT 76 Budget Request 4

Advertising (including Reserves) $21,979,000 $21,979,000

Nilitary Personnel $45,704,000 $47,111,000 !

Civilian Personnel $ 5,716,000 $ 5.788,000

Other $25,156,000 $29,319,000

TOTALS $98,555,p00 $104,197,000 2/

I/ FT 75 cost estimate based on FY 76 projected expenses, with adjustment

Tor reduced AFEES FY 75 operational budget.

".. 2/ Memo for Chief of Naval Personnel of 6 March 1975 from F. J. Reeg,
Director, Plans and Policies, Subject; History of Active Forces Recruiting

* Budgets.
S~A-3
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During the AVF erm, the Navy's expenditures for recruiting have

Increased approximately four-fold from the $27.8 million of IT 70 to

the sore then $104 million of TY 76. The biggest growth years were TY 72

and TY 73, when the recruiting budget increased by $18 end $30 million

respectively. Since that time, there has been steady slow growth.

As with the recruiting progrem in the other Services, the greatest

increase has been in advertising, up from $1.61 million in IY 70 to 4

the almost $22 million level of FT 76; and civilian personnel expendi-

tures, up from $1.64 million in IT 70 to the almost $6 million figure

of IT 76.

Although the above budget figures account for the vest •ejority

of Navy recruiting expenses, several additions should be aade. First,

the pro-rated share of AFEES cotts mst be added to Navy recruiting

costs,
1' second, the costs of the Naval Academy recruiting must be

added;!/ last, the personrel costs of the Reserve prior-service

1/ See Section S. Supra.

2/ Per LCdr Joyce, Naval Academy, 4 September 1975.

Ne
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recruiting program mast be added3/ (Note: unlike other Services, the Navy

budgets for recruiter training, recruiter PCS moves, and recruiter TOY

expenses at recruiting school as part of their regular budget).

Supplements to U.S. Navy Recruiting Command Budget
FY 75 TY 76

Naval Academy recruiting 90,000 90,000

AIERS staffing 3,275,000 9,140,000

Reserve prior-service 5,470,000 5,530,000
recruiting _

Total $10,838,000 $14,673,000

Summr, of Navy Total Force Recruiting Expenditures

program FY 75 IF 76

U.S. Navy Recruiting Command 98,553,000 104,197,000
(regular, ape Reserve 4 officers)
Supplementary 10,838,000 14,673,000

Programs _______

Total $109,393,00O $118,870,000

S-- Costs Per Accession

The cost of individual accessions into the Navy's Total Force pro-

gram can be calculated by relating the recruiting results (actual and 4
expected) to recruiting funds.

a 3/ Per Mr. G. Bender, Budget Branch, Navy Recruiting Comand, Sept. 75.
NOTI: $4.2 million for advertising is .ncluded in thd FY 76 request.

$3.8 million was estimated as the cost of reserve advertising in
F y 75.

A-3
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1/ •
the pro-rated shar, of APEES costs must be added to Navy recruiting costs,

second, the costs of the Raval Academy recruiting must be added;l last,

the personnel costs of the Reserve prior-service recruiting program must

be added (Note: unlike other Services, the Navy budgets for recruiter

training, recruiter IPC moves, and recruiter TDY expenses at recruiting

school as part of their regular budget).

Suoplements to U.S. Navy Recruiting Command Budget
FY 75 FY 76

Navel Academy recruiting 90,000 90.000

AMESS staffing 5,275,000 9.140,000

Reserve prior-service 5,470.000 5,530,000
* recruiting

Total $10,838,000 $14,673,000

ibsar, of Navy Total Force Recruiting Expenditures

program FY 75 FY 76

U.S. Navy Recruiting Command 98,555,000 104,197,000
(regular, Nps reserve & officers)

supplementary 10,838,000 14.673.000
Programs 

•
Totel $109,393,000 $118,870,000

1 See Section 3. Supra.

2/ Per LCdr Joyce, Naval Academy, 4 September 1975. 4

3/ Per Mr. C. Bender, Budget Branch, Navy Recruiting Command, Sept. 75.
Rots: $4.2 million for advertising is included in the FY 76 request.

$3.8 million was estimated as the cost of reserve advertising in
FT 75.

A-3
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FY 7.5 Results

Proram Budget1'J Ac,7essions-2/ Cost Per Accession

U.S. Navy Recruiting 9 99,193.000 119,216 $832.16
Command (inc.additions (including 3,037 rps
for AFEES & Navel Reserves, 6,179 offi-
Academy Recruiting) cers and 110,000 npa active)

Reserve prior-service 10,200,000 2407 423.59Totals $109,393,000 163,292 "A

Expected FY 76 Results

Program Bud AccessionsI Cost Per Accession

U.S. Navy $107,270,000 118,764 $902.93
Recruiting Command (including 110,000

Regulars, 2,345 nps
"Reserves, and 6,419

Totlsofficers)

Faserve prior-service 11,600,000 13,873 836.34
Totals $118,870,000 132,637

In sun, during FY 75, the Navy spent $109,393,000 for Total Force

Recruiting activities. This expenditure produced 143,292 new accessions,

" .4 for a cost per accession of $763.38. During FY 76, the Navy requested

"$118,870,000 for Total Force recruiting. This exoenditure is expected to

produce 132,637 ney accessions, at a cost per accession of $896.19.

1/ The budget for active and n.p.s. Reserve recruiting h~is been determined
by subtracting the Reserve p.s. estimated funding from the Recruiting
Coximand budget.

2/ Active Navy recruiting results from "June Results - FY 75 Total",
Issued by OASD (M&RA) July 1975; Reserve recruiting results provided by
Major Byers, OASD (M&RA).

3/ Active Navy accession goals from "June Results - FY 75 Total"; Reserve
recruiting goal provided by Mr. R. Huggins, OASD (M&RA).

'..
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D. The U.S. Marine Corps

Although there it o formal USMC recruiting command, the Marines

carry their recruiting costs in a si•nXe account. Accordingly, with the

exception of their pro-rated share of APSES costs, thare are no addi-

tional cost items which should be added to the USC figures in order

to obtain a more complete view of US1M recruiting expenses. .

During FT 75, the U.S. Marine Corps recruiting program was budgeted for

$53,026,000. For FY 76, the Marines have requested $56,724,000. In

terms of the four major budget categories:

Category lt 75 Budget FY 76 Budget request I
Advertising (including $10,479,000 $13,785,000

reserves)

Military Personnel 29,153,000 28,232,000

Civilian Personnel 1,330,000 1,356,000

Other 12,064,000 13,351,000

Total* $ 53,026,000 $56,724,000

Included in the above totals are separately budgeted accounts for the

USMC Reserve prior service tecruiting pr•gram, which totaled $3,753.000

in FY 75 and should cost $3,831,000 in FY 76.

As with other Services, the largest single increase in USMC

recruiting costs in the AVF era was for advertising, up from $876,000

in FY 70.

11 Data furnished by Head, Manpower Planning/Progriamng and Budgeting
Wranch, Headquarters, USMC.

A-3
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As the Mtarirts have included funding for recruiter/training, PCS save%,

TDY and Reserve non-prior service (n.p.s.) recruiting in the above totals.

the only addition which should be made Is that of their pro-rated share of

AlYIS costs. For FT 75, this totals an estimated $2,363,000; for FT 76, the

cost should be $7,200,000.-i/

Sumary of USMC Total Force RecruLtinL Budjets

Program PT 75 FT 76 est.

Regular, U.p.. Raaerve&/ $49,273,000 51,344,000

Prier service Reserve 3,753,000 3,831,000

AYIES 2,363,000 7,200,000

Total $55,389;000 $63,924,000

Coats per Accession

The costs of individual accessions into the Marine Corps' Total

Force program can be calculated by relating results (actual and expected)

to recruiting funds.

FY 75 Results

Program Budget Accessions Cost per Accession

Active USPIC and $51,636,000 [60.000 n;ps R $740.76

n.p.s. Reserves 7,340 npa Reserved
(including AFEES) 2 367 officers

-699707

Prior-service $ 3,753,000 5,940 $631.82
Reserves

1/ See Section S. supra.

2/ The budget for active and n.p.s. Reserve recruiting has been determined by

subatracting the Reserve prior-service recruiting program expenditures from

the USMC total.

A-3
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E xpected F $ 76 Results

Cost
ePeosmm tudse t AccessioI car Accession

Active USE and jii,00@ x.p.a. 1

______ ______I

c.p.a. Reserves $58,544,000 5.790 c.p.u. Reseervesj $975.73
(Including APE)v Lu2t175 fficerst

Prior-Service
R 7serves 3,p 31.000 5.300 722.83

I•Re m, during 1) 73. tbe US spent $55,389,000 for Total Por*e

recruiting activities. This expeoditure produced 75,647 new accetssions,

for a cost per accession of $152.17. During ft 76, the USC bas8

requested $62,375,000 for Total forces recruiting. This expenditure Is

expected to produce 65,265 nay accessions, at acost per accession of

1/ Active duty and Reserve n.p.t. accession goal fron "June Results-
Ft 75 Total", op cit.; Reserve recruiting goal provided by Mr. R.

II

Huggins,* OASDQ4&RA).
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E. The De•artrent of the Air Force

The U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service is the major recruiting or-

ganitation for the U.S. Air Force; however, as discussed in earlier

papers, the National Guard and Reserves conduct separate recruiting

programs which are separately funded. There also is seperate funding for

several Special Officer recruiting programs (AF Academy. IOTC, legal of-

ficers and chaplains).

U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service

During FT 75, the U.S. Air Force Recruiting Services received $69,772,000.

For 7! 76, $70,000,000 has been requested.

As reflected in the four major budget categories:
1/ 1

Catesor FT 75 Budget FT 76 bdget Rquest

Advertising $18,606,000 $15,600,000
(including printing)

Hilitary Personnel 37,870,000 38,200,000

Civilian Personnel 4,308,000 4,100,000

* Support 8,988.000 12,100,000

Total $69,772,000 $70,000,000 1

As with the other Services, the greatest increase in Air Force re-

cruiting costs has been for advertising, which has grown from the $470,000

level of 1970. However, unlike the other Services, the money appropriated

for Air Force advertising during the AVF years has been reduced in recent -r . 3/J
years.

1/ Data furnished in letter of 4 February 1975 by Chief, Personnel systems * ,
Plans Branch, Directorate of Personnel Plans, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force.

2/ Data furnished via telephone on 2 September 1975 by Chief, Personnel Systems
Plans iranch, Directorate of Personnel Plans, Headquarters, USAF.

3/ In FY 74, the Air Force received $20 million for advertising, or $4.4
million more than the FY 76 level. A.3
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In order to gain a complete understanding of the Air Force Active

Force recruiting costs, several adjustments in the above figures should be

made. First, because USARR pays the costs of APES operations, some of

those expenditures should be pro-rated among the Services. Second. there

art several "hidden costs" which are not included In the Recruiting Service

budget; lest. there are the coot* of the Special Officer recruiting programs.

Supplements to M.. Air Force Recruiting Service Budet&

MIoTra 1? 73 FT 76-eat.

AFUS etaffing $5,027,000 *10,300.000
3,4

Recruiter training 250,000 250,000

Recruiter 105 2.674,000 2,874,000

Recruiter TOT to 300,000 300,000
training course

Special Officer 1,394,000 1.394,000
recruitment _____

Total& 9,845,000 $14,918,000

- '.,~National Guard Recruiting Costs

The recruiting program of the Air National Guard is separately

funded, and during FT 76 . the recruiting expenditures for the Guard are

expected to be $4.7 million (during FT 75. $5.0 million was appropriated).

1/See Section B, supra.

2/Data furnished in letter of 4 February, op. sit.

* 3/ Data furnished by OASDQI&RA) September 1975.

Ae3
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The allocation of theme funds Is as follows:

TY 75 PT 76 wt.

Advertising $1.3 million 1.7 million

Nilitary Personnel 3.2 " 2.9

Support .5 .1

$5.0 million $4.7 million

Since these figures only Included the three budget Itemm maasged by

the Air Guard Bureau; reserve personnel pay, advertising sad recruiter

training; a very conservtive view is presented of Air Goad recruiting

costs. All other recruiting support expenses such as rscruitw travel and

traneportetion expenses, telephones, supplies, etc. are Included in the

budgets of the Individual units and are not broken out by specific use.

However, theme costs can be estimated at approximatelv $1 million, bring-

ing the total Air National Guard recruiting costs for FT 75 to $6.0 million

and FY 76 to $5.7 million dollarp.

SThe greatset amount of mnoey appropriated for Air Vattomal Cusrd re--"

crultin8 activities was in FY 76, when $5.9 million was speet. This me

on Increase of 59-fold from the $100,000 appropriated for recruiting in FT 71.

I,,I

1/ Lt. Col. Jaees R. Blackwell, Dsp Chief, Air Personnel Dfv.,Air Nat.
Guard;ltr, to AFDPXXS dated 23 July 1975.
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Air Force Reserve Recruitira Coats :
The recruiting program of the Air Reserve also Is separately fuaded. A

During FY 76, the recruiting expenditures are expected to be $6.9 million

($6.4 million was appropriated during 7? 75). Allocation of these funds ->1
is as follows:

IT 75 yTo 76ost

Advertising $1.1 mSiliono .9 million 1
Military Personnel 4.0 million 4.1 million

Civilian Personnel .9 mltlion 1.0 million

support .4 million .9 million

Total V- F
$6.4 million $6.9 million

Unlike the Air Rational Guard the budget for the Air Force Reserve

recruiting program includes the majority of expenses incurred in recruiting.

Like the National Guard recruiting program, there has been a significant -

growth in Air Force Reserve recruiting expenditures, from the FY 71 level of

$1.0 million to the $6.9 million level of FT 76.

qI

1/ Costs based on data In Col. Hilo's letter, dated 24 July 1975, op. cit.

"A-3
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Sumeary of Air Force Total Force Recruiting Budget 4
Progra F. Y. 75 F. 1. 76 Est.

U. S. Air Force

Recruiting Service $69,772,000 $70,000,000

APEES Staffing, "Hidden 9,845,000 14,918,000
Recruiting Costs. and
SpAcial Officer
Recruitment Program

Air National Guard 6,000,000 5,700,000

Air Force Reserve 6,400,000 6,900.000

•OTALS $92,017,000 $9751,000. .

Costs Per Accession

The cost of individual accessions for each of the Department of the

Air Force recruiting programs can be calculated by relating the program

recruiting costs to the recruiting accessiaos. (8ee 40 t pae.)

A-3
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F 5Results- l

rrugt Accessions Cost Per Accession -•

Active Air Force 2/ 479.621M 84,957 $936.70
77,000 upes
7,957 officers)

Air Porce Reserve 6.4K4 19,956 320.64
.7,907 ups

17,051 pa)

Air Force NO 6.0K 19,264 311.53
( 6,446 ups

12,818 pa)

hpetted ft76 IsaultsŽ!

Active Air force $84.921( 65,851 #898.359
79,000 ups - .

Air Force Reserve 6.9M 17,798 387."S' " ( 3,215 nPs •

14,583 pa)

Air Force NG 5.7M 17,657 322.76
5,412 ape

12,245 pa)

In "n, during Ft 75, the Air Force spent $92,017,000 for Total Force

recruiting activities. This expenditure produced 124,179 nw accessions,

for a cost per accession of $741. During ft 76, the Air force has requested

$97,518,000 for Total Force recruiting. This expenditure is expected to

produce 121.306 new accessions, at a cost per accession of $803.94.

l/ Active Air Forte recruiting results from "June Results - fY 75 Total",
Issued by OASD (M&RA). July 1975; Reserve NG recruiting results provided

by Major Byers, 0ASD (M&RA).S• • ~2/ Includee funding for U. S. ALir Force Reacruiting Service, A•ERS staffingt

"hidden" recruiting expenses, and the Special Officer Recruitment progrea. / #
3/ Active Air Force accession goals from "June Results - fY 75 Total",
Issued by OASD (&MRA) July 1975; Reserve/NG recruiting goals provided by
Mr. R. Huggins, 0AS) (M&tA). 4

A-3
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PROBLEM

The fundamental question that should be answered by the UK concerningj

the budgeting of recruiting activities is whether the differing costs per

accession for the various programs; reflect the optima In Total force

recruiting progress; orp conversely, whether the present budgting

systems amid coats per accession allow for conatructive changes which

would better reflect the Department of Defense's comidtnaat to the

above principle.

* ALTUMATIVIS

The purpose of this section io to identify and discusa various alter-

sative policies concerning the budgeting of recruiting activities.

A fundamental difficulty in analysing the budget/cost data which has

been provided by DOD and the Services Is the lack of absolute uniforsity

on inclusions, exclusions and definitions. WIhile every attempt has been

sade by the Services to provide comparable data, there are areas, such as

'i"Support Costs In the Guard/Reserve program, where the differences between .

Services and components is such that different ground rules met have been

used. Further, and again particularly for the Guard/Reserve programs, there

io a large gray area caused by the efforts of non-recruiters to help in the

recruitment programs. Por example, Guard and Reserve units have participated

in recruitment programs as regular drill period* and there Is a mixed

record concerning the accountability of these efforts.

The above reservations notwithstanding, the D9.C staff believes that the

data In this research paper io of such completeness that general comparisona
between Services and programs are reasonable.
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XECRUITIMG COST COMPARISONS

The costs of Total Force recruiting within each Service varied con-

siderably In FT 1975.

Service Total Forces Recruiting Costs - IF 75

Service 1? 75 Total Force Costs Accession* Cost per Accession

U.S. Army $217.000,000 363,181 6763.67

U.S. Navy 109,393,000 143,292 763.38

U.S. Marine Corps 55,389,000 75,647 732.17

U.S. Air Forces 9_2 l 0_00 124,179 741.00

TOTALS $533,79",000 706,299 6755.77

Expected Service Total Force Recruitina Costs - FT 76

Expected

'Service Expected FT Costs Accessions Cost per Accession

U.S. Army $273,136,000 366,799 $744.85

U.S. Wey 118,870,000 132,637 896.19

U.S. marine corps 62,375,000 65,265 955.65

U.S. Air Force 97,518,1)00 121,306 803.94 V

TOTALS 551,899,000 685,956 $804.56

As noted in the chsrtst the Total Force recruiting costs for the four . :
Services were surprisingly equal on a cost-per-accession basis in FTY 75. This

equality should not continue in FT 76, however, with the Marine Corps' cost

per accession increasing by the greatest degree, due both to ent increase

In recruiting costs and a corollary decrease in accession goals.

74
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As the costs for advertising in each of the Service recruiting prograaa

have increased the most during the AVP years, a cuparison of the coste per

accession for the Service's advertising prograsi in FT 75 and FT 76 is of

interest.

Total Force Advertising Costs per Accession per Service - FY 75

Service Advertisint Budget Accession* Costs per Accession

U.S. Army $51,450.000 363,181 $141.66

U.S. Navy 21,979,000 143,292 153.38

U.S. Marine Corps 10,479,000 75,647 138.52

U.S. Air Force 210600124.179 169.00

TOTALS $104,914,000 706,299 $148.54I

The expected advertising expenditures in VT 76 should reflect the

followsng costs per accession.

Total Force Rx cted Advertising Costs per Accession per Service - FT 76

Expected Expected
*Service Advertising Budget Accessions Costs per Accession

U.S. Army $ 54,550,000 366,748 $148.76

U.S. Navy 21,979,000 132,637 165.75

U.S. Marine Corps 13,785,000 65,265 211.104

*U.S. Air Force 1820OO121,306 150.04

TOTALS $108,514,000 685,956 $158.20

As noted In the above charts.* there should be an insignificant Increase

In advertising expenditures in VT 76 over the VT 75 costs. Hlowever, whereasI

the Air Force was the "highest spender" on a cost-per-accassion basis in

VT 75, a reduction in the Air Force budget, together with an increase in the

Marine Corp6 fund request for VY 76, should place the U.S.N.C. in the position

of spending the highest advertising dollar per acquisition in VT 76.

A-3A
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The differences in Service costs per accession change somewhat

when the costs per accession of the major Active recruiting programs

are compared (including the recruitment of u.p.o. Reserves In the Navy and

Marine Corps program).

Service Active Forces Recruiting Costs - FT 75

Service FY-75 Active-Forces Costs Accessions Cost Per Accession I
U. S. Army $231.366,000 Z17,176 $1,065.22

V. S. Navy 99,193,000 119,216 832.16

U. S& Karine Corps 51,636.000 69,707 740.76

U. S. Air force 7960,0 4,957 936.70

Tatalz $459,452,000 491,056 $ 935.65

These same cost/accession differences are expected to continue in TY 76.

ftpected Active forces Recruiting Costs - TY 76

Service kpcted FY 76 Costs- Accessions Cost Per Accession

U. S. Army $223,736,000 194,951 $1.147.36

U. S. Wavy 107,270,000 118,764 902.95

U. S. Marine Corps 58,544,000 59,965 975.73

U. S. Air Force 84,918,000 95,551 988.59

Total* $474,468,000 439,231 $1,033.24

Becoume of the differences in their recruiting responsibilities, the

six Guard/Reserve recruiting programs cannot be compared; however, the

Army and Air Force Guard and Reserve programs can be compared, me can the

Wavy and Marine Corps prior-service recruitment prograss. gven In these

comparisons, however, the absolute costs are not reflected, duo to the

unknown costs of recruiting activities by Guard-Reserve non-recruiting

pt-rsonnel.
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Army 6 Air Force Nato•tons. Guard & Reserve RecruitiFA Cost CQmparfson - FY 75

Component Budget Accessions Cost Per Accession

Army National Guard $22,000,000 89,452 $245.95

Army Reserve 24,000,000 56,553 424..0

Air National
Guard 6,000,000 19,264 311.53

Air Force Reserve 6.400,000 19,958 320.64

Totals $58,400,000 185,227 $315.33

Army & Air Force National Guard & Reserve Recrultins Cost Comparison - FTY 76

Expected Expected
Component Budget Accessions Coat Per Accession

Army National Guard $24,100,000 126,197 $190.96

Army Reserve 25,300,000 45,600 554.82

Air National
Guard 5,700,000 17,657 387.64

Air Force Reserve 6,900,000 17,778 387.64

Totals $62,000,000 207,232 $299.22

"Navy & Marine Corps Reserve Prior-Service Recruitino Progrm Comparison - FY 73

Proaram Budget Accessions Coat Per Accession

Navy Prior-Service
Reserve $10,200,000 24,076 $423.59

Marino. Corps Prior-
Service Reserve 3,753,000 5,940 636.10

Totals $13,953,000 30,016 $465.1C

Navy & Marine Corps Reserve Prior-Service Recruiting Program Comparison - FY 76

Expected Expected
Program Budget Accessions Cost Per Accession

Navy Prior-Service
Reserve $11,600,000 13,873 $ 836.34

Marine Corps Prior-
Service Reserve 3,831,000 5,300 722.83

Totals $15,431,000 19,173 $604.96

or
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As noted in the charts concerning Reservel/ational Guard recruiting, the

AM National Guard is spending considerably less money for recruiting

than the other Reserve program and the Active Service programs. This will

be particularly evident during PT 76, when there is a large increase in

expected accessions (from 89,452 to 126,197) without a corresponding in-

crease in rtquested funding.

In light of the above comparisons and other data contained in this

research paper, the following Alternatives could be considered by the

DME for recomsndation to Congress and the President:

Alternative I would continue current costing/budgeting practices without

change. The advantage of this Alternative is that it would continue to

allow each Service to determine their own budget requirements based on

their own experience and expected needs. Further, as recruiting funds

are part of total Service personnel management, the Services have flexi-

bilicy in adjusting recruiting expenditures.

The disadvantages of this Alternative is that there is no forml *to-

teas for ensuring a reasonable distribution of limited recruiting funds

among all Services and the Guard and Reserve components thereof.

Alternative 2 would require the establishment, maintenance and utilization

of cost/budget definitions which are common to all parts of the Total

Force recruitment programs.

The advantage of this Alternative is that information vital to manage-

ment of the Total Force would be available in a form which was usable and

understandable to OD and Service leaders, Congress and the public.

The disadvantage of determining and then adopting comon cost/budget

definitions would be the administrative turmoil resulting from a transition

period.
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Alternative 3 would require each Service to establish Service-vide

standards for recruiting accession costs and to use these standards in

a Service-wide determination of budget requests.

The advantage of this Alternative is that it would require all

Services to program recruiting budget expenses on a Total Force basis.

The major disadvantage would be the loss of management prerogatives

within the c-rrently separate recruiting programe.

Altirnative 4 would require OSD tc establish DOD-vide standards for re-

cruiting acceasion costs and to use these standards in a DOD-wide deter-

mination of budget requests.

The major advantage of this Alternative is that it would require

the Department of Defense to ensure Lhat all Services and componnts

thereof programed recruiting budgets on a Total Force basis.

The major disadvantage of DOD-wide costing standards is thst the

system could not recognize the greater difficulties and expenses in

some recruiting programs (example: combat arms, highly technical skills,

etc.) and the changing degrees of difficulties in these programs over

time.

Alternative 5 would require the Services to establish Service-wide

standards for recruiting accession costs, or OSD to establish DOD-wide

standards for recruiting accession costs, and then to use these standards

as guidellnee only, both in budget preparation and in on-going management

activities.

The advantage of this Alternative would be the increased emphasis

placed on Total Force recruiting without undue removals of Service and

component management prerogatives.

A-3
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The major disadvantage of this Alternative would be the partial loee

of management prerogatives within the separate programs a"d the increased

difficulty in managing changing program requirements.

CONCLUSION

The authors believe that the Department of Defenee has made come-

mendablem progress toward achieving a Total Portis recruitift program

which to effective. Hlowever, there a"e several areas In which theI
authors submit that further igpirovitmaet could be made. Accordingly,
the following recommendations ares submitted to the DC for their

consideration.

RECOPMENDATIONSI

That OSD establish, maintain and utilize coat/budgemt definitions

which are commn to all parts of the Total Force recruiting programs.j

That each Service establish and m~aintain common Active, Reserve

and National Guard standards for recruiting accession costs,

That these Service-wide commn standards be tised as guidelines both

in budget preparation and on-going management activities.

That the Secretary of Defense review and monitor the Services'

efforts to achieve these goals.
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IBSSUR Recruiter Personael Policies

IACURWN: eviews general composition of the recruiter force during
reft years and cites quenri+attae and qualitative changes

in force with transition to A•?. 4
- Focuses an the various criteria and procedures used by

eaech of the Services In the areas of recruiter screening, >
selection, training, assIgiments, and professionalism.

PRO2UIM: Wether increased efficiencies or Improvement in existing
practices sight be identified to euinance the professionalism
sad effectiveness of the recruiting forces.

MXTElMY3S: Identifies various options available In area* of:

- Selection snd screening criteria
- Priority accorded recruiting for personnel easimmgts
- Recruiter training
- A career recruiter force

SCUICWSIU Services (particularly Regular Forces) should be commnded
for significant improvements in developing a professional

fore o reatvel yongsuperior recruiters. Army National
Guard and Reserve appeers to be lagging somewhat.

EKGUI UATIMIS: Proposes steps to further enhance Service recruiter personnel 4i
policies, particularly in bringing Army Guard and Reserve up
to Regular Force standards.
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RECRUITMENT IN THE ARMED FORCES

RESEARCH PAPER #4 - RECRUITER PERSONNEL POLICIES

Shpleme i90ndution authriy 17 conscrinpdion Secion in(t)o th. Miiarme

Soelec/ tve Serie Ac th draft oecJulyin eff97,oidutios were l roired ivl

redce"ad duinthensperiod petrioruiton thsAtyarios rand then ceasedinJnur

buifs -93 Asngu theorssue wof thpie, drat dmniseoth S eryie found ito

fincreuainlyiffiedcanltdtoenls. h eesr bro outee n

maoWhieindueio waretreqired iotan " m nScin1()ohilitaryrcuing

- itr fteSelective Service AcSxiedouyt can 19e3 fInducion* the prirectorvsly

Systce, Outingte ofriidtorical takaouteAF ernd fSectivey Sevceasashingtonuar

IncStatemntl oificl toer. enleyAsistatenteSecsryetaery of vounefense foan-d'

mjrchanitts onr reruiting Ind Reltentiy ofcruiitayProneg.uefRpe

Ssetties, COutitte on AitrmedBckrudfSletv Services, WadCngesdSssingon, p 00

3. IdCti ovrmns declined Ofrom20,77 in19 0t55,76n.Y3 Po

Staemete ofnRoger STatistics", OAssitn (Comproller),Drctrt of Inenefor Ma

tionwOeratin s R eserv Contirol, Juay 2,1975. Hernsbfr 4 pca u
commtte anRecuitig ad Rtenionof Mlitry ersnnel Hose f Rpre
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previous research papers in this recruiting series addressed AVF-

ora changes in organizations, numbers of personnel assigned to recruiting.

and total recruiting budgets. This paper will consider changee wkich have

occurred in recruiter pereonnel policies as the result of recruiting chang-

in& from a screening and processing operation for walk-in traffic to a

marketing effort for tha AV?.

Prior to the tranuitiou toward en AV?, masy seelor MOD'* mad officers

of the Regular Force completing their terms of service were e0e160ed to Re-

cruiting Services for their "twilight tours". Duriag the draft years military

recruiting in* not a particularly dmendIng military asaigmi Although

recruitiag quotas were established, they were generally quantitative and there

was no drive for the highest available quality. Inductions provided the surge

to keep Regular Force military requirements filled. Without significant

pressures and demands. there wart many volunteers for recruiting duty. Assign-

maet we. often viewd se a reword for long and dedicated service. Also

indicative of the low pressure environment were the Reserve sod Guard.

They maintained no recruiting force since they bed long waiting Riete of

volunteers who sought entry In lieu of induction Into the Regular Service.

1/Details of recruiter screening, selection, training and assignmeent
were gat~hered during DIC staff visit@ to all Regular, Reserve and Guard
recruiting headquarters and off Ices ditring the periods January - April
1975 and September -October 1975.
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Also, becasue of the war in Vistnem, priorities vore accorded to Many

essential progress other then recruiting (since the draft could he counted

upon to provide the necessary accessions). Zessentially then, In 1970 the

Recruiting Services had a low priority' for resource allocations, were,

undermanne, ant had a significant percentage of older personnel assigned.'

In 1970, there wore approximately 7,000 total recruiters for all

Regular Services. As previously noted, the Reserves and Guard had no

full ties recruiting personnel. As of the end of FY 1975 the size of the

recruiting forces had Srow significantly. The combined Total Force re-

cruiting progrems during IT 75 utilised 29,092 servicemen and woman sand

civilians of this total almost 12,000 personnel were assigned to moan-

gerial, support and sdministrative function. The remaining majority of

the personnel assigned (over 17,000) comprised the key element of the

' Complementing the expanded force size was the increased priority I
21

accorded recruiting for manning with quality personnel. With respect to

personnel assignmenu. priority was accorded to maintaining the Regular .

recruiting forces strength at the authorized level. Also the key managerial

and supervisory positions (from commanders, to staff positions, to district/

areas/one supervisors) were filled with officers and senior NCO'sa who had

been top performers in previous assigants. While no special criteria

r 1/ See statent of lieutenant General George I. Forsythe, U.S. Army, .
Special Assistant for THdern Volunteer Army, "Hearings Before the Special
Subcommittee on Recruiting and Retention', op. cit., pp. 8136-8137.

/2 Ibid., p. 8136. The Recruiting Comaend was placed aions the top
priorities in the Army. As another example (in Z-Gram 109) the CR0
established recruiting as the Navy's top priority.
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were set for the administrative, clerical and support positions at the

various headquarters echelons, field recruiting otations, or the Armed

Forces Examing and Entrance Stations, the "halo" effect of priority

manning resulted In average to above average personnel being assigned.

The criteria for assigomeat an a "production" recruiter becme mrore

rigid as major changes occurred in the production recruiter force during

the AVF years. Since this group represents the key element to success

of my recruiting effort, emphasis was placed on assigning younger per-

somel who not only had superior military performance records, but also

were judged to have as ability to better communicate vith the young people

they would be expected to enlist. The FY 75 recruiter sel' tion criteria for

Regular Services reflects the sove to build a quality recruiting force.

ISMRITZR S!LECTION CRITETRl-i'

ARMY USAF NOTY URIC

Volunteer Status Vol. Vol. Vol. Vol/Won Vol.

Age 21-35 -- 21-40

Grade Kale 34-7 &4-9 &5-9 U4-8

leme.L W3-7 14-9 24-9 14-8

Time in Service Olin.) 21 so@. 36 mus. 24 me. 24 mom.

OT/GCT Score 110 - - 95

Education I.S. Grad - - .S. Grad

A. RECMJITMENT AND SCRFENTNG. Volunteers for recruiting duty currently are

solicited throughout the Active Forces, and the personnel headquarters of

1/ From U.S. Army Recruiting Command Briefing for the DIEC, Fort Sheridan,
IL on June 24, 1975.
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in order to attract additional volunteers. As a result, all Services, + .-

e xcept the Marine Corps, have beat able to man their "production" recruiter •

S• ~~~~forces with volunteers. The Marinas have had t~o assign varying numbers of .-. . .

Snmon-volunteero to east their needs. Wa~ther volunteers or involuntary

Sm~~ASignees, all Services utilize established criteria and guidance from .. .. +

Recruiting Healdquarters in screening potntalt candidates. Th screening*++ • "

So~~~re con ducted by local level contenders or expert recruiter selection teame. . .

S]. ~~position, *"I exp~ression, financilaL status, poentisal personal hardsips~ or ..

,• " +family health problems, civilian or military offenses, 'reliability, ph,-z!co1

S• I " condition and attitude. The Air Fort* also interviews • =saied candidate's <

• + i +, ad~~wfe. The Navy supplements screen~in with the PT-16 Sales Aptitude Test.--. .:," :

S+ ,•• • ."•. ++. MC sta•ff interviews with Resrve and Guard representative& also indicated i+?•i'+ :

S+ • - Zoocal leelo screening, but In several instances the details and scope of :+ "

procedures wort less precis*. •'"

+i ii

iB SELECTION. persoat el records r ed screui innsg doctentsuton ire cenrallys i

processed for fiadt i e olactlon vthin the Aegular Forcesu For the Arv y final

selection is accorplished by the eilitar p ersonnel C"nter; the Air Forcer

.by a Air wTaining v olmne d selection hav bad to asi by the Bureau of Nval"

"nersonnel; the Marine Corpt by personnel Division, teerdqurters, USn C.

RecSrrvuit Reruitin e Commds interface to veryint degrees during the selection

Thprocess in order to ensure ghe Faioterace of best availn ble qrie ty stps ards.

Tio/ Army s lso considered usat g m i-16 but decided not to after the Arty

oResearch Institute qustioned its validitya poT ia presently haorkipg on
con n separate aptitude test for r Fcruteras

2/ For example LTC We Gilfillan, 111s n ead USh C Enlis-ed Recruituent
Section osta ed the Recruws mwnt Branch made r fen ta go/no-go decisiondicat

.on each recrtOer candidate (September 19, 1975). da

pltsAl4

p ne ec t es
on.achrecuitr anddat (Sptmbe 19-195)
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Selection in the Guard and Itasarv are less centralized mW vary from branch

to branch. for enamplo, unit recr'uiter& for the Armyr Guard and Ai•r force

Reerelm• are selected by unit cosmmanders. Civilian CS 9-11 Aumy Guard

r ecruiter candidates are centrally screeaWd at the state levl by the

Civilian Personnel Office. Air Guard recruiters are selected at the

um~t level and tha nmina•-.ted to the @tat* Adjutant General who approve@

an nml m teat to the National Guard Bureau. Arm Resere CS 7-9 to-

cruittin candidates are selected by the local Civilian Potsonnal Offiee.

C. ISRIT:IRI TRAIN.ING. The Regular Services Ihavo refined and improved their

recruiter training over the last several years. Rath amv operates a formal

' owsos of instruction shich =at be succesfully completed prior to "sign-

! ~meet of an unlisted c~mdUxte to a recruiter peoition.I- The following

summarlseoselected information on existingl recruiter schools for the Regular

1 Services.
CLASS AMUCK

LOCATION IMNTS -CAPACITY[ ATT11MOW

Sir 5 wk 75 Ouch) 53 /

MC SAN DIRGS, CA L 7 •k 160 2221

", ~ ao Wbgl iJteh8 s J placed an "I"8 training, personal coammuncation skitlls, .

.,. advert/ an8sd public relations. Tim to also a11oted for applicant screeuning

methods, programs sad incentives, recruit processtin, administration and

recruiting operatiost/. To varying degrees each Service utilizes role playins

S, 1 The Servicess also conduct separate recrutingL offiAcer manage~met courses
for officers and selected NCO's asignred to supervisory positions. '
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situation for practical training In techniques. The recruiter schools

provide a major screen to insure trained and qualified personnel are

"assigne to the rfcruiting forces. personnel lost through attrition

are returned to their previous unite or reassigned to duty other than

recruiting. The Air Force Reserve and Air Guard also utilize the recruit-

lIu school at Lackland Afl. The curricula is modified to recogize

different progress, but sphasis resins on sales training and public

relations. Successful completion of the Recruiting Course is a pre-

requisite to receiving active duty orders to recruiting duty. Reserve

attrition avetagss 251 and Air Guard inI. The Amy Guard and Reserve are

less, formal In their recruiter training. The Army Guard might utilize a

13 hour course conducted by the state Adjutant General, a special two

week course at Ft. Harrison. or a recruiter correspondence course. The

Army Reserve utilizes a 15 hour course conducted by a mobile training

teem, or a one or two weak special course at Ft. Harrison. Training is

not mandatory prior to assignmant as a recruiter and there is no attri-

tion msg the various Army Reserve and Army Guard training programs.

3.RXCRUIT ABSIGUMEWS. Moat recruiters receive assignments to general

locations of their choice. The basic length of asseignent In the Regular

Force Is three years. 1 ' All have provisions for earlier termination of

tour for such easton as physical problem, hardship, lo- productivity,

disciplinary or Indebtedness problems, or malpractice. Iach Service

also has provisions for logr assig•ment*. The Army will extend a 7

recruiter Indefinitely if neither he nor his comnander request transfer.

The Marine Corps recently lengthened the basic tour to 40 months
dua to a'shorta* in the necessary number of qualified replacements.
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The Air Force uses a similar indefinite tour contingent upo. en annual

revies of perform&a=. The Navy will aetend up to 400 superior per-

formers (upon their request) for one additional year-. half this number

are eligible for a second year'. extenrion. The Marines will extend a

recruiter to four years (upon request) and in special caaes a man eight

reaein for a fifth year.

Exept for the Army' civilian CS 7/9/11 positions, which are per-

manent appointments. the Army and Air Force Reserve and Guard military

recruiting tour durations are less stable. The Amy Guard hae so data

on the 7,840 unit recruiter tour lengthe but an approximate estimate

is 601 turnover per year. The Army Reserve eatimates a 201 turnoe

each year. Air Reserve recruiters receive active 4uty orders for one

year and there are provisions for annual ext.nsions. However, annual

¶ turnover rates are not available. Of the 212 authorized Air Guard

billets, 96 persons have been continuously assigned to recruiting since

the force wes established in 1972 (annual turnover not Immediately avail-

p• able but estimate about 202). Most losses of Reserve and Guard recruiters

"are the result of more attractive civilian job opportunities.

2i. CARM IECRUI•rIM SPECATY. Only the Navy has a career specialty
4.

for recruiters. Designated Wavy Counselors (WC), these personnel

alternate between recruiting duty (ashore) and fleet units, wtere they

devote their time to career couuseling and retention.- Although not

1/ The Navy recruiting force has an allovwnce of 615 NC's which is
designed to provide for a professional recruiting cadre. As of September 8,
1975 there were 380 assigned (approximately 12% of the total recruiter force).
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havins a designated special career field, the Army and Air Force essenti-

ally foster a group of career recruiters through their Indefinite eatensIan

policies. Civilian technicians, plus provisions for successive extensions

of military recrulters, also fosters a cadre of professionals within the

Reeerve ad Guard although no career specialty 1 designated.

The fundamental question that should be answered by the WC concern-

ing recruiter standards, ecreening, selection, training and assigments

is whether increased efficiencies or improvets in existing practices

eight he identified which would enhance the effectiveness and profession-

alias of the recruiter forcess.

The purpose, of this section is to identify and discase various alter-

natives which eight improve recruiter personnel policies.

Alternative I would establish standards for assignment to rac-ruiting

stated in term of ainis (or a ainima-aIzIas raage) years of service,

educational levels, GCC scores, approval of screening hoards, aet. The

advantage of this alternative would be the extension of the current uni-

formly high standards for Regular Forts recruiting personnel to the Reserve

and National Guard recruiting forces. The adoption of this alternative

would support the Total Force concept.

The disadvantage of this alternative would be the loss of -ertain

management prerojtives.

Alternative 2 involves adjusting the priority accorded recruiting, particu-

larly in the area of personnel policies. Wth the advent of the AVF, all

Services upgraded recruiting and have maintained it among their several
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top programs for priority manning with personnel wdao have exhibited

superior performance in prior aseignments. While recognized as an internsl

Service management option, this Alternative would urge maintenance of

recruiting among the top priorities.

The advantage of maintaining a high priority, as proposed In this

Alternative, recognise. the essential neeid for successful mission accom

plishment - required accessions are a key element In the success of an

AVY.

The disadvantage of accordinA priority to recruiting is Zhat it could

have a negative impact upon mannIng of oppr tional u~Aits. Howeever, en key

recruiting positions mount to apprrmjmtely 12 (or less) of a Isgular Serv-

ice's total strength, and the population from which persomel are selected

is larger by at least a factor of ten (or more) then mu~borized recruiter

ntrength. the Imapct on operational units of axp'-L.g high quality per-

monnel to recruiting is minimal.

* Alternative 3 would propose formalizing and centralizing the screening

and selection policies for Reserve end Guard re,.ruiters to parallel the

Regular Services. Screening enid selections are presently divided among

* thousands of individual units, local and state Civilian Personnel Offices.

and State Adjutant Generals. Only the Air National Guard has a central, -ed

f inal. selection point.

The advantage of formalizing the screening policies would be to more

clearly focus on initial personal involvement b!, local commanders. Centra-

lized selection would also permit expert revine and comparisons of relative

qualifications such as maturity,* motivation, akpp' arance, performance, oral

expression and attitude. Such standardization would also preclude current

practices where many lower echelon Reserve, Guard and civilian personnel
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with no recruiting experience and only a minimum understanding of recruit-

ing As a arketing operatic. are screening and selecting recruiters.

The major disadvantage of formalizing and centralizing the recruiter

screening and selection process would be an increase in the details and

"time currently devoted to selecting Reserve and Guard recruiters. However,

again based upon recent Regular Services and AUG experiences, this dis-

advantage shouldbe offset by improved qualifications of selected recruiter

candidates.

Alternative 4 would recomend that the Army Reserve and Guard modify policies

to require successful completion of a recruiter school (such as Ft.

Benjamin Harrison) as a prerequisite to assignmt to recruiting duty.

As a minimu this should apply to the 118 Counselor/Liaison NCO's and

430 CS 7-9 Recruiting Technicians of the Reserve plus the 90 Liaison lo's

and 78 GS 9-11 Technicians of the Guard.

The advantage of this alternative is that in addition to providing

valuable professional training, it provides a functional means to screen

for qualifications and ability prior to an individual being locked into

a recruiting position.

The ajor disadvantage is the increased cost in TDY funds. However,
such of this might be offset by reductions in the current mobile training

effort and state AG training courses. Also offsetting would be unquanti-

fiable savings in recruiter efficiency accruing from enhanced professionalism.

Alternative 5 would propose establishing a single joint DOD recruiter school

to replace the individual Service schools. Since the current schools all

emphasize sales training, personal oommnications skills and public rela-

tions, the existing schools are to a great extent duplicative.
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The advantage of this Alternative Involves savings deocated vith

maintaining one school vs. the current five - albeit the single school

vould have to be considerably Larger and staffed to handle the total

military recruiter flow, which mounts to an average total for Regulare

alone of over 500 asigned at any given time. It would also be easier

to insure that top quality training was received by all Total Ftrce

recruiters.

The disadvantage is that each Service devotes considerabls time to

parochial subjects other than sales training (e.g.. qualifications for

various officer mnd enlisted programs, option*, inceatives, opsistioa.

public relations support programs, operations and snamest, etc.) Addi-

tionally, the sales training is tailored to *any progrm which ar unique

to individual Services.

As a result, even if a single joint curriculum eight be devised for

recruiter training, the Services probably could justify the ased for

specialized training in a number of other kay areas.

Alternative 6 would propose establishment of a career specialty for

recruiters in each of the Services.

The advantage of this Alternative in that it would provide within

the recruiting forces a cadre of career professionals.

The disadvantage is that in addition to compensatory reductions in

Sother specialties and the costs associated with establishment and *anage-

ment of any new specialty, it could lead to Instancet of stagnated per-

formance. Service personnel managers cited cases where recruiters per-

formed superbly for periods of time but then reachad a plateau or perhaps
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"burned out". Witb a career specialty, the recruiting force would eventu-

ally "age" and sight detract from the current mphasia of asigning rate-

tivaly younger personnel who have an ability to better coimunicate with

the young people they would be trying to enlist.

ICwUSION

After a careful review of current recruiter screening, ...alctin,

training and assignment, the 040 staff concludes that the Services

(particularly Regular Forces) have made significant Improvements In their

policies since the Inception of the AVT. They should be comanded for

taking the initiative In rapidly developing a professional force of

relatively young superior recruiters. On the other hend, the policies

and practices of the Army National Cuard and Reserve concerning recruiters:-

here not kept pace with the Regular Forces. Zn order to enhance the 4

developing professionaliam within the recruiting forces,# the following 2
recomendations ate submitted to the D0 for their consideration.

1. That the currently-high standards of the Active Forces for assign- .

eant to "production" recruiting duty he maintained; that similar standards

be established and maintained for all Rational Guard and Reserve "production"

"recruiters.
2. That assignment to key supervisory and "production" recruiting

duty be established and maintained by the Regular, Rational Guard and

Reserve esl•ants on a priority basis; that assignment to administrative

and recruiting support positions be established and maintained on a lower

"priority basis.
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3. That the current Active Forces "production" recruiter screening

and selection policies and practices be saintaines byl the Active Forces

and established and maintained by the National Guar-. mad Reserve.

4. That the current Active Forces requirement that aLI "production"

recruiters successfully complete Recruiter's School prior to field assign-

ment be maintained by the Active Forces, snd established and maintained

by the National Guard and Reserve.

5. That each Service retain its oa Recruiting School; that each

Service school be used for Regular, National Guard and lIserve personnel.

6. That the current a program of establishing a career field for

recruiters be monitored and evaluated by OSD with a view toward extending

the concept, if successful, to the other Services, Active. National Guard

* and Reserve.

A-4
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EXECUTIVE SUMOLARY

ISSUE: Rlecruiting Tools

BACKGROUND: Reviews change in military recruiting from a
processing operation for walk-in traffic to a
marketing effort. In identifying the ealee
process and associated tools, the paper diioeeee
the available market, advertising, protionts,
enlistment guaranteesaend options, end recruiter

efforts and techniques.

PROBLMN In transitioning to &an AVI, all Services bas
embarked upon greatly expanded advertising an
promotion programs, and enlistment options. The
question is whether Increased efficiencies or
Improvements might be realised in these propn

ALTEENAT11VES: Identifies various options available in armes of;

- Recruiter techniques
- Advertising and promotions
- Enlistment options, guarantees and incenives

CONCLUSION: Recruiting success has been accompanied b7 signifi-
cant increases in recruiting costs. Values of tools
(e.g., advertising, promotions. enlistment options)
is endorsed, however, unanswered question remins,"-k- "low much is enough?"

EECOHIONqDATIOIIS: Proposes initiatives which would better Identifyall available tools, require post-expenditere
justification of many unmeasured efforts, =A
contribute to efficiencies and increased recruiting
effectiveness.
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USEARCH PAPER 05 - RECMITI1C TOOLS

BAC•RIOND

With the advent of the AVP, military recruiting changed from a

screening and proceesing operation for walk-in-traffic to a marketing

effort. The basic marketing effort as it applies to recruiting can be

graphically illustrated as follows:-

7 STEPS TO A RECRUITMENT SALE

i.AWARENESS
_ UNDERSTANDING A MVORTIVNG & PROWO

S•. ~~INTEREST •..

&-PREFERENCE peRsONAL
iMAKE PROPOSAL SLIN

-GET DECISION E- F OA"

-. KEEP "CUSTOMER'
SOLD ICE EXPC

The product being sold is service in a particular military branch, regular

or reserve. The price is m•ccured In terme of a youth comitting m

period of his life. This paper will address the various aids and tools

available to recruiters in making the "sale". Specifically it will look

at the available market, recruiter efforts and techniques, advertising,

promotions, guarartees and options - an overview of recruiting up to the

point of processing by recruiters at the Armed Forces I amining and Entrance

S• 1/ From D'Arcy-Mac}anus and Masius Advertising Agency presentation to the
DNC during public hearings in New York on August 18, 1975.
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Stations. (For a discussion of processing by recruiters and AYERS, sea

Research leper #6, "Recruit Processing Controls.")

I. TEE XA1Z* W

The primary market for male non-prior-service enlisted volunteers

(which amounts to over three quarters of total accession needs) is generally

viewed as the 17-22 age group. The total number In this group varies from

year to year, however, the following chart Illustrates the annual average

over the 1975-79 wrodY The primary target roup changes as the older

TOTAL MALE CANDIDATES. AGES 17-22
(12.65 MILLION)

TARGET

+ + .... / MOTTOTAL / , ] GROUP +

OI ILITARY .O 4

move out end new 17 year olds enter it. In genral terms, wi-th minimum

S• *• standard the leuta{inbJiity of tha LW] will require that about one .

.+~1_/ Sitatitics derived from Sinkin, Masrtin and John D. Johnston. theSB~rookings Instit•ution, "All-Volunteer Armed Forces: Progress, Problems,
• and Prospects", Report: prepared for the Counirtee on Armed Services,

S- ~U.S. Senate, 93rd Congress, 1st Session, June 1, :973. •

A-

VVE ¾ -- .00

l/ S,. ts d..... -o, Mr. and Jo .... Jn . the- ti,, a .. .

U.S Seae 93r Coges e esin ue1 93
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out of every three persons In the prima target group will have to be

enlisted at some point in the six years between teir 17th and 23rd

birthdays.)- With current higher qualification standards, which restrict

accessions from the Mental Group WV category, an Army analysis projects

that the Services will have to enlist almost o"e out of every tw.- Inn

either case. recruiters face a major challenge.

The procedures and techniques employed by recruitera have changed

significantly as operations have shifted from processing walk-in traffic

(composed of those who had decided to enlist in lieu of induction) to

actively seeking out and seling candidates, many of whom have no Iinsdi-

ate Intareat In military service. Ilithout pressure of the draft, amtw

youth eaperience little or no urgency to sake a commitment to enlist.

Recruiters hews to actively canvass local comunities to identify candidates,

maes contacts, develop prospects and interest applicants. Recruiters splay

varying techniques. In general, however, with the current ""alea" approach,

demands on their time and efforts have greatly increased. Recruiters speak

at high schools and "rap" with groups of youth throughout the community

They visit teachers, counselors, coaches and others to cultivate a rapport

with youth Influencers - They attend football, basketball, drsa racing,

and other sporting events to develop prospects - They become involved

in Little League, Scouting, church, civic and other commnity activities.

"All these efforts, plus other public relations activities, are ;n addition

to keeping current on enlistment programs, maintaining prospect lists,

"seeking to make contacts, counseling individual prospects (and in some

cases parents) on options available, conducting moral, attitude and

l1 Binkin & Johnston, p. 42. The question of "AV? sustainability" Vill
be addressed in depth in a separate research paper.

3/ Provided in briefings to the IKC staff during visit to U.S.,,rmy
Recruiting Comand, Ft. Sheridan, IL, March 1975. A-5
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occasionally aptitude screening of applicants. Also, to soe extent,

(depending upon the level of administrative support) many recruiters

maintain records, submit reports, and contribute to the preparation

of applicant processing fors. They also attend recruiting meetings,

receive training, and in some cases supervise subordinates.

The extent of each recruiter's effort might vary depending upon such

variables as his professional knowledge, personal sales ability, and

attitudes and availability of qualified applicants in his local area. In

an attemt to quantify Lbs average effort required to attain accessions in

19715, two of the Services provided the following estlmates:/

NECRUITING COMTACTS TO ENLISTMENT REIATIONSHIP

ARMY USAF

AttIpts to contact (telephons/
personal) 4,157 5,349

Contacts made 1,299 1,000

Serious applicants 100 100

Passed basic eligibility, Not indi-
, " - dependency and moral screen cated 89

Passed mental test 87 53

Passed physical test 72 43

Enlisted after advanced counseling
and qualification/job match 54 24

The contacts Indicated In the above table generally include repeated

contacts with the same prospect. Also. the sam prospect Is frequently

contacted by more than one Service. The basic conclusion that can be -

/1-

!i/Provided by Msjor Nielsen, Market Studies and Analysis, U.S. Army
Recruiting Cosmand, February 7, 1975 and Colonel dinford, Deputy Comasnder,
U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service, September 24, 1975. The data is n
approximate and varies significantly by location. It should not be

construed as a measure of effectiveness. A-5
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reached from the foregoing is that recruiters devote considerable time

and effort to produce the required numbers of volunteer accessions.

This conclusion ie based primarily on research and observation of Active

Forces recruiting prograsn. The activities of Reserve and National Guard

recruiters are less defined, although DEC observations and intervis

indicated that a lower level of activities are undertaken by National

Guard and Reserve recruiters.

11. TOOLS AID TECHNIQUES

There are four broad categories of tools and techniques which will be

discuesed: advertising, ptomotions, guarantees and options, and recruiter's

"sle efforts. Within the overall marketing process, these four categories

have varied purposes, u the following chart illustrates:

Guarantees Recruiter'sAdvertising Promotions & Options Wales Effort

Awareness X X

Understanding X.

Interest X I X
Preference I I

Ci.•itmsnt X "

A. Advertisinal. In 711970, the advertising expenditures for all Services

were about $7 million. By FT 1975 this figure had grown to approximately

$100 million for Regular, Reserve and Guard./ This growth was justified

for the purpose of increasing awareness to the military as n employment

* . option, improving understanding and interest in order to attract youth to

/,.

.f Budget figures provided during 13KC staff visits to all Recruiting
Hleadquarters during the period September 17 to October 2. 1975.

A-5
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the altrY and improving attitudes tomerti the Services. Is conducting

their review of Active Services recruiting activities. the GAO reviewed

about 70 studies that have been mded on attitude since 1970Y Theme

sntudies shoved that the attitudes of youth toward the military as a whole

or Individual Services in particular have not changed to any significant

degree. Many factors beyond advertising impact upon attitude, and what

Is left unanswered is whether advertising night have offsmet an otherwise

change for the war"e in attitude.

During recent years, each of the Services employed an advertising

agency COmw end Army Iemerve S.W.. Ayer; Air Forcm and Air Force Reserve

-D'Arcy - Vac Menue and MasIu; Way-Grey; Marine Corps - J. Welter

Thampeon; Army and Air National Guard - V.S. Doner) .Y In conjunction with

their ad agencies, each of the Service's recruiting advertising

departments/sections conducts a broad market communications program.

Efforts range from preparation and placement of printed ads in saga-

Zino#, neswpapers, journals, and other periodicals, to direct mail,

billboards and transit cards; to preparation of films end recordingg

for public service use-, to printing of brochures and other recruiting

pamhlets; to dieplays and exhibits; to production of small handouts

1/ For example, thes Marine Corps cited an analysis which prompted their
entry into paid printed media. In early 1974 a survey of 18 geographic
area disclosed 231 awareness of USMC public service advertising with only
a smell fraction having a true perception of toe Corps. Within 3 months
of commencing paid printed media, a survey of the same 18 areas indicated
they had moved up into 2nd place among the Services with 341 awareness and
a similar increase in understanding. Source: Major Rowe, USHC, Reed
Recruitment Advertising Sec~tion, September 19, 1975.

2/GAO Report to the Congress, "Overview of Military Recruiting Activities,"
(Draft) FPCD-75-171, August 1975, p. 39.

3/The Navy also has employed a minority ad agency. Commencing in 1972,
it was Vanguard and in 1973, it changed to John Smell. Also, the Navy
recently announced the decision to shift its major accountt from Grey to Ted Bstee.

A-5
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and giveaways. In addition to having a national advertising program,

each Service allocates a portion of its budget through field commnders

for local advertising.

1. Printed Media. All Services, active and reserve, advertise is

a variety of magazines and periodicals. All utilize managment infomtion

systems which track individual ads, magazine, circulation, cost, and leads

generated. ased upon collected data, decisions are made to drop/change

magazines and ad format in an attempt to improve efficiency of leads generated

versus cost per lead.

Narket research conducted by each of the Services Indicates that training

opportunities, travel, education, pay, personal challenge, etc., are

factors which Interest youth. Accordingly, all Services use siailar

themes to appeal to these interests. Two or more Services frequently

advertise in the sam issue of a magazine. The only significant

difference Is the projection of an image which characterizes the

specific Service.

There is direct competition between the Services. If unrestrained,

such competition is wasteful. On the other "-d, Service uniqu•neas

and Image hold a measure of appeal, and sc ý mpetition has value.

It lead@ to improvement of the product, whi,. results in a more satis-

fied customer - a key elment in an AV?.

An a first step toward needed constraint and control, the Joint

Advertising Directors of Recruiting (JADOR) was organized in 1973. V

I/ Information provided by Service Advertising Directors and Dr. Al
Martin, Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpover
& Reserve Affairs), October 7, 1975.

4-5
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tech of the Services, active and reserve, to represented. Their objective

Is to share advertising knowledge and improve coordination between the

Services. Several significant accomplishmants are joint purchase of all

magazine space to seve on rates, joint purchase of mailing lists, and

direction of & 13-week, $1 million paid rsdio advertising test (comencing

September 8, 1975).

2. Direct Wail. tsch of the Services, active and reserve, mile letters

end recruiting literature to potential prospects. Direct mail better focuss

an the target market than general circulation media ads. Nailing lists have

been purchaseod Individually by the Services (e.S. * high school seniors, new

driver registration lists, segments of work force, etc.) from commrcial

Slst compilers. The Armed Forces Vocational Testing Group also

compiles a listing of high school students taking the Armed Services

Vocational Aptitude Battery. On the local level, recruiters, with

varying success, compile lists of voters. Selective Service registrants,

sports teams, clubs, and other local groups.

Thaer has been considerable duplication in the direct mail effort.

Nallouts are often smiler and a high school senior (the primary target

list) probably receives a half dozen or more pieces of literature from

the Services. In an effort to economize and consolidate, JADOR recently

has coordinated a joint purchase of nmes and will test a single cooperative

smelout containing literature of all Services.

3. Telephone Information. tach of the Services, active and reserve, in

their advertising progra-s Includes a toll free telephone number which an

interested person can call for information. The Navy has the most sophisticated

!M M!



syste with their phone lines manned 24 hours a day by perlenced

recruiters. Annual operating cost is about $348,000 & year and justified

on the basis of firsthand knowledge of program. with an expert "personalized

touch" on each inquiry. 1Y National toll free information centers are

operated by other Services as an integral part of their advertising

responsellead fulfillment system. Manned by civilians., and using a

taped answering service during the night, annual costs cited by

Service directors of advertising were only a mall frection of what

the Navy spends (e.g., Maria.n Corps estimates $18,000 annually).-2/

4. Lead Generation, Fulfillment. Conversion. Advertieing in the

various media generates interest to the point where many pereons seek

additional information from one or several Services. hile may of those

interested contact a local recruiter, others utilize coupons or return

postcards contained in printed ads or direct mail pieces. Still others

use the toll free phone number to request additional information. Bach

Service, active and reserve, employs a civilian lead fulfill•nt company

as part of its total advertising effort. The following illustrates a

simple flow chart.

(See next page)

1/ Information provided by Capt. H. C. Atwod, Director, Navy Recruiting
Advertising Department, September 18, 1975.

2/ Information provided by HAJ Rove, USMC, and other Service Directors
of Advertising during Df4C staff visits, September 19 - October 2, 1975.

A-5
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RESPONSE/LEAD FLOW
WM•A

TOLLFREE "OUSE "4

RECRUITER

RESPONSES

Tor each Service responses go to a centralized location (fulfillment

company). Sumarizing the data provided by all Service directors of

edvertising, over on million responees/lea1d vere received in CY1974.

Using a computerized system, actionable leads are identified and

requested information is mailed to requester,-! A prospect card is

concurrently ailed to the recruiting station nearest the requester's

address. The tracking of leads converted to enlistments currently

Is one of the yak links in measuring the lead system effectiveness.

Several of the Services are attempting to get a measure on conversions.

For xaemple, in the Navy, list sImmries are mailed each moth by

geographic area to recruiter managers for monitoring and tracking of

1_ In general, responses art compiled and purified. An example of
purification is the Navy system: apparent false inquiries (e.g., Mickey
Mouse, Henry Kissinger, Napolean Bonaparte, etc.) are eliminated.
Persons indicating an age beloa/above recruit eligibility are segregated
for special interest mailout. The resulting purified list is best estimate

of actionable leads on valid prospects.

--5
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lead utilization and conversions by recruiters. The Karin* Corp Is

utilizing tear-off, mail backs on their prospect cards (returnd by re-

cruiters to msnagers) so that basic measurenmnt of effectiveness is

on-going.

5. Radio/T.V. Public Service Advertising (PSA). zcept for several

brief paid radio tests, the Services, active and reserve, have depended upon

free PSA time donated by rsdio/T.V. stations.- go one is certain bow

much free PSA tine is being received. There ate approximately 6.000

radio and over 700 T.V. stations. Since there are only limited

saplings of broadcasts, mat Services hesitated to provide the MC

staff with a total estimated value. The recant GAO Report estimated

a total of $50 miUion, but noted the figure was unreliable. V/ SB.ept

for the Army, nwo of the Services strongly endorsed the value of paid

radio/T.V. during DMC staff interviews. There vwa uncertainty about

the current joint radio test, but each believed it "necessary" to

offset any advantage the Army "night" obtain from their radio test

earlier this year. Service representatives also stated their belief

that most free PSA time will he lost if one or all of the Services institute

a regular paid progrea.

The Services' avoidance of paid electronic media advertising w8a
3/

originally based upon what they interpreted as a prohibition by Congress. -

1/ Tests were conducted by the Army in 1971 and the Spring of 1975.

A 13-week joint test, mansged by JADOR, commenced on September 8, 1975.

2/ GAO Report. 22. cit.. p. 43.

3/ Attributed to a statement to the House of Representatives by Congressman
gebert on August 9, 1972, where he indicated that he would oppose use of
funds for T.V. advertising. The Congressman added: "The airways belong
to all the people and their use for bona fide public service should not be
subjugated to the money hungry minions of the broadcast networks."

A-5
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More recently. it would appear Congressional attitudes changed. In

acting an the 1974 Defense Appropriations, Congress recomoded use of

all effective methods of advertlsing, including an equitable allocation

between the broadcasting and printed media. V However, because of DOD

uncertainty on the cost effectiveness of an electronic media effort, they have

hesitated to embark on such a progrem, liiting their effort to recent

brief tests.l/ In a 1976 report, DOD was admonished by the House

Appropriations Comittee:/ .

The Committee expects that the Department of Defense Vill not
continue to ignore Congressional recoamendations that all
advertising media be used in the moat cost-effective manner"within the funds provided. The electronic msdia have almost
been ignored...

6. Adv*rtisina Research. Zach of the Services conducts market

and advertising research, although the degree of research is higher in

the active forces than in the reserve programs. S•me is conducted within

Service recruiting staffs, s•me by individual advertising agencies, and

some by civilian research corporations. Until recently, there was little

coordination Of research between the Services. The GO Report on advertising

aindicated that they had identified more than 70 studies, =ade at an estimated

cost of 84 million ower a four-yer period, most of which ware duplicative.y'

In an effort to eliminate such of the duplication, OSD(KLRA) took an

initial step in the Spring of 1975 to consolidate much of the market reseerch,.-/

844 See Sente Report, No. 93-617, p. 101, and House Report, No. 93-662, p. 32.

I1 An electronic media paid advertising Program could become costly. Fundingof •uch a program would require reductions in other elements of market comsunica-
tions. The D4C staff endorses the DOD hesitancy to embark on a paid electronic
media effort pending an analysis of tests to better understand cost effectiveness
of such a program.

31Committee on Appropriations Report on Department Of Defense Appropriations
Rill- 1976, House of Representatives, Report No. 94-517, p. 40.

/ GAO Report, op. cit., p. 41.

Imf/ In•ormtion provided by Dr. Al Martin, SD0 RA), during interview, op. c

%. VP
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At tist time, the Services provided each other with a summry Usting

of all recruiting research, and representatives commenced periodic Joint

meetinlg to exchange data. In addition, OSD has recently comenced

contracting for several market studies. Areae to by Service repre-

entatives, the OMD initiated studies should reduce duplications.

B. Promotions

In addition to edvertising, snother form of market commncsttions

is recruiting promotions. Budgeting is not standard within DOD

and costs are frequently difficult to identify. 1/ Promti sInclude

such activities as military bands. performance teem, exhibits, tours

and visits to military installations, liaison and activities with

educators, youth and influence groups, and civilian VIP's (e.g.,

race car drivers, professional athletes, etc.). All thee activities

are sponsored or participated in with one purpose in mind -- to maximize

contact with the market in order to enhance avareness, understanding,

•W' and interest in the military.

•spy activities (e.g., bands, performance teams, and racing events)

produce large crowds of spaetstors. Additionally, such activities result

in local newspaper articles, radio and T.V. appearances of participants,

and special media interviev.-

./ For example, the Navy categorizes promotions under "Recruiting
Support"; the Air Force Exhibit Center devotes about 752 of its effort p.
to recruiting, but is not included in their recruiting budget; pro-
motions for National Guard recruiting are frequently funded through state

"* budgets; unit performance teams used in support of recruiting by all
Services are normally funded at the local level.

• • 2/ For example, the Navy reports 129 band performances attracted live
" audience of 142,495 (majority high schools), 68 T.V. programs (7,715,800
.•audience), 126 radio programs (12,035,772 audience), and 115 newspaper

articles (6,529,042 circulation). Provided by Capt. Mary A. Gore, USN,
Director, Recruiting Support Department, Navy Recruiting Command,
September 30, 1975. A
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While the DKC steff believe. A ernUe8 is enhanced by these Many

recruiting support events promoted end participated in by the Services,

the Impact they may have on the "bottom line" -I.e., ultimate accessions

into the armed forces - is not clear.

C. Enlistment Incentives and Options

During the draft years, there were few enlistment Incentives or

guarantees used to attract volunteers. followin induction or enlistment,

accessions were essigned to satisfy Service needs. With the advent of the LAW, 4.

aeah of the Services, particularly Regular forces, Instituted en expending

umber of special guarantee options to attract volunteers. Thes enlistment

Incentives have grow to be smerous but generally cam be classified within

the following broad categories for the Active forces:

4 - Enlistment bonuses for combat arms and certain other specialties
- Specialized training guarantees
- Are/•station/unit of choice

"- Specialty training and career field guarantees
- Coast of choice
- Enlistment bonus for certain specialties

Marine Corps

- Enlistment bonuses for combat arm and certain other specialties
"- Specialty training guarantees
- Ground/avietion occupational option

Air Force

- Specialty training guarantees
- Location of choice I-;

A-5
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The Reserve and Guard also emhasixed optiona; however, the options

aws~lable for National Guard and Reserve units are conuiderably loe. than

the active forces.V Nevertheless, as waiting lists diminishad and die-

appeared, the Rsserve and Guard became actively involved in recruiting

and publicizing their unique Image - military service and local commnity

prestige. Specifically, they amphamize mninismn active duty sway from home

followed by part-tin employment and pay during drill periods, and the

availability of specialized skill training which can enhance civilian

emlo, et opportunities. la ecue states, the Guard can offer such addi-

tional benef its as state-rovided tuition assistance, death gratuities.

auto license tag discounts, and tax benefits.

A major option, which all Regular Service recruiters emphasised

as a definite attraction to the military, io the 0.1. Bi1 .llY All

attitude surveys of youth have indicated that the opportunities for

military skill training, coupled with further civilian educational

a ~opportunities, are the princiral attractions of active military servicaY~

it is probable therefore, that the proposed discontinuance of the 0.1.

Dill could have a significant adverse impact upon Revilar Service re-

cruiting.

MBOLDE

In tranaitioning to an OFW environment, the Services have embarked

upon nuerous and varied options to support their "marketing" effort.

I/ Most National Guard/Reserve officers interviewed by the IN4C staff said
that a lack of special monetary Incentives was the reason for the sharp
fall-off in non-prior-service enlistments during the AVF years.

2/ Reserve/Guard recruiters cite the absence of G.I.Bill benefits as one
of the major reasons for their relative inability to recruit n.p.s. accessions.

3/ For expanded details on the appeal of education and training sse separate
DHC staff paper. "Education overview".
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Greatly expanded advertising and promotion programs, plus an increasing

number of enlistment options, bonuses, and guarantees, have all contri-

bated to providing recruiters with a wide range of tools which assist

ti attracting volunteers.

The fundamental question that should now be answered by the DC is

whether increased efficiencies or improvements might be realized in the

provision of recruiting tools used to "uarket" military service.

The purpose of this section is to identify and discuss various alterna-

"tives which might Improve recruiting efficiency.

A. Recruiter Techniques

In a sales process e trket comunicatione generate awareness,

understanding and Interest. The recruiter is of greatest value

in reinforcing Interest and personally Influencing preference

to scure a comitment. Recruiters, however, have become increasingly

Involved in public relations, community organizations, and promotional

events. This Involvement has grown over recent years, but there

S * appears to be little planning or direction on the effective utili-

sation of recruiter time.

Alternative I would continue current method* of operations.

Recruiters would participate In comunity affairs and promotional

activities as needed to support their Individual techniques for attain-
Ing Accessions.

"The advantage of this Alternative is that it permits

MAXIMUM flexibility to recruiters in the accomplishment of their

tosk.

A-5
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The disadvantage is that it would perpetuate Inefficient

recruiter operations in thoea cases where recruiters have no clear

measure of activity effectiveness.

Alternative 2 would reduce the current emphasis on all recruiters

becoming involved in comunity affairs and promotional activities. It

would assign these functions to a single individual for certain

geographic locations.

The advantage of this alternative is that it would reduce

demands on recruiters and free them to devote more of their time to

contacting and counseling individual prospects, and securing enlist-

The disadvantage is that it aight make certain recruiters

. less effective since they would no longer be personally Involved in

utilizing certain tools which generate swareness end interest in the

military.

*- -4• Alternative 3 would recommend that the Services not only more

clearly define the value and effectiveness of various public affairs

and promotional activities, but further provide guidance and direction S

on the optimum utilization of recruiter tint.

The advantage of this alternative is that it should refine

techniques and lead to greater recruiter efficiency.

SThere appears to be no significant disadvantage of this

alternative other than the added effort required to conduct the

needed analysis.

A- 5 \
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clerl Idvertiuina and progrmotos uiie o aktcmuiain.A

O'er the• last f lye years, P e dertle3g bugts hav" e rw•n from $7 mii) comon

- ,,to tabout $100 million. The latter figure would be even hihe if All pro-

mo- tion s tans dade added. ndvertisien aed perootion provide a metho of

market commications to asrovae aefr se, underst•aNding, esd oiontee st

SBRowever, there is no stendardized budgeting process which combinesen•d-

' * ~clearly identifis all program utilized~ for market conemications. hasre- "

S• ,. _;co~asuedin Reseach Paper 93 of this. eeriea ("Recruting Dudgsets") come

• . ". " ervice-wide standard are needed. ~ev personst would question the value of

S~market comnications in a maese effort. lousie, "Nov ab~ is enouh?0 
is

frequently asked And seldom answered. Further, current DoD contracting practices

Arem cubersome, requiring long lead time for changes In advertising Agencies,

image, or directions. and causing an inability to quickly relate accessions

neede to national advertising efforts.

Alternative I would recomend a continued funding for the Total Force

program at the requested rate for market comunications (advertising

-s~ '-*and promotion4).

The edvantege of this alternatlve is that it would support the

thesis of some advertising/marketing proponents - I.e., "the objective

is to be effective, not essure effectiveness".

The disadvantage is that it would lead to a continuing inflation

of advertising and promotion cost as new initistives atr added to the

current already-expanded effort.

Alternative 2 would direct the Services, active and reserve, to imple-

aent a GAD-proposed test of advertising./- Based on studies mnde by f

the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Finance, the approach

11GAO Report op. cit., p. 45. -

1> V
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would be to increase and decrease advertising only in certain isolated

market segments, then anslyze and compare results to other similar

merket segment@.

The advantage of this approach is that a much needed initiative in

ma;uring advertising effectiveness would be Instituted.

The disadvantages are that such teste would be costly and have

questionable validity. The Services are not selling a traditional

product such as beer, refrigerators or automobiles - they are

marketing a way-of-life at the price of "X" years. To even attempt

such a test requires other variables such as entrance standards,

recruiter proficiency, accession quotas, pay and enlistment guarantees,

economy and mployment opportunities, etc., be standard between test

areas and held conitant over an extended period of time. The recruiting

measures of effectiveness are accessions and successful performance

These are affected by vot only the above variables, but also by peer/

parent/counselor influence, a potential applicant's personal needs

and available options, and the individual drive and initiative by a

recruiter to make quota. Advertising is a tool for recruiters. It

is reasonable to aesum that almost all volunteers are convinced to

mak the major decision to enlist by more than the minimum massage

and information contained in advertising. 4 .4

Alternative 3 would propose incremental reductions in Total Force

requested market cosnunicstions budgets.

The obvious advantage is the dollar savings involved. In the

absence of cost effectiveness measure for market communications, it

forces trade-offs and efficiencies. As noted herein, there is

• considerable duplication among Service advertising programs, and

some budget cuts can he compensated for by increasing joint efforts.

The efforts of JADOR in consolidating printed media placement require- A'5
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eats to obtain reduced rates, the joint direct sell and joint radio

"test ate good exslae. Notwithstanding the DW staff's recognition %

of the unique appeal of each of the Services and the value of restrained

competition, thart appears to be considerable too for further economist

in "institutional joint military ada", reductions in head-to-head com-

petitive placements in the sam iss of magazines, sad improved

coordination and direction of markat research. Budget cuts should

also prompt a review of cu=rrnt program efforts, including critical

reappraisals of memento giveaway orotrams, the contribution of the

varied end wide ranging promotional activities, along with the size,

quality snd proliferation of brochure. The Navy might also reassess

Its tol free telephone Information center to confirm that their

higher costs ate supported by the realization of comensurate advantage

;In effactiveness.

The disadvantage of budget cuts is that in the absence of effec-

tiveness meaeures succer-ful progra elements might be reduced or

eliminated. However, readjustmenta and trade-offs should be possible.

Additionally, if cuts are not Incremental sad gradoal, they could

have an adverse impact upon the awareness, understanding, and interest

which is generated by market commnications.

Alternative 4 would require DO to establIsh extraordinary procedures

for advertising procurement, designed to foster bids from a greater

variety of advertising firm and to greatly wnhne the ability of the

active Service and the Reserve and Guard components to emend advertising

programs with a minima of management red-tape. Such extraordinary pro-

ceduras would allow advertising to he better related to specific current

accession needs.

'-5
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The advantage of this alternative would be the greeter flessbility

achieved In the advertising program, with u concurrent ability to better

measure the effectiveness of advertising.

The disadvantage would be the loes of continuity which occor with

long-term edvertising agencies and long-led-time advertising campaigns.

Another disadvantage would be the possible loes of professionaliem is the

advertising campaigns caused by too-quick chenges in advertising efforts.

C. Enli•tment Options, Guarantees and Incentives

To attract active-Service volunteers, OSD and the Services beamn im-

pem ted en ever-increasing number of enlistment guarantees, 0e

sad other options. There is no Indication, however, that specific

effectiveness measures exist for the varied options. Ihile the OW

staff does not question their values as recruiting tools, theta

appears to be considerable roa for savings with iscreased mana&&ment

through adjustments.

Alternative 1 would recomend a continuation of all existing m-

listment options, selectively adding additional options which market

research Indicates would attract volunteers (particularly for the

Guard and Reserve).

"The advantage of this alternative is that it should maintain, or

even enhance the apFeal of military service.

The disadvantage is that the costs and assignment conglexitire''

ass•cOated with most of these options would continue at the existing j

1/ DNC staff interviews with personnel managers Indicates valibe in sAme
assignment options. For example, the Army's guaranteed European assignment

* . has significantly contributed to meetinv nverseaa needs and persornel stability
by reducing the use of CONUS unihs an "fillers" for oversers asailnmenta. On
the other hand many assignments to specific geographic areas or fleets for
some guaranteed minimum period have severely limited reassignment flexibility

as needs change and unlts/ships must be relocated.

A-5
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(or hi/bet) • v•Ch 11tt• uodorst•d• of Ch• relative dfoctivea•s

ot each. To fuad en•tstomt bo•s• aloe, DCO orislumJ•y requital

$75.$ silli• for lrt 76 (up fto• •3 sillioa ex•md• in/Y 74 •d

$65.9 s•],Loa lu rf 75).

Alternative 2voo• •to m.tLJmenC upti•s •lch •ated sdd-on

i l•dset costa (e.8.. • sdditimu• tt• to 8oo•s•tood looatio•,

er•.)

Tim advantase of this •Ltet•tive U tbJt it veuW 1•'e•e ea•

in defoo•e eupendi•ree.

The €lissd•qmtsSe is thtt such •tLo• • orooe oo• te-

ct•itin8 tools vhich €o•trib•te in vatyi•q• dq•e•s to attract• th•

dooired q•s•tity sad quoit7 • vol•to•,,

Alternative 3 vou3.d propose •dJuKL• tim v•rio• e•liJt•t options

del•mdin8 • ©hul•u • the norkat • the attoudi• need to attar

•" • . vol•mtoors. • the ecc•a•7 de•lL•€l[ :in ].ate X974.• the first

h•f of 1975 rec•uiti• • e•iet, hth•t • ec•a•s• f

Sr•tio• in cor• ooctly upti•, tl• lk•v•oo r•tri•t•!

ulistmmt8 by r•isi•S chair q•dity •tds.

The •dv•tqe of •lJ•ti• •ie•ent uptions • upon •ket

€onditio• void be to provide • • ,oot•itoo•t beca• meier i!

due to •o• ot• •2• e• euAi•me•tc. .

?h0 dt• aaCale of this Alternative • be the added • lsss•t •i•

b•rda• and €ontinual €on•u•io• at the local 2evals.
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D. Education Aasistance

Closely relatedtoelsmngurnesadotosieucinl

asistanc pte. Eduationlr opprtuiicea fobilit oatryc poutersone, parti-ual

post-lh ith schoolurorent lhichitcuecriiatinonte lhe-revel Tuitionw

tssihtacel progarms. ereporm rmasoit ogaut ees

Aleratve 1ee idoufid byaurey no chnein to majren plansor in attreacting

ofait .1. ssi nd restricing ons bcomet levtel for. the a"C tieOn

The-uresTiinAssistance program..Eiiaino h .K

(secfcal advanaeofthionaltbernaftive isul thate itpoie significantades

dollart savings tERglmin rics'atino .. beneity goatreactvlyeucters, the

oeern Adm. iani rstractions o budget aevlsfo the DoD bTueisetrionedwt

A lmto uto ssistance.porm

The diadvantage of this Alternative is that It proulde uiniericneth

success of the AV7 by eliminating/restricting educational opportunities

which attract quality volunteers. In a broader contezt this will provide

some Incremental decrease In the educational level/abilities within the

military, which will be further translated to education in society

throughout the nation.

J/ See separate DM4C staff paper, "Education Overview."
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Alternative 2 would establish a replacemnt educational assistance pro-

rian, funded by DoD, for all entering accessions.

The advantage of this alternative is that it would contribute to

recruiting and retaining quality man and women In the AMi.

The disadvantage Is that budget reductions realized with elimination

of the G.I. Bill would to a great extent be offset by institution of an

"alternative scholarship program.

Alternative 3 would establish, a replacement educational assistance

program, funded by DoD, but provided to now accessions on a selected

Sbasis for recruits •ith critical skills, for recruits willing to

Ber"e In the combat arms, for recruits with high school diplomas, aet.

The advantage of this alternative is that it would add an affective,

mansagement tool to the recruiting programs which could be used selectively

to encourage quality am and women to volunteer for Service.

The disadvantage of this alternative would be the additional costs

> >~' of any new educational program, albeit that a selected educational assist-

saca program would be less expensive than the current universal 0.1. Sill

Altorntive 4 would extend Regular Forces educational benefits to the

National Guard and Reserve programs.

The advantage of this alternative is that the National Guard and

Reserve recruiting progres for quality non-prior-service personnel

would be greatly improved.

The disadvantage would be the cost factors.

A-5
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CONSCLUSION

In moving toward a marketing operation with the adveat at tba

AVT the Services embarked upon many new initiative# which presided

needed tools for their effort. All. indicatione point to recraiting

success. This success has been accompanied by significeet fucree... in

recruiting coats..

The MIC staff endorses the value of advertising, promtion, end

selected elistment options, guarantees, and incentives. Miesser an

unanseread question which remains is, "Bow, such is enough?" It would

appear that in an attemt to ansewr that question, while improving

recruiting cost effectiveness, certain staeps hould be takes by DOD.

Accordingly, the following recomendations are submitted to the MaC

for their consideration.

AECMIENATIONS

1. Recruiter Techniques

That AL. ve, Reserve, and Guard recruiting programs more clearly
7-A

define the value and effectiveness of various public affairs an pro-.

motional activities in order to provide better guidance and direction

on the optiuma utilization of recruiter's time.

2. Advertising and Proatotions

That standard budgeting procedures be adopted for all Total Force

components which would group together and identify all advertising.

promotions end other related activities which are used for maret

communications.

That OSD direct the Services, active and reserve, to condect programeed

advertising tests to measure effectiveness.

-A- --A



Sluard adetisiong budgets to prompt efficiences an ntara-Sorvc tiade-

S~That OSD Iscreass efforts for all TotalT force components to re~tstrai
S. • Competition and to reduce duplicti€on In such ares "s printed meda . i

placment, direct mai twlain, and market tesmgrch. "

" 'lThat DOD estiblish extraordinary procedures for advertising procurement.
Sdesisned to reduce rod tape an proc~uremnt• i -tims.

3. Sal,,tment Options, Gurantees and TwnctivThat aiced enlslrment Inseninvas an oRtignr be psrveded for thei
etronal aetid ain budgrve tooomp vtth e fi ien tcsad i•ltra-erice trade-

That an active and refo ts foaraltl T nt incntives be revstrai
comp periodnclly torustedu duepituion i suchae•as the masri t e nd tn e
pl -cm rentt died to at gnact vondtaetrs.

That a DoD-fb es exu.tatordi Arypstaoce pdresor be ertising p u e
dto esig thedue rd. Bl; tap t tan progremt le uttinzeds , recruiting
3.nlistment tool, nsth Gurnts anted onln entv se tive bs In

"orde to met critica skill seeds or attract bagh quality recruits.
That Redlealr Forces iducAtivosa benefots be extended to the National

Ntiarl Gud a rd Reserve progr arc.

hh l n ss

Thate

atproiclyajutddpnd~ pn hne n h ake n h

thn-uren ned t atrctvounees

The a bo-uddEuainlAsstneposb salse
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EXECTIVE SIPOARY

ISSUE: Recruit Processing Controls

BACKGRDUN~s Irregularities (indicated from collected Service
statistics and DMC staff interviews) exist in areas
of testing, medical and moral screening, education
level, and misrepresentation.

Approach is to Identify a number of Irregularities.

-Service procedures to Identify, report, investigate and
control Irregularities currently are not uniform.

PROILE~t Evidence indicates irregularities exist but extent not
clearly defined - Has Impact on manpower costs, overall
quality within Services, and possibly attitude and
morale. There are many broad issues involved where
irregularities are but a symptomatic part.

ALTEIIATWEs: Identifie* causes and effects - The Osystsm' which
generates pressures on recruiters and might prompt
irregularities.

-Rsnge of alternatives broken down into broad categories
with preferred options.

Requirements, quota and competition
Recruiting process itself (testing, medical, etc.)

*Recruiting policies and practices
Procedures for controlling irregularities

Identifies both the broad and narrow areas.

- ~ CONlCLASIONt Services have made progress and uepomn a
reduced pressures on recruiters to attain required
accessions. Current objective should be to elfimnate
procedures and future pressures which might lead to
errors, questionable judgments and situations which
prompt irregularities.

RECO9IEIMDATIONS: Summarizes recommendations which would assist In
developing a "systeme' for reducing pressures on
recruiters lit an effort to deter or eliminate
ir-egularities. Reco~mmendations are grouped
according to those which relate to broader issues
and will require further consideration and those
which are narrower and relate solely to malpractice.
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ICUzcrMr3 IN THE AD FORCES

RISKURCI PAPER #6 - UC trO PROCssIU CoNTROs

As draft pressure diminished during 1972, military recruiters were

forced to compete with private Industry in seeking out and enlisting

qualified young men and women. Their task weas"md difficult by a*

rising economy, lingering anti-military attitudes fro* ouz Vietnam inw-

volvement, and a general lack of experience or expertise in "sailing"

military service In a competative market place. Recruiters cow under

great pressures since they believed their careers depended upon asking

monthly quotas. Error& end Irregularities In recruit processing occurred

and repeated allegations vera made about Improprieties In the activities

of recruiters. As a vacant GAO study indicates, the allegations have

* ranged "froa mild assistance or help given to the recruit to out-and-out

forging of documents such se high echool diploas."!'- in response to

these allegations, and when problems ware identified, the Services took

necessary corrective ection. It Is obvious that neither ORD nor the

Services want or vill condone irregularities In recruit processing.

Allegations of irregularities and Improprieties focus on recruiter

integrity. While it is true that some recruiters have been disciplined

and/or relieved for cause it Is unfair to malign the Integrity of military

recruiters. As noted in the companion Research Paper #4 (Recruiter

Personnel Policies), superior personnel are being a"signed to the re-

cruiting forces. They hve" met the challenge posed by the All-Volunteer

force (AVF) In a most commndable manner.

1/ General Accounting office, "Opportunities for Improving the Effectiveness
and Efficiency of Recruiting Operations"' (Draft), August 1975, p. 5.

A-6
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To improve recruit processing control and further guard against

recurrene of irregularities in recruitment, long term coetinwing

principles# not eubject to changes caused by sbort term variations

in the market. are needed. With this objective In mind, the UW staff

Initially reviewed the overall recruit processing functione. Two laeon

areas emerged which justified a more detailed review. First wsa the

standards and eelection of recruits, which will, be addressed In a

""sprate paper. The second issue area Involved irregularitime withift

the recruiting process Itself. This paper will address specific pro-

ceasing problems. with the primary objective being to make reeumamdatione

to ellimnate procedures and future preesures which might lead to erors@.

questionable judgmnts and situations which might prb: Irregularitiesa.

Im general, Irregularities occur in areas such asmental testing.

and medical, drug or moral scresuing. Irregularities and malpractice

also take the form of deception or misrepresentation in order to secure

an enlistment. It should be recognized that a clear determination of

the scope of the problem becomes difficult when considering the almnt

of intent, as this is an obvious gray area due to the often unclear

boundaries between malpractice, judgment and error*. Additionally, it

should be recognized that irregularities are not unique to the All-

Volunteer force. They existed prior to 1913A/ Rowperer for purposes

of this paper, the recent OVF years will be focused upon.

1/Ginsberg, Eli, James K. Anderson, Sol W. Ginsburg, and John L..
Norma, "The Lost Division." New York, Columbia University Press, 1959.

A-6
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Determinin the existemnt and extent of processing Irregularities

required casement of a mmbet of potential Indicators. Among thes In-

dicators Werse deviations In test scores (mntal group or reading level

classification derived from testing of a recruit at point of entry com

etred to testing and clseification at some later point during tern of

service); Identification of disqualifying medical conditions whih mxisted

prior to entry; di•carges due to fraudulent enlastment. based upon post-

alstent discovery of disqualifying drug Involvement and/or police

record; improperly recorded education levils; and complaints by recruits

that unfulfilled premtis or dteuption waroemloyed in order to secure

their enlistmet, tech of these potential Indicators will he addressed

separatsly. It should be emphasized here, in addressing recruit proesa-

sing problems, that any of the Indicators are but a syaptom originating

from broader problems and isue in the defene manpower are. This

paper will Identify such broad areas a requirements, testing and n-

"listenu standards, utilization, compensation, ad• the management of the

recruiting; function In eddition to the narrower problems of Irregularities

and malpractice. In order to be properly addressed, Recruit Frocessing

Controls cannot be considered In Isolation from the broader problems

mentioned above.

A. ITM

The Armed Forces Qualification Test (AIQI) was first Implemented

In 1950 as the principal mental test used to determine eligibility

-1/ volution of testing sumarized from Karpinos, Bernard D., "Kale
chargeable Enlistes: Evaluation by Mental Categories (1953-1973)" and S

"APQT: Historical Data (1958-1972)", Human Resources Research Organi-
zation Reports CR-ED-75-2 and ED-75-12 of January and June 1975; and

- , supplemented by [CI staff interview.

½A-
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for military service, The AFQT evolved from experience gained vith

selection for the military during and Immediately after World War It.

It provided what was considered to be the best available method for

aoeesing an examines's mental ability to effectively acquire a military

skill. An AIQT ecore equivalent to 10 percentile of the standard popu-

lation was established by law as the minimum qualifying score for mili-

tary service.-/

As of Decmber 1972 final testing of all accessions for the regular

Army, Navy, Air Force ead Marina Corps was being conducted at the Armed

forces LV-mins and Nutrance Stations (AInS) utilizing the A(QT. which

provided standard clessif it•nti of accessions into broad mental group

ON) categories.

AM Percentile MG General Description

93-99 I Superior

65-92 II Above Average

31-64 111 Average

10-30 IV lelow Average-Marginally
Qualified

0-9 V Not Qualified

At the same time, additional aptitude tests were being used by the Services

for eupplamentary screening and classification purposes, and many Reserve

and Guard applicants were being tested separately.

_ Selection Service Act pronibited Inducting applicants scoring
0-9 on the AFQT. Although induction authority expired the same limitation
continues to be used by the Services for volunteers.

A-6
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As of December 1972 there ws at lseat 68 10844r0 'If standardization

with 911 accessions for the regular armed forces being administered,

as a mininm., the AMQ at the AFIRS.

1n Januar 1973 this measure of standardization changed. The

Office of the Secretary of Defense approved & gavy request to substi-

tute their Short Basic Test Battery for the AM'Q for testing all new

sacessionszf Inter-Service standardization wes further diluted and -

testing decentralized when In October 1973 the Air oreand i. July

1974 the Merine Corps ware autborized b2 OSD to abdminiter the Armed

Service Vocational Aptitude Battery In line of the AFQT. Also in

the first year of the All-Volunteer force Okay 1973) the Army us

authorized to shifttoanwta ole ofteAQ.Ieury

maJOr change took place during the AVY years whichb authorized use of

varied nwscreening and classification tests, with the further authori-

nation for some recruiters to a&dminster entrance tests.

To better focus upon, understand, &D4 analyse problems in testing.

the WEconducted a series of visits to recruiting and training activities

Of all1 the Services, plus a nimber of ARESS. TAY Personnel were Inter-

wiewed and statistics collected.

For the purpose of this paper the staff collected rmrsy statistics

and conducted personal intervieve. The results ware essentially con.-

sistent with the recently conducted GAO study. in that while results

varied asto degree at least some evidence was found of irregularitift

1/ Assistant Secretary of Defense (NRA) memo for Assistant Chief for
Plane and Programs, Department of the Navy (RUpERS) of December 7, 1972,
SubJect: "Use Of Navy Short Basic Test Battery -Conversion Table to
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In all Service. Y. These irregularittes were identified during FY74

and the first half of FY75 through eatesting of recruits after they

reported to basic training. The Karine Corps retested alr-ost all Its

recruits and the Nevy retested approximately half. Both groups showed

Increases end decreases in scores upon retest but an overall increase

In Mental Group (49) rV.1' According to teats at the poiu.t of entry

the Navy reported epprouuestely 3-4% and them Msrine* reported about 82

of accessions being N~rV. Retesting indicated 15-202 of Navy and about

35Z of Marine accessions were MON. At :be request of GAO the Army

and Air Force also conducted limited spot retesting at basic training

stations - the Army over 500 recruits and the Air Force 85.11 Again

data shoved both increases and decreaas. Using a standard change of

20 po~uta as being significant, the Army had 21 cases in their samle

and the Air Force had 7. In all 28 cases where *cores changed more than

20 points., the change was downward.

There are a aimber of factors which could contribute to deviations

in test scores attained at point of entry compared to scores subsequently

attained during recruit training. in some inatances different tests

were administered. Also there might have been variations in testing

conditions end the cultural zhock of recruit training could have adversely

effected performance. It has also been offered that since many recruits

i/ GAO Report, op. ci;.

3jData provided by Headquarters. Marine Corps, Mianpower Divisicn and

Headquarters, Navy Recruiting Command.

~/GAO Report, op. cit.
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already had specific training guarantees, they lacked the motivation

to put forth their best effort.

3. MICAL SCIZENING

All applicants for enlistment in the regular forces art gives
a physical amination at the Ants. Additionally, sme re~srtslg/urd

applicants are examined at AFYES; however. provisions also exist

for this group to be examined by physicians elsewhere. Wherever the

examinations are conducted, unifurs physical standards for enlistment of

applicants are prescribed by OSD and contained in the individual military

Service regulations. Initial medical scrning leads to disqualification

of wauny applicants at the point of recruitment. In addition, medical

problem surface after entry into service. A number of these problem

ars attributed to conditions which exieted prior to service (PTS)

and might have been identi.'ad during initial screening.

There are certain factors which influence the acceptance of appli-

cents with various medical condition in such a way that they appear

to involve processting irreularities. We" nv medical standards are

objective and easily quantifiable (e.g., he!ght, weight, blood pressure,

etc.). Other physical standards, however. require subjective judgmenae to

deteruine the extent of en applicant's medical condition as well ae to

Interpret descriptive phrases coentaned In the physical aetndards (e*.g,

"if severe, "if disfiguring", "unless mild", "severe symptoms", etc.).r The Judgment is necessarily bilaed and Influenced by the training and

eIxperience of the o+mm~istin physiian. m, wel &# the availability of

complete dical information. Accordingly, the presence of a "disqualifying"

condition is not absolute, but my very from AIRES to AIRES, and from

A.
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Ail to other medical eaminotion facilities. In elI caose the AllSr

py" Lais works with the medical history Iaformation provided bW the

epplicast during ealistmemt. If certain historical medial intormatioe

ia not disclosed, physicians are frequently unable to detect petential

"proIsms.
There are three situations which contribute to attrition for medi-

cal conditions that existed prior to service (IRS). first, as AFi

physician works within the organisational froenork of %be recruiting

force aed is subject to sme influence by that force to help 'me

quote". Am such, physicians may lean toward faverinl the applicant,

giving his the benefit if the doubt. Second, data son et that physi-

cal standards used for "retainability" at recruit t#.iming facilities

vary widely. To illustrate this, for the first quarter of FY 197S

the SPTS discharge retel werei ALi Porcot 0.5 percent. Karine Corps2

2.0 percent. Army: 2.2 percent. Navy; 2.3 percentI- tIee within

"Services the IFTS rate varies markedly from one training activity

r' another.!/ The reason for this wide disparity bea met been

studied in detail; however. recosnlSinR that uniform standards exist

it is reasonable to assume that an enlistee eith stamina, determine-

tion, md motivation who is provided good leadership cm overcome

my obstacles, including temporary or minor physical symptome.

ALrmy beckground paper USACPH-H- of tecomber 24, 1974, SubJects
"Discharge of Enlietees with Medical Conditions that Sneeted Prior

* to Service tntry (SITS/SrTI)," pg. 4.

./ Tbid., Inm osure 4.
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Enlistees who lack soms of the foregoing qualities often seek escape

which could be a medical discharge under the EPTS definition. On an

average, one out of every 50 recruits vws discharged in TY 1974 for

an ZKTS condition.L/ The numbers of individuals who have an ErTS

condition but who have stamina, determination, sotivation and leader-

ship and are not discharged are unknown.

The final situation Impacting upos KPTS attrition involvte de-

ception by the potential recruit, with or without his recruiter's easiet-

ance. Some volunteers eager and mctivated to enlist do not disclose

potentially disqualifying conditions during medicel screening (e.g.,

orthopedic, bronchial). During "board reviews" prior to discharge for

an EITS coaCition, personel at the training activities visited stated

that som recruits alleged that recruiters ware aeare of their pot4mti-

ally disqualif ying nediel or ssotional probles but advised them not

to disclose the information during chair medical screening process.

-. Personnel at training activities further stated that for the most

part cases ate expeditiously processed for medical or administrative

discharge without bothering to go through the eore demanding process

of verifying irregularities wLich may have permitted the recruit to get

by the screen.

C. DRUG AM CRIMINAL INVOLVEM! SCREENING

Drug and criminal involvement can be categorized under the heading
of moral screening. Such screening is generally accomplished by

A

1,' "Discharge of Enlistees with Medical Corditions that Existed Prior

To Service Entry," Op. Cit., Inclosure 2.

A
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Individual Service recruiters rather than by A-ZS. kreeosi is

accomplished through review of juvenile and police records, Iaformation

proided by relatives, teachers, employer* or friends, plus statements

made by the individual applicant. The mount and degree of drug

sad criminal involvement require the msking of a judgment within '

Service policy guidance by the recruiting force. This judpfmt

is often complicated or cloude.1 by restrictions within bay uict-

polities on obtaining any or 'all Information contained ia Juvelse or

police records. for example there are currently scores of matcipali-

ties within at least 32 states which he" restrictions em disclosure

of juvenile record information-./ and this number could significantly

increase with interpretations applied to the new Freedom of

Information and Privacy Acts (Public Laws 93-579 and 93-502).

The net result is t,.at the completeness of moral screening ia

meet cases depends on the personal initiative and completeaeae

ef lidividual recruiter lnvestigations end interviews, plus dis-

cloeures made by the applicants themselves. tach applicant sigpn

a statement atteeting to his prior drug or eriminal inwolvemost.

If further involvement is subsequently disclosed through National

Agency checks, personal admission, or other means, the enlistee

can be discharged by reason of fraudulent enlistment. In addition

to prior arrests and convictions. Services have documented cases

S1/ Information provided by Cdr John Carbone, 'ISM, Aset. Director.
Enlisted Program, Navy Recruiting Coemand, July 7, 1975.
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Alare applicants have been nlittted who had been offered military

service by civil authorities in lieu of prosecution, restraint or

parole resulting from criminal acts. Such enlistmets are prohibited

by current Servics policy.

Am with EPTS medical cases, personnel interviewed at training activi-

ties stated that recruits alleged that recruiters advised thae not to

disclose prior drug or criminal involvement. Most allegations are

Impossible to prove or disprove since they involve conflicting

tsat•emnts by the recruit and recruiter on whet vw *aid and done.

D. EDICATION LEVELS

Years of education hve generally bean viewed as a quality and

performnoe indicator in potential recruits. This is particularly

true vhsn comparing military performance of high school graduates

(HSC) veraus non-high school graduates (non HWC). Recruit attrition

analyse available in all Services indicate that, all other factors

being equal, a KSC hes a higher probability of success during recruit

training.

Mental capability, as measured by entrance test scorest and expressed

as a Mantel Group I - IV ranking, is not necoesarily related to years

of education. Interviews with Recruiting personnel indicated that

Increasing nambers of US are failing the military entrance test

and many could be classified functional illiterates. However, not-

withstanding variations in test scores, the Services have been viewing

high school graduation as a desirable factor independent of entrance

ip
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test score. They view the graduate as a person who chose to reain and

function within the disciplined, organizational education system in lieu of

opting to drop out. They believe similar motivation vwil assist the indl-

vidual to succeed In military service. All Services target the high

school graduate market for primary input, and in the last year the Army

and Marine Corps have followed the Navy and Air Torce lead in restricting

eatrance of NO Wo'. to those who have completed high school.

OID has also focused on U1C as a key quality indicator for me-

ceassions. tn addition the 7! 1974 Congressionally approved appro-

priations for the Services established the requirement that as a

I,minimum 55 per-aont of all accessions had to be RSOW (in offset

until July 1974). The emphasis on MSG. particularly minium quotas.

! plac*4 pressures an recruiters. The Services' decision to restrict MGIV

accessions to those scoring above 19 on the AIQT, and then only if a MG IV

applicant was a 1SG, reduced the aarket by approuimately 12 parcet2/ and

further increased pressures on recruiters to attain quotas. There are

Is.dications that such pressures fosteredrecruit processing irregularities.

Cases indentified by both the IHC staff and GAO study ranged from reporting

as. rots i the mmbar of = to cases of forged hUh school diploma.

1/ Section 718, DOD Appropriations Act 1974.

V/ USAREC pamphlet 601-1. Randbook Military Available Tnventory 7r74,
dated August 1973.

C/
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1. UNPULPILLID PRCMXSIS -1

With the advent of the AVY the Services made major changes in

their recruitment programs. In order to compete i ith private, industry

the Service# became "eales" oriented, they embarked upon major paid ad-

-iertieing campaigns, and they initiated programs to guarantee a mide

Y ange of trainirg and duty option. to new accessions. The changes more

designed to increase awareness and enhance the attractiveness of military

service. Such phrasees as "Got a little sore in the Wavy", "Today** Army

wants to join you", and "Take a 16 month vat&ation In Europe" were but a

few of the alluring promises mad& to potential recruits.

The specific guarantees off ered individual recruits by recruiters

similarly have prompted questions of ethical practices. MIuch of the

concern wes clearly Identified by Senator Eaglaton during Senate 4ebate

which ultimately -1#d to Public Law 93-155 establishing this Cosmiseic'n. 1 '

In spite of two years having passed since then, allegations of unfulfilled

recruiter promises persist. For example, in 1974, Army statistics In-

dicate that the number of reported cases alleging recruiter "falsee

promise"' ranked second only to cases alleging ý'concealment of police

record."Y Records maintained by the Services, however, indicate few

complaints of unfulfilled promisee are ultimately attributed to recruiter

~/Congressional Record-Senate, September 19, 1973, pp. S 17114-17722.

1/USAREC Briefing June 24, 1975, op. cit.
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malpractice. To guard against the". cases the Services put all
guarantees in vriting, with both recruiters and applicants signing

the docments. Interviews vith Service recruiters indicate a belief i

that many app~lcants hear only what they vish to hear. This leads

to misunderstanding and subsequent claim. of false promises. On
the other hand, with the hard sales training being provided recruiters.

alon* with pressures of quota, it Is realistic to assume that there

toan aelemst of truth in many of the complaints and allegations made

each year by nm recruits which might be attributable to ezaggerationa

and hard-sell tactics.

Amother area of concern mong recruits is that recruiters do not

tell them the complete truth. On various field visits, the D9C staff

talked with groups of recruits, some of whom amid that their recruiters

had nft told .t am about pertinent Service policies concerning de-

pendent travel and care, or oversea.s osigniments, or what happened If

the recruit failsd his guaranteed school assignment, etc. While much

of this can be attributed to "selective hearing", the repetition of such

complaints lends support to the conclusion that recruiters are failing

to inform potential recruits of all aspects of Service life.

7. $MrjCuS nocpW Ui S po0 RHADInG or ALLI RCIUTcr G
tALPIACTICE CASIS.

ti response to a 31 inquiry the Services provided details of their

existing procedures for the handling and control of alleged recruiting

A-6
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malpractice camaea Cases originate frog reports from varioua unit

comseeader and training activities, complaints of Individual bervice

members, applicants, families or friends, Congressional inquiries on

behalf of constituents, and findings of Inspection visit# to military

Installations. Allegations ar* generally forwarded to the Service

Commander of Recruiting. in the --&e of the Mirine Corps ca•es art sub-

mitted to the Commandant, with the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower

having cognizance and the Recruitment Branch acting as the functional

agency for disposition.

Szcept for a select few serious and unusual cases, which might be

Investigated by a desinamted Service Investigative otganisation, all

allegations are normally forwarded for investigation to the field re-

cruiting organization where the alleged malpractice occurred. Rssults

of investigations art subsequently returned to Recruiting Boadquartera

with findings, report of corrective or disciplinary action, if appropri-

ate, and recommendations. The Comanders of Recruiting review investi-

gations and monitor results of their current systms. A review of in-

dividual Service procedures in effect as of June 20, 1973 indicates,

however, lack of uniformity and formality in what should be a standard

and mandatory system for reporting and controlling these allegations.

Also, it became clear from iuterviews during visits to recruit training

a ctivities that there were caese where allegations were never verified

or reported. For the most part such cases involve recruits being

I/ Attachments to Asslstant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve
Affairs) memorandum for the Defense Manpower Comission of June 20, 1975.
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discharged due to test failures, medical problems, lack of motivation,

misconduct or unsuitability. While many of the men and omaen being

processed for discharge cite recruiter assistac@e or other irregular

processing procedures, training centers often opt to expeditiously

process way of these cases for administrative diechAr-o rather than

go through what is viewed as a costly, burdensome and demanding pro-

cons of documenting and reporting all recruit allegations.

11. PIOBLUN

There is evidence that irregularities in recruit processing have

smisted over the years. All of the Services and OSD hv recognized

the problems sad made efforts to correct them. They neither mwnt nor A"

will condone Irregularities in processing. Their major effort. however,

has been after the fact to rmedy Identified problems. Whet are needed

are standardized controls based on long term continuing principles,

not subject to changes caused by short term variations in the market.

The fundamental question facing the DN is what policy changes, practices

and procedures might be adopted within DOD to improve the control over

recruit processing.

IlM. ALTUMATIP1ZS

T•e purpose of this section is to identify and discuss the various

alternatives which might be Implemented by DOD in order to achieve a

better recruiting system in which irregularities are olim•nated or deterred

by "system" checks and balances. OSD and the Services have been imp
l
e-

meeting changes which have gone a long way toward reductin recruit pro-

coesing problems. The policies recmmended by the staff vxpand on the

A.6
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DOD efforts and should be considered as long term continuing principles.

not subject to change* caused by short term variations in the market.

In sesessing various alternatives available to control, reduce end

hopefully eliminate the recruiting processing problems the staff looked

at probable causes as wall as effects. As Irregularities generally can

be attributed to the 'sayotem",i the following discussion of the recruit-

In& system wll be broken down into broad categories, as follo•s:

- Requirements, quotas and competition.

- The recruiting process itself (including testing,

sedical, education level, drugs and moral screens).'

- Policies and practices associated with the recruiting

process (including priorities, guarantees, information

and advertising).

- Service procedures for handling malpractice allegations.

A. REMMI~IZNS. ODUOTA AND CG(PETITION

"1. Recruitment Accession Requirements

Recruiting objectives originate from a determination of accessions

required to meat man-year averages and end strength. Although Services

manage manpower budgets utilizing authorized man-year averages, many

managers interviewed gave an Impression that the Services are parti-

cularly committed to attainment of authorizeJ end strength. As stated

in the EMC Interim Report, the Commission believes that there is a fear

1/ Many elements of the "system" being identified are broad and
overlap areas well beyond the issue being addressed in this paper
(e.g., requirements, testing and enlistment standards, utili,ation,
compensation, etc.) While they are germane to this issue they will
also be addressed in subsequent papers related to these broader issue
areas.
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within the D.partwent of Defense that If end strength is not attainod

the Congress will cut future requests by the numbers not achitevd.l/

Ilsential to any of the following alternatives, then, is de-a~hasin

of end strength and aessocitted dollars - at least as they Impact on

the quota of volunteers t& be recruited during the last month of the

fiscal year. In practice, this could result in mall shortfalls, which

should be acceptable to both Congress and National Defense planners.-

In evaluation of solutions to this problem area, the ENC should

consider the following alternatives, which are not only related to the

recruit processing irregularities issue but are also a part of the

broader areab of manpower management, roquirements, and utilizatio.d:

ALTEIwATIVE 1 would continue preaatt policies mad procedures

without significant change.

ALTER'(TIVE 2 vule view volunteer accession naeds to meet strength

req 'ireaents mainly in terms of quantity. The quality of new accessions,

maasur.-d by indicators such as percent of IC and propo'rtiOn of W I-rV,

would be maxialed, based upon what the markat would baar. This alter-

native of making numbers while seeking the highest quality attainable

is but a slight change from the practices currently being utilized

1/ DIC Interim Report to the President and the Congress, Kay 16. 1975,
pp. 57-58.

2/ The possibility of shortfalls persisting or becoming large will be
addressed hy the Commission when it considers the issue of "Standby
Manpower Measures."
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within D The advantage of this alternative t. that it help.

maintain Authori•ed strength levels. There are two significant die-

advantages. first, quality of accession. is dictated by what the

market will bear rather than what ie required. Second, it has a

tendency to keep constant maxisum pressure on the recruiting force.

It to this letter point - constant premsurA on recruiters to maxtal"

accession quality - that tempts irregularities or malpractlee.

ALTuERATIVE 3 is for Services to quantity, and periodically update,

total accession snds in terms of brood qualifications that are acerpt-

able and can be effectively utilsed. A gross assessment of required

qualifications is wall within the state of the art. The major de-

viation from current DOD practices is that flu lon term qualitative

requirements would be etablished. Accessions woe: be dictated by
Service needs rather than market availability. P tqusnt adjustments

to accession quality stardards would be eliminated along with un-

necessary pressures on recruiters to attain the highest possible

quality avellabla.

IICO•QENDATION. Ito be considered with broader tssue areas)"t Alternatliv 3which would establish accession needs In terms of relst•vely constant broad

qualifications that are acceptable and can be efsf, *Fwly utilised by the

Services.

/ For exampl*, Compring Army and USC rnn-prlor-service male
accessions of May 1974 with May 1915 (when the economy helped re-cruiting), one sees a marked difference in quality i•ndicetors.

DACatsslows 74 75 PERCENT RSG i4/? FEacxwr MTlV 14/

AR 1.655/12,985 481/711 01162
ic 2 _1On/ 3p16 6Ž8t.i/i -

.__.___.____. 
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2. Quota.

Recruiting practice becoew operative as a result of manpowr

requiremnmts whkIch are trenslated into quantitative sed qualitative

quotas. Whether quotas are apportioned by geographic aera or levied

on individual recruiters, they generate pressure. Recruiting was

described as "the only military organizationwe rs, all of us got a

report card every week.-YAnohether indicator of quata pressure cam

be Leund In reviewing causes for recruiters being reliaved and trams-

Leared prior to tour completion. For enimle, during CT 1974 the

Army rmove 444 recruiters for "lack of eaels ability." The total

among other Services we fewuer (close to 400); howeer. caua" for being

relieved could similarly be related to quotsa ttaimmaat.31 As is

almost any marketing business. reinforcing the pressures of a quota,

system are cometition systems. Deaigned as motivators for superior

performance, all semeure productivity. Is the eam of military re-

cruitiug eech of the Services he. Its ow competition system. Such

systems become double edged swords. Is addition to providing a smans

for identifying superior performers worthy of special rocognitiom and

sawrde, Inherent in the sysetm toa n overall evaluation which equally

identif ies poor productivity. SInc* few Awriceaea enjoy being & '*"I-

t. tied as "loeers", or even "below average". ame must question to whet

astent recruiters might be temted to view the sod as juatifying the

smem for quota attainment.

D/WN staff interview with VADM E. 3. Tidd. USP, Commnder Navy
Recruiting Commad. March 7. 1975.

2/ Causes cited were "l1ack of ability", "low production". "unable
to absorb training", "failurr, to maintain standards/duty performane",
""on-productivity". Op Cit, A.SD(M&RA) swoo of June 20, 1975.
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pressures os military recruiters generated by quota, with

success mmasured by comparative production, certainly are not limited

to Individual Service systems. The Office of the Secretary of Defense

also places considerable emphasis on Service comparleon of monthly

attaliment in terms of rcrul•n•g quotas, quantitative results, pterent

of acceasione who wer high school graduates, and proportlo" of ac-

cessions by Rental Group category. Since Inception of the AV the

caqarative mthly results, although only a napshot, are frequently

reported by variou seem media as indicatore of OW success/failura.

Just as vith Individual recruiters, attainment of quota might have see*

Impat on Service accession policies, practices sad magsMent.

while quotas M are net the only r•asons for recruit processing

irregularitias, the pressures of quotas could generate problems. f•rther,

even &ag top professional recruiters, quotas vhich are Impossible to

attain bocause of being based on inaccurate market research, or the

s staple undlliun ess of enough peope to respond to the challenges of

military service, also could prompt processing irregularitias. Only

wten quotas completely reflect actual market potential will thoy serve

Stotally positive recruitj• i*entives. The key factor in allocating

quotas is the nubter of "military svailable" (MA) prospects by geographic

location.!/ Summary data contained in the MA Handbook in eosentiIlly d#-

rined from 1970 Census data. It is frequently referred to *as the (fIA

(qualified atlitary available) Handbook. In the most recent edition a

projection was made of lies who would fall within the 17-21 age bracket

1/ Most recent data is compiled in USA]IC pamphlet 601-1, Handbook
Military Available inventory fY74, dated August 1973.
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in CY 1973. Adjustments vere applied for estimated sgrateioal shifts

from county to county. Also. adjustment* to reduce the KA were applied

by covnty based upen prior Gaperience ia tolective Service roectLo

rate". Netatl Sot etImata were further derived by applying

Ann teat erpeiftce to total NA ropulatif by covmety. Petore

much " the ember of 17-21 year olds employed, is college. plmlng

to atteud college, or already ealisted are set Identifid. As the

mdbook itself statue: "The current qI& coecept, although useful

In many wave, do" met pertray the true arket peteatial ad qualified

military wailaule,.
4 1  

With aiacreeIngly amaile populatibn mod

vsriatiuus is ha-oyint, quality of school systems. ieal sattite

md prep m ity to emalet. aulsting quota and seemy a allcatiow

are Impreeise at beet. The reeult La in qal preemsre an rearuiters

from ome area to mother. * Scoe or failure (with attmdin d~ye

to a recruiter's career) could osily be the result of ueliable QWA

data rather them recruiting ability sod effort.

"toIn evtuatls eolutiom to this problem area, the C shoauld

solider the following alternatives, vwich are also related to the

broeder area of recruiting meassammott

ALThIMATIVE I vould continue preeent policies and procedures with-

out significant chan$e.

ALTIRXATIVU 2 would eliminate the current apportioimmat of

quotas by geographic area. Accesesons would be menaged at the national

level with requirements being vieved as recruitment coiling* to remain

- 1/ Q.N.A. Handbook, op. cit., p. 5.
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within authorized macpower budgets. The theoretical advantoge of such

a system would be to reduce preseures on recruiters having diepro-

portiosatel? high quot4s versus actual 01k. The major disadvantage Is

that it could lead to an *ven lesser than optimm utilization of

resources which are currently apportioned, in part, based on (IQ data.

Additionally, such a system would ten to accept mediocre to poor

effort unl•ce some Alternate measurement system for production vas

laplemented.

ALTtNTIVI 3 Involves refinement of the existing quota system.

It would require a major effort to Improve end frequently update

demographic dota to better identify the QCA, Allocations of quotas

would be broadly based by geographic areas, and the current practtce

(Intentioal/unintentinal) of equating quotas to individual pro-

duction would be avoided. The advantages of improved QUA data

"are obvious. it would permit a significant improvement In

resource utilistion while reducing unequal pressures on recruiters.

Hovwver, the development of more refined (IA date would cost the

Services in both dollars and manpower. At this time neither the

accuracy of more refined data, nor the costs involved can be deter-

4/ All Services, to varying degrees, are attempting to mere clearly

j - Identify and refine data -Ave which quotas are based.
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ALTERNATIVE I. also involvew refinement of the existing quota

system. It would recognize the many varied sensitivities in developing

valid QUA data in addition to attempting to adjust for such variables

as attitude and propensity to enlist. local management effectiveness.

sad recruiter experience and proficioncy. Under this alternative,

rather than quotas being apportioned by a headquarters, the field

* managers, advised of total requirements, would establish targets

for their organizations. Self-established goale are very attractive

is that field managers should be aware of local cooditioss sad better

qualified to apprtiou the recruiting effort sad coempseste for io-

accuracies cited above. Kinor adjustments/limits could be managed

at the headquarters level. Ubprience over time would provide a

practical basis for improved resource allocation. This major change

toward participatory management, while alien to historic procedures

within the military command structure, offers an attractive alternative

"'5. to existing inequities and pressures.

RECO94ENDATION (to also be considered within the broader ares of

recruiting management): Alternative 4, where field managers would

establish their organizations' goals within total Service requirements.

3. Competition Among Rscruiterv

Directly related to the current quote system in competition, which

generates pressure to attain assigned quotas. As noted earlier, com-

j petition system& can produce penalties even though designed for rewards.

* One alternative is to completely eliminate competition systems. The

major disadvantage is that elimination removes such of the Incentive

for superior performance.
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consider the following alternatves, which at* also a part of the broader

,area of recruiting maaement and spatial payst

ALTIUMTIVR- I would continue the preent• syt8ems andl procedures

wiLthout significant change.

ALTUMATIVE 2 would modify the existing compt•-tion system•

to better recogniz* recruiter "not effectiveness. Am previously

noted, considerable publicity and emphasis are accorded vouthly quotas

e attainment.• 1"rutingu success I* generaly mesred In term*.

of accessions at t•e point of entry. Sawa , the D• object.v- It, In

Sfact, successful performance throughout an enlistenut. Thatetot&,"

measures of recruiting effectivenes should go beyond quantity and.Sapparet qulity at point of entry. The measurement system shoud,

S&*seas liabilities for attritio and unsuccessful recruit performance,

, •* • 81wall as grant credits for cleal2y superior recruit performance.

Whq •ile Immediate accession Informatcmion Isequired for manpower

Indt mvnalua, vnoluation f*o ctuhi prcoblem a eatect• vshotlsd

"s hould• be based• upon & measuremenlt at #m Ilater point• I[n thel lr*- ;•

conidte tem ol service. at r dditivs to w educn a s mo edirte quote

ettaiemsot presrUtin on aecmuiterta sheitina thp aysec:iveness

ATIThis w ould be In cddntiu to other presetrOyte factoro chduh
tob ht be r sed to mesure a nectiterf s senf imsproveventios

oftaccessions at trespointes of iventry safetyr, te. ojcieii

fsct sucsflpefrac truhu n nitet.Teeos

muey
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measure to sown later point in time should enhance overall quality.

The 180-day point. or completion of training, might be a reaoIle

point to measure recruiting effectiveness. HZIsting managemeat

information system would have to be adapted to such a syste., ami

there could be some degree of dollar and manpowar coats involved. 4

However, vith the extensive managemuent information systems currently

is ua these costs should be mall.

ALTZINATIVI 3 would propose a monetary bonus or comiasaiee

system. 1 It should be implemeted In conjuction with the previous

alternative in that the commission would be based upon a recruit's

successful completion of some portion of service rather thee a rurt

at point of entry. This should eliminate "head hunting" connotations.

In addition to improved effectiveness, significant nonetary savings

could be realized. Recruiters are presently paid up to $150 par

month Special Duty Assignment (SDA) proficiency pay. V This alter-

native would replace SDA pay with commissions. Assuming a recruiter

J/ Current recruit quality measures ere in terms of educatioe level
and test scores. "Net offectiveness" would focus greater atteetion
on the desired values of attitude and motivation, which are critical
to true AF success.

This is distinctly different from a "bounty" "ystem prohibited by

law (USC Title 10, Sac 514(a)) which states, "No bounty msy be paid
to induce any person to enlist in an armed force. A clothing allowance
or enlistment bonus authorized by law is not a bounty for the purpose
of this subsection." The proposed system would pay the recruiter, not
the recruit. This is a major departure fron existing compeasation policy.
Further evaluation on the impace of other elements of pay sad allowances
is essential prior to implementing such a comeission system.

J Actually, SDA pay is not dependent upon proficiency. IT 1974 it

was raised from a stansard $50 per recruiter per month to where it Is

now based on recruiter tenure: $50 for 1-6 months recruiting duty;
$100 for 7-18 months; $150 beyond 18 months. This increase is con-
tained In ASD (N&IA) memorandum for the Assistant Secretaries of the
1ilitary Departmente (MuPA) of 25 June 1974; Subjects "Special Duty

Assignment (Proficiency) Pay for Recruiters". A6

I,
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acve. three years on recruiting duty he till receive a total of

$4,200 in SPA pay, regeardlees of whether hi. performance is superior.

average or marginal. Asauming average productivity of three accessions

Per month at perhaps an average comission of $:S per successful

recruit, the recruiter would realise a $2,700 total in periodic

bonuses. Reductions in current attrition rates, with associated

savings, might also be expected with recruiters being motivated by

"*net effectiveness" rather tban accessions at point of entry. This

comission "stem, In lieu of SPA Pay, would not result in a mate-

tary penalty on recruiters. In the average case Illustrated the

$2,700 is still 50 percent greater than the amount that *ea ra-

• c eruiter would have received in SUA pay up until June 19714. Superior

performers would receive considerably nor; below averap coan-

siderably lass. The requested 71 76 budget for active forces NU pay

Is $*24.K. In addition to significantly reducing the ISA budget, the

commission Incentive systam places emphasis where it should be - on

proficiency. Vith the dollar as a motivator it is not fnlikely that

one could eventually aspect reductions in the es" of recruiting forces.

UCC UDATIOW (to be considered with broader Issues of recruiting

management and special pays)t That both Alternative 2, which would

eassure recruiting productivity in terms of "net effectiveness," and

alternative 3. which would replace currant Special Duty Assignment

pay with a comeission, be adopted.

a. Ttll UCRUITING PROCESS

Driven by requirements, quotas and current competition, the

A-6
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recruiting process is the point where most of the actual irregulari-

tias occur, with the various filters/screena (e.g., tastirg, edu-

cation level, medical, drug and moral) becoming Ineffective through

error, judiment, and deception by recruit or recruiter.

1. Mental Testing

The tasting program of the Services could have tempted irregularittes

or malpractice through a srise of specific "system" opportunities, dMofig

these were (opportunities varied between Services and priods of

ties) I

- that test booklets were available to recruiters

- that teat booklets were available through non-racrutting

sources

- that commercial test study guides were available

- that recruiters were allowed in testing areas, or gore

charged with giving or grading the tests

-- , - that recruiters had access to test answer sheets

- that testers were responsible to recruiting officials

- that there were no System-wide requirements for teeters to

positively identify test-takers

- that there were only one or two versions of the tests; that

the test versions were not scrsmbl-d

- that the test versions were no changed often enough

- that there was no centralized record of pass/fall scores

And, as documented by one Service, the vsrletlis of Irr4galaritles in

testing Included the providing of assistance to recruits by recruiters

A-6
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in the areas of pre-test reviews, test assistance, answer changing,

extra time on test, a substitute teat taker, and the providing of

answers on "crib" cheats. A potential recruit could also obtain

a "crib" sheet or arrange for a substitute teat taker without the

knowledge of a recruiter.

In evaluating solutions to this problem area, the OW should

consider the following alternatives, which ore related in some cases

to the broader isuesw of testing and enlistment standarda:

ALTERNATIVE I would continue present policies and procedures I
w thout significant change.

ALTERNATIVE 2 would eliminate comprehensive mntal testing of

applicants at the point of entry. Qualification of applicants for

service would be determined by other means, such as the existing

education level, medical and moral screens, aside iron a mental ,

- test. Testing would subsequently be conducted at basic training I

to identify those qualified to be assigned to fill advanced or

technical training requirementa. The advantage of this alternative

Is that it could broaden the market by eliminating the metal test

obstacle and shift emphasis from written entrance tests to recruit

performance. The major disadvantage focuses mainly on cost. This

alternative would incur added expenses since recruiting would be

more "open-ended" with capability to cope with training end ultimate

utilization being determined after significant investment had already

been m•de in all applicants.

A-6
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ALTERNATIVE 3 would involve a vigorous effort to reduce test

compromise and associated Irregularities through frequent test

changes and implementetion of other controls. Options include

scrambled test series.-V Ideally, computerized scrambling, admini-

straticn and scoring might be an ultimate goal. Concurrently, test

security could be tightened by reducing the number of those authorized

access. Improved positive identification and verification methods

for applicants would also be implemented. A standardiszad DOD policy

to eliminate or greatly reduce retests could be instituted, supported

by a computerized crosschack capability utilising a central mester

historical Index of neam/Smi of all tested by any Service. Effective

up-grading of security measures, as proposed, would Involve increased

costs and manpower, and confidence in the absolute effectiveness of the

measursa would be uncertain.

ALTERNATIVE 4 would require return to a single standard test and

separation of the testing and recruiting functions.

0Note: beginning October 1975, all non-prior Service acces-

sions will be given the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery (ASVAR). Effective on January 1, 1976, the AFEES

will be given the responsibility to centrally manage entrance

test administration. -/

1/ As Implemented by tho USMC in January 1975.

2/ Assistant Secretary of Defense (M&RA), Memorandum for Assistant '

Secretaries of the Military Departments (M&RA) of June 9, 1975,
Subject: "Enlisted Accession Processing"; on July 3, 1975, Mr. Don
Srull, DASD (Manpower Requirements & Analysis), advised new testIng
procedures vnuld apply to all regular Service accessions, plus
Navy and Marine Corps reservists. Army and Air Force reservists
and Guard personnel were not bound by the new procedure. The DMC
staff recomends all non-prior service accessions of the total force
be subject to uniform entrAnce procedures and standards.

A -6
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The adoption uf this alternative would eliminate the potential con-

flict of interest which could result when qualification tests are admini-

stered by the same individual or members of the same Service recruiting

force who are also under pressure to enlist applicants to meet accession

quotas. As an example of facing the problem of irregularities. on

January 1, 1975, the Navy commenced testing all applicants with their

Basic Test Battery (3Th), now administered by professional Navy

testers/classifiers within the recruiting organization rather

then recruiters. A sample of 1,811 January recruits wars sub-

"sequently re-tested by professional testers/classifiers (using

the ITS) at recruit training centers. Results Indicated thea

average test scores at recruit training were comparable with those

given at the point of entry.-i

While the separation of testing responsibility from thet of

"bagý-carrying" recruiters is s generally acceptable action, the

Army, Air Force and Marine Corps have had separate testers for

some time (still responsible to recruiting officers), and, in

varying degrees, test compromising has continued. As a result,

some recruiters and training center officers and NCO's interviewed

by the DMC staff supported the complete separation of the testing

function from the Services by civilianizing the testers, or the

contracting for the fuuction with a recognized professional testing

organization.

1/ Statistics provided by Navy Recruit Training Command, Orlando,

Florida, March 19, 1975. The results of this test sharply contrasted
to results in the previous months when recruiters were administering
the STBT and professional testers subsequently retested with ETB.

OWI
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The advantages of utilizing trained testers rather than recruiters

are two-fold. First, nore professional testing control is provided;

and second, t.e possibility of "undue" pressure on the teeter to

greatly reduced. The practical disadvantages of this proposal on 4

the recru.ting system would be, in the absence of an effective re-

recuiter pro-screon, the prcblem of having to send me to AFEKS for

testing, as well as paying the costs thereof.

The advantages and disadvantages of civilianiuing or contracting

the testing function are lass clear. However, there is reason to

bellove that the possibilit7 of conflict of interest would be further

liaited with civilians rather than Service personnel. The Air fotce

is currently conducting a pilot prograr with civilian tasters.

RECOMMENDATION (to be considered also with issues of testing and en-

listaent standards): Alternative 4 would provide a single test

for all Regular, R. serve and Guard acce&sions to be administered by joint !

- I - testing teams, civilians, or contractor personnel independent of the

- recruiting force. Also recommended are portions of Alternative 3 which

would provide for posldive identification and central record of teatees,

scrambled test versions. and periodic test changes.

2. Educational Quotas

Quotas for HSG and Hental Group IV individuals have been common-

place in recent years within Service rscruiting program. These quotas

or goals have crested pressures on -ecruiters. Irregularities or ml-

practice caused by pressures Lould take the form of the recruiter

deliberately luoting a high school graduAtion when none in fact existed.

4-6
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(Concerning CED hlgh school equivalent eartitefites, the recruiter Uight

accept a non-authortsed source for the C•, or nots a M certificate

whoa none existed.) The•se ew have been possible because the odmin-
Istrativ* procedure* of the Services up until July 1975 had not required

written veriflrstloa of high schoo graduation; instead, verbal &*our&"*#•
I/

or copies of high school diplomas bed sufficed. The ems potentials

for problaem bee existed in the procedures for processing C aepplicants,

with the variety of acceptable GOW standrds am" Servites and the judgments

which -ut be ade concerning the valitay of the OW only complicating

the situation and creating greeter opportunity for Irregularities to

Occur.

tn evaluating solutions to this problem aTrea the WC should

consider the following alternatives, which are related also to the issue

of enlistment staudards:

ALTRNATIVE I would continue present policies and procedures

without significant change.

ALTRNATIVE 2 would eliminate quotas for NBG. This is parti-

cularly true for establishing a mini•m | number requirement. An

advantagse is the reduction of a pressure on recruiters. Countering

this advantage would be the deemphasie of a desirable qualification

which could be related to successful performance.

"ALTERNATIVE 3 would eliminate CED high school equivalent

applicants from being counted as HSG. In an effort to standardise

11 DD 1966, Block 43, requires this vsrification, effective July 1,
1975.

isi . 4
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procedures between Services, OSD directed that only state-certifiod

CED should be counted as HSG.I/ Actually, there are wide variations

In standards established from state to state for certification.

A men classified as a MSG in one state may not be eligible to

qualify in another state due to variations in standards eatabliahed

for &cores, age, residency, etc. Additionally, what does GID indicate?

Merely that the person can pass a writtan examination, but that is

what the military entrance test measures. A CID certificate hao

little relationship to the desired quality of not being a drop-out-V

The advantage of not equating GED with a high school diploma would

mot only purify the MSG qualitative massure, but would alse remove a

area where processing Irregularities occur.

IECOIWENDATION (to be considered also with issue of enlistment

standards): Alternative 3, which would eliminate a GCD certificate

being equated to a diploma when identifying accessions who are high

school graduates.

3. Physical Screening

Opportunities for processing irregularities in the aese of physical screen-

Ing exiet because of the inability of the AMu medical staff to fully eamine

1/ ASD(M&RA) memo for Assistant Secretirias of the Nilitery Depart-
ments (M1RA) of Kay 3, 1974, Subject: "Standardization of Reporting
GED Equivalency Under Section 71, DOD Appropriations Act, 7r 1974."
Prior to this direction Navy and Air Force were counting individuals
who met Service-established standards.

2/ A review of Army and Navy recruit attrition statistics indicates
that GED have a higher lose rate than MSG with diploma.

A-6
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potential applicants and because of the weakness in the recruiting

sstem• concerning tb* furnishing by potentia rocra•tt of medical

history Information. for exampl, during the draft arm, a large

percent#&* of the potential Inductee* who war* medially disqualified

wars rejected because of past medical problano whiph were brought "

to light by their submission of WD rein 93 -- Viical History The

pate forap is requiaed of potential enlistekess o the medical rejection

system for both trohe fhoid be reasotnbly equal. Yet, in restomony

before the ofte Apmenta rvindu Cmmittee, the Ame revealed thd a thed

medic rejectd n bate* In o T 7p medri .3a for potenthia enlistees abd

40.7s for potentl u ito". i1 As exprit see to the ed stiff by

various recrultin and mSelective Service officials, this contrast

illustrates questionable conduct by both groups.

In evaluating solutions to this problem area, the NC should

consider the following alternatives:

-ALTRRATw m I would continue present policies and procedures

vithout significant change.

ALRIUNTIVE 2 would increase medical screening resources at

AFRIS, or would augment AFS through the use of established militery

medical nits, VA hospitals, or contracted private phyaiciane, and

medical facilities. These is a limit on military resources,

SI Statement of Mal Cen. John Quint Henion, Conandtng General, U,.SI Army Recruiting Comemnd, "Hearings before and Special Reports made by
Cofmittee on Armed Services of the House of Representatives on Subjects
Affecting the Naval and Military Establishments 1972." 92nd Congress,
2ed Session, p. 8419.

39
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particularly in terms of varied specialists and associated testing

ca;abilitles which would have to be available in each AIrES. W :0

are also practical restrictions on budget and availability of civilian

augmedtation. In *ssene@, by the very nature of the subjective com-

plexity of much of the physical screening process, it would appear that

only marginal returns would be realized from significant increasees of

medical resources at all of the present 66 AIlES sites.

ALTERUATIVK 3 would demand more of applicants. Grester mopasis

would be placed on securing a complete and accurate medical history

(DO Form 93). Listing of prior medical conditions would be msedatory

and if there use a question that any such condition might be disquali-

tying it would require a statement of current status from a family

or private physician. Standard DOD policy would be promulgated which

would reaffirm and emphasizs that the recruiter and/or recruit would be

subject to disciplinary action in cents of fraud. This tightening

of existing procedures is a no-cost optio- which could reduc.

IM cases, although there would be an increase in the administrative

burden placed on recruiter*.

REMC(W•(WATIOW! Alternative 3. which would demand Lomplete medical

history from applicants with supporting medical documents.

4. Drug and Criminal involvement (MorAl) Screenini,

h4licy under law varies considerably from location to location with

t respect to possession and use of drugs. Inconsiat,hcy In criminal

I/ Practice recently instituted for processing applicants by
Army nnd Navy.
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involvement screning is further complicated by varying rules and repg-

letions oan jtenleUlpolic. record accese. In addition, the obility of

the population, where an applicant my h&av lived I many locales, sak.s

it vory difficult for recruiters to Sait complete bckgromd inforatio T

If the applicant doesonot personally disclose all Information.

Is evaluating solutions to this problm area, the MC should consider

the following alternativee, which atr also related to the issue of et-

lisment stanardes

ALThRNkflVI I would eliminate entrance screenin for drug/eriminal

Involvement at point of entry. Screening would subsequently be

accomplished during recruit training, based on performance, attitude

and •nformation disclosed by the National Agency Check. It eight

be expected that those currently being attrited with a screen would

continue to he sttrited If the screen war* removed. Additionally, amny of

t.--- those currently being rejected would then be accepted and could expect

to be sttrited at some later point. Therefore, while adoption of this

alternative would eliminate the caus of many processing Irregularities

it would be costly in terms of recruit attrition end increased expense.

ALTERTIVZ 2 would strengthen existing practices. The first step

would be to place an increased burden of diselosure upon applicants.

Current efforts by recruiters to secure juvenile/police record in-

formation would continue. Rowever, instead of an applicant's signed

Sstatement on prior involvement, regulations could require execution

of en oath, with subsequent prosecution in cases where it was found

A4S
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full disclosure had not been *ade. Moral screening is a problem which

places considerable responsibility on the recruiting force to make

Judgments in a complse aere. OSD should establish and clarify a uni-

form armed forces policy concerning degrees of drug ae" acceptability,.

regardless of the variations in existing penalties under la from

location to location. Next, legislative action should be Initiated

by the 'I gress which would require disclosure to recruiters of infor-

mation 'a police records when applicants slpn a statmost authorizing

euch dit,closure. Finally. OSD should clearly establish uaiform minimum

standards for applicaet/rocruiter responsibilities in the satal screening

pru'ss•

RECOW9EDIATION (to be considerod with Issue of enlistment standards)i

Alternative 2, which would clarify and strengthen the moral screening

standards and process.-

C. POLICIES AT) HEACTICES ASS(CIATED WITh ! RECUUITIMN FOC.SS

"Closely associated with applicant processing are a smher of t.A

lated practices and policies which hve also prompted irrltgerities

sad problems. These generally fall within the aree" of smas erated ad-

vertising, unauthorized or deceptive recruiter promises. mad Lcomplete.

confusing or conflicting informetion provided to new recruits. As

previously indicated, the Services have attempted to guard against these
2/

charges by requiring guarantees to be In writing. Probleme. however,

persist because this area generally involves interpretation and percep-

tions which could easily vsry from individual to individual. As one

sign in a Navy recruiting office said, "I know that you believe you /

I/ While this recocmendatIon would be advantageous to DOM it may
require Individuals to accept a breach of their individual privacy as

condition for enlistaent.
2/ Supra. Section ZZI I. A'6
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undert and whlv•8atattyo u z thn I sad u l o ur orraiet

reachin an ope.Iaeurs'deiae fott nac

- ~AL•TMTIVE I would tontiaus present policies aind procedures withot "
Csignificant change.

S..... • • LTUM•TIVZ 2 would require greater emphasis on lowering & thorough •,:: .

S8explanation of all options plus bettor undertandingl by applicants. A J

check lista verified by t supervisor, could be provided by u reca iteh r
yto each applicant, listin every optio. for which the spplticnt is

eaig and comlex. Exiqtire forms d nd docnf rt used for appln- •
cant proce tein y should be checked for completeneas, simplicity, and

"proadrbility. Iaplinationm of future redical and tfaing. failure. m

nll ealuatible chanses to service require ants 0ich solht affect an - A

the-fopplicowt'i aulratees, should be provided In writing and fully expIirknd.

A .iliuN period of e day (or pore) should be estandiroed froe the time

a T recrNite offer2 old options in rritie h until the o ppliungt attests

eto fully undorstfadinp all options. As e furtuer safnguard, pp nts.

ccardik n or advisor could also be requestvd be proest to options r rit

:•, • I/ Visit# to recruiting stations ty D14C staff members indicated that
recruiters frequently are selective in information provided to tpplicat tsi

• Selectiveness appeared to be prompted ty the recruitsr's attemp to
elphasigb existqln service proErst priorities.

well An OSD joint service ATEES Task Foreq recently uwndertook this f tsk

A:
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guarantees offered. Services would be bound to honor every guarantee

unless just cause could be proven. In ths latter case recruits would

continue to be offered alternate options including discharge, should

they so desire. The additional time and effort which might be required t

to implement the increased initial information phase of this alternative .

. ... . would appear to be greatly outweighed by better informed and satisfied 4
* recruits.

ALTERNATIVE 3 would establish procedures to provide for Impartial

third party mediation when allegations of unfulfilled promises arise.

For advertising used to attract applicants, a joint Services or .
civilian penel (perhaps within the Federal Trade Commission) could be

charged with review to ensure unimpechable truth and ethics of ad-

vertising. For individual cases of claimed unfulfilled promises, not

corrected to the satisfaction of the Service and recruit, Of ombudmn

could adjudicate charges. The adsnteag of this option is that it -

would provide volunteers with Impartial judges to eddress their coa-

.''i-: plaints. A major disadvantage is that it would establish a system

which might easily become overburdened with unfounded complsints origi-

nated by any recruit experiencing diesatinfactlon with his contract of

service,

ALT'IRATIVE 4 would eliminate guarantees at Service entry point or

"reduce such guarantees to simple limited options (e.g., the promise of

simply advanced training rather than specifying a definite skill area).

SThe advantage of this alternative is that it greatly reduces the range , .

"of guarAntP@4 wvh-h prc'-pt allegetioný of unfulfilled promises. This

alternative holds many implications for utilization and training. The

major disadvantage from a recruiting point of view is that without specific .

A-6
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guarantees many potential applicants might not be interested in pursuing

the option of military service. An All-Volunteer Force essentially operates

in a "buyers" market whers various guarantees are probably needed to attract

quality youth.

R"COMMEDATION: Alternative 2. which would provide for improved information

and understanding of options available to applicants. Also Alternative 3 j
"in order to provide impartial review for contractual differences betwren

recruits and the Services.

D. SE•VICE PRCEDURES FOR HANDLING MALPRACTICE ALLEGATIONS

As previously discussed, a review of individual Service procedures

in effect as of June 20, 1975 indicated there was a lack of uniformity

in the systems used for identifying, reporting, investigating, and controlling

cases of irregularities or elleged recruiting malpractie.-• If msl-

practict is to be deterred or the probability of recurring cases reduced or

eliminated, then it appears essential that certain mandatory procedures

be followed.

In evaluating solutions to this problem ares, the 1MG should con-

eider the following Alternatives:

"* - ALTERNATIVE I would continue presen policies and procedures

"without significant change.

1 Supra, Section III 7.
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ALTnATIVZ 2 would extend the current Service systie in order

to ensure that all recruits being processed for administrative dig-

charges are querrie. concerning alleged irregularities or malpractice

by their recruiters. The majority of these discharges are due to lack of

aptitude or motivation, Imaturity, character or behavior disorders,

medical problems, mi•conduct or unsuitability - precisely the types

of persons that should lot have been recruited. Current procedure@

should be continued to discharge undesirable or usqitable recruits

In an expeditious manner. Remover, to properly identify processing

irregularities which may have led to the recruitment of this group,
all discharge.. should be questioned. This questioning can be con-

ducted during normal screening by aptitude or other review boards, or

by the officer or NCO requesting the discharge action. In all cases, a

simple form should be completed, which either makes an allegation of an

irregularity or states the absence thereof. In cases where allegations

are made a procedure similar to that used by the Air Porce Involving a

smmrn statement by the recruit which sets forth details of his allega-

tion against a recruiter would be required. The discharge authorities

then would forward the form. sworn statement, if any, plus any other

pertinent documents to the Service Recruiting Coasander or investi-

•ptory authority. There would be some added burden in administrative

processing, but this alternative has the essential advantage of pro-

perly identifying alleged irregularities or melpractice which currently

"in many eases are ignored.
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ALTmZnnvz 3 IvolIes the Investigation into allegation thI-

selves, t•Lch are currently conducted in most cases by the recruiting

commands. While an Impartial thttd party, such as the Service In-

vestigierty agency, nigt be desirable, in many caei, recruiters

are the only military personal available In the location where an
%1*

Investigationa Is rqpzirsd. Rlegardlese of who conducted the investi-

gation, this alternative mould place grnaotr emphasis upon both

formal and informal Investigations. Commandere would appoint in-

vestigators who wer Impartial, unprejudiced, and had no preconceived

conviction as to the truth or falsity of the matters at ifsue. Thise

alternative might require Increesed time of selected personnel within

the recruiting organization or from investigatory agencies.

3BCGO TIMMONz Alternative 2 and 3, which would strengthen existing

service systems for the reporting. investigation and control of Alleged

irregularities or malpractice cases.

IT. cCu0cWSOES

The Services hate assigned quality career personnel to their

recruiting forces. Almost all be above average to superior records

4 of prior service. In addition, the Services have continuously attemted4

to improve recruiter screening and training techniques. There have

be•n, however, continuing cases of recruit processing irr.- ulsrities. --

notwithstanding comendable efforts by DOD to llinimiate problem which

they have identified. To the extent that problem still exist, the

"staff believes that criticism should be directed mainly to wesknesses
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in the "system" and associated policies, rather than focusing on

recruiters theaselves. The objective mst be to eliminate procedures

and pressures which lead to errors, questionable judgments and other

situations which prompt allegations of recruiting malpractice. Many

of these procedures and pressures stem from broader problms and issues

In the defense manpower area. Others can be categorized solely within

the narrower issue of recruit processing Irregularities.

V. SUWA!Y OF RIECoMGS BATIONS i
The staff recogniso that considerable effort has been made by

OSD anm the Services to reduce recruiting Irregularities Md malprectice.

Alternatives are available to permit continued movent towrd Improve-

mant. The staff rscommnds that as nearly as possible, an improved stand-

ard "system" for reducing and controlling pressures on recruitment be

identified as objectives for the management of recruiting programs

over the next decade. While the Services have taken many cosmendabl*

actions which have reduced irregularities in the recruiting process,

there is no assurance that these positive changet will remain in effect

under different manpower supply-dmand equations. Accordingly, the mEC

staff believes it essential that firm policy principles be established

so hat in future years processing irregularities and valprsctices

can he eliminated or kept to an acceptable minimm level, regardless

of the pressures and demands upon the Services recruiting forces.

The kay principles which the DM staff recomeands as guidelines for
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manPOWer recruiting Programs over the 1976-1985 period Ceummary of

specific recommendations made In earlier pages) fall into two major

categories:

A. lecomemdations Involving problems and Loan"s Iv the broader

areas of defense manpower (*.g., requiriments. tenting and enlistment

standards, utilization, comeaneation, management of recruiting. etc.).

W*il germanet to this tas-va they will require otdditional considers-

tion, wittlia the context of brocder problems.

5. tom dtIon nvolving limited actions confined to the

recruiting processing Irregularities tomue.

A. BROADE AREAS

1. That encessicn requirements be defined In terms of

relatively constant and broad qualitative measures that

a"e acceptable and can be effectively utilized, rather

than maximizing quality within what the markat will bear.

2. That end strength and associated dollars be de-euuphasized.

at least to the extent that they Impact on the quota of

volunteers, which Service. presently perceive must be

recruited during that last month of the fiscal year to

avoid cuts In future requests.

3. That quota systems be used which better equalize pressure

Ont recruiters by considering local market and management

variables. Field managers should actively participate in

the quota formulation proceas.

4. That recruiters be measured and rewarded on the basis

of "~not effectiveness," with credits for quality recruits
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and lengths of enlistments, and debits for recruit

losses and poor performance, and with rewards to

Include pay for proficiency rather th•n tenure.

5. That the recruiting programs utilize a single test for

oll military accessions.

6. That the test be administered for Active personnel.

Resetves and Guardsmen by joint Service testing teams,

civilians, or contractor personnel at AMES.

7. That all Services conduct regular re-testing programs at

recruit training facilities in order to validqte the

reliability of current tests and procedures.

8. That Service education requirements for accessions be

expressed only in terms of diploma high school graduates.

not including GED's.

9. That DOD establish and maintain a uniform policy on Jis-

qualification tor drug usage.

10. That DOD establish and maintain uniform minimum standards

and interpretation of moral/police disqualifications.

B. NARRMOER (Limited to recruit processing irregularities):

1. That scrambled versions of the test be utilized, and the

test format be chanted at regular intervals.

2. That teot-takers be required to furnish positive identi-

fication and a central record af teetses be maintained.

3. That recrujtei's continue to obtain written verification of

high school graduations and insure placemsnt in recruit

files.

-. o. -
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4. That potential recruit. be required to furnish coqplete

end documented medical history, validated by parents or a

physician.

S. That potential recruits be required to submit Pwran state-

m rtegarding drug usag e and police records.

6. That recruiters be required to furnish a potential recruit

with a written check-list of all enlistment option for

which the recruit qualiftie.

7. That recruiters be required to explain end certify the

explanation of beeic or technical training failure Or

changes in Service skill requirents.

6. That potential recruits be required to delay signing en-

lietment contracts for at least 24 hours after presentation

of enlistment options.

I. That all Service advertising be reviewed by a special joint

Servicee or civilian panel for the purpose of insuring the

absence of amileading information.

10. That dieinterested third parties or Service ombudamen

investigate and decide contractual differences etwsen

recruits and Services,

11. That as pert of overall recruiting manage•ent an improved

control syst& be utilised by all Services to instur ide ti-

fication, m atory reporting, thorough and Impartial in-

vestigation, and corrective actions of Irregularities in

order to deter or eliminate the probability of recurrence. 4

A-6
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As discussed earlier, the Services have taken actions to adopt

a number of these principles and the DMC staff believes that further

constructive changes vill take place in coming months. bauev r, as

the future manpower supply/demand situation cannot be predicted with

accuracy, the MC staff submits that the formalization of the above

principles for Service recruiting prograes in future years would be in

the best interests of the Services and the Nation.

4-61
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mXcUTrVE SWMKAIT

I11IMcTION: Nigjhlights the concern which led the NE to ezmiune the
formal screening process in the Armed lTerm to Identify
methods for increasing the efficiency of selectios and
assignmet procedures..

&k~fklUD: Reviews the major features of the treditional eelectiom
process, Its relationship to the missio of the Armed
Forces. end the consequences of imprfect screening-
attrition amon recruits assigned to Service occupations.

TU PlOitLM Discusese the annual cost* associated wi thctrition is
DW and highlighits the cause of iaefficiinsces Inherent
to treditional screening procedures.

- Selection tests hey. not bees deigei te provide the
soet accurate possible prediction of performance in
Service jobs.

- Traditional selection standards for ecetyationa do
not serve to distribute recruits across Service
occupations With maximum efficiency.

- The inability of the Services to evaluate screening
procedures in the past has precluded the developmet
of Improved standards.

ALTfRULTMYS: Proeenttr alternatives to existing selection tests end
selection standards that would increase the efficiency
of the formal screening process.

- Guidelines for improving Service selsetiom tests..

- A specific method for evalueting the selection process
that determines alternative standards for Service jobs
according to a least cost approach.

0COWCUISIOW: The Armed Forces can significantly increaes the efficiency
of the screening process. thus saving as much as $100
million annually, by improving selection tests and c.jnk-P
ducting a sysetmatic evaluation of selaction standards.

UECCOSIMATIONS, The Services should take steps to:

- Develop better selection tests according to study
guidelines.

- Develop alternative standards based ceo acomprehensive
evaluation of the screening process similar to the DW4
analysis.
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the pereewiel teaaacb cOizlity of tb� Aread force.
ehould be provided with the direction, time, and
the neceseery manpower and winay resource. tw� effect
change. in tasting, claeaification, selection, and
aseiwiest practice. according to study guidelinae� �1
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JOB snWIcncs STANDARDS IN tin A2M ?=RS

The selection process currently employed by the Armed Force

guide the recruitment of ealistmt applicants for asaigment across

the any Service occupations in which am recruite ar needed each year.

That wmre then one out of every four DOD accees•ona is Involuntarily

discharged prior to completing the initial wistuent tern givas testi-

mony that the potential exists lor significantly Improving the efficiency

of the screening process.

Improvements can be reslized in two ways: first, selection teats

cn he redesigned to provide more accurate prediction of recruit per-

formance in Service asisamts. Second, the selection standards

currently employed by the Services can be judiciously altered to increame

the efficiency with which applicants are selected for occupational

assignments. Both approaches promise to reduce Inefficiencies inherent

in the existing selection process.

"In this study ws propose a method for evaluating slection

standards for occupations that would permit the DOD to reduce budget

expenditures associated with first-tern attrition by approximtely A

$100 million annually. Ths method is illustrated in the analysis of

"a representative selection and assigmsent problem for four Amy occu-

pations in C173. y-pr•o-stc of the systematic evaluation of selection

standards in the Armd Forces according to the guidelines developed here*

"are to show how the Services my be able to sustain menpower requirements

in the face of an abnormally small supply of applicants, that occupational

selection standards can and should be adjusted according to varying

conditions of supply and demand, that basic enlistment selection standards

7ii
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q should not be used for this purpose but instead should be fixed overtise,

that enlistment bonuses and other Inducements to increase supply can be

Sevaluated to determine their cost-effectiveness, and thaet the ipamotion

of social objectives in the DOD (e.g.. equal opportunity progress) tth

be evaluated to show how they can be achieved most efficiently.

11. BAt•C~tOUN "D*

Enlistment selection standards refer to the rule the Seavices

employ to screen out people believed to be unsuitable for enlis t

from the pool of all people who apply for enlietmeut. During t4e

selection process, applicants are examined first to identify tbe

ealistment-eligible individuals. A second and sore complicated

screening is performed to select people for occupational sassmsaate.

Nany of the people eligible for enlistment find they are not eligible

Sfor assis ut to particular occupations. Occupational selctlam standards

are the rules the Services employ to screen out individuals believed

to be unsuitable for assignment to specific occupations from the pool

14 of all enlistment-eligible people. Except when otherwise qualified the ..

term "selection standards" refers to Service-imposed rules governing

- • the screening of enlistment-eligible people for occupational ausignments.

For ease of exposition, the issue of selection standards mill

S..generally be addressed without referring to a specific military Service

by name. There is sufficient commonality in the use and Impgat of selection

standards across the four Services to do so without loss of clarity or
S•- appropriateness./

A. General Features of the Selection/Assisnment Process

In fiscal year 1974 more than 560,000 young men and women applied

for enlistment to one or more of the military Services. An estismted

* *,fiB .
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24.92 or approximately 140.000 applicants mazre found to be Ineligible

f or enlistment based upon Armed Forces musntal aid physical ealietment

selection standard#. The remaining 420,000 enlistment-eligible appli-

cents were screened further to determine their eligibility' for &"sei*-

eset to specific Service occupations. Active duty enlistments totaled

39,000 non-prior-Service people during the sam year. 4

Comparison of the "174 figuree for enlistment-oligibls applicants

and nan-prior-Service (Us) eccessions indicates that meet of the

emlietment-eligiblee, some 902 to 95Z, vw*r accepted for ealistment

end subsequent eassignment to occupatioos for mbich the Services determined

they were eligible. The other 31 to 102 vere not enlisted for any one

of eaverat reasone, among than (1) no immediate openings existed for

the In eny of the jobs for which the existing ealection standards made

than eligible, and (2) they chose to refuse the enlstment offer after

learning that selection standards made than ineligible for assignment to

the occupations they preferred.

tack of the 391000 accessions was administered poencl-and-paper

tests to determine individual aptitudes In certain broad categories of

work, &.g.. administrative, electronic and mechanical kinds of work.

The various brood aptitudes a peroso possesses are measured as numerical

test scores. The people who achieve high scores on tests administered

by the Services are assumed to poeseese relatively strong aptitudes for

learning and performing corresponding tyyes of work.

Service occupations are grouped according to the type or types of

aptitude thought to he essential for satisfactory job performance.

I V
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The selection standards for occupations requiring a similar aptitude

are expressed In terms of minimum acceptable numerical sceres which

suet be attained am tbs relevant aptitude test. The highest selection

standard (a very high test score established as the minimum acceptable

score) ite normally reserved for those occupations in the grou considered

to require a comparatively high degree of the relevant aptitude for

performing the job satisfactorily. Less restrictive selection standards

(a lower milnaim acceptable test score) are reserved for occupations

demanding the essential aptitude In lesser degree.

The test scares sgtaineý! by the YT74 enlistees suebled the Services

to evaluate each Individual's eligibility for the full range of Service

* ~occupations. Every individual was offered the opportunity to enlist In

the Service subject to his or her eligibility for assignment to at least

ass occupation In which a requirsmet (vacancy) was projected. .

Y ro, the viewpoint of the Service, recruiters attracted, tested and
classified many applicants, thus enabling them to select enough peopeI.

foir enlistment and job assignment to fill the requisite quota (a specific

@=ber of vacancies) exIsting in each of the wany different kinds of Service

occupations. The selection and assignment process io seen from this per-

spective as the activity In which many different occupations comete sixul-

taneously for a limited number of available people. Selection standords I
determine how recruiters choose among variously qualified applicants for

enlistment to fill vacancies in jobs which require varying delress end kinds

of abilities.
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Service manpower requirement form tbe hbasi for determining the

nmbere of applicants wbo most be selected for emistmet and a•slgmet j4

to ech occupation during the course of a year. Broed nationel security

objectives are asaed to dictate the types and degrees of military c•awp

bilities each Service maintains over time. Thee capabilities are trana-

laced into requiraments for both smepouer and hardware. An overall men-

"poswr requirement reflects the nmbers of people with different eblieo

that tha Service most employ to maintain requisite range of military

capabilities. In each service occupation there is scme statu eumber of

fully-qualifted, reliable people who miet be availeble at all times te o

provide their skills in case of nationsl emergency or ailitary necessity.

Personnel turnover In each occupation Is continuous, end the normal pro-

jected losses of skilled people create the vacancies which drive the recruit-

ment of neow people.

For aeximlo. If the minimam required number of torpedomen is 100. and I
25 of the 100 fully-qualifisd, reliable torpedomen on active duty today are

projected to leave the Service next year, then sufficient nutbire of maw

people mat be recruited In the curren year to fill the anticipated vacancies.

The reaqitment of am torpedomen must begin early to provide sufficient

tim for the basic military training and advaced occupational training

V needed to prepere the new people for the job. Recruitment and training

schedule are devised so that ewmly-traned torpedomen will be delivered

* to the job at the "s time the vacancies actually occur.
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The question of how many epplicants to recruit for the torpedonan

occupation always arises because experience has shown that many of the

ealistment-eligible applicants are not yell-suited to the demanding work

associated with this Job for any of a mmber of reasons. among them (1) the

lack of a certain essential aptitude (e.g., mechanical ability), and (2)

psychological reasons. Thus, if 25 applicants are randomly selected for

/ enmlstment and assignment to the occupation, perhaps only 10 will ectuelly

soceed in training and subsequently perform satisfactorily on the job.

In the absence of a job-specific selection standard, the corresponding . 1
retention rate of 40 (10 out of 25) means that 63 people must he recruited,

If selected randomly, in order to insure that 25 able and ready torpedomen

will he savilable at the time they are needed. The usa of a selection standard

disqualifies from initial assigment consideration many of the applicants

posseseing little aptitude for learning the job skills taught in the torpedoman

training proelam. In practical tams, the identification of relatively high

aptitude applicants makes it possible Instead to enlist and asign as few as

. -1 �40 peoplc to the occupation. Withitn this group, only 15 may be expected to

prove unsuitable, with 25 remaining (a 622 retention rate) to fully satisfy

nat year's requirements for new fully-qualified and reliable torpedomen.

Selection standards operate in the manner illustrated above for each 1
N of the hundreds of occupations w%1.;h continuously require the entw of new

people. Selection standards permit the Service to fill all occupational

vacancies projected for the future by recruiting fewer people overall than

would be necessary if no selection standards were employed. The expense

associated with the enlistment of new people declines directly in proportion

4.
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"wrong" job includes any 0f the occupations in which the individual will
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perform unsatLifactorily if so asigned. The assigment of some people

to the wrong jobs evidently occurs in the Armed Force, today, "n indicated

by recent attrition rates for the DOD. It is estimated that one out of

every four enlistees vill be discharged from the Service prior to com-

plating.the initial active duty obligation.- While not all discharges

are the result of assfgnins people to the wrong jobs, It will be shown that

overall attrition can be reduced by altering the selection standards which

guide occupational asignments.

III. M3 FROK

The aggregate profile of recruit retention and attrition over time

reflects the efficiency with which Service scraeninS procedures guide the

distribution of people across Service occupations to sintain manpower

requirments in each Job. Recent discharge Atatistics for the DOD show

that more than 25 out of every 100 recruit* are involuntarily .ischarged

"(attrite9 prior to completing the initial enlistment term. The average

cost par attrition, $7,688, is the amount that a recruit typically accrues

in salary payments prior to being discharped involuntarily. In FY75,

461,000 applicants were selected for enlistment and assignment to Sdrvice

occupations across the DOD. If the historical pattern of attrition prevails,

343,000 or 74.3X of the original accessions total will auzvive (will rmain

to completa the initial term of enlistw.nt). and 118,000 or 25.7% of the

total will be involunttrily dischar*d.'-"
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We conservatively estimate the total cost associated with the enlist-

sent ofl118,000 people who are expected to attrite at $907,184,000, a figure
t 6/1

that includes only direct salary payments. A similar computation made for

the 343,000 accessions in Ff75 expected to survive through the firat term

shows thet & total of $7,278,460,000 will be paid to them by the end of their

obligation. Out of a gross payroll expenditure of $8.1 billion that will

eventually accrue to the 461,000 people enlisting in Ff75, ease 11.12 of I
the total will be paid to people who would not have been permitted to enlist

if errorless selection and aswign t bad been possible. The $907 million

specifically associated with attrition is the staggering price the DO pays

for no apparent benefit in return. Squally dismaying, this will be a re-

curting cost as many hundreds of thousands of people are enlisted each year

in the future. I

In general, inefficiencies in the selection process can be addressed

from two perspectives. 7irst, Service selection teste do not affort the I

mean for discriminating between potential survivors and failures in each

job as accurately as is possible. Second, the existing selection standards

are not designed to distribute recruits across occupations In a mafner

that minimizes attrition or the costs of attrition overall. As a consequence,

attrition among first-term enlisted personnel today occurs on a such larger

scale than would obtain with improved selection tests and a more efficient

set of selection standards. Both aspects of thL problem are diecussed at

length in another study prepared by the t4 staff.* The major points are

presented below, followed by a discussion of the practical manifestations

of en inefficient selection and assignment process.

* See the D14C staff study, "A General Critique of the Recruit Screening
Process in the Armed Pornes" by James W. Abellera.

B .
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A. Saltto Te

Pencil-and-paper tests have been an integral part of the Services'

formal selection process for more than fifty years. Salintment applicants

today are usually required to take a battery of tests that eonabln recruiters

to determine a person's eligibility for easignment to each of the smany

different Service occupations. These are called aptitude tests because

they are said to discrininate among people who are endomud in varying degree

with particular work-related abilities. The rationale for ssain aptitude

teet scores as the basis for detarmining aset& tant eligibility is that people

who possess an aptitude for learning and applying a particular skill are

likely to perform satisfactorily in Jobs that require the skill.

The complicated process by which aptitude tests are developed in the

Armed Forces cannot be easily comprehended by the non-technical layman.

A review of this process reveals, however, that conventional aptitude tests

have been carefuilly designad to predict the *core which ech person is

capable of achieving in formel training for Service occupations. The

training score is in large part the composite of teat scores the student-

recruit attains on multiple-choice type examinations administered in job

training programs. Training scores have been made the criterion that apti-

tude tests are preasntly designed to predict.

The flow In this approach is that the Services need teots that will

accurately predict survival, satisfactory performence throughout the full

course of the job. Yet today's tests may not perform this function in

the most effective manner possible insofar as performance kn the classroom

3
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msvitawet of •highlypstructurod training prograw to not the sm*e as .

performance on the job. This is clearly evidenced by the pattez• of in--. • •
SOf the 25.7Z of all accessions

Sdischarged In the field after completlal traning successfull, whil* only

1.7n are discharged sailier while engaged in forms1 training programu.

- By usin trai~nin scores rather than job survival as the criterion for

developin tests, the resulting• •test asntsm what to relevant and important

¶ r
S'1

envifor ora•nm•n ofies t but not recessarily for satisfactory perforsane an the

• ~ ~~job. fo *m~ql*, selection tests give little veisht to applicant motivations: .

r fmanter oestn the jb Ts is tc the ranin proest is lofgei y a -

vounctao i of Isnr*e aptitude. r in-aptitudsiM f2tor often pll ac reter

whot at the pror to c tin th•eainitia environt; thus, c 18v.t0o1 naests

diamy predict trhine e n success fafrly wieo but not jot lurvival.

Institutsong l t ephiiss ra the tccurate predictval of perforiance in f

eralnipi hn g part been the result ot e os ressionl pressures wo haielv ntandsizm

fthe costs of rorse training s s the Arily Forcs. The ia toryp persoancel o
jbesearch cxapulty ectonen testheirt e wforts oger w eig on the pmotivtio ofn

adtraintr persormncae pn response to the** pressuin and vir o belsrge far

S• •" Itgreter success was achieved in the seasurawmat of job-relateo aptitude than .- ,

futon rof nated aptitu~eade heaptitudesnaTh fpactorwasoften lay mangreater

rn the hice of thainin pethtrainCe am the pt;icth onventional for

deyi prdic tsatI Progressively befttr w ptilude tesbs wr& ds v opival

resultins Ituetuo attrition In Servace praiting p erofr m a.

traiinghasin ertbee thereslt f Cngrssinal resure tominmis

shecotsoffoma tainnginth Ame Frcs. hemiitrypesone
reerhcmiycnetae hi ffrsoe iso h rdcino
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At the same time, other research was conducted to evaluate the relevance

of occupational training to the actual demands of the Job. Job task

analysis, the most videly known and certainly among the most effective of

the various techniques tsed by researchers, pointed the way for the systematic

evaluation of individual job training progrms. These efforts have culminated

in the restructuring of the training programs themselves so as to provide now

curricula and modes of Instruction that will make training demnds more

representative of the real dmands on the job, suggesting that earlier

ameasures of training performance were mot ideal or .ecesearIly adequate measurep

of job performance.*

In the traditional scheme, test researchers assumd the responsibility

for designing tests to predict training success, but not job survival.

Training researchers assumed the responsibility for increasing the relevance

of training to job performance, but not the relevant design of selection

tests. The evolution of segmented responsibility betwees the two types of

research unfortunately precluded sustained efforts to design selection tests

to predict survival throughout the ealistment term in Individual occupations.

Ironically, the greatest payoff to using a job survival test criterion

could well lie in the detection of flaw in training program. As spocific

applicant attributes can be identified that generally contribute to

successful performance in training for a particular occupation but failure

a It is useful to consider what the future portends as training is

made significantly more relevant to performance on the job. It is
likely that training scores will eventually seasure non-aptitudinal
characteristics to a greater extent than they do today. Selection
tests keyed to training scores will therefore require modification
in order to maintain a reasonable degree of accuracy in predicting
traiding performance, implying g•.eter emphasis an non-aptitudinal
factors.

-~ ~~~~~~ ._____________ .' .. . .. .-.
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on the job, researchers can draw management attention to features of the

training progra that can be strengthened to affect greater accuracy In .-
student screening. SisIla~ly, applicant attributes shown to contribute

frequently to training failure but rarely to failure on the job will indicatest

another type of flaw in the training program, i.e., an unnecessarily difficult

or irrelevant element of the training curriculam.

Congressional concern over the costs of formal training In the military

is only one facet of the broader federal concern about the growing cest of I
military manpower In general. ney economies resulting from Improvements

in the prediction of training success will not be persuasive if major costs ,

are marely shifted from the training saviroment to the post-training ph&as

of the enlistment tern where the bulk of attrition occurs, the consequence .

of screening applicants for troaiing success but not for job survival. In I

the context of future budgetary pressures, it my well become necessary for

*meach Service to danmstrate that the formal screening process operates to

test, select, and asign individuals in a manner that minimies the total

costs of maintaining the numbers of first-toer people require In all occupations 3
to support the defense mission. The minimization of training expenditures

al&on may no longer be an adequate objective for selection test research

and development.

S. Cuttina Scoest**

An enlistment selection standard is generally expressed as a combination

of various *easures such as som minimm level of educational achievement

and/or AM score. An occupational selection standard is often called

7
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cutting score, the minimm score that an applicant met &ttain on a parti-

cutar aptitude test in order to be considered eligible for tssigmet

to an occupation. Each of the Services ct-Anges its respective enlist-

Smat standards from tins to tins in order to Insure that ouly sppli-

cants of the highest caliber available are accepted for anlistment. baliatment

standards are raised when there is an abundance of applicants mod lowered

when the supply falls short of demand. In contrast. occupatila

selection standards are hardly ever changed. The effect of vwyng en-

lie tmt standards while holding selection standards for jobs costant

hae bee• to Increase the average aptitude test score of recruits above

the cutting scores for most occupations when enlitenat standards were

raised, and to lower average recruit aptitude in most occupations to the

cutting score minisum when enlistment standards were reduced. This

caused attrition rates to increase or decrease slightly in Service occupa-

tions. Tlhus. variations in enlstmlent selection standards i"duce changes

* in the average aptitude of recruits assigned to Service occupations ev

when cutting scores for jobs are held constant.

Nany of the cutting scores which define eligibility for assignment

to Service occupations were originally established during and Imediately

following WW It when the Services expanded the use of aptitude tests for

assigneant screening. Cutting scores were established so that especially

mull-qutlified people would generally be astsined to the mot difficult

j jobs, average people would generally be assigned to jobs of average

difficulty, and below averags people would only be eligible for assignment

B , •
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to the least difficult jobs. This Insured that the supply of applicants

available In a typical yea would match Service recruiting needs. tn

years that supply exceeded epectations, the Services vetr able to recruit

and assign =m~y people whose aptitude test acores exceeded the uinismu

standards for the respective occupations. in the years that supply fall

abort of expectations, the Services supplmanted the supply of voluntary

applicants with inductees. That Is. the Armed Foreas Increased the total

"applicant Supply with Inductees to whatever sils Vas necessary to provide

omough people with the requisite qualifications to seet selection

standards In all of the occupations demanding new recruits. In this nanese,

the traditional cutting saor dictated how learg the applicant pool voul-

4 4
-base to be.

Occupational selection standards mare held constant over the years

because this afforded stability in job training programs and in field

"occupations. To lower the standard for an occupation meant that lower

quality people would be assigned to training. and attrition in training

and later in the field would increase, a prospect that training program

managers and field supervisora resisted. To raise the standard meant

that recruiters would somehow heve to find additional applicants capable

of qualifying according to the higher standard, or else "rob' other

occupations of the high quality recruits who would normally be assigned

, elsewhere. Therefore, there asi strong Incentive to retain the traditional f

standards that afforded program stability. -

"4- • 1
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The traditional cutting scores for jobs maintained today enable

the Services to sustain occupatl.-al demands for oew recruits, and enlist-

seat solection standards are changed from tine to tines to capitalize

whenever possible on surpluses of well qualifiead applicants. Cutting

scores determine the level of attrition experienced In each Service occu-

pation and In the first-term force overall, yet the selection and assign-

sent process boo never been evaluated to determine if changes to traditional

standards would serve to austain occupational manpower requirements at a

reduced attrition cost. The Services remain committed to the eulating

standards because they have proved adequate in the past and because

their Inability to evaluate :h!. screening process has precluded the

determination of alternative smle,ýtlon standards for occupations.

*C.- Major Manifestations of the Pro',%.

- Selection standards In the Armed For-*" rar satpresaad In terms Of

spplicant scorea schieve' on 8%ivvice &ecitude tests. The tests are not

absolutely relevant to the occupations for which they are suppoeed to

predict performance. nor are they as relevant as they coald he. Because

they are designed to predict ciily a nerrav measure of performance (training

scores) and do not formally take account of applicant MntivAtIOUa and

interests as factors determining survival in each occupation, the toats

do not discrl-inste between potantial survivors and non-survivors Is each

occupation in the most accurate possible manner.
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• .Oeccuational seletion stlandars so" toda were originally devaloW ;

tb - to prblm tbo gro ou-ftsepnedueo

te - tb- twenty years av. The Ser-ic. bos genrlly avied "

Sloweris ng Ocpatonal cutktin *cr over that yew ts becus ofstog be *

*Umc fro t"ftPovgr a ="$Or an sprvsrsI tefil,

• i

V1-4at sudP LeU T Okw o rwxI z d•ethlattreriters mayeso be abrst

S- !turn rcut*t In evry Sevc occuption and In the flrt-t~rm force avra11. 1

S "• The payoll cost asoited with ftrst-ter attrition to• the DOD amouts

Sto almot $1 billion• par yer This figsure could be reduced by Judiciously-!

al•terin cuttin s€tar" for Service occupations. Rowever. no extensi* evlutio

S" cuttin scores that woul mnimz overall attrition and the associted

S• •budgt costs.

Allegations that Sevieseletio tests en seletio stanars dis--

Scrimnte unfarly against mioity groups defined by socto-eironomic rhar-

act~ritist cannot be answeed until the Are Forces demostrtot that the

Stests and stanars they use suprt the Service mission sure; efficiently

S than any otbar &cooin procedurav. The current valution test# cannot

4



be dfened gaist cargs o bis beaus apitue tets avesetbee

by hih he tst ae evloedgiesweight to the argument that altot- T
native teats could be construicted to discriminate more effectively on the

basis of success or failure In occupat'nAmi assignments. The casual logic

by which cutting scores for Service jobs were established and maintained

over the years makes this aspect of today's selection process vulnerable

also.

The gerrices' commitment to hold selection standards for aewepe-

tIonal assignment@ constant left enlistment selection standards as the

only screening mechanism for making adjustments from year to year accordingt to

varying conditions of supply and demand. Thera is no reason to believe

that this approach will adequately resolve supply deficiencies Is the

uncertain recruiting environent of the future. The key to sustaining

military manpower requirements could some day rest on the choice of

alteru.~tive cutting scores for occupations, but the Services have thus

far shown little interest in developing this type of recruiting flexibility.

At the heart of the selection standards problem is the failure of

*the Services to conduct a comprehensive, systematic evaluation of today's

selection standards to determine how wall or how badly they comare to

alternative standards that could be adopted. There is no reason to believe. .

that the cutting scores currently employed by the Armed Force" generate

the "least cost" level of attrition, do not discriminate unfairly with

respect to socio-economic characteristics of applicants, are adequate to

% N -
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deal with adverse conditions of applicant supply relative to demando insure

munimm Internal force stability, or assist Service rocruiters to recon-

cile, applicant supply vith competing occupational demands for now re-

cruite in the meot efficient smnner possible. The single criterion by

which the Servisae choose to evaluate their formal screening, process is

that It works. True manpower rquiremets in each occupation are satisfied

Insofar as the requisite wmbers of people assigned to each occupation

survive to fill vacanciae caused by the normal separation of fully qualified

and reliable people. That many recruits are involuntarily discharged along

4 the may is & reality that Is tolerated as long as enough remain to support V

the mission. That the judicious choice of alternative cutting scores and

the use of more relevant selection tests together night serve to support

the true manpower needs of the Services equally well or better while mini-

mining selection errors remains little more than optimistic speculation as

lons as the Armed Forces lack the means and mothod to properly evaluate the

efficiency of their formal selection procedures.

IV. ALTEATIVES

A single rule is used here to identify alternatives to the aptitude

tests eloyed by the Armed Forces today. Each alternative has been se-

lected for discussion because it shows promise in providing more accurate

prediction of performsnce than current tests permit.

V
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A. Improving Current Tests

*n general there are three approaches to improving the predictive

accuracy of any selection instrument (test). These can be beet understood

by considering how any pencil.and-paper test is constructed. The object of

the prediction, the outcome or behavior, is chosen first. A large number of v

tem are then written up (constructed) because they appear to be related

to this performance criterion. A xtatistical technique Is employed to

identify those iteas in the large item pool that have the greatest statistical

correlation to the performance criterion. This is done by administering a

long test made up of all items in the pool to a large group of individuali.

The performance of each individual is later measured, and a particular group

of items is identified which successful performers answered correctly moot

often and unsuccessful performers tended to answer incorrectly. The items in

this group become the final selection inatrument.

The three approaches to improving a test are: (1) choose a prediction

criterion that more closely corresponds to the behavior, or performance.

that the test will actually be used to predict. It is misleading to say that

a test is designed to predict one kind of performance, e.g. training scores,

when in practice the test is used to predict another. If the design criterion

is different from the operational criterion, then it is very likely that a

better test can be developed by designing (validating) it in terme of the

performance it is subeequantly employed to predict; (2) incorporate into

each test all measures of individual characteristics and -attributes

apparently relevant to the appropriate performance criterion. If, for instance,

a test is to be administered a priori to predict an individual's success or

A ..
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failure In swimming 40 yards across a pool, the test should Include questions

regarding the person's fear of the water, fear of depths, etc. in addition to

questions regarding endurance, strength, and other physical attributos.

(3) Ang the any sophisticated statistical techniques available for creating

and validating selection Instruments, choose the technique that will produce

a test which yields the msximm possible predictive accuracy. All three

approaches are discussed in detail in the US staff study titled.

"The Recruit Screening Process in the Armed Forces" end are sumarized in

the following prescriptions:

I. Selection tests should be designed to predict job survival

tather thsn performance in training

2. The content of selection tests should be expanded to include

measures of Individual motivation and interests as well as aptitude

insofar as the additional factors can be shown to improve the capacity

of tests to predict survival in Service asseimentas

"�-��3. Test researchers should employ statistical techniques in validating

selection tests that will afford maxiwm predictive accuracy.

4. Selection tests should be developed on a job by job basis onme

test ta predict survival in one job.

Each of the atove proposals offers the potential for improved accuracy in

predicting survival in Service occupations.

B. Alternatives to Existing Selection Standards

Specific selection standards for occupations that would support Service

amnpower requirements better than do the existing standards cannot be developed

3
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without conducting a systematlc evaluation of the formal screening process.
Service resea-chers in the past havn endea-ored tu 4evelop various ana-
lytical approaches to the evaluation problem. Each aetmpt hea adequately
addressed some Important features of the selection process, but not all.
They establish the guidelines for designing an analytical approach of suf ii-
cieat scope to evaluate and compare the efficiency of traditional eelactiou

standards and alternative etandard@.*

Zn the net section ve describe the Army selectitn and asigpment
process in CY73 as it operated to sustain manpover requiraLats in four
Army occupations. Various statistics are developed to illustrate the
resulting efficieny of the process. In the following section we conduct
a limited evaluation of selection standards to ahow ho, the selection and
aesignmant process could heve been altered to sustain Army manpower re-.uire-
ments In these occupations at a significantly reduced cost of attrition
overall. In the last section the broad implications of expanding the
approach to svaloste the selection and aesegment process across all
occupations in all Services are discussed, including the prospect of reducing

DOD budget expenditures associated with attrition by nore than $100 millionannually. 

,

SSee thw DC staff study, "The Recruit Screerinin Process in the Armed
Forces," op. cit.
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I. The r ults of selection and assainment in an Army

Summrized below are the results of the selection and assignment

process " It actually 3petated to distribute 35,330 applicants across

four Army occupations In CY73. A more detailed discussion of the example

to provided & Appendix A. The available supply of 52,000 total appli-

cants ws characterized as follows:

Iesta1 Categories of Applicants:

Total

I U III IV (as) IV (MMS) $uon17
624 7,246 20,732 4,015 19,383 32,000

Source: MARDAC

The demand for recruits, expressed as the numbers of survivors needed to

fill projected vacancies (true manpower requirements) in each of the

occupations, is displayed below:

TRITE MAXPOWE
OCCUPATION: RQURDWETS:

Infantrymen 12,176

Drivers (vehicle operators) 2,552

aebhanics 4,914

Supply clerks 4,201

All four occupations totalled 23,843

Source: MAflAC (processed by GE TNIP)

The selectio and assignment process, guided by the traditional

selection standards for these occupations, served to allocate recruit

across the four Army jobs in the following manmet:

-,%
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Hental Supply Denied Total

Category Infantryman Driver Mechanic Clerk enlistment Assirned

1 450 77 74 23 0 624

II 4,462 14.3 1,411 630 0 7,246

1I1 10.848 2,215 4,111 3,558 0 20,732

IV (HS) 1,540 363 890 1,222 0 4,015

IV (its) 1,238 260 627 568 16.670 2.703
Total
Assigned 18,538 3,658 7,113 6,021 0 35,330

Source: MIRDAC (data processed by CE TIMO)

Thirty-five thousand, three hundred and thirty recruits from all mental

categories were distributed across all four jobs, leaving 16,670 mental

category IV non-high school graduates who were denied malitsmnt.

The result of this allocation is displayed below. The expected

number of survivors (and attritions) was computed by applying the

historical survival rates for each type of applicant in each job to the

numbers from each category who were actually assigned to the various jobs.

It is important to note that survival rates listed in Colum 2 vary

significantly from one applicant category to another in moat of the

occupations. The driver occupaticn is the exception, where the rates

for all but mental category IV hIgh school graduates are in the same

range.

Survival rates for each type of applicant within each occupation

were produced in a joint data analysis effort which involved the DOD

(OSD, M&RA(MARDAC)), General Electric Tempo (U4C contract on Enlisted

Turnover), and the D14C staff.7-/

ItI
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Total Surivalw Lctt TRUE cdrowER of

Assig ed Rate I of Survivors RUE MIENTS Attritions

Infantrymen

1 450 .80 360 9"
it 4.462 .71 3,182 1,280

1II 10,848 .63 6,#41 4,007
iW (HS) 1,540 .77 1,1 9 351 3
IV (NtS) 1,238 .49 604 634

TOTAL 18,538 .66 12,176 12• 176 6,362

Drivers

1 77 .71 55 22
11 743 .73 546 197

i11 2,215 .67 1,495 720
WHIS) 363 .78 283 80
lYQIRS) 260 .67 173 87

TOTAL 3,658 .70 2,552 2,332 1,106

Rec~hanics

I.82 61 13
it 1,411 .72 1,019 392

III 4,111 .69 2,819 1,292
IV (HS) 690 .78 - . 64 196
Iv (xIS) 627 .51 321 306

TOTAL 7,113 .69 4,914 4,914 2,199

Supply
Clerks

I 23 .83 19 4 A
11 630 .78 489 141
111 3,558 .67 2,388 1,170
if (RiS) 1,222 .82 1,006 216

IV (tNHS) 586 -. 51 299 289
"TOTAL 6,021 .70 4,201 6.201 1,820

Source- lMAeA (data Proceesed by 03 2390)

* Because attrition rates are rounded to two significant digits, the
product of columns I and 2 say not equal column 3 exactly.

B!
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We also computed the total salary expenditure associated with the

production of 23,843 survivors and 11,487 attritions, $506.0 million and

8108.0 million, or $613.9 million overall. The"e figures are eo below in

the statistics euarizing the selection process as It actually operated in

CT73 to sustain the true manpower requirements in tý.-'. four Atmy occupations.

8UF'PLY 52,000 applicants eligible for selection

less 16,670 denied enlistment (surplus)

RECRUITED - 35,330 applicants enlisted and assigned

less 11,487 attritions (involuntarily discharged)

SURVIVORS - 23,843 remaining to completion of term I
DEKAND - 23,843 fully qualified and reliable people

SURVIVOR COST - $506 H salary payments accruing fo survivors .
plus $108 H salary paymcnts accruing to attritions

TOTAL COST - $614 H salary payments accruing to all applicants
""elected

2. A limited evaluation of selection standards . )
The selection and assigin~nt process for the Amy example discussed

above was evaluated to determine what alternative standards would sustain

the true manpower requirements in all four occupations at the -ni-m- total

cost. We oloyed an analytical technique called linear progragming to

perform the evaluation. The analysi. is discussed further in Appendix 3.

The evaluation showed that applicants could have been selected and

assigned in an alternative manner, as Indicated below.

. pt
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Recruiting Quotas for Occupations*

Rental Supply

Category Infantrymen Drivers Miechanics Clerks Total.. 6 24( 45 0) 0(77) 0( 74) 0(2 3) 6 24 0 24•);

it 1,948(4,462) 0(703) 0(1,411) 5,398(630) 7,246(7,246)1

III fl,520(10,84$) 2,042(2,215) 7,170(4,11I) 0(3,558) 20,732(20.732)

IV (36) 4,015(1,540) 0(363) 0(8"0) 0(1,222) 4,015(4,015)

IT (Y1) 0(1.238) 1.777(260) 0(627) 0(588) 1.777(2.713)

Total 18,0M (18,538) 3,89(3,658) 7,110(7,113) 5,398(8.021) 34,394(35,330) .

Ii I

We applied the historical survival rates to determine hus Many survivror

and attritions would be produced by the least cost allocation, presented

in the neat table. The reader will note that the requisite nmber of

surviv6ra would be produced in each occupation. -

(sm table next page) .

F yor purposes of comparison we have also indicated In parentheses the
recruiting quotes that were associated with the traditional allocation.

'A A
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Total Survival* Expected TRUE 0;,0'I of
Assi ties ate of Survivorn RiFt i•:,lTS Attritions

Infantrymen

1 624 .80 497 127
11 1,848 .71 1,317 531

I1I 11,520 .63 7.264 4,256
IV (HS) 4,015 .77 3,098 917
IV (VHs) 0 .49 0 0 .

TOTAL 18.007 .67 12,176 12,176 3,381

Drivers

1 0 .71 0 0
1i 0 .73 0 0

II 2,042 .67 1,377 6"S
IV(HS) 0 .78 0 0
IV(NHS) 1,777 47 6602

TOTAL 3,819 .67 2.532 2,352 .1,267

IMachsa•iics

1 0 J120HI 0 .72 0 0

II 7,170 .9 4,194 2,256
IV (HS) 0 .:8 0 0
IV (NHS1) 0j ~ j

.-TAL 7,170 .6 4,914 4,914 24256

Supply
Claer's

0 .83 0 0
II 3,398 .78 4,201 1,197

III 0 .67 0 0IV (HS) 0 .82 0 0
IV (NHs) 0...t • - 0

TOTAL S, 3" .79 4,201 S-201 11197

All Your
Ocupations

1 62A .80 497 127
11 7,248 .76 5,518 1,728
III 20,732 .6 13,555 7,177
iV (HS) 4,015 .77 1,175 917
IV (INS) 1.777 .68 0 602

TOTAL 34,394 .69 23.843 23,843 10.551

B Becaus" attrition rates are rounded to two significant digits, the product
of columns 1 and 2 my not equal column 3 exactly. B '
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The moat significant impact of assigning applicants according to the

alternative selection standards is the considerable reduction In total salary

costs wing to the reduction in the sam of all salary payments accruing to

attritions. Salary payments accruing to survivors mould amount to the samea

figure as with the traditional standards, $505,948,000, because an equal

.nmber of aurvivore would be produced. But the total attrition costs would

be sigtificantly lower, as indicated in the following table comparing the

"total costs of attritioA for the traditional strategy and the least cost

strategy.

Cosaprision of Attrition Costs

Least Cost Traditional
Occupation: Strateay- Strategy

Infantryman

expected # of attrition*: 5,831 6,362
S.total cost, @ $10,003 per attrition: $38.3M $63.6M ..

; •. •,,• Driver: .
expected # of attritions: 1,267 1,106

Total cost, I $9,792 per attrition: $12.4M $50.8m

Mechanic

expected # of attritions: 2,256 2,199

Total cost, @ $7,042 per attrition: $15.9M $15.5m

Supply Clark

expected # of attritions: 1,197 1,820
Total cost, @ $9,902 per attrition: $11.9m $18.0m

All Four Occupations

expected # of attritions total: 10,551 11,487
Total Attrition Costs*: $98.5m $108.0m

5 The unrounded figures are $98,473,403 and $107,976, 030 respectively.

%3
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It io noteworthy that tha traditional strategy allocate. saw

applicants from each mantal category to every job while the least cost

strategy produce, a sucb narrower applicant aix in all but the Infantryman

occupation. The reason for this io that It is simply cebaper, to teams

of attrition coats. to assign people in the manner prescribed. for

Instance. thin least cost allocation dictates the assignmnt of 1,777

people who are Miental Category IT non-high school graduates to become

drivere, end none are "asigned to the other three occupation,~. The

prescription is not based on soea priori belief that the" recruits

axe good for little else except driving Army vehicles. Rather, this io

the mat efficient way to usa thise type of person when there arm enough

* I ~people availabl, In higher categories to satisfy the true manpower require- -

munte in the other occupations.

Under lose favorable supply conditions It could very well become

desirable to assign Cat. IV (MRS) applicant. to become Infantrymen or

supply clerks or mechanics. This could easily happen if the supply of

* applicants In higher categories declinmd significantly, by perhaps 25 or

30 percent.* The linear programing technique would ahow how a larger

number of Cat. NV (NPS) applicants could be enlisted and assigned across

the four occupation. so as to sustain requirements. This would also be

a least cost strategy. although the total attrition coat would Increase

because in each job the attrition rate for Cat. IV (UPS) people io greater

than for other applicants. Generally epeaking, the linear programsing

technique can be used to show how reductions in the supply Of vell qualified

applicants can be offset by the enlistment of larger numbers of less

*FB
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well-qualified people, &asuming enough of the latter are avalatble.
5

The trade-off is in attrition costs, because the asigm•nt of people

with a lower likelihood of survival Implies higher attrition and attritionI

costs.4

3. Implications for the Armed Forces

The efficiency of the least cost strategy relative to the traditional 4
strategy is measured by the amount that attrition costs can he reduced, $9.-W

($98.5 million vs. $108.0 million). This represents an 8.81 reduction

($9.5K divided by $108.010 in those salary costs specifically incurred by

Imperfections in the screening process. Greater efficiency is also avides.t

in the maller number of applicants who most be enlisted overall to austei.n

requirements, 34,394 compered to 35,330, and also in the expected total

number of attritions for the two strategies, 10,551 compared to 11,487.

These figures illustrate three Important points. First, the least cost

allocation strategy defines a unique set of selection standards and recruiting

quotas that affords a significant reduction in attrition costs. Second.

it shovs how to reduce the saber of mistakes maed in assigning people to

the wrong occupations. Third, by reducing the axtent of malassignuent, the

least cost strategy provides a means for satisfying true manpower require-

ments in every occupation with a smeller total number of accessions.

These are major points as they apply to the lager problem of

selecting and ssigning thrr or four hundred thousand applicants

across hundreds of military occupations each year. Earlier In the study,

$907 million was the figure cited as a conservative estimate of the total

S- 5* For any given set of occupational manpower requirements, some supply
level exists below which it is impossible to sustein requirements.
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attrition cost associated with the enlistment of 461,000 people in f775.

A least cost strategy enabling the Services to reduce this overall figure

by 8.86 would save aloset $80,000,000 for the 7T75 accessions group alone.

Of course, it is too late to alter selection standards for accessions in

prior years, but the potentlal for realizing yearly savings of this magnitude

will remain as long as the Services continue to access young vn and women.

Equally important is the realization that alternative selection standards

can be developed that would sustain manpower requiremnts in all Service

occupations at the lowest possible total cost in periods of deficient supply

as well as abundant supply.

The least cost approach to determining selection standards gives

personnel planners and decision makers a basis for addressing other important

issues. One example is the evaluation of enlistment bonus cost-effectiveness.

In the limited Army problem described above, suppose that the manpower

requirement for the driver occupation suddenly increased by 1000 (3,552

survivors needed). Assume that the payment of a $500 bonus would attract

an additional 1,428 applicants in Mental Categories I, II, and III, just

enough to yield the extra 1000 survivors.* The alternative would be

simply to select from the applicants remaining in the pool 1.492 additional

Cat. IV (NIES) for enlistment and assignment to the occupation, the number

needed to produce 1000 survivors. The linear progremming technique was

applied to show which alternative would sustain the higher demand fo.
I

drivers at lowest possible total cost. The results showed that the least

C This assumes a 702 survival rate, the average for the three categories.
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coat solution would ba to increase the numbers of Cat IV (NtS) at an

increase in total co• t of $8.9 millLon. The bonus proposal ma ahown to

increase the total coat by $11.8 million, clearly the na espemasive

solution to the problem. While this is actually a trivial sample, it

Illustrates the type of problem that can be structured and resolvod by

using a least cost approach for determining selection standards.

Question& regarding the socic-economic mix of recruits can also be

explored. Suppose for example, that the pursuit of equal opportunity

.obctive. required that Slack accessions (or wom•n, or high school

dropouts, or mny other accessions group) be distributed equally across

all Service occupations. Tha linear programing technique can be altered

to show how these objectives can be satisfied at the lowest possible total

coat coistent with sustaining all true manpower requiremets.

/ ,C aiaiso of the allocation constrained by equal opportunity objectives

with the uconstrained alternative strategy would reveal the specific cost
of sustaining these goals. It would permit the IDD to Identify budget

expenditures specifically associated with the promotion of social ratther

than military objectlves.

The least cost approach Implies that the Services would be able to

sdjust selection standards on a quarterly, monthly, or even weekly besis // 1*
in response to varying conditions of supply and demand. The Services would

also be able to use the technique to show for a given set of occupational $

demands how such attrition costs would increase if it became necessary to

recruit from an unusually mall applicant pool. Also, it is possible to

S/determine what applicant pool size would be minimally sufficient to sustain

"manpower requirements.

I,
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Selection standards are a fact of life in the Armed Forces. Some

form of screening Is necessary and desirable so long as more people apply

for enlistment than there are vacancies to be filled. The existing selection

standards succeed in supporting manpower requirments in all Service occupa-

tions, but they do not serve to distribute applicants across occupations

in the most efficient manner possible. The results of a limited analysis

of the Army selection and aesignment process in CY73 show that attrition

costs can be reduced significantly by the adoption of alternative standards

defined by a least cost allocation strategy. Ve eatimate that the applieA-

tion of this evaluative method to encompass all occupations for each of the

four Services woula enable the noD to reddce annual attrition costs by 102

to 152, or approximately $100 million annually.

Use of variable selection standards for Jobs will be enhanced by

the establishmnt of basic enlistment selection standards at a level low

mough to make the largest possible proportion of the total applicant pool

eligible for enlitmsent. This mould Insure that some applicants would

"not be excluded from enlistment consideration unriecessartly; only those

with the greatest potential for job survival would be selected, howver,

based on selection standards indicated by a least-cost allocation strategy.

The gross adjustments yielded by variations in basic enlistment standards

would be neither nececsary nor desirable once it became possible to allo-

cate applicants across Service jobs according to explicit supply, demand,

and cost considerations on a job-by-job basis.

- . "
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Selection tests and selection standards currently employed by the

Armed Portes to screen applicants for enlistment and assignment have

proved admquato In supporting occupaticnal manpower requirements in the past.

However, the selection process now genrate almost $1 billion in attri-

tion costs each year, the result of assigning many people to the wrong

jobs and ealisting people who should never havs been permitted to enter

active duty.

lhre is considerable potential for increasing the efficiency of

the selection ai assign t process. Selection tests can be redesigned

to predict job performance mor*e accurately, sad the formal screening

process can he evaluated to determine what selection standards will

serve to satisfy occupational demands for new people at a reduced total

attrition cost. The latter approach afford* many important advantages

to the Services, highlightea by the prospect of reducing the total annual

coot of attrition in the DOD by approximately $100 million.

0'her advantages to this approach include the capabilities for:

(1) determining how Service manpower requirements may be sustained

efficiently in the face of deficient as well as abundant applicant supply;

(2) establishing selection and assignment (allocation) strategies that would

enable the Services to satisfy social objectives with maximum efficiency; and

(3) evaluating the cost effectivenerv of alternative policies end progran

for sustaining manpower requirements.

Bi
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VI. RMCO(MEXDATIONS

The folloving recommendaLions should guide the DOD and the individual

Services in their efforts to muak the selection an. aesignsmt process

more efficient in the future:

1. The Services shouid initiate efforts to develop selection

test@ which afford the maximui possible accuracy in predicting occu-

patioaal survival - success and failure throughout the full term of

enlistment.

2. Selection tests should be broadened to include all possible

manAuren of non-optitudinal factors such as applicant motivations and

interests that have demonstrated relevance to the survival criterion

of performance.

3. Alternative statistical techniques for constructing and

validating selection tests should be evaluated to identify the technique

that affords maximum accuracy in predicting the survival criterion of

performance.

4. The Services should examine the feasibility of expanding

their selection test batteries so as to provide greater accur3cy in

predicting recruit performance in specific occupations rather than

occupational clusters.

3. The selection and assignment prt ;ass for each Service

should be systematically evaluated by use of a least cost analytical

method to identify alternatives to the existing selection standards that

will serve to sustain manpover demands in each occupation at reduced

attrition costs overall.

"N.
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6. The efficiency tf the Service screening process should be

evaluat*d on a continuing basis to deteraine how occupational selection

standards can be adjusted periodically to accmdate varying conditions

of supply and demand.

7. Eulistuent selection etandards should not be used as the

machasis. for making supply and demand adjustments, but rather should be

fixed at too Inst possible level to bring the largest possible proportion

of the applicant pool under consideration for *!lctlon and assignment.

S. The pursuit of social objectives should be evaluated to
determine hot they can be achieved most efficiently and wuht costs are

insrurred as a result.

di
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APPE•DIX A: Selection and Assignment for four Army Occupations

An analytical method that would enable the Services to evaluate

existing selection standards for occupations mat: (1) determine a set

of occupational cutting scores that will sustain true manpower require-

ments in each job; (2) be flexible enough to deal with mny occupational

demands simultaneously; (3) take account of varying conditions of supply

and demand in determining selection standards that will support Service

manpower requirements in periods of deficient supply as well as abundant

supply; (4) show bow selection standards can be determined to reda e the 4

pressure on Service recruiters to attract and recruit more applicants than

may actually be available; and (5) define the choice of the "best" selection

standards in terms of a measurable criterion of efficiency. I
The analysis described by these characteristics would be similar to

the Navy's CAPER analysis, except that it must include the capability to

define cutting scores for many occupations simultaneously rather than only

one at a time, and it should define the true manpower requirements in each

occupation as the number of survivors needed rather than the nmber of

training graduate*. It should incorporate historical attrition rates for

various types of applicants, defined by selection test scores, to relate

the numbers of people assigned to every occupation to the expected nmber

of survivors. It should cheose cutting scores for jobs by comparing the

numbers and kinds of applicants who are available for enlistsnet and

assignment to the true manpower requirements for every occupation competing

for recruits. The Analysis should enable researchers to evaluate alter-

native selection standards according to at least one measure of efficiency

B
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to identify & unique wet of job standards that would support the Service

mission more efficiently than any other met.

The types of Information required to perform the requisite evaluation

of selection stan"dard art illustrated In the Army example below. Thes"

are actual historical statistics for four Army occupations taken from DOD

computerized personnel files. They give & detailed accounting of theI

eupply and demand conditions that existed for these occupations during

the 12 month period from January through December 1973. Statistics por-

trayig demand conditions are presented first, where the true manpower

requirements represent the nnmber of vacancies for fully qualified and

reliable people that ware projected at that time In each occupation toI

support the Army mission.

OCCUPATICH: 30INflIf!WtS:

Infantrymen 12,176

Drivers (vehicle operators) 2,532

Mechanics 4,914
Supply clerks 4,201

All four occupations totalled 23,843
Source. )MARAC (data processed by GE TEMPO)

In CY73 more than 248,000 you- usn and women applied for Army on-I

listment, including inductees. t- these, an estimated 62,000 were

disqualified for enlistment based upon physical and mental. examinations

(amental category V applicants are barred from enlistment by law). All

of the remining 186.000 applicants were theoretically available for

assignment to all Army occupations, but it is assumed that the 134,000

1 40i
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who were actually enlisted and assigned to occupations other them the

four studied here were not available for assignment to the" Jobs.U

Thus there were 52,000 enlistment-eligible applicants available fe

assignment to become infantrymen, drivers, mechanics, or supply cladke.

This was the total applicant supply for theae jobs. Analysis of Any

personnel records shows that 35,330 people were actually aassgned serus.

the four occupations in CJ73 leaving 16,670 enlistment-aligible *WIi-

cants who were denied enlistment in these or any othar Army occuptimos.

Accui-te information is not available to characterize the latter pomy

by mental category or education, but it will be assmed that they Iwo

all maental category N non-high wchool graduates, for these are the

applicants whom the Army is most likely to deny enlitment %ba tic

supply of qualified people exceeds the demand for new recruits.

Information is available to characterize the Stoup that was actualy ly

assigted to these occupations, as indicated below.

16extal 0 enlisted and assigned 0 denied Total
Category across the four occupations enlistment =

I 624 - 624

II 7,246 - 7,246

111 20,732 - 20,732

IV (RS) 4,015 - 4,015

I ")2.713 16.670 19L383

TOTAL 35.330 16,670 52,000

Source: MARDAC (data processed by CE TEMO)

It should be recognized that the selection standards determining

eligibility for assignment to the four military occupational specialties

-- kV- I.g i'Ica
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0W) are formally defined by the scores applicants achieved on Army I
aptitude taste rather then by mental category (score achieved on the

AhQT). iabble aptitude test scare Information for thee people was

mot awailable, so It is not possible to chearcterize the umhers and

kinds of applicants available in term of aptitude. However. mental

category is highly correlated with scores achieved on every Service

aptitude teat, sad It Is asemamd that mantel category is generally

indicative of the scots" applicants achieved on the Amy aptitude teats

used to select people for assignment to the respective MS. This meas

that met Cat. I (amatal category 1) applicants achieved igh scores

on Amy aptitude tests, met Cat. Is* achieved middle-hih aptitude

scores, most of the Cat. IlIs achieved avere!g aptitude scores, and

most of the Cat. TV applicants achieved slddleýlov aptitude scores.

Since the traditional cutting score for each of the W08 studied here

was actually low enough to qualify any applicant with at least middle-

low aptitude, the distribution of people who waere assigned to these

WS08 by mantel category is presumed to represent the actual range of

aptitude levels within this group fairly sally Tmhs we can say . -

that the aptitude test score typically achieved by Cat. IV people was S
approximately equal to the traditional cutting score for each of the

four jobs. Therefore the selection standard for all four occupations 4
can he expressed roughly at the level of mantel category IV, and each

namtal category will be considered as a relative aptitude grouping •n

characterizing the supply of applicants for selection and assignsent

purposes.

* 1
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Another type of information essential to the analysis of selection

standards is the historical rates of attrition (involuntary discharge)

for the various kinds of applicants traditionally assigned to each

occupation. Discharge data for the first half of CT 1974 furnised

by the DOD were analyzed to estimate attrition rates during that period.

LsA results of the analysis indicate the proportions of each applicant group

expected to be dischargal prior to completing the average enlistment tern,

as follows (proportions expected to survive are indicated In perenthesas):e

Mental Supply
Ctgoy Infantryman Driver Mechanic Clerk

I .20 (.80) .29 (.71) .18 (.82) .17 (.83)

II .29 (.71) .27 (.73) .28 (.72) .22 (.78)

III .37 (.63) .33 (.67) .31 (.69) .33 (.67)

IV (HS) .23 (.77) .22 (.78) .22 (.78) .18 (.82)

IV (MiE) .51 (.49) .33 (.67) .49 (.51) .49 (.51)

"Source: KARDAC (data processed by CU TE CO) I
These statistics show that the probabilities of successful performance

(and failure) for each type of applicant varied in the diffarent asslgn-

mente. For instance, Cat. I's tonded to be more successful than other

applicanLe in moat of the occupations but were most successful when

assigned as mechanics. Cat. WY's (NlS) tended to be least successful

in general, but they were more likely .o survive when "rsigned as

drivers than In any of the other jobs.

a The average oulistmen. tern for Army accessions for the second half
of CY73 was aliphtly below 36 months thus three years was used for thesecalculations.--u

I
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The austainability of true Smflpowe requiresento is jointly

determined by the =abeafre om each group who are assigned to an

occupation and the attrition rates Indicating the proportion of the

total that will remain through the enlistment term. DOD) statistics

Whow that the use of traditional cutting scores In C173 served to

distribute the supply of applicants, characterized by mental category,

across the Army occupations in the following meanaer:

Mantel Oupply Denied Total
Category Infsatryman Driver Mechanic Clerk enlistment A"ssiand

1 450 77 74 23 0 624

II 46,462 743 1,411 630 0 7,246

III 10,848 2,215 4.111 3,558 0 20,132

IV (ES) 1,540 363 690 1,222 0 4,015

IV (NRS) 1,238 260 627 58 16.E70 2,713
Total
Assigned 18,538 3,658 7,113 4,021 0 35,330

Source: WARDAC (data processed by GR TUEP)

These figures show that the selection standard for each occupation

eas low enough to enable Cat. IF applicants to qualify for assignment,

but many applicants In higher mental categories were also assigned to

each job. Army recruiters determined how the higher mental categories

would be assigned across the various WDS, end the above data show the

results of their allocation decisions.

With the information already presented It can be shown that this

allocation of available applicants, guided by the existing selection

standards and recruiter Judgment. indeed served to support the true

manpower requirements in each occupation. This is done by multiplying
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the survival rates for each type of applicant times the umber

asslgned to each occupation. The total sxpected number of attrittoa

is also displayed.*

(Se table on next page.)

a The overall survival rates for people actually assigned to the four
NOS is computed by dividing the total number expected to survive by the
total number of people assigned in each job. For exanle, the eveall
survival rate of 66% for people assigned to become Infantryman s acom-
puted by dividing 12,176 by 18,538.

%B
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Axpected
Total ___ Sur.ivaP Xhpected 180 NANPOW * of

Amslzmm, late # oa Survivor. UWORINT3S Attriti

z 450 .80 360
2a 4,462 .71 3,162 1,260
i11 10,868 .63 6.641 4,007
IT (ES) 1.540 .77 1,169 351
IT (3iS) 1,238 .49 604 634

TOTAL 18,533 .66 12,176 12,176 6,362

Drivers

1 77 .71 55 22
22 743 .73 546 197

in2,215 .67 1.495 720
Wa(3s) 363 .76 263 so
11(MUS) 260 .67 173 67

TOTAL 3,658 .70 2,552 2,552 1,106

Machacks

1 74 .32 61 13
it 1.411 .72 1,019 392

III *,111 .69 2,819 1,292
iT (as) $90 .76 694 16
-7 (3SM) 627 .51 321 306

TOTAL 7,113 .69 4,914 4.914 2,199

supply
Clerks

1 23 .83 19 4
#I 630 .76 469 141

Iii 3,356 .67 2,368 1,170
iv7 (3) 1,222 .82 1,006 216
-5•NRS) 368 .51 299 289

TOTAL 6,021 .70 4,201 4,201 1,820

a. aBecau attrition rates are rounded to two significant digits, the
product of columns 1 end 2 sa" not equal column 3 exactly.

Source: VUAN= (data processed by CE TV4PO)
S!
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The total salary expenditures associated with this allocation of

applicants, $613,924.000 (rounded to nearest thousand), are the *su of

all salaries paid to survivors over the full enlistment term, $505,948,000,

plus all salaries paid to people in these occupations who are dis-

charged $107,976,000. The first figure was computed by multiplying the

total number of survivors times the salary paid to the typical survivor

throughout the average initial enlistment term of approximately 36

amths. Over this period the average recruit accrues a total of

@21,220 In basic pay, basic subsistence allowance, and basic quarters

alloumce payments (the RLS and L44 payments are assumed to represet

the value of meals and quarters provided by the Government when such

allowances are not paid directly to the person) after taking account

of average promotion rates and longevity increases. This dollar figure

Is based on official pay rates in 3ffect as of 30 October 1975, and It

approzinates the present discounted value of salary payments made to a

.---kperson enlisting in CY73 who vill complete his enlistment term in CU?6.

The second figure. $107.976,000. is computed by estimating for

ec h job the average salary payments accruing to the typical person who

is discharged. This ts a more tedious calculation because the total salary

accrued varies with the time a person remains on active duty before he is

Involuntarily discharged. The cost of a typical attrition was comuted

for each job by dividing the sum of all salary payments accrued by aUl

people who attrited by the total number of attritions. The estimated

average costs (unrounded) are displayed below as wall as the number of

attritiona expected in each occupation and the product of the two figures.

tB
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Supply ml iour
Infantrymen Drivers Mechanics Clerks Occupation.

Average
Cost per
attrition: $10.003 $9,792 $7,042 9,902 -

hxpected # of
ettritionst 6,362 1,106 2,199 1,820 U,487

Total
attrition
toet: $63.6 $10.8f $15.5K SAN $*10U.0.

Cowsern the total ealary coats associated with the Army's allocation

of available applicants to satisfy true empower requirements In thean four

occupations with the total costs of attrition alose ohos that approximately

172 of the total ($107,976,000 divided by $613,924,000) accrues to people

who are discharged Involuntarily. Prom another perspective, total salary

costs "a 21Z greater ($107,273,000 divided by $505,948,000) than the aini-

um expenditure needed to suatain the true manpower requirement, in the"-

occupations.

The results of the salection and assignment procees in CY73 can

"be summarized for the four Army occupations as follows:

" B- -- a
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UPLY - 52,000 applicants eligible for selection

leas 16,670 denied mulitment (surplus)

RJITE•rL -, 35,330 applicants enlieted and assigned

s" 11.4687 attritionw (involuntarily discharged)

UVI"VORS - 23,843 rmaining to completion of term

)IDM ,- 23,843 fully qualified and reliable people

SWIVR0, COST - $506 N salary payments accruing to survivors

plus $108 N salary payments accruing to attritions

TOTAL COST , $614 N salary payments accruing to all applicants
selected

A. (
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AP•IDI It The Least Cost Method

Ivalustion of the selection process for the four Army occupetioes

yields alternative selection standards that could sustain the true ma-

power requireaent in each job at the minimua total cost. The selection

and assignment process can be generally viewed as an allocation problei.

That is, cutting scores fundamentally determine how many of each bd of

applicant will be allocated to different Jobs In such a way that true

occupational manpower requiraeIts will be satisfied. The cutting scon

established over the years for the four Amy occupations represent a

$ particular allocation strategy. Cutting scores that would distribute

applicants in a different manner across the occupations would represent

another unique allocation strategy.

If ws arbitrarily choose to evaluate all possible combinatlio

of selection standards in terms of attrition costs, then we can restate

the problem as the earch for the particular allocation strategy that

supports occupational demands at the lowest possible attrition cost.

rnio type ot allocation problem can be solved by using a mathatical

techniqued called linear programmng. Practically speaking, the tech-

nique takes occupational manpower demands, survival rates and supply

characteristics as inviolable restrictions. If the average cost of

an attrition in each occupation is also specified, the technique

computes the total attrition costs associated with all unique allocation

"M S
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strategies that do not violate the stated restrictir is. By iteration

ona possible stra*ry is compared with another to a ntually identify

the particular allocation strategy that genorates tC lowest total attri-

tion cost. The nature of the mathematical procndurt assures that this

least cost strategy allocates applicants across occtpations in a manner

that satisfiea all supply and demand restriccions. (n other words, the

assignment of available applicants accordilL4 to many different strategies

is simulated matbhmatI'cally to first identify the particular strategies

that produce the required nubers of survivors in each job, and second

to identify the one moong these that generates the lowest possible tot&l

attrition coats.."O

In the case of the Army problem of selecting people for enlist-

ment and assignment to four occupations in CY73, application of the

liner programming technique shows what the least cost allocation strategy

would be, displayed below.

B
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Total Sur•.ivalk xpectcd TRUE A of

Asigned time s ate f Surivrns REqUIReMENTS Attrition*

Infantrymen

1 624 .80 497 127
U1 1,848 .71 1,317 531
I1 11,520 .63 7,264 4,256
rV (HS) 4,015 .77 3,098 917
TV (N345) 0 .49 0 0

TOTAL 18,007 .67 12,176 12,176 5,831

Drivers

I 0 .71 0 0
it 0 .73 0 0
111 2,042 .67 1,377 665
IV(Hs) 0 .78 0 0
rV(NHS) 1777 .67 1,175 602

TOTAL 3,819 .67 2,552 2,552 1,267

Mechanics

I 0 .82 0 0
12 0 .72 0 0

I!T 7,170 .69 4.194 2,256
TV (HS) 0 .78 0 0
IV (NHS) 0 .51 0 0

YTAL 7,170 .69 4,914 4,914 2,256

supply

0 .83 0 0
1 5,398 .78 4,201 1,197"" III 0 .67 0 0
IV (HS) 0 .82 0 0
IV (NHS) 0 .51 0 0

TOTAL 5,398 .79 4,201 4,201 1;197

All Your
Occupation.

1 624 .80 497 127
U1 7,246 .76 5,518 1,728

.2 20,732 .66 13,555 7,177
NV (HS) 4,015 .77 1,175 917
IV (33S) 1,777 .66 0 602

TOTAL 34,394 .69 23,843 23,843 10,551

* Because &ttrition rates are rounded to two significant digits, the product
of colhmn 1 and 2 may not equal column 3 exactly.

NNs
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This allocation strategy in feasible insofar as the true uenpower require-

uents in all four jobs would be sustained by sSaigning the available

applicants in the manner Indicated. The new set of selection standards

implied by the least cost strategy are stated not as cutting scores but

rather as specific numbers from each category of applicants who moat be

"ssigned to each job as shown in the following table:

Recruiting Qxiotas for Occupations

Mental Infantrymen Drivers MechAnics Supply Total
Category Clarks

1 624 0 0 0 624

. 1,848 0 0 3,398 7,246

111 11,520 2,042 7,170 0 20,732

IV (•S) 4,015 0 0 0 4,013

TV (NHS) 0 1.777 0 0 1.777

Total 18,007 3,819 7,170 5,398 34,394

2
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Footnotes and References

1. Data on total DOD applicants for enlistment in FY74 furnished by
NABDAC (DOD) at the request of the DLC. Rejection rate for applicants
taken from MARDAC publication on Manpower Research Studies, Applicants
for Enlistment, (276-2) July 1975. Accessions figure for FY74 extracted
from the Selected Manpower Statistics report, OASD (Comptroller) May 1975.

2. 1Y74 applicant total divided by working days in FY74.

3. FY74 accessions total divided by working days in FY74.

4. Aggregate rate of involuntary discharge estimated from retention and
loss data for first six months of C74 furnished by MARDAC and analysed
by GE Tmpo (report on Enlisted Turnover) utier contract with the
UNC.

5. Ibid. Analysis of coat data is discussed in the TMC staff study,w Recruit Screening Process," by James w. Abellera.

* p6. Ibid.

4 7. mbid., survival rates for selecltd Army occupations by mental category
prepared under contract.

S. The cutting scores for each of these occupations is 90 on the respective
Army aptitude tests, each with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of
20. The specific test that actually corresponds to each occupation is:
Infantrymen - Infantry aptitude subtest; Mechanic - Motor Maintenance
aptitude subtest: Driver - Motor Maintenance aptitude subtest: and
Supply Clerk - Clerical aptitude subtest.

9. The average enlistment term for this period is cited as 2.9 years in
Briefing Charts, prepared by OASD (MIRA), May 1975.

f 10. The use of the linear programing technique in analyzing and solving the
selection and assignment problem in the Armed Forces is discussed in
greater detail in the The Value of Personnel Classification Information,
by Abellera, Mullins, and Earles, AFRL.-TR-75-2, July 1975. The study
reports the initial results of work sponsored by the Air Force personnel
research comunity. It is testimony that basic research in the per-
sonnel area can contribute significantly to the efficient management of

So- • manpower resources in the Armed Forces.
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(4) develop software that will permit recruiting organizations
to reference unique test scores for every Service occupation
in assessing an applicant's job assignment alternatives, and
(5) prepare planning documents that establish schedules for
introducing survival-referenced tests, scoring pmrocedures,
and corresponding occupational selection standards in the 4
operational (recruiting) environment.
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1A General Critique of the Recruit Screening Process in the Armed Forces]

I. INTIrOUCTIOK

The formal recruit screening process of the Armed Forces is a complicated

activity in vhich thousands of applicente for enlistment each day are tested,

cleasified, and selected for enlistment and assignment to specific military

occupations. The Services mercies control over the process through the

use of selection tests and selection standards. Tests and standards

operate jointly to determine the typee of applicants who are accepted for

enlistment and the particular occupations to which they are subsequently 2

eassigned.

Approximately one of every four recruits N*D-wide fails to ntis-

factorily complete the initiel tern of service at a total cost of almost

-on billion dollars annually. In the simplest tersn, this is caused by

the enlistment of ome people who should not have been accepted and the

' erroneous assignment of other recruits to the wrong occupations.

In this study we evaluate the selection process to assess its

"strengths and weaknesse. Our purpose is to identify opportunities for

maklng constructive changes, with the focus on improving existing selection

tests and occupational selection standards.

The critique begins by reviewing the evolution of the tests and

standards the Services use today and the various problems thet hes evolved

as a consequence. Thus we can infer how •mproved selection tests could be

developed In the future. A review of research conducted by the Services in

recent years suggests the broad outline of a method for systematically

altering occupational selection standards to reduce assignment errors.*

* This method is developed and illustrated in detail in the ThC staff
study "Job Selection Standards in the Armed Forcin.g" by James W. Abellera.

1W1
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Our investigation indicates that the formal screening process has

functioned ef-:=tively and fairly efficiently in the peast. Opportunities

clearly exist for making it an even more efficient process in the future,

however.

The personnel research cmmunity of the Armed Forces feces an under-

taking of considerable scope and duration. The efforts and initiatives of

the in-house research functions will determine the course of change and

therefore how rapidly substantive improvements in the selection process3

can be relised.

It. TIHE SCREENIIG PROCESS IN AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

For "ees of exposition, the recruit screening process will generally

be discussed without referring to a specific military Service by now.

There is sufficient commonality in screening practices and consequences

across the four Service* to do so without loss of clarity or appropriateness.

A. Selection Testing

Service aptitude tests provide useful information about enlistment

applicants not obtainable from other sources. The validity, or relevance, 4
of aptitude testa should be measured in tersm of the relationship between

test scores and the likelihood of satisfactory job performance. Since the

"moat comprehensive indication of job performance is success or failure on

the job, we would expect a relevant test to predict success or failure

fairly well. A general review of developments in selection testing since -

World War II raises the question of relevance. Today's aptitude tests are

designed to predict performance in training rather than job performance in

a broader context. Thus, today's tests may nct be as relevant as they

could be.

"C
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I. The evolution of selection testins

In the years during and following World War II each of the Services

developed and used its own screening tests. Aptitude tests were ea-

ployed as a means for selecting among enlistment-eligible applicants

for assignment to particular occuj.ttions. This required the administration I
of a battery of Service aptitude tests either before or, if not, then

lmmediately after enlistsen. to establish eligibility for specific occu-

pational assignments.

Eligibility for assignment to Jobs involving, for instance,

mechanical work, wvas determined by the score a person achieved on a test

purportedly predictive of mechanical aptitude. Thus the qualification of

Individuals for assignments to all occupations in which mechanical work

prtoominsted was governed by the score attained on the mechanical aptitude

test. Similarly, other occupations characterized by another common and

essential type of work such as clerical activities, were grouped together A
in occupational "clusters" corresponding to the comn aptitude required.

This practice continues today, although the various aptitude tests haveA

been periodically refined over the years.

In 1948, the Services began the joint development of the Armed Forces

Qualification Test (AFQT). Made operational in 1950, the #FQT remained

for more than 20 years the only comon test administered by all four

Services. The AFQT was designed to predict suitability for general

military service. In content, it contains four types of items: word

knowledge, arithmetic reasoning, spatial perceptions, and knowledge of

tool functions.11 AFQT scores are traditionally grouped into five categories,

The term "item refers to a test question and the range of possible
responses, normally in a multiple-choice format, with only one correct
response. C!

"- A
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category I through category V, from hIghest to lowest. These are often

called mental categories because the AFQT score provides a relative

measure of the general mental ability possessed by an individual. Sin:e

its inception, people achieving a percentile score below 10 on the AFQT
2/

(mental category V) have been judged unsuitable for enlistment. Tests

for measuring broad work-related aptitutdes were used by the Services to

further screen applicants who tested in the lower range of acceptable AFQT
3/

scores, mental category IV, to determine enlistment eligibility.

In January 1976, all four Services began using the Armed Services

Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) of tests to measure applicant

aptitudes. This test battery also features Itm components of the

AJQT so tL.•t classification according to mental category can continue

without resorting to the administration of a separate, additional test.

As with predecessor tests, ASVAB test scores measure aptitudes for general

classes of work rather Lhan for specific occupations. In this sense each

"occupation is made to "fit" one of the various aptitude tests, based on

(1) the sure knowledge that the applicable test will at least predict job

performance better than any of the other aptitude tests used for their re-

spective occupational clusters, and (2) the hope that the test will predict

job performnce tolerably well.

If the actual relevance between test results and J.) performance

must be expressed merely as a hope, it is because no single test is

designed to predict job performance in a single occupation. There are

two reasons for this. First, aptitude tests are by careful design in-

tended to provide prediction for several or many occupations simultaneously.

C
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"Second. actual performance am the job lo not the criterioa that existing

aptitude tests predict. To unieretand how Service teeting for occu-

pational aseignmente could have attained its current statue without

ever foctsing directly as the prediction of actual job performance, we

set review the aptitude teat development process in the Armed Forces.

3. New Service titude tets have been developed.

Over the pest 33 years the Services have made progressively more

sophisticated us of peecil-eaad-pper tests. The classification of

onlisteae according to mental category contributed In a unique way to

this growth. in the early 1950's, the Services found that although the

lowest antal group, msta category V applicants, were ad• legally

ineligible for enlistment, many mental category IV people, the next

lowest group, wear enlisting and subsequently failing to perform satis-

factorily in formal training program. Seeking a name for distinguishing

between potentially successful and unsuccessful mental category IV appli-

cnts#. the Services used aptitude teats to Identify those enlistment

candidates with low enatal ability who nevertheless showed potential for

satisfactorily performing at least one of the broad categories of work

characterizing Sam Service occupations.

The ae of aptitude teats afforded sma confidence that ls mental

ability people achieving high test scores would be endowed with the desired

aptitude to a greater extent then the lw scorers and therefore would be

more likely to succeed in jobe presumed to require the aptitude. In this

msnnsr the basic eligibility of nmtal category It people for enlistment

.could be defined to excludt those who failed to show adequate aptitude for

any of the general classes of Service jobs.

This thinking extended to the selection of people In higher mental

4 categories as well, although formalized in the articulation of specific

a"
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occupational selection standards rather than in basic restrictions on

enlistment eligibility. Hare the aptitude selection concept had the

same practical meaning. That is, people who seemed to have little aptitude

for a certain kind of work were not aessigned to that work.

The continuing development of these tests borrowed heavily from both

the accumulated expertise of the military psychological research coaftnity

and the experts of the civilian academic community, where this subject wae

almost the exclusive domain of research psychologisete. A typical aptitude

test wa deeigned by first recognizing that, for exnple, fmiliarity with

c-omo tool shape* and tool functions suggested some experience and pro-

disposition for mechanical activities. Questions dealing with tool shapest

tool functions, and other mechanical matters were selected for use In a test

used to measure mechanical aptitude. Test questions to measure other kinds

of aptitude maer identified in the *am intuitive and conmon sense manner,

so as to have the highest possible face validity.* Job descriptions erat

examined to narrow the choice of potentially relevant item.

The next and perhaps the most Important step in the test development

* process involved the us* of technical school training scores for validating

the tests, or instruments. Training scores were the numerical ratings

* -that summarized the relative performance of Individuals In the academic

envirorment of advanced formal training for Service occupations. The

typical training score consisted largely and sometimes exclusively of a

student's performance on the major pencil-and-paper examination administered

a The term "face validity" is used by test psychologists to characterize
a test question which is assumed to correspond to a particular attribute
because success in answering the question appears obviously related to the
attribute.

4 
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at the end of the technical training course. The training score, repre-

meating a measurable criterion of relative performane, albeit academic

perforsance, vaw recorded and statistically correlated with the aptitude

scores achieved by recruits on the appropriate instruent.

This enabled researchers to identify itess correlating sost highly

with the training score criterion. Among 500 possibly relevant items,

the 50 itms for which the subjects' right and wrong answers were most

strongly associated (statistically correlated) with subsequent high and low

training scoes vere selected and Incorporated into the aptitude test. This

gave statistical assurance that the scores achieved by Individuals on this

aptitude test would ore accurately predict the training scores later

achieved than any other possible combination of available test items.

In examining the Implications of this approach, it is important to

realise that the development and validation of Service aptitude tests in

terms of masim accuracy in predicting a job-related measure of performance

"-• Nsuch as a training score enjoyed wide acceptance for both practical and

theoretical reasons. Current as well am historical training score infor-

nation for a large population of subjects was readily available, a key

consideration in a large-scale statistical research. This enabled re-

searchers to utilize the growing statistical capabilities of high-speed

computers.

It afforded another advantage in that training score results could

be clustered to correspond to the conceptual clustering of occupations.

This was done by assuming that a training score of 80, for instance, in

one occupational training program had the same meaning as a score of 80

achieved by enlistees assigned to occupational training programs for

*• r -. -C



other occupations represented In the coma aptitude cluster of jobs.

The scores achieved by people assigned to each of the occupational

training programs were then anlyzed as a single gproup, as though

they received the uses training. As aptitude test cou'd than be

constructed to provide maim/um accuracy in predicting performance for

the cluster altheqh not for my7 specific occupation wl~tia the cluster.

In addition, the correlation was computed betee training scos amA the

results of anthaet aptitude test mot apparently relevant to the occupation

to dar, uinsin if the altetmativ aptitude test could produce amt• accurate

predictions of the training *cvots. Ow thisdas don.amme, s jab* were

occasionally found to hae• been Initially placed In the wong8 (leso approp-

riate) occupational cluster and were asubsquetly added to a different cluster

where use of the alternative aptitude test assturd a relativemazinum In

S~predictive accuracy.

Probably the esot Imprtant aspect of thisapprooebhwas tbo inherent

rationality of using a toest mesuring aptitude. a Paz e'a facility in learlnin

Sa particular type of knowledge or @kill, to predict the purasue's abasequaut

success in actually acquiring the knowledge or skill to a formal training

program. This placed Service aptitude testing as solid theoretical, and

• empirical Sround. Sezrvice tests could be me to predict training performance

, ~and predict it as accurately as the state of the statistical art anud computert o w

* ,* .o
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of using toe results of an initial test to predict the results of a

later test, a comon and accepted analyticel practice in the field of

test psycholoej.

3. Deficiencies in aptitude tests today.

The procedures for developing aptitude tests hee not changed

markedly over the year., excepting the introduction of the statistical

technique called rgression analysis in constructing and validating

predictive Instruments. Ie training progra today rely exclusively

on pencil-ad-papor e• •inations to measure trsining performance. The

progressive growth of performance testing, self-paced Instruction., hands-

on demonstration in job training progress, and the evaluation of training

through occupational task aelysia ha" contributed to improvements in

the relevance of trsining to Service jobs. As a consequence, the training

score, the composite of several fores of evaluation, no longer measures

only academic performance. Hovever, formal training programs for net

occupations continue to emphasise academic activities, and uoasures of

performance reflecting classroom skill in large degree remsin the

dominant component of training scores.

fhile successful performance in the academic enviroment of occu-

patiomal training appears to be a necessary prerequisite for successful

performance on the job, predicting the former is not the soea as pre-

dicting the latter. As viii be seen, tests constructed to predict

training success do not necessarily provide the most accurate possible

predictions of job success.

At
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The singular aspect of true job performsance that Service aptitude

tests measure is on's important concern. In geiersrl it can be said that only

Individuals vwo are both truly willing and truly able to perfeem satisfactorily

on the job will actually succeed. People who are not wi~lling or are not

able, or are neither willing nor able will fail in the job. Th see Is

true for successe and failure in training, but relative to performace on the

job. training success Is generally determined less by motivetional

factors end more by aptitudinal factors and academic skills. fltmual training

progrems are highly structured environments where selistes" here Uittle

A latitude for acting Independently. Instead they spend their thes continu-

ously learning end preparing for classroom ezereise and eximnations uner

the class supervision of experienced training instructors. Greduates, those

who successfully complete formal occupational training. may very wall be eble

to handle the tasks of the job in the field as evidenced by their survival

through formal training, but their interests and motivations al"o ultimately

determine which among them will perform successfully in the job over time.

Those who are able but not willing eventually fall.

If It is generally true that strong motivation can be sostituted to

som extent for ability, then there must be som people w*o fail in formal

training for want of the specific abilities required In the classroom but

whose aptitude and willingness together would carry the throug the job

successfully were they to survive through training. Nut because the

selection of applicants for assignment to an occupation is deternined by

P Judgments about the aptitude level required to assure success in formal

training only, such people are normally excluded from assignmet consideration.
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we can realistically prome,• that €lastroo occuptioa training : .

Imperfectly proepr*& the enlistee for sub equet Or-the-Job P~rformc-"--• - •

it follows that for same individuals success in training will not agent*

satisfact 'ory a prformnce•, nor doe" failure In traisin necessarily.

Imply for others that they wold be unable to perform satisfactorily

o the job if given the opportunity to programsbeo nd the academic *ft-

vironmefl: to the field. No manaingful Information about the on-the-job . ,

" "Performance of training (ac~demdc) failures to available because few if any

are Permitted to remain to that occupation. But succoos In training

followed by failure In the fild• is a commnpqlace event In virtually all

Service, occuptions. Rvidently, it is unreaonable to assume outright that

Sperforwmace in training, a form, of Impefect screening as veil as a skill

: •developmntn and 1"rin Process, is an adequat pro"• for job performance.

The effect of selecting people for success in training say be to deliver *' ' ""

S•-• --_,..o..s t'raining graduates to the job who will not perform satisfactorily.

S~The problest is compounded in the extent to which the 4emanda an the J ..

abilities of people in trainingt actually exceed or fall abort of the real

Sdowen" of the job. This can happen vhon formal occupational training•

• ec be designed to perfectly match the degrees of proficiency required /

in the occutpatien. Perfect watching to easy to on~ceive of but difficult t,

S to practice. virtually every formal training program devised by man will

Sfal•l to achieve absolute partity "Ith the ensuing demads off the job.

Wo the stndrds of minm acceptable perforsewo¢ in training exceed

wht is required in the fild,. over-ablo potpie art graduated and go"

2fir
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minimally able but nonetheless acceptable people are eliminated in training.*

When the job Is really more demanding than the training. smsPeople lackinlg

the requisite abilities are graduated (certified as able) only to fall

as the job later. In eitber case an aptitude teat specifically designed

to predict actual performance @o the job with swuximma accuray wil yield

different results than an aptitude teat referenced om trainin mscete.

perhaps the greatest shortcomning of wsing training sceem "a the pre-

diction criterion rather then on-the-job performance is realized when the

demands of an occupational training program very soewht to the tj

of abilitisa, rather then the degrees of proficiency, required for satie-

factory performance in the job. While the training curriculam amhasizes

the aquisition of a certain set of skills and knowledge, the emhavia on

the job may be quite different. ApplicavLe aer selected for asaignment

to the occupation because they are show to possess the kinds af abilitias

sufficient to perform satisfactorily in training but not ~afemmrtlY
sufficient for successful performance on the lob. Is this attention @=am

applicants are barred from assigurear to an occupation. met because they

would be unable to learn and perform the Li.ake of the job. hot rather

because they could not acquire the skills amhasized is training. Of

the other hand there are som people asSianed to the accuradnm whoe succeed

in training, as their aptitide test &core indicated they could, hut fail

on the job.

a f example is a particular formal training program which, to accom-
modate the method of Instruction, demands coreiderabis student facility In
reading and extensive test-taking. The corresponding aptitede teat likely

* measures this ability either directly or Indirectly. if the job does not
really require these skills to any significant doegree. then graduates will
be over-qualified for the job and others will be U~nnecessrily eliminated
from training.



* brief sdiscuss.o of Service proceduir for * atitud ,-

Sri

tests reveals the numerous way in which the design of aptitude tests

unnecessarily crests" the potentis for aicelassifying people for occupa-

tional assignmet*. This potentisl Is reallized Insofar as (1) selection

tests measure aptitudes to the auclusion, of applicant antivations and

Interests relevant to sucess# in the job. (2) aptictude tests arm constructed

to malamise accurate prediction of eggegts training perforamance for As

occupetional cluster rather then for eact of the component occupetions,

(3) training dands deviate from the actual dands of the job In term

of dgreet of proficiency reqired, end (4) training diends deviate from

the deands of the job In term of the types of skills end knowledge to-

quited. for proficiency. The broad effect is degraded accuracy In Vpre

dicting on-the-job performance, acces or failure, of applicants eveil-

able for assignment t^ Service occupations.

It is Important to realise,. however, thet errorless longý-range pre-

diction of Individual human behavior is not for mortals. aggregate hasen

behavior can be soehat predictable, but only within limits. The practical

considerations which limit the accuracy of job performance prediction with any

conceivable Service selection test are: (1) the demands of an occupation often

change over time, stking both the selection test and the corresponding training

program lee relevant until acth can be revised accordingly, (2) Many

Service occupations era co•posed of eou sub-occupations, ach per-

ceptibly different from the other• In terms of the stils and knowledge

Sessential for adequate p*rformne; thum no single selection test can

-VMS
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provide soximum accuracy of prediction for each and every sub-occapation

(3) In the Armed Forces. a Person's occupation and the dear*e it matches

his or bar abilities and interests are only among many Important factors

that conspire to determine success or failure in the field; en a

perfect alignment of the person to the characteristics of the $et canot

"assure successful performance.

Subject to theme limitations it will never be possible to So beyond

predictions that, mong applicants who achieve a high scare on CM beet

possible selection test, a larger proportion will succeed an the job thea

the proportion successful among those who achieve a lower test sre.

Ievn so, recognizing that ome potential for errors is built ia by the

test development process Itself, we can characterise the two major forme

In which theme deficiencies manifest themselves operationally. At the

recruiting level, moen the people who achieve scores on existing aptitude

tests that make them eligible for asnsigment to an occupation, the pro-

portion who will later succeed in training and on the job is set as high

Ias t could be. At the training level, the proportion of training graduates

who mill go on to succeed on the job is not as high it coaud be. A.

Service selection tests are made more relevant (predict job perfomance

nore accurately), more of those applicants who are truly capebla 9f success-

ful performance In each occupat.io, and fewer truly incapable pegple, will )
be selected for enists t and asigment.

I. Cutting Scores: The Choice of Selection Standards

A selection standard it a cutting score in the parlance of test and

measureGmnt theory. Cutting scores operate to determine eligibility both

for enlistment and for aessignment to every Service occupation. Selection

C
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teats and cutting scores together ceupria the fatra selection process by'

which recruit* are selected from the pool of applicants and distributed

across the various Service occupations which compete for new people. It

is a dynaisc process insofar as (1) the supply, the numbers and kinds of

applicants available, vary widely from year to year and moth to month I
within each year, and (2) the demand, the numbers of new people required

in every occupation, is constantly fluctuating over time.

Over the years the Service held cutting scores for sost occupations

constant. However. standards fetermining basic enlistment eligibility
7/

were raised and lowered frequently. This ambivalence derived from the

Service's desire to maintain internal stability in the fact of constantly

varying conditions of supply and demand. The Service held occupational

cutting scores constant in order to stabilize training programs and occu-

pational manning levels. But to captuor the highest possible caliber

of people, the Service varied standards for enlistment eligibility in

response to long-tetra increases and decreases in the supply (the numbers

and kinds) of applicants making themselves available for enlistment.

In the AVY recruiting environment, it is questionable that this will

afford the most efficient or effective means for reconciling the dual

objectives of continuing internal stability and maximum recruit quality.

The approach was predestined by the Service view that uniformity in the

caliber of people continuously assigned to each occupation is the key to

long-run stability in the force overall. The manipulation of the

I
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rules governing enlistment eligibility remained, by default. as the only

effective means for adjusting to varying conditions of aggregate supply

and demand. To understand how this approach gained acceptance, it to

useful to examine how the cutting dcores us"d today for Service jobs were

originally developed. i
1. The evolution of cutting scores for occupations.

The use of cutting scores to determine assignment eligibility par-

aluld the evolution of pencil-and-paper tests, end for good reason. As it

becme feasible to discriminate among enliatsmet applicants on the heets of

aptitude test scores, the need to establish appropriate cutting scores

Immediately arose. The use of aptitude teasts for screening mental category

IV applicants in particular to determine enlistment eligibility @uMoated a

fairly straightforward solution, i.e., choose a cutting score on each aptitude

test that generally corresponds to the tist scores attained on the ame test

by higher mental category people. Mantel category IV applicants who deam-
"-" onatrated they possessed at -eat one aptitude in a degree commsurate wth

average and above average applicants (mental categories III sed above) were

accepted for enlistment and assigned to an occupation in whicn the demon-

strated aptitude vat thought to be essential for successful performance.

In that occupation it was assumed that a mental category IV individual, by

virtue of a particular relevant aptitude, would be capable of at least

average performance relative to higher mental category recruits. This

casual but quite practical approach to establishing cutting scores might

have worked well in a recruiting environment where applicants for enlistment

were supplemented with inductions to moet accessions goals. Voever, the
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choice of the right cutting score for occupational assignment eligibility

,m confounded by the aW"cation of the standard to all enlistment appli-

cents regardless of manecl category. This presented the Service with a pair

of dilemma, the resolution for which established the cutting scores for Service

jobs that remin largely unchanged to this day.

2. Difficulties in choosing the beet cutting scores.

Alter first determining how occupations should be clustered according

to the type of aptitude required, it becas evident that the nubers of <I
people needed to satisfy aggregate accessions requirements for each cluster 4

of jobs exceeded the number of al applicants who achieved high scores on the

relevant aptitude test. Some occupations would therefore have to accept

some enlistees who demonstrated only average aptitude on the test. To

resolve the dileaw, the occupations in each cluster were subjectively

evalusted and than rank-ordered within the cluster according to the relative

demands for the required aptitude. In general, occupations thought to be 4

mest difficult were ranked highest and the least difficult lowest. The

most difficult occupations were awarded the highest cutting scoe, and lower

scores were awarded to occupations of lesser difficulty. Cart was taken

to insure that cutting scores were distributed throughout the cluster In

a manner that assured enough applicants with average or above average aptitude

would be available to fill each occupation's normal requiremnt for new people.
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The second dilema was related to the first. While each test wes

designed to measure a unique aptitude, many applicants who attained high

scores on one test were found to score equally high on one or several other

toots. Likawise, many people attaining an average score on one teat

were likely to achieve comparable scores on the other aptitude tests.

This across-aptitude layering was in part caused by substantial overlap

in the characteristics of each test. For instance, all of the tests in-

directly involved some reading ability and proficiency in test-taking.

Preople with well developed reading and test-taking skills tended to achieve

higher scores on all teats. General mental ability contributed to the

layering problem in the sae manner. Also soms of the s@ ites were

used on tvo or more different tests because of their apparent relevance

to the various aptitudes measured. Finally, some of the layering occurred

naturally insofar as certain people actually possessed two or more unique

aptitudes in equal degree.

C 4
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Across-aptitude layering meant that occupations In different clusters

would of ten be competing for exactly the sam people. if an applicant's

test score woe high enough to qualify his for entry into a job with

the highest cutting &core within an occupational cluster (&a velw.all as*1

jobs to the cluster with lower cutting scores), be also likely achieved

high sores an ot~her aptitude teste, thereby making his qualified for

I intzy Iato occupations In other clusters.

3. Now the dilemas wore resolved.

Service researcebrs succeeded In reducing the layering problem somewhat

by constructing the aptitude tests in woys that minimized the extent of

overlap, but much of the laing persisted. The practical solution adopted

woe to "let the chips fall where they may." Service recruiters wore simply

charged with the broad and exclusive responsibility for somehow insuring

that the right wnbmero of people of the right types (qualified according

to cutting score) wore recruited and assigned to oea occupation. As appli-

cents were tested and classified according to eligibility for assignment to an
array of occupations the recruiters themselves determined how best to
distribute the multi-job :~uslified people to meet the compting demands.

or quotas, for new people In each occupation. In practice this sometimes

meant that low scoring people eligible for only -A job or a narrow array
of jobs wore the first to be assigned, and the more broadly qualified people

veor assigned in ways that enabled recruiters to meet whatsver job quotas

remained unfilled.

N,
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This largely unstructured allocation procedure provided a brute force

eolution to the layering problm. The Service we effectively esying N

to its recruiters, "we tell you whet the final result will be," in terms

of occupational cutting scores and quotas "and it's up to you recruiters

to figure out how to get there." The recruiting organizations In the

Armed forces. havinR no choice in the matter, performed this very

difficult function admirably over the years, and several major factors

contributed to this succese. In the pre-All Volunteer Pores (ATV) environ-

mnt, access to the national draft-eligible manpomr pool insured that

if brute force allocation proved insufficient at times, more young ue

could be Inducted to eliminate shortfalls (unfilled vacancies in specific

occupations). Years of institutional recruiting experience also made it

possible to estimate the umbers and kinds of people who typically applied

for enliastent during the various montha ead seasons of the year. The

Service timed its schedule of job quotas to roughly correspond to the

hietorical pattern of "feast and famine" periods occurring within the

year. The largeset quotas for high test score applicants were tined to

coincide with those months in which the numbers of well-qualified applicants

"typically peaked. Low demands were tailored to coincide in time with

low supply.''

In addition, erperlence taught Service recruiters how best to juggle!
the sup.ply of variously qualified applicants to somehow fit within the

complex framework of competing job dmads, the set of cutting scores

sad quotas continuously delivered up by the Service. hperience showed,
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for examle. that certain occupational quotas nrao always especi~ally

difficult to fill, so recruiters dedicated their tims and their milee

to recruiting people for theta jobs when quota. were received from

Service manower and personael pleanuer higher up. Mfulti-job qualified

applicants who, were eligible for assignmnt to satisfy a difficult job

quota were chase"e to this job insofar asapplicant preferences end

recruiter persuasion made possible. Recruiting emhasis for differet

job quotes declined according to the relative sass with which a gives

job quota could he filled by elSigble applicants, based upo past wMeacea.

Thus Service recruiters have boom forced to play the role of coordina-

tor, selecting among enlistaet-ellgble applicants for assignment to -s

asasortmnt of jobs for which son applicants have multiple qualifications

* ¶ othaer do not. They perform the Important and occasionally impossible

function of reconciling accessions supply and damem.and, mad ewsore diffi-

cult In the AOF environment where the supply of applicants is sot subject

to direct control.

The dileam of allocating people with varying degrees of aptitude

within a cluster of occupations ws solved by establishing cutting score.

for each job corresponding to judgment# about the degrees of aptitude

needed In the job relative to other jobs In the cluster. The dilemm of

allocating recruits across clusters of occupations competing for multiply

qualified people was passed on to service recruiters for rasolution.

Recruiters adopted whatever assignmnt tactics were beet suited at a 1

t given time for simultaneously satisfying all job quotas, subject to the

A' established cutting scores.

* N7
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4. The rationale for holding occupational standards constant

Cutting scores have renained generally unchanged over the years,

In part because occupational training programs and the occupations the-

selves have slowly adapted to the characteristics of the people assigned

to then. The method of Instruction, the curriculum, and the length of

every formal training program hae" all been determined to *oemtent by

the types of people who hietorically entered the program.. The arbitrary J

lowering of cutting scores meant that the training program would he"e to

he altered to accommodate naw end different types of people, creating unde-

strable turbulence during the readjustment phrase. The nambr of occupa-

* tionel training training programs adversely affected would, of course,

increase directly with tha nmiber of different cutting scores adjusted

downward. Therewassnosupport for this typoeof change in the Service

training commnity.

In the field, on-the-job training (OJT) methods, work methods, and

technical documntation were all Influenced somewhat by the characteristics

of the typical graduate from occupational training, in turn determined

by the training program and the types of people assigned to occupational

training. Lowering the cutting score for any reason meant that different

and perhaps loes capable training graduates would be delivered to the field

to fill job vacancies, and job supervisors would not endorse this.

* 0n the other hand, the upward adjustment of cutting scores has been

sothasiastically supported by both the training commnity sand job super-

visors In the field. Although the training progress and the work Itself

* ~would likaly require revision of soesort, it would be justified by the

prospect of nsw and hatter (sore able) psople assigned to training and to

S *
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training manager end job supervisor aret bear served by setting the cuttibg

scoeas high as possible In order to minimmize attrition. Since the percent-

. - aig of people with high aptitude teat scores who fall in training or later on

the job Is typically Sover then the percent~ae for people attaining lasser

aptitude scores, it is andrstandele that trainers and supervisors in

each Service occupation continually prea Service personnel anugers

to athorlse a higher cutting score for their occupation.

The personnel managers who are responsible for the erticulation of

cutting scores alsoe recognise the plight of the Service; recruiters who

mast bear the ultimate burden of recruiting people, who mast sore selective

occupational etandards. A new and higher cutting score for one occupation.

can be accommodated only by drawing from people also qualified for and other-

wisew normally assigned to other occupations, or by finding and recruiting

additional applicants who qualify according to the new selection standard.

If it Is seumed that in the AV? envirosent recruiting efforts consistently

exhaust the supply of potential applicants existing In the national marker

thee the recruiter must steal the needed people from other occupations.

S. --wl~~~I to not y surpisng thaothlrlci personnel manI ori In frequentil y sov toiu~nl . ""

S "• >i - "" • , • ralso cuting scoes and alos save lower / thus.iI l~l C~llleil < ,

The prevailing Service vi• w is that the existing system of cutting

scores operates adequately to fill occupational vacancies, a continuing

process that serves to support Service* anpower requirewents dictated by .

broad national security objectives. Today's cutting scores, the ce-

sense solution of twenty years ego to problea; posed by the developimnt

St
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and use of aptitude tests for ocuptl si t. affords considerable

stability to Service training program• and operational activities. The

desire to sustain that stability haa manifested itself over the years in

the petrification of selection standard@.

The Armid Forces pay a considerable cost for achieving stability In

this way, in part borne by the Service recruiters Am mas, each day guide

a limited nmber of salistusnt-eligible applicants tbrough a conflicting

ease of cutting scores to somehow reconcile their particular test scores

and job preferences with an enormous, eoer-chating seen ortat of occu-

pational vacancies. As the numbers and kinds 0f applicate vary annually

over a period of years recruiters perform the functiom of insulating the

stable functioning of Service training progrms and occupations from the

instabilities of the applicant pool. In very lIen recruiting years the

task is indeed difficult if not impossible, and recruiters carry the sole

responsibility for whatever shortfalls occur. Ather coet associated

with this process derives from the impact of cutting stores on malitee"

attrition. This cost is not so esaily discerned as in the recruiting

activity, but the magnitude is great.

III. MIU PROBLEMS

A. Cutting Scores and the Costs of Attrition

1. Recruit attrition

Separation and discharge occur In the Armed Forces continually.

People who voluntarily separate from active duty are those choosing to

leave whom the Service discharges absolutely without prejudice, either

formal (documentary) or Informal. The typical case is the enlisted

person who satisfactorily coletes the full ters of Initial obligated

active duty service and elects not to reenlist for a second enlistment term.

5---- -- --.- - • •
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"P le who ae Involuntarily discharged from active duty are those

determined by the Service to be unacceptable for continued active duty

service. Although such cases Include people who must leav"a a result

of medical problems or other personal hardships, the typical involuntary

discharge is the direct result of past unsatisfactory performance or ex-

petted unsatisfactory performance In the future.

In military service, Individual performance is measured as ca- c.-

posits of may factors which characterise behavior both on and oftf the job.*

performance standards on the job are often more exacting In aes respect

than In similar civilian occupations (timeliness, reliability, consistency,

and so on). lack of motivation or Interest In learning or doing work on

the job Is a determining factor as well a the individual's abilities to

learn or accomplish job tasks. Degree of conformity to general standards

of military dress, appearance, demeanor, and discipline ar*ealso relevant.

r Pridence of moral Irresponsibility is a measure of performance, eve when

manifested only inoff-duty hours. These factors combine to determine how

wall a person performs while on active duty. The decision to discharge a

serviceman or vwomn Involuntarily is based on the Judgment of responsible

[ more of these factors.

*This is so because Service people may be asked to do far more In time of
war than normally required in peacetine , and certain characteristics of
performance off the job in peacetime can be predictive of how the indi-
vidual will perform under the more demanding circumstances of armed
conflict or national emergency.

#a
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2. Patterns of attrition over time

Involuntary discharges can and do occur at all times during the

course of the initial enlistment term. Soms enlistees are discherged

during the first week* of service while engaged in basic military

training. Some people are later discharged while engaged in advenced

formal training for their occupations. Among all those who successfully

couplete both basic and advanced formal training, there are also people

who are discharged in the field. The remaining people, those who graduate "i

from all phases of training and later perform satisfactorily throughout

the balance of their Initial terms of obligated service, are the true

survivore. Presmably it is these people whom the Service counts on to

perform the duties of their respective jobs in support of the Service mission.

It is enlightening to study the characteristic pattern of invol-

untary discharges in the DOD as they occur throughout the course of the

initial enlistment term. Within a typical population of newly-enlisted

people (recruits), aggregate statistics for recent DOD discharges show that

some 5.12 my be expected to attrite (be discharged involuntarily) during

the first two months of the enlistment term, during which recruits receive

basic military training. An additional 2.62 of the original population is

normally discharged from the third through the sixth month of service, the

period in which most recruits receive advanced training for specific occu-

petions. Formal training is usually completed within the first six months

of service, so attritions that occur anytime from the seventh month of service

through the end of the enlistment term, approximately 18.02 of the initial

"population, are generally people working on the job at the time they are
"9/

discharged.
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from the beginniing to the end of the initial enlistment obligation

it may be expected that 25.71 of the original population will be inwolun-

tarily discharged, leaving 74.31 who are the true survivors. It can be

confidently assomad that all people vio remain on active duty to the end

of the term are fully qualified and reliable, the type of enlisted people

the Service would need to adequately perform its military function in ti•m

of war. It is doubtful that ay of the people Involuntarily discharged

contribute materially to the Sertice iasilon during the time they are on

"active duty. All those discharged while in training (&nytim during the

first si• months of ervice) do not even make it to first day on the job

in the field. People wo complete training satisfactorily but are dis-

charged while on the job can be viewed as undesirables who escaped early

Identification. In this sense all forms of training, an well asthe

screening which recruiters perform, are the prtinciple components of a

continuous screening process that culminates in the most Intensive possible

form of evaluation obeervation on the job.

"That man peOple make it to the field to be eliminated there

testifies to the imperfections in the early stages of the screening

process. *uch of the Information that Is necessary for determining a

person's suitability caneot be obtained with a poncil-and-paper aptitude

test, or eve with a close &valuation in a highly structured training

environmemt. Por many people the necessary information for determining

suitability can only be revealed in the actual working environment.
Months Or even years of continuous observation are often required before

_ a definitive evaluation can be *ad*. The real test. of course, Is the

I C
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individual's actual performance in the mat demanding of circumstances,

wartime. Ware can never be simulated in full detail and intensity, but

it must be supposed that any person who is closely scrutinized by career

professionals during the full period of obligated service and completes

the tern satisfactorily is both fully qualified and reliable. for the

others it muat be asked, would the Services have permitted any of them to

enlist had the recruiters known that they would all be discharged Involun-

tarily at sm time prior to completing their initial enlistment term?

presumebly not. Ihvm if some were fully qualified to perform on the job,

reliability would be lacking insofar as the Service could not count on

them to be available at all timea during the course of their asllatment

term.

In the broadest sase, the selection process is defined as the

continuous evatuation of people, beginning at the recruiter's door and

ending at the completion of the initial enlistment term. Satisfactory

. performance in an occupation translates into survival through all of the

various phases of selectiont at the point of enlistm t, in basic

military training, In advpnced occupational training, and on the job

throughout the remainder of the term. Therefore it my seem unfair to f

say that all attrition is the result of imperfections in the first phase

of the selection process, the determination of assignment eligibility.

It has been shown, for example, that irrelevant training can cause

attrition. but, it is abstractly possible to identify those people msg I
all enlistment applicants who will survive in en occupetion, even If the

training component of the selection process operates itasrfoctly. If we

* .
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considet each occuptio as n obstacle Course of events sequenced in ties,

the task of a selection system is to discriminate between applicants •ho

will complete the obstacle course, however it is structured, and applicanuts

who Will fail to complete the course. Some of the obstacles might be

ill-conceiv*d or poorly placed, but it is still true that the survivors

sad the failures could both be exactly identified by use of a theorectically -
perfect test and corresponding standard.

3. Attrition costs - .

The aggregate profile of retention and attrition over time mong

DO first-tars sulfatsd people reflaets the degree to which soation
ttess and cutting scores have Imperfectly predicted true performance in

occupational assignentt. Overall, 743 people out of every 1000 recruits

who enter Service occupations survive. In lt 1975, 461,000 applicants

were selected for enlistment and assignment to Service occupations across

"the DOD. If the historical pattern prevails, 343,000 of the original

accessilon total) •ill survive and 118,000 will be involuntarily dis-

charged. 
1 0 /

We can say that the recruitment of 461,000 enlistments in lT 73

will yield 343,000 survivors, the kind of people the Armed Forces will

really be depending on. In the coures of producing that manysurvivors, "

Imperfections in the occupational assignment process caused the erroneous

selection of thousands of people destined to fail. It is not difficult I
to develop a conservative estimate of the dollar expense associated with

the enlistment of 118,000 people destined to fail, vhom we aesume the

Service would have excluded from enlistment had perfect prediction and

- 4
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errorleas assignment made their identification possible. Salary (pay) rates

in effect as of October 30, 1975, enable us to approximate the present

discounted value of all montes expended to pay people who enlisted in

Pl 75 and were or will be discharged during the first term. People

who remained in service only one month before involuntary discharge

accrued a total of approximately $505 on average; people who rOw.Ained for

two months accrued a totel of $1,010 in salary payments, m so on. The

characteristic pattern of retention and attrition of first-termars in

the DOD indicates the numbers of people who remain for only one month,

for two months, and so on befnre discharge. By matching the numbers of

people remaining through various months of service to the estimated

salary payments accrued during each period, the total dollar amount of

salary costs paid out to people involuntarily discharged during the first

term of service Is estimated to be $907.184,000.

A similar computation madc for the 343,000 FY 75 accessions who

will survive through the first term shows that a total of approximately

$7,278,460,000 will be paid out to them by the end of their obligation.

It is noteworthy that, of the gross payroll expenditure of $8,185,644,000

S.'•Incurred by the enlist--hi of 461,000 people in lFT 75, so 11.12 of the

total accrues to people who should never have entered active duty military

service in the first place and who presumably would not have been enlisted

if errorless selection and assignment had been possible. The amount in-

volved, $907 milli"o, by itself a staggering price to pay for no apparent

benefit in return, bears further exavtination. The computation of payroll

expenditures here ignores the costs of providing "fringe benefits" such

as medical treatment, product discounts (use of the commissary and base

exchange), and other forw of non-uuney compensation. Non-recurring money

b I
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expenditures and payments to individuals for special purposes are excluded,

such a". enlistment bonus payments; proficiency pay in certain occupations;

travel costs; the cost* of providing training; and.direct and indirect costs

associated with recruiting. Thus the computed figure it a conservative

estimate of the coots generated specifically by the selection of people

in FT 75 for enlistment and assignment to occupations in which they are

found to perform unsatisfactorily. The financing of attrition from a given

accessions group is spread out over a period of years since expenditures i

occur while peowps are on active duty, which for soae people extends over

several years. The total pric*, however, is the accumulation of month-by-month

outlays to people who sooner or later are discharged from the Service

SInvolutatrily.

I. Ioifestations of the Problem in Practical Terms

Inherent in today's screening process are inefficiencies In selecting and

assigning applicants for enlistment. However, the process io inefficient only

Ami comparison to the use of alternative selection tests and cutting scores

which would (1) satisfy true occupational manpower requirements equally

well, and (2) also reduce the unfortunate consequences of imperfect

selection and assignment

1. Attrition is more expensive than it has to be

Little need be said in amplifying the previous discussion of the

dollar costs associated with involuntary discharges, The use of selection

tests which measure aptitude to the exclusion of other relevant factors

and are designed to predict training performance rather than occupational

performance in a broader context reduces accuracy in predicting what an

4 A
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applicant's performance in an occupatioO will be. As a result of this

loom of accuracy come people achieve tests scores making them eligible

for assignments to occupations they will not succeed in, where a more

relevant teat would reduce errors of thie type.

Existing cutting scores which guide the allocation of applicants

across Service occupations were not established for the purpose of

minimizing attrition in the AVF recruiiting environment. It is possible

to alter today's cutting ecorec in an infinite variety of ways, by

lowering them for ome r-cupations and raising them for others; there

are many different sets of cutting jcorem that would generate a lower

level of aggregate attrition while continuing to satisfy true manpower

requirements for all Service occupations. No sustained effort has been

made by the Armed Forces to identify the unique set of cutting scores

that leads to the lowest possible level of attrition obtainable with the

use of existing selection tests. A "least cost" set of occupational

"cutting scores could be identified through research and then implemnted.e

Until this is done the selection and assignment process will continue to

operate inefficiently. The Armed Forces will continue to finance an

unnecessarily high level of attrition that could be reduced pirhape by

as much as $100 million to $200 million each year by using a "least cost"

set of cutting scores.

One must also consider the consequences of attrition from the view-

point of the young men and women who apply for enlistment, are tested,

selected, and assigned to Service occupations and are then involuntarily

discharged in training or on the job. The circumstances surrounding the

discharge may not be understood by prospective civilian employers. These

a See the DMC staff study, "Selection Standards in the Armed Forces," by
James W. Abellera.
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people are marked by the Service as no-survivors, and the negative

certification can significantly affect their employment opportunities

and earning potential long after discharge. If asked thether they would

choose to enlist if they know they would not make it to the end of their

enlistment term, it is likely that most would prefer not to snlist.

The tragic cases are the failures who would have suceeded had they /

been initislly assigned to the "right" occupation. Their failure is pro-

ordained by the Inefficient functiouing of the selection and assignet

process; but, Instead, thecr people rcay with then the atigm of failing

In Sonerel military service. Even the salary to" ar& paid wiean

active dutyand the training th receive does not adequately compensate

then for the lose of their time and, more significantly, the diminution of

their reliability in the eyes of prospective civilian employais.

2. The consequences for socio-economic representation,

"Service selection teats are, by specific design, discriminatory with

respect to expected performance. People tho, according to test scores, 4

sow they possess the requisite aptitude to perform certain types of

work successfully are normally considered eligible for assignments to

corresponding occupations. However, Service aptitude tests also indirectly

measure skills in reading and test taking. Therefore, people who lack

these skills tend to achieve relatively lower aptitude teat scores than

others of equal aptitude who possess them. Reading ability and skill

"in test taking is largely the product of an individual's educational

e••prience. Thus it can be expected that differences in the quality

"as well as the quantity of prior educatvon received will affect an

individual's relative performance on Service aptitude tests.
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An applicant's socio-economic characteristics give eome indication

as to his or ber probable job perforuance as evIdenvred by the scores

attained on Service selection tests. Black (Negro) applicants teed to

achieve lower scores on a'arage than non-Blacks, and non-high school

graduates tend to achieve lover scores on average than graduate". the

effect of test score differences associated with socio-ecooomlc group

eambership is to excluds a larger proportion of one group than amother

from selection for enlistment and assignmet. This can be seem in the

table below which compares the percentages of applicants for salisstent

in FT 74 who were Black and non-high school graduates with the corres-

ponding percentages among DOD accessions (UPS enlistments for all four
12/

Services) in the same year.

Z Black I Orm-MS Graduates

Applicant pool in It 74
(561,000 total) 23 47

"DOD NPS accessions in IY 74
"(391,000 total) 21 37

It appears that enlistment and occupational selection standards together,

expressed in terus of scores achieved on Service selection tests, con-

spired to preclude a disproportionate number of Black and son-high school

graduate applicants from enlisting in the Armed forces during IF 74.

Are Service seolction tests unnecessarily iiscriainatory with

respect to socio-econosic status? The answer would be straightforward

if tests predicted success and failure in occupational &satig•nte

absolutely perfectly. People permitted to enlist would all be successful,

"and people excluded would be denied enlistment because they could not

I..
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succeed or because a1l vacancies sera filled at th- time. Instead,

today's Service tests aer not absolutely relevant nor rer they as

relevant as they could be Insofar as aptitude tests (Imperfectly)

predict training performance rather than survival is the occupation,

and they measure work-reltatd aptitudes but not motivetional attributes

which are also relevant to recruit survival.

In can-ot be shown that Service aptitude taste are unnecessarily

diacriminatory. not can they be acquitted of this charge, until the

"releance of each test has been established in term of its accuracy

to predicting survival, success throughout the full tern of service, In

the occupational easignamita for which they are euloyad as a selection

Instrument. Only when it can he demnstrated that these tests speci-

ficelly predict job performsace* in the broadest sense of the ters with

greeter accuracy than any other possible teats will It be possible to

address allegations that Service tests discriminate with respec-t to

't. socio-economie status to a greater extant than the requirement to

support the Service mission Justifies. In the measntims Service taste

mest remain suspect.

3. Internal Instability

it is Ironic that although cutting scores for most Service job*

have been held constant over the years to maintain Internal stability.

this policy has had dierabilizing consequences. The Service attempts

4 to maintain a requisite overall &maning level In each occupation composed

of both first-tarn people and career people (personnel serving in a second

*-
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or subsequent enlistment term), As retiremets and seperationa occur,

the number of career people desired in the occupation Is maintained

gmeneitly by inducing people who survive their Initial two. of service

In the job to enlist for a second term of service.

From year to year, the proportion of nil survivors comleting their

Initial enlistment term who apply for reenlistment remains relatively

constant because they tend to be the same kind" of people. The selection

proceec, from the recruiter's door to the sod of the first tern. eseures

unifrmiaty. Thus the nmber of survivors who apply few uremlite~nt In

a given year Is largely predestined by selection and assi..ent procedures

which remain unchanged over time.

The dictates of the Service mission and the seperation mad retirmet

of career people taken together translate Into the samer of first-term

reenlistments needed each year, a figure that often dose sot coincide

with the numbers of survivors who apply for reelistment. Vben the

numbers applying for reenlistmet exceeds the number desired, sae are

simply denied reenlistment In the occupation. Whnthe anpoite occurs.

the Service acts to close the gap either by offering special Inducements

such as enney bonuses to the available survivors to Increase the propor-

tion choosing to reenlist, or survivors fron other occupations are re-

enlisted and given the training necessary to quality them in the skills

of the new job.

Uniformity in the reenlistment behavior of survivors, In part the

* ~result of stationary cutting scores, deprives the Service of the flexi-

bility to manipulate the characteristics of accessions gatl aIn each job
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from year to -yer to yield reenlistment rates later that correspond mre
closely to career a ing requirents. The consequence is chronic-

instability in the flow of survivors from the first term into the career

component of Service occuPations. The Service pays a price for this

instability by financing the addition"l training needed to qualify
survivors from other occupatins in the nae job end by providing the

sone bonuses needed to boost the reenlistoent rate of survivors in the

Job to higher levels.

4. Wen there are not enugh applicants
Iwo ofm perspective it might sea that selectlon stmdards mete

It easier for Service recruiters to decide bow to choose sag elist-

maut applicants and distribute theu across Service occupations. if eo,
Sthen the Tecruiter's task has baee as diabolically aay by the prolifera-

ties of new surroundin•e• iestment emd job assezasnmts observed
In the past four years. xn an strm ample the evaluation of an appli-

cent today begins by determining his basic enlistment and occupational
a1ssigmut eligibility followed by the applicant's stated preferencee for

specific occupations, the unit he wish*s to be assigned to, the geographic

location of the assignent, .the length of the enlistment term, and the

timting of his entry Into basic training. If these considerations can all

be reconciled with an eisting or projected vacancy, and if all other -J
conditions jointly specified by the- applicant and the Service a"e smt,

the recruiter proceeds to enlist the applicant.

This chtarcterizes the alwas complicated and often confusing process /
by which applicants today are selected for enlistment and aseisment.

4 t -
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succesa In satisfying ma applicants' prefermnces vith regard to type of

work, location, unit, timing, and tarm of service increases the likelihood

that thi recruit will survive in the occupation to which be is assigned.

This attention to applicants' preferences may almo induce sm enlistmt-

aged youth to apply for enlistment who otherwise would mnt. but each

msodition reduces a recruiter's flexibility to finding a slot that slmltana-

ouely ests the needs of both the Service and the recruit. And all of these

conaiderationa are mupertmpoed on the rigid selection stamiards that

f -metally determine eligibility for alitmmt amd job aaeismmt.

It is possible that the Service deand for recruit$ could eame

day exceed the supply significantly. This could happen ewm while the

total number of applicants continues to exceed the mumber of projected

vacancies, as in the past. The broad effect of applying a multiplicity

of conditions on the enlistment of each applicant is to implicitly reduce

the total supply. This could be dade to happen merely by changing the

enlistment standard to exclude all but mantal category I applicants from

enlistment eligibility. Or It could evolve gradually as a beat of condi-

tions operated to preclude a progressively larger umber of people from

S•enlistment or assinent consideration.

This process is not Irreversible. Conditions for enlistment, including

cutting scores for occupations, can be altered in mays that increase the

effective size of the applicant pool by making more of the applicants In

the pool eligible for a broader range of job assignments. The Service

cannot control the preferences of applicants, but the Service dome determine

both enlistment and occupetional selection standards. It is these

-oil



standards that wake it possible to adjust: the effective size of the a1pp11-

" cant pool to accomodte al1 occupationl dead ffor ampeople, In a

SThescenari I.n which the effetive supply of appliato •mad vont

Iftaly fall short of demand is ame in which unoutrolI~blo famctors such as

te civilian seloymaga situation t Averag level of civilia WS•s
4and/or the attitudes of yth towad the 'Utary conspred to redue the

Stotal nube of apliepJcato at sme parlod fta rise wall beo thelevel

Swith several Immediate altema~tive, se tbmt• (1) loe the enlistment

selection standards; (2) eliminate momeo all aplicant. praenmce as

conditions of adJJismen; (3) alter solection s tadard to wake rare

applicants eligible for a broader range of the occptioa aesignmets

s. allotmt seetion standards. it is conceivable that In certain scenarios

S• ~of deficiet supply the"toe lstap would not be sufficient to for~ess" the

S.eff•ctive #I" of the applcant poo adequately. Adustmnte to cutting

" .scores for jobs wol be rho waly other m lexpdet avalable, to te Servce

,. *-thus incur shortfalls wol degrade the ulasion capbilities of the Arm"i

S. •. Totre", but the reluctance of the Are Yore"s In the past to adut occups- I

Stio a~l slction standards mae it questionable that t:hey woultd change/

Sthis tiza-bonae policy even In the face of sarlous cosqunes. Tar

So the policy could become the key to sustainin Service asupower requttmn8

In• th Ve OFecruiting anviommo of the unetain future.

?44
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S.The problem of evaluatings election standards,

Th tse o election standards in the Armed Forces is a feet of

life. They contribute to the military mslsion in that the total numbers

of fully-qualified and reliable people continually required In each occu-

petion are eastained by a formal selection and assignent process that

baa performed adequately in selecting enough of the righ Uinda of appli-

costs to fill all occupational vacancesa. But are the hAmid Foresn emloying

the best possible selection standards? The foregoing discusion testifies

to the many different kinds of consequences that foliow from the a"e of

eny gir a set of selection standards. gince there io en almost Infinite .
umer of alternative e"to of cutting score@ for "aryc oempatioas that

wonild satisfy manpower requirements equally veil, the task of evaluating

all possible "eto relative to each other semar hardly possible eve when

there is agreement about which yardstick to use for measuring *goodneaa".

For Instance, the set of selection standards that is beet far maintaining4

same deairod level of soeio-.conosic representation among accessions amy

be very costly In term of attrition. A different sat of selection standards

that m~nmiase, instabilities in the flow of first teram sonivor to the

career force may dictate an unacceptable pattern of seoiseconowic repr-

sentation.

A more fundamental obstacle In evaluating today's standards is the

legay of the Service policy to hold occupational standards constant over)

the years. No historical data exist to indicate how many la aptitude

recruits would survive when assigned to Service occupations that heve

C47-
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treditionally excluded a11 but high aptitude recruits. Thus it is

fapossible to determine a priori how the lowering of cutting scores

would twct on the production of fully-qualified end relable people

in them occupations. It could be that the sme proportion of lower

aptitude people would survive as high aptitude people assigned to sme-

of the jobs, but there t no way to reliably estiate wht the proportion

will be beforehand. Similarly, the reenlistment rates for law aptitude

eurvivors can not be reliably estimated in theme jobs.

These barriers do not make the evaluation of existing selection.

standards mapoesible, but they do limit the scope of any serious ie - -

tion. Primarily for these reason the Armed forces ham eot performed a

systmatic evaluation of occupational selection standards to determine

the "goodness" of those employed today relative to such explicit evaluative

measures as maxim stability or minimlzed attrition.

Ty. WITuMS of DUnMV SELECION TESTS

A. Choose a lBetter Criterion of Job Performance

letter selection tests can be developed by the Armed forces by using

a prediction criterion that has greeter relevance to Service objectives.

The selection process is used to recruit people who Will survive in assignments

* ,to Service occupations. Survival means satisfactory performance throughout

the entire first tern of onliatment. Today's tests predict likely performance

in formal occupational training, an important but limited aspect of tbe broader

concept of job survival which is crucial to the Service mission. Instead of

selecting items which appear to be relevant to training performance, the

CN
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choice of item that make up the final instrummnt should be kayed to thoen

Items that specifically predict survival In job assignto with msximm

accuracy.

This proposal is easily stated but more difficult to Implement. Each

of the Services today administer their own selection teats to applicants

to measure foux or more different work-related aptitudes. Each Service test

would require redesign and revalidation in term of a ue criterion measure.

Uurvivsel data for recruits assigned to every Service occupation mot be

developed to build the basic criterion measures for each test. The selection

of appropriate items mould proceed by relating actual survival data to the

right and wrog answers individuals gav to the questions coetained in the

maisting item pool. A am and somewhat different subset of itemn would

likely emerge for use In predicting job survival instead of training scores.

The ASYAB provides an adequate vehicle for introducing more relevant

S . tstes. The AITAN in its present configuration is composed of hundreds of

gitem, and a particular aptitude test acore achieved by an applicant is

normally computed mechanically by referencing right and wrong answers to the

"particular questions contained vithin the ISVAB that have been shown to

collectively predict training scores for certain jobs moot accurately. Other

ASVAB iteme are referenced in computing an individual's test scores for other

kinds of aptitude. The ASVAD thus contains a large pool of diverse items, and
L. I

the mechanical scoring procedure itself effectively determines which of the "

item are used to compute applicant scores for the various aptitude tests.

The choice of which item to reference in calculating scores for each kind of

* aptitude test can be altered by simply revising the scoring procedures. The

€a
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validation of all item contained in the ASVAB relative to the survival

criterion for each of the occupational clusters will reveal which items

should be specifically referenced to insure eaximm accuracy in predicting

the now performance criterion. It would a simple *attar to revise the ARVMA

scoring procedures to change the six of item to be scored according to the

results of the validation. Ths ASVAX would he retained In its entirety,

new scoring procedures would be developed, and the result would be lproved

prediction of recruit survival in assigiments to Service occupations.

SThe degree of improved prediction would be liIted by the number

and variety of relevant itemi alread contained within the existing ASVAA

Inatrument, and because these were originally selected for use In developing

the traditional Service aptitude measures, the best possible predictions

would continue to he based on aptitudinal considerations rather than applicant

motivations and interests as well. These efforts might therefore poduce

the beot possible aptitude selection tests for predicting Job performance,

but not necessarily the sost accurate of all possible selection tests for
:" this purpose.

3. Improve the lelevent Content of Service Selection Test.

The predictive accuracy of Service ser-tion tests can be improved by I

Incorporating measure of attributes other than work-related aptitude into

selection instruments. The broadening of the information base from which

job performance predictions are made could he effected in two ways. irert,

the pencil-and-paper tests could be expanded to include item dealing with

applicant motivations and interests that can be shown to be relevant in

S/
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predicting job survival accurately. This would involve the validation and

use of new and different items that reveal attitudes towards various kinds of

work and working environments, individual aspirations and goals, and so on.

This is not a new concept; efforts are now underbay in the Armed Foraes

to develop non-aptitudinal item th4f. could some day be formally incorporated

into Service selection teats. The VOICE for example is specifically designed

to assess the vocational interests of enlistment applicants. This instrument

contains a large variety of won-aptitudinal itms that show promise in making

the prediction of performance in Service occupations more autastes.I,

The second way that additional relevant information could be developed

departs from the traditional techniques for producing test scores. The

pencil-and-paper test evaluation could be supplemented with performance scores

achieved on psychomotor tests. Each applicant woald spend a few minutes

seated at a console before a video display (cathode-ray tube). Ins test

scores would reflect his precision, quickness, consistency, end decisiveness

; ..• In responding to visual "Instructions" with cor-rect hand sad foot movements :

on a control stick and foot pedals attached to the console.

There it soea evidence that an individual's performance in this type

of activity directly measures not only certain obvious physical characteristics 9.

"but also indirectly a number of psychological characteristics such as

"emotional stability and self-confidence.•/ This type of behavioral reserach

has bean conducted by the Armed Services on a limited scale since World War 11.

Psychomotor evaluations shown to be relevant to the job survival criterion

could be added to aptitude test results to comprise a compol a score used

to predict future performance more accurately.

""r
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Mthr forum of additional information Include more obvious character-

istice such am applicant height, weight, age, employment status, marital status.

etc. Thea. could be formally incorporatbd Into the acorini procedure to

prodiuc* more accurate predictions for occupational sasignsents where &

relationship between job survival and one or more of these characteristics

ise established. The Services are now moving toward the use of measures ofI

various physical charateristicm to refine the selection of Individuals for

assignment to specific occupations. Efforts of this type will lead to more

accurate asaesmamnts of individual applicants if the Services provide

emirical evidence that the additional measures are actually relevant to

survsival In occupational assignment#.

C. bpzelaore Ifficient Statistical TechnIques in Desianing

and Volidating TestsI
At the heart of the process by which selection test* are designed

lies the sophisticated statistical technique that researchers employ to
determine which item will be incorporated into the final instrument and

how right and wrong answers for each item should eoter into the computation

of test scores.

The Armed Forces today employ the basic statistical technique known am

multiple linear regression (MI.R). The state of the art has progressed greatly

since* the Services began using MLR more than 15 years ago. The list of

alternative prediction techniques that have gained acceptance in the civilian

community since than has grown and now includes generalized non-linear regression,

logit analysis, probit analysis, tobit analysis, pattern recognition techniques,

and generalized maximum likelihood estimation. The characteristics of any

particular prediction problem determine which technique is best suited for

ItI
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4eveloping a maximally accurate prediction test. Two characteristics of the

Service prediction problem suggest that MLR may no longer be the best possible

technique for designing selection tests.

The most appropriate criterion of job performance is survival. This

measure of performance provides for only two possibilittis, ttAt a

recruit survives or does not survive to complete his full term of obligated

service in the assigned job. In general, LR in not as well suited to

predicting a dichotomous criterion (one for '.bich there are only two possible

outcomes) as is logit, probit, or tobit analysis. These latter techniques

ere specifically designed to provide the most accurate possible predtction for

situations where the criterion of performance is diraoiomoua.

Another important characteristic of the Serv.ce prediction problem

is the complexity of interrelationships among the measurable and unmeasurable

factors that conspire to determine future performance. Statistical techniques

must be employed to unravel this Gordian knot by Isolating test item that

represent each of the relevant fartors mast appropriately. The statisti~al

'I process by which items are identified at present by use of the ML technique

can be more easily described in terms of an analogue in nuvigation. Consider

the navigator of a ship afloat somewhere in the middle of the North Atlantic

Ocean who mast determine the 10 ports closest in distance to the ship. His

iavigation sap is constructed to portray distances to all ports accurately

only If measuremnts are made by allowing for the earth's curvature. The

navigator can do this by recognizing that the distance to each port must be

bNt
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measured on the flat map along an arc rather than a straight line. If he

uses a ruler to sake straight-line measurements he will incorrectly estimate

how far my each port is, and depending on how the map Ia constructed, his

measurements with the ruler may lead his to cboose some ports that ara really

further may than some of the ports he rejecte.

Test researchers use statistical techniques to Identify amog all

possible items those which ate "closest" to the performance criterion. The

traditional technique, multiple linear regression, meatures "closoeess" in

straight-line fashion just as the navigator of the analogy might measure

distaces with s straight ruler in choosing the nearest ports. Other statistical

prediction techniques are available today which attept to make explicit

account of underlying curvature before choosing itrms hich appear to be

"closest" or most relevant to the performance criterion. Because Itsa

selection determines the predictive accuracy of the test instrument, there

Is merit in evaluating these techniques as alternatives to MLR. They include

generalised non-linear prediction techniques and certain pattern recognition

techniques.

The Ared Forces are currently investigating some new statistical

approaches for desirning aptitude tests and other prediction devices, among

"them the Automatic Interaction Detection technique (AID) ,and non-1lnear

"maximum liklhood estimation. The latter procedure is now undergoing expert-

mental evaluation to determine its capacity to discriminate accurately between

eventual survivors and non-survivors samng cadet accessions to the United

States Air Force Academy In this experiment incoming cadets have been

characterized in terms of Individual motivations, interests, and previous

,V-
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scholastic achievements, and this information profile forms the basis for

predicting subsequent performance. Preliminary results give promise that

this technique can be used to Improve accuracy in Identifying the potential

survivors within the pool of all cadet accessions. A similar experiment has

recently been initiated to determine how accurately the technique can

discriminate between eventual survivors and failures among Air Force recruit&

engaged in basic military training.

D. Develop Selection Tests to Predict Performance In each Service
Occupation

The conceptual clustering of Service occupations according to a

common aptitude has provided a practical means for matching individual

aptitude tests up with specific occupations to screen applicants for assign-

ment purposes. With no more than ten different kinds of aptitude tests avail-

able, the Service was compelled to use each aptitude measure as the formal

selection device for as many as thirty or forty different occupations.

"Clustering became the solution to the problem to too few aptitude tests for

too many occupations.

Alternatively, a unique aptitude test could be designed to predict

recruit performance in every unique job. This "one job, one test" approach

would make possible more accurate prediction for every occupation. tqual or

greater accuracy would cbtain in all cases because the aptitude test woulte be

especially designed for a particular occupation in particular. As it is now,

each aptitude test cannot be tailored to a specific occupation so long as it

is also used as the selection measure for many other occupations. The

design of existing tests is the compromise of individually different tests

that would predict performance more accurately if each were used to predict

performance in one job alone, the job for which it is specifically designed.

i °N
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It is true that the evaluation of each applicant for assignment purposes

in the past has bean made manageable by limiting the number of different

aptitude scores that a recruiter mast reference to determine assignment

eligiblity for the full range of Service occupations. The clustering

approach has simplified sasignment screening procedures cotsiderably in that,

to determine an applicant'a eligibility for assignment to each of the various

jobs contained within a given cluster, the recruiter needs only to compare

the applic~nt'a score attaineod on particular aptitude test to the

* selection standard corresponding to each job in the cluster. The score the

applicant attains on a different aptitude test is used to determine his

eligibility for essignments to all occupations represented within another

"cluster. This has enabled the recruiter to establish an applicant's assign-

sent aligiblity for all Service occupations by referencing a suall number of

test scores. If instead the evaluation of every applicant included scores

"from hundreds of teats, one for each of the several hundred different

Service occupations, recruiters would have to spend moat of their time

checking teat scores against selection standards just to find out which

easignants an applicant would be eligible for.

The advent of computer links to recruiting offices located throughout

the United States removes the procedural barriers to the "one job, ome test"

alternative. The computer network employed by the Army today has the

inherent capability to automaticelly compare each job standard with the

4 . score attained by an applicant on the uniquely suited test and then perform I

the same cosm•risons for several hundred other jobs, all In a matter of

17 T
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seconds.e With the automated scoring procedures employed for the ASVAB, it

would not be difficult to generate hundreds of different scores for each

applicant by programing the scoring machine to reference a particular

subset of items contained within the ASVAB to produce one kind of test score.

another item subset for another kind of score, and so on. Each of the item

subset* would be defined by the validation of all ASVAB items against the

respective performance criterion for a unique Service occupation.

The other Services have plane for introducing computer capabilities into

recruiting offices over the next few years. The Alr Force looks forward to

making their system operational in 1976. The application of computer

technology at the level of the recruiter in the field opens the door to

innovations in traditional screening procedures. More accurate prediction

of job performance is now possible because .election tests can be designed

for specifc occupations rather than for job clusters. The "one job, one test"

alternative offers one ians for Increasing the efficiency with which applicants

are selecta.1 for enlistment and assigment to Service occupations.

Consideration must be given to the problem of eatablishing the

cutting score for each job appropriate to each new test. Where the tradi-

tional cutting score for an occupation has been expressed in terms of the

scores applicants attain on one of the traditional aptitude tests, scores

attained on a new test have different meaning because the test is basically

different, albeit more accurate in predicting performance for that occupation.

The major dilmmat that confronted the Services more than twenty years ago

*This capability has not yet been fully expoited by the Army, however.
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whan the traditional cutting scores were first established reappear In

vastly nare complicated detail. The fassiblity of replacing existing

seltection tests with new and better. but nonetheless different tests Is

questionable so long as the Armed Forces lack the mean* and method for

determining which cutting scare* will best serve to support the mission.

A Without so.. method by which the appropriatensess of cutting scores can be

evaluated, it is difficult If not impossible to justify mak.ing significant

changes of any kind to a traditional selection process that has worked

In the past.

/ W~~. SMICOE FFORTS TO DEVLOP NITOS= FOR IMMM3 SEUNCTION STAIflARD6

It Is Impossible to establish specific selection standards for occu-

pations that would support Service manpower requirements better than do

the existing standards without conducting a systematic evaluation of the

formal screening process. Service researchers in the past haes endeavored

to develop varioustanalytical approaches to the evaluation problem. Each

attempt has adequately addressed soe important features of the selection

process, but not all,
A. The CAMU AnslyeislY

This Navy effort showed ho, a selection standard can be established

for any one occupation to satisfy a given occupational manpower require-

sent at the lowest possible training cost. To perfora the analysis, five

type# of Information most be available. They are-

(1) The uber of different categories of people (applicants) who are

available for assignment to the occupation, where applicant scores on

one aptitudt test deine the categories considered; (2) the number of

aV,
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applicants who achieved each of the various possible tests scores; (3)

the historical attrition rate for each category of applicat over the

course of the training program; (4) the average cost associated with an

attrition; (5) the total number of graduates (training survivors) re-

quired to fill job vacancies in the field at the med of the training program.

The analysis proceeds by initially choosing the highset cutting

score possible. The nmber of applicants in the pool who meet this

standard is multiplied by the attrition rate for this grow. The

arithmetic product, the expected number of training failures, is multi-

plied by the average attrition cost to calculate the total coet of

attrition. The expected number of training survivors is comared to

the required number of graduates. If the total requiretmt for graduates

exceeds the expected number of training survivors from this group, then

the selection standard is reduced to the next highest score, and the sge

computations are performed to determine if the additional applicants

made eligible by the lower cutting score will be sufficient to close

the gap between the expected and required numbers of graduates. The

analysis continues by successive iteration to lower the cutting score

until the total number of applicants ma"e eligible, corrected within

Seach category for expected attrition, becomes large enough to sactisfy

the graduate requirement. The cutting score indicated in the final iteration 4

represents the "optimal" selection standard, and the sum of attrition

costs computed for each category of applicants made eligible for assign-

ment to the occupation is reported. This ptocedurs defines the selection

standard that serves to fill all vacancies in the occupation at the lowest

possible training cost.*

a The analysis proceeds in the manner destribod when attrition rates for
categories of people with successively lower aptitude test scores are known
to increase at each step. The procedure for determining the least cost
standard is somewhat different when this is not the case.
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The CAMP analytical approach hba many merits. The cutting score

Is tailored to insure that the supply of variously qualifled applicants

wil met the occupational demand for trained people. The procedure

requires the characterization of the applicant pool in numbers and kinds

of people available. By implication, the cutting score mst be reevaluated

s supply characteristics and/or manpower requirementa change over time.

This says that the eelection etandard which is beat (let cost) at one z

time may not be suitable in a later period. for eo le. if the applicant

pool di•inis•eas, then CAM can be mloyed to determine by how mwh the

cutting score should be lowered to sustain the Service require••nt. If,

on the other hand, the nmber of graduates required decreases, then CAPER

shows bow high the cutting score can be raised to equalize the expected

and needed survivors at the lowest possilel attrition cost.

S -~ •The fatal flaw inherent In the CAPE approach is the restriction

that the cutting score can be determined for only one occupation at a

time. The approach lacks the scope needed to evaluate cutting scores

for several or many occupation@ simultaneously. This capability is I/

crucial because many occupations compete for available applicants and

the supply cannot be adjusted to meet the particular demand of one

occupation without regard to the impact on all other occupational demands.

A cutting score that mini•ixes the attrition cost in one occupation

deprives another occupation of higher caliber recruits who would manifest

lower attrition rates and attrition costs there if so assigned. CAPER deals

444,
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only with the narrow problem of choosing one least cost cutting score at

a time, when the real problem in evaluating selection etadards involves

the determination of the cutting scores for every Service occupation that

collectively satisfy all occupational demands for reervita at a minimum

aggregate attrition cost.

I. Person-Job Metch

To take advantage of computer capabilities soon to become available

to recruiters in the field, the Air Force is approaching the completion

of an R&6D effort that automatically determinas how ay sd which kinds

of applicants who are available at any given time should be enlisted and

assigned across Service occupations. The computerized selection/assignment

procedure requires five kinds of information. They are: (1) the numbers.,

and kinds of applicants who are eligible for enlistment; (2) the number
" I. * of applicants who wish to be assigned to each of the occuptione; (3)

"�*� which gbong the interested applicants are eligible for awi,•ment to

each occupation according to existing Job selection stoedlrds; (4) re-

* cruiting quotas existing for each occupation; and (5) the characteristics

of people who are believed to be the best kinds to have Is each occupation.

The last type of information is needed because the Air Force histori-

cally hoe enjoyed a surplus of applicants who met eallateant and occu-

"pational selection standards. With more eligible people than there

4
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are vacancies, the Air Force problem has been to distribute the "most

highly qualified" of the eligible applicants to each of the occupations

competing for people with high aptitude test scores. The distribution

procedure in the pest has operated informally; the recruiters themselves

have determined how to assign applicants with test scores that qualify

them for many different Air Force occupations. They Judged which occu-

pattons would benefit most from the assignment of recruits whoes aptitude

taot scores exceeded the established cutting acores.

The new Air force selection/assignment procedure, called person-job

match, will aetomete the distribution of applicants across jobs by

comparing each applicant's characteristics asinst a computerized yard-

stick of varioua characteristics ranked from meot to least desirable

for each occupetion. These yardsticks hav* been developed by polling

supervisors and training managers to find out what characteristics

typically distinguish poor performers from a' :s performers and

----• average from good performers in specific occupations. The yardstick

for each occupation in a composite of characteristics ranging from

aptitude test scores and educational attainment to the sex and age of
tI

a recruit. When made operational, the recruiter will record all of these

characteristics on the computer terminal in his office, and the applicant

will automatically be measured against the composite yardstick created

for each occupation as well as the formal enlistment and occupational

selection standards. Among the various jobs for which an applicant is

found to be eligible, he will be assigned to the job in which his parti-

cular characteristics are most desired, the applicant's assignment pre-

ferences permitting. This insures that recruits with superior abilities

are matched to the occupations that can sake the greatest use of this

windfall of performance potential.
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The person-job match procedure reflects the recolnitiom that

existing selection standards by themselves my not land to the best

possible distribution of recruits when many are especially sell qualified.

The procedure offers a means to refine the selection and assiguent pro-

case to capitalize on applicant talent in ways that the traditional

screening process does not. Two purposes are served by overlaying the

subjective judgments of supervisors and training managers on the existing

selection standards. First, the incorporation of additional information

about each applicant relative to each occupation affords a mare desirable

match on average between the recruit and the job, and the likely result

is reduced attrition in some occupations. Second, in retaining the

traditional occupational cutting scores, the Air Farce retinali of

the important features of a selection and amstion lt process that bee

worked in the past and is expected to work in the future. The use of

subjective yardsticks is a refinement that will enhance the efficiency

of the existing process at those tines when applicants are in abundant

supply relative to occupational demands. In times of tighter supply.

the selection and assignment process automitically returns to rest on

the time-honored selection standards that remain at the heart of the .

person-job match procedures.

Unfortunately, person-job match is not an evaluative method for

determining the best selection standards that are possible. It does

not show that the existing standards minimize attrition or the costs

of attrition, nor does it suggest what alternative selection standards

would better serve this or any other purpose, lather, it is a method

designed to enhance the efficiency with which existing standards guide

5J
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the allocation of applicants across Air Force occupations. In cases

of excess supply it does Indicate bow to "ssign nll qualified appli-

cants to take better advantage of their talents. In this respect the

procedure serves to reconcile the supply of avaliable people with occu-
patioal dead somewht moroe fficintly than the use of traditional1selection standards alone. But the usefulness of person-job match is

restricted by the traditional selection standards that still fundamentally A

define eligibility for occupational assignments.S~17/
C. Senchmark Atitude EvaluationSIn another oupolg effort, Ai Force researchers have developed a

methodology for defining alternative occupational selection standards

by using policy-capturing techniques. That is, researchers have asked

supervisors and training managprs they would choose to allocate a

limited number of recruits with varying ability (defined by aptitude
test) across selected Air Force occupations. The analysis of their

choices is said to "capture" the collective wisdom of experienced pro-

fessionals. The results hbe shown that the choices of supervisors and

trainers dictate cutting scores that are different then the existing
selection standards for some of the occupations studied.

The objective of the benchmark aptitude research is to incorporate

a broad range of experience-based judgments into the determination of

alternative selection standards that would sake mote efficient use of

the talent that has been traditionally avatlable in the pool of appli- / 1
cents for Air Force enlistment. This effort differs from the person-job

match approach in that the choices of the experienced professionals were

C >
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not forced to replicate the traditional standards. The anlysis showed,

not surprisingly. that the group chose to lover cutting scorse for some

occupations and to raise cutting several for others.

This experiment werits attention for several reaons. First, the

decision makers vere compelled to take explicit account of supply and

demand together. With a finite number of applicants conaidered in the '-.1

experiment relative to the competing demands for recruits in certain

occupations, the group could not choose unrealistically high cutting

score& for all of the occupations. They simply had to "make do" with 4
available supply. Second, their collective training mad supervisory

experience served to temper judgments with some understanding of the I
"* practical relationship between aptitude test scores sad sarvival in

the occupational assignments.

The product of the experiment was an alternative set of cutting

scores for the occupations studied that, If actually Implemented, would

distribute a given pool of recruits by aptitude level across jobs in the

most satisfactory possible manner as viewed by the mambor of the decision-

making group. One of the shortcomings inherent in this approach is the .4

* • critically important factor of group composition. If the group is weighted

with experts from one occupation more than another, the one occupation is

likely to be Judged the one most deserving of a higher selection standard.

This is because each expert bases his judgments on the range of his own

personal experience, which usually encompasses only the one occupation

or the one kind of training program with which he is familiar. Each

* expert knows that in his own occupation a high aptitude recruit is

typically more likely to survive than a low aptitude recruit. The experts

Ct
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are also limited because of their infrequent experiences in training or

supervising recruits with aptitude level, that vary significantly from

the historical levels. If one occupation over the years has generally 4
received recruits who possess average aptitude *cores, it is difficult

for the experts to determine the extent to which above average or below

average recruits would perform differently from recruits made eligible

for assignment to the job according to the tradition selection etandard.

Furthermore, it is doubtful that these or any other likely experts could .

explain their choice. of cutting scores in terms of such objective

criteria as a reduced level of attrition or attrition costs in the aggre-

gate, a more equitable distribution of recruits across jobs according to

socio-economic representation, reduced turbulence in the flow of first-

"term survivors into the career component of the various Service occupations,

and so on. While these considerations say enter into each expert's

deliberations, the final choices are determined by the aggregate perception

of the distribution of the variously qualified epplicants that would

enable the Service to continue to perform its mission estisfactorily.

The cutting scores chosen are the experts' answer to a unique

situation defined by a certain number of applicants possessing a certain

range of aptitudes who are available for assignment to fill given re-

cruiting quotas for selected occupations. The collective wisdom say

dictate an entirely different set of cutting scores in another situation

defined by a different applicant pool or different quotas for the various

jobs studied. This is perhaps the weet significant flaw to this type of

0policy-capturing exercise.

4 
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The benchmerk aptitude approach does afford a mean. for evaluating

standards, but the approach itself cannot be evaluated to determine whether

or not the experts make truly good or best choices with respect to reduced

attrition, attrition costs, or any other evaluative criterion, and there

Is no reason to believe that the experts have the requisite breadth of

experience and knowledge for making the best choices. The procedura does

"not eutomatically preclude the choice of standards that are different than

the traditional cutting scores, but there ts a strong tendency for decision

makers to base their choices on previous experiences with recruits Mho are

the product of the existing screening process. The policy-capturing pro-

cedure explicitly accounts for conditions of supply and demand, but the

solution is static because it only applies to the specific recruiting

situation defined in the experiment. In the recruiting environment of today.

static solutions to dynamic selection and assignment problems Invite errors

that can be costly and perhaps fatal tý sustainIng Service manpowr require-

wents.

In a follow-up phase of this i researchers are attempting to

define alternative cutting scores -sating the specific tasks performed

in an occupation to the ability of ;eople possessing different degrees of

aptitude to perform such tasks. This endeavor will probably reveal more

clearly the link between measured aptitude and performance of occupetional

tasks, but some other approach is needed to afford the Services a moan@ for

measuring the efficiency of standards and for judiciously altering standards

according to varying conditions of supply and Oemand.

Cr
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D. Guidelines for Designing a Method for Evaluating

Occupational Standards

A sumatry of the strengths and waknessss of prior research efforts

establishes a framework for designing an analytical approach of sufficient

scope to evaluate the efficiency of existing selection standards and their

alternatives.

Cownn to all approaches is the formal attention paid to the ispor-

tant role that selection standards play In sustaining manpower requirements.

The CAMN analysis is driven directly by the requiremant to mast the demand

for a specific ntmber of training graduates, expressed in terms of training

survivors. The person-ýjob match and benchmark aptitude analyses address

manpower requirements indirectly, the former through the operation of

traditional selection standards ad the letter in relying on the collective

wisdom of experienced personnel.

Selection standards are viewed as a mechanism for equilibrating

supply and demand in the CAPER analyses, but the benchmark aptitude

approach does not afford this kind of flexibility. The person-job match

procedure implicitly makes adjustments to the screening standards for

occupations in periods of excess supply, but the adjustments do not alter

the standards traditionally employed. The procedure lacks the capability

to make fundamental adjustments to selection standards in periods of I

deficient supply.

CAPER is made conspicuous by its inability to show how to distribute

applicants across many occupations. The resolution of the across-aptitude

layering dilema is left to Service recruiters in the benchmark aptitude study.

f\-
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The dlemma is explicitly dealt with by the person-job match approach,

but practical solutions obtain only when applicants are in abundant supply.

CAPER can be used to relieve the pressure on Service recruiters to

continually identify and attract certain numbers and kinds of applicants

for enlistment. The procedure requires that eal available applicants be

characterized, and the cutting score is set at the level that will Insvre man-

power requirements will be sustained at least cost. loth thE persoJ-job match

and benchmark aptitude procedures require the recruiters to seek out

sufficient numbers of applicants who achieve scores high enough to qualify

according to rigid cutting scores to fi•l whatever quotas exist in the

various Service occupations. The approaches are different in that CAM

establishes the cutting score needed to satisfy manpower requirement

after all available applicants have been identified, while the other

procedures establish recruiting goals (numbers and kinds of applicants

who must be identified) necessary to support manpower requirements based

upon existing selection standards. The latter approach forces the re-

cruiters to find the needed applicants, but the former approach relieves

recruiters of this burden by using the cutting score as a flexible tool

for getting the job done with whatever applicants are available in the

supply pool.

The CAPER analysis is also noteworthy for the clearly defined

criterion of minimum attrition cost by which the appropriate cutting

score is determined. In contrast, the efficiency of the selection

*- standards associated with each of the other procedures cannot be ex-

pressed in such tangible terms as minimized attrition, lowest possible

attrition cost, or any other explicit evaluative reference.

C
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VI. RECOMMNATIONS

The formal recruit screening process today isa complex system

consisting of tests, testing and %coring procedures, snd selection standards.

In the operational environamt, its complexity derives from the vast array

of occupations for which screening *mst be routinely performed and the

ever-changing variety of epplicats who mast be tested and evaluated with

respect to all available jobs. It is not a process that can or should be

fundamentally altered over a period of a few weeks or even months. But

fundsmental changes will be necessary to effect significant improvements

in the efficiency with which young n and weoan ate selected and assigned

to Service jobs.

The eventual development of better tests mans that recruiters mast

be provided new and different tests, instructions for administering and

scoring them, and guidelines for Interpretting scores so as to make the

best possible assignment decisions. Each involves a considerable period of

research and evaluation. On the other hand, a comaitment to effect specific

changes with an unspecified time limit for completion is not & tue commit-

The Services can best manage their traniition to a sore effective

screening process by directing their research functions to develop comprehensive

research and development planning schedules. These docuents should form

the basis for estimating the manpower and money resources the Services must

earmark for the required research. In return the research comuninty must

* comit themselves to realistic deadlines for delivering their final products.

The status quo is costing the U.S. taxjayer almost one billion dollars

per year in direct salary coats alone. The indirect costs ere likely even

Speryearesl13, osC
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more stunning. For reason of cc-at alone efforts to improve the rtcruit

screening process according to the guidelines discussed ina the study should

begin as soon as possible.

Accordingly, *It Is recomended that the Services task their

in-house personnel research functions to:

(I1 tualuate exiutig A"Action tu~t4 to detvasbat thtL't
deeutacy in pu'itie~tng auAvivat oveA Ate &USL vL mentt

tv n each occupation;

(21 pCe60tMou COM7JtAftivt wiatyAe to 436CAA Ath captbiLtitie
*J a~t&tamatie At~t~i~ti~cat teuickuqu* 6cc dauignutg and
vatidating hetezt*rnt ix6t~wreentA utative to mmttpIt

13) diVC& topMtotype teAt6 k*ith aAuttt mlxinm ddacc~y
pttdicti.ng hwwuAvt in Sew-we. occupoatiovA catheA than
ocaLupatianat ctuatea;

(4) devetop 4o~bxoM thtat &oLU peu'it tecAukt* oftganization6
to uieunMce unique. teAt 4cu4U 6oit eveW SeAvice
occupation in adde66cng an appticaxt A job £6A~gimext
adttvutatAiveA; and

(5) potepatQ ptahiuu,¶ docLumentA that eAtabL~h scheduttA Jox
t~l- iattAoduiWng suAUvUOU4E&eA~flte d teutA, Acoxieb pto ceduxeA.

4, and comatponding occupationat 6etection Atmandtd in Ath
opemationat (kec~uiting) envitomment.

I§.
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APPENDIX A. ATTRITION COST COMPUTATIONS

I. METHOD

The salary costs associated with attrition were estimated by taking

account of the characteristic pattern of involuntary discharges occurring

over the enlistment term -- from the initial month of service through the

thirty-sixth month. First, the total dollar amount "crued by a typical

survivor was calculated.

The salary an enlisted man accrues over the thirty-six month enlist-

sent term was estimated by using Army average time in grade estimatos at the

monthly pay for that grade.*

Pay is computed on the basis of monthly basic salary plus SQ for

single members (no dependents) plus LAS. For example, an E-1 with under two

years of service earns $361.20 (monthly basic pay) + $66.60 (BAQ with no

dependents) + $76.95 (monthly BAS @ $2.53 per day) for a total of $504.75.

The following table was utilized to estimate the cumulative salary cost

over time on the basis of average time in grads.

"Average months Cumulative months Salary Cumulative
Grade in grade in service Monthly Pay Cost Salary Cost

E-1 3P 3* $504.75 $1,514.25 $1,514.25
F-2 3 8 550.35 2,751.75 4,266.00
P-3 7 15 575.25 4,026.75 8,292.75
KE- 9 24 602.25 5,420.25 13,713.00

K-4 6 30 626.55 3,759.30 17,472,30
"P-S 6 36 672.15 4,032.90 21,505.20

a 90 days in service

a Sources: THE NAVY TIMES (Oct 15, 1975) and'OSD (l&RA)
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For example, the average recruit serves in the grade of 2-1 for the

first 90 days of the enlistment term. During the first three months of

service the cum,,lative pay of an Z-1 is $1,514.25. Thus. the average recruit

wo remains in service for exactly three months accrues $1,514.25.

Attrition data furnished by MARDAC (OSD, D&RA) was processed under

contract by GE TEMPO to deteruine how many recruits DOD-vide are involuntarily

discharged at various times throughout the first thirty-six months of active

duty service. ha individual attriting during the first three months accrues a

mall dollar amount relative to someone who attrites, say, after serving

for fifteen months. Attrition figures over time expressed as a percentage

of the original accessions population reveal the characteristic pattern of

involuntary separations shown in the following table: 4

DOD CUMULATIVE AND SIMPLE
ATTRITION hATES OVER INITIAL
ENLISTMEN4T TERM()

MONTH OF SERVICE

1-2 3-4 5-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 6-18 19-24 25-30 31-36

Cumulative: 5.09 6.58 7.68 10.03 12.72 15.54 17.92 21.74 24.17 25.68

Simple: 5.09 1.49 1.10 2.35 2.69 2.82 2.38 3.82 2.43 1.51 , /

Hote that both the proportions discharged within each time interval and the

,cumulative proportions (including attrition* occurring In earlier intervals

are portrayed. The rumulative statistics are presented graphically In the .

•, next figure. Source: MARDAC (data processed by CE TEMPO)

The attrition figures for DOD recruits show that, while almost 261

of all recruits are involuntarily discharged, very few accrue as much as
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$20,000 in pay prior to discharge because an insignificant proportion

remain in service as long as the 33 months needed to earn this mount.

On the other hand, most of the individuals who attrite accrue more than

$1,500 in pay because the majority remain in service for at least three

months before discharge.

The cost of one attrition on average is estimated by weighting

the amount of pay accrued by individuals discharged in each time interval

by the proportion they represent among all attritions. For example, 5.082

of all accessions are discharged during the first two months of service,

representing 19.81 of total attritions (5.08 f 25.68 - 19.86). Thus, 19.86

of all attritions accrue roughly $505 by the time they are discharged, the

amount recruits earn after one month of service.* Similarly 5.82 of all

attritions (1.49 L 25.86 - 5.82) are discharged in the third and fourth

months of service. They accrue roughly $1,514, the total smount earned

"by a recruit by the end of three full months of service (three months is

-. the mid-point of the "3-4 month" interval which begins on the 61st day of

service and ends on the 120th day.) J

The amounts accrued for all intervals, weighted in the manner
described, were sused yielding a total of $7,688. This is the DoD average

cost of one attrition occurring during the first enlistment term, taking

account of salary payments only.

* It may seem that the total amount accrued through two months of service
is the proper figure. However, some recruits are discharged during the first
30 days while others are discharged between the 31st and 60th day. Therefore,
the average person discharged during the first two months leaves the service
after remaining only one month.
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II. ATRITION IN SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS

The 01 TERM contract effort also produced attrition figures spanning

the period from January through June 1974 for various Army occupations. These

statistics were used to Compute the average coat of one attrition in each

occuption.

The accrued-saiary approach described in the previous section mwa

employed to analyze the reepective costs. Attrition figures for each

occupation are indicated helow,.

TABLE C•MULATIVE AND SIMPLE ATTRITION RATES IN
SPECIFIC Amy OCCUPATIONS (2)

OCCUPATIONt MONTH OF SERVICE

1.4 5-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-24 25-30 31-36Cumul: 5.38 5.4 . 10.8 15.7 19.4 24.4 29.0 3.3 =

IFANTRYMAN
Staple: 5.38 0.02 1.8 3.6 4.9 3.7 5.0 4.6 4.3

CtCuvi: 5.4 6.9 8.4 11.0 14.1 17.4 21.9 26.1 30.2
DRIVER

Simple: 5.4 1.5 1.5 2.6 3.1 3.3 4.5 4.2 4.1

Cumul: 5.5 6.4 8.0 10.7 13.8 17.4 22.1 25.9 30.9
MECHANIC Simple: 5.5 0.9 1.6 2.7 3.1 3.6 4.7 3.8 5.0 . 4

Cumol; 5.7 6.6 7.5 10.0 14.0 16.8 21.9 26.4 30.2 4S~~S;UPLY_ CLERK
Simple: 5.7 0.9 0.9 2.5 4.0 2.8 5.1 4.5 3.8

The analysis resul.ted in the following cost estimatest

Cost of one attrition in specific occupations

Occupation Cost

Infantryman $10,000
Driver $ 9,792
Mechanic $ 7,042

Supply Clerk $ 9,902 A
Source: MARDAC idata processed by CE TEMPO)
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III. ATTrITION COSTS AND LIFE CYCLE COSTS

Enormous costs are incurred throughout the full cycle of a servicemean

or servicewoman's career. Among the recruits enlisted in a given year. only

a email fraction remain on active duty through 20 or 30 years of service.

But ttoee who do accrue hundreds of thousands of dollars in earnings over

that period and continue to collect retirement incomes for the remainder of

their lifetimes. To the extent that they and their dependents utilixe the

various non-money, benefits provided by the DoD, the total expense increases

even sore.

Oks might ask, how should these costs be considered in allocating

WHliatmnt applicants across Service jobs at the beginning of a very expensive

manpower life cycle? Life cycle costs are largely irrelevant to the recruit

allocation problem, because the magnitude of life cycle costs is determined

by the required size of the career force, normally defined to exclude first-

tear people.

Force planners make carefully considered judgments about the numbers

of experienced people, or career personnel, needed to sustain a military

force to support national security objectives. This judgment effectively

determines how many people will be permitted to remain on active duty until

retirement. Projected losses from the career force resulting from retirements

and separations determine how many first-term personnel are permitted each

year'to remain on active duty beyond the initial period of enlistment to

enter the career force. In the aggregate, the numbers of first-teru people

willing to enter the career force by reenlisting havre traditionally exceeded

the numbers required.*

"" For specific occupations, however, this has not always been the case.
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Regardless of the ease or difficulty with which annual reenlistment

objective, are satisfied, however, the objectives themselves and the force

structure judgments from which they are derived determine whet the total

life cycle costs will be. In terms of distributing enlistment applicants

across Service occupations each year, a wery inefficient allocation (unneces-

warily high attrition and attrition costs) amy imply no lower or greater

life cycle costs then a maximally efficient allocation, excepting the costs

of attrition which occurs during the first term.

Costs accruing in subsequent enlistment terms (salary, retirement

pay, and non-eney coqIensation) are predestined by force structure consid-

arations. Thus, it would be erroneous to base allocation decisions on life

cycle costa. Rather, the object of altering the recruit screening prxcess

should be to reduce the considerable costs that can be shown to result from

inefficient selection and assignment practices manifested in first-term

.. . attrition.

""-
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APPENDIX U: THE OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL CONCEPT

For more than three decades test researchers have concentrated

their efforts on developing selection tests predictive of the scores recruits

achieve upon completion of formal occupational training programs (as discuesed

briefly in Part II of the study text.) Our evaluation of the recruit screening

process indicates that better tests will obtain if selection instruments are

designed to be maximally predictive of job performance, measured as "occupa-

tional survival", success or failure throughout the full term of enlistment.

It should Li pointed out that the term survival, as used here, connotes

success in basic military and advanced job training as well as satisfactory

performance in the job throughout the full term of enlistment remaining after

corpletion of training. Tquo, the proposed criterion encompasses performance

in training, the traditional criterion, as well as on-the-job performance.

The survival criterion can only be developed by tiacking recruits

from the first day of the enlistment term through the last day. Researchers

must undertake data collection efforts that mill enable them to determine

the answers to the following questions:

1) To what job was the recruit initially assigned?

2) Did he succecd or fail in basic training? If he failed, when

did it occur?

3) Did he succeed or fail in advanced formal training for the job "

to which he was assigned? If he failed, when did it occur?

4) If he failed in the initiAl job training program, was he assigned

to a formal training pr.gram for a different jib? What was the

new job? Did he succeed or fail in the second training program?

If he failed, when did it occur? C

I
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5) Upon completion of fornal occupational training, did he

succeed or fail on the job? If he failed, at what point did

it occur?

Parsonnel researchera mat be able to vnewer these questions for

every recruit assigned to each Service occupation in order to develop survival

profiles necessary for designing improved selection tests. Extensive tracking

of this type is not generally done by Service researchers today; however,

it is clearly feasible.

The absence of a complete longitudinal data bass is a small barrier

when compared with the methodological objections raised by researchers to

proposals for adopting a radically different measure of recruit performance.

It is commonly assumed that involuntary separation occurring in the field,

at some time following the completion of basic and occupattonal formal training,

is normally the result of intangible factors adversely influencing the individual

that are not related to the job itself. This assumption is invoked to justify

using training scores as the prediction criterion for selection tests. That

is, virtually all recruits who fail for want of those specific attributes

essential for performing satisfactorily in a given job are identified prior

to the completion of training. People who fail afterward do so because of

"hidden deficiencies" which would manifest themselves in any occupation to

Vhich they night be assigned. Selection test- are therefore designed to

predict training performance because it is in formal training that the

potential for failure for job-related reasons is accurately revealed.

According to this view, the initial testing and selection performed

by recruiters together with the extensive evaluation conducted through all

5 -
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phases of formal training are maximally efficient In screening out all people

who lack the particular attributes essential for satisfactory performance

on the job. It is assumed that formal ucreening procedures and training

evaluation insure that *very recruit delivered to the field is suited to

the demands of the job. If the recruit fails to perform satisfactorily on

the job, it is because of his inability to adapt to the general ailltar-

environment, lack of motivation, or undetectable personality or character

aberrations.

We can examine this assumption by focusing on attzition rates among

comparably qualified recruits assigned to two different occupations. Attrition

occurring during the post-training portion of the enlistment term ti of

particular interest, because the stated assumption Implies that an equal

proportion of recruits completing training for each job satisfactorily should

be involuntarily discharged in the post-training environment, the result of

conditions not related to the job. That is, there will he a few "bad apples"

In every barrel, and ttý barrel itself has little to do with the proportion

that is later discovered.

Our barrels in this example are the Army Mechanic and Driver occupa-

tions. Our apples are divided into two groups, mental category I recruits

(the top of the line) and mental category IV, non-high school graduate

recruits (the least desirable recruits actording to traditional measures of

recruit quality).

The following table indicates the proportions of all recruits of

either type initially assigned to each job who graduated from formal occupa-

tional training but who were involuntarily discharged during the last two

years of a 36-month initial enlistment term.*

0 Data prepared in GE TDMPO contract as described in Appendix A
of this study. C
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Asstgned and Trained as:

Attrition during last 2 years: Drivare mechanics

* Mtal Category I 21.61 8.61

a Mental Category IT (MIS) 19.71 30.6Z
Source: MARDAC (data processed by GE TDMPO)

The figures for amarnl category I recruits reveal a considerable

difference in the proportions attriting after traulng in the two jobs.

Evidentty. there are one or more characteristics of the Driver occupation

that lead many high quality recruits to fsi (21.61) when assigned in that

capacity, eve after completing all formal training suceassfully.

The demands of the Mechanic occupation Influence mental category I

recruits to perform quite differently on the job vhen so assigned, Indicated

by the comparatively low 6.8Z attrition figure.

A marked difference in likelihood of post-traininS survival is also

Indicated for stal category IV (US) recruits in the respective jobs. but

for this group the post-training demands of the Driver occupation are much

more conducive to success on the job then in the Mechanic occupation.

Our high quality apples ere much more perishable in the Driver

1barrel, yet our low quality apples are wore likely to go bad in the Mechanic

barrel. These findings indicate that the job itself can significantly

alter the probability of success or failure, even after extensive screening

has been performed by seas of selection testing and evaluation while

engaged in training. Equally important, the characteristics of each job

affect different kinds of recruits in different ways. What is Inimical

to satisfactory performance among high quality recruits in the Driver

occupation influences low quality people in a positive manner. The converse

is true in the mechanic occupation.

N \
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The statistics do not support the aseumption that attrition in

the post-training environment is unrelated to the unique demands of the

job. Rather, they give strong support to the alternative view that the

specific characteristics of the occupation to which an Individual is

assigned continue to directly effect a person's chases #f eucceas or

failure in the long run despite the extensive screening precedes his

assignment to the field.

This type of analysis hows how Improvements in the predictive

accuracy of tests can be assessed in the future. It my he expected that

as better tests are devised to more accurately predict occupational survival,

two changes in attrition patterns will occur. Pivot, attrition throughout

the enlietment term will decline in most jobs and particularly attrition

occurring in the pout-training environment. Second, the magnitude of

attrition in each job occurring mong recruits of a given quality such as

a mantal category, will approach a standard level. As greater screening

efficiency it attained, it will become more difficult to find jobs in

which, say, mental category I recruits experience an unums"lly high.

non-standard attrition rate in the post-training envirt• st. Attrition

will continue to occur, of course, because there will Indeed remain

undetectable individual attributes which contribute to failure in the field

regardless of the characteristics of the Job. but failures resulting from

the inappropriate matching of recruit attributes to the demands of the

occupation over the full term of enlistment will become Increasingly rare.

Maximum possible efficiency will manifest itself across all Service occupa-

* tions in a comparatively low, standard rate of involuntary separation in

the field among similarly qualified recruits.

/ C
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EXECUTIVE SUMARYA

TITLE: Representational Policy within the U.S. Armed Forces.

BACKGROUND: The advisability of taking policy actiones to achieve and
sustain a representative stred force has been the subject of
increasing public debate and concern. Despite the lack of
representation during the past three decades, representation
is becoming a formal policy objectives of the Services.
While concern is expressed for the levels of minorities and
women, and for educational, geographical nad economic
representation, in practi:., the policy actions concentrate
on achieving representation of blacks and other minorities
and geographical representation.

PROBLEM: Whether the Services should have representational policies;
if so, how should the policies be defined.

CONCLUSIONS: The adoption of formal representational policies by the
Services would cause major problem of definition (i.e.,
who should be subject to representational levels), admin-
istration (what skills, units, areas, ranks should be
subject to representational controls) and political (what

" -.L. I would be acceptable representational levels). TheSimposition of representational requiremts would also have
adverse impacts on recruiting programs and the sustainability

* of the All Volunteer Force.

RECOMMENDATIONS: The Department of Defense and all Services should cease
all actions which establish and support the achievement
of representational goals and should recruit and assign
personnel without regard to representational factors.
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RIPRESENTATIONAL POLICY1

This paper discusses representational policy with respect to military

personnel in the U.S. Armed Forces; that is, a combination of decisions

concerning appropriate levels of representation and the necessary buple-

menting administrative actions.

In contrast to goals or objectives, representational policy 4den-

aione would prompt the expenditure of funds or the authorization of

l.sa-than-maximum efficiencies in order to support the representational

policy decisions. For example, a representational goal might be to have

all naw Service accessions representative of the geographical areas of

our country. This goal would then serve as a standard against which

recruiting results could be compared. A representational policy decision,

on the other hand, would assign recruiters to less productive areas in

order to achieve the desired geographical mix. Without such a repre-

sentational policy, the most cost efficient recruitment program would
SII

locate recruiters in areas where they would produce the largest nmber

of quality recruits, regardless of the impact on representation.

HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS

Representation in the armed forces should be considered in the 4
context of historical precedents, and, for the purposes of this discussion,

the norm for representation is the proportion of each group within the

national population.

Whereas the draft generally insured a better geographical repre-

sentation within the forces, the Services have never been representative

in other areas. Perhaps the closest that the Armed Services came to repro-

sentation was In the closing months of World War II, when the vast majority

of the younger age classes were inducted into the forces. However, even

during that period of major manpower demands, only 73.1% of the 19-25 year

-go
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old* were in service.
1 / The remainder, about one man in every four, was

disqualified or excused.

Since that tise, the Services never have approached representet-

tionalu levels.

Black Representation

In the active forces in 1949, blacks comprised 7.5% of the enlisted

forces and less than 11 of the officer corps. By lSi2, the proportion

of black enlisted man had reached 9.22 (still below the national pro-

portion). Indeed, the proportion of black enlisted men stayed at

about the 9%-101 level until the adoption of the AF concept in 1971-72,

when the proportion began to climb, reaching a level of 16Z at the end

of FY 75. Thus, blacks were more underrepresented in the decade of

the 50's and 60's than they are overrepresented in the 1970's.

The level of black representation in the National Guard and

Reserves is the classic case of extremes. At the end of 1969, slightly

more than 11 of the National Guard and Reserves were black, even though

the President of the United States had for two years called the recruit-

ment of blacks "a matter of highest urgency".

"For soe reason, we haven't been able to get a handle on why A

they haven't wanted to enlist", a top National Guard official said.

During recent years, the National Guard obviously found the

answer to that question, and the proportion of blacks in the National

1/ fourth Report of the Director of Selective Service (Wash.,DC,GPO,1946) p.481. 2

The Negro in the Armed Forces, a Statistical Fact Book, OASD(qual /
Opportunity), Sept. 1971.

3/ Representation monograph, OASD(N&RA), KPP, Nov. 28, 1975.

"4/ The New York Times, Feb. 26, 1970.
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Guard haa significantly Increased, with blacks comprising more thae 25Z

of new accessions in both FY 1974 and FY 1975.

1/
Education and Mental Group Representation'

Another of the major categories most comonly associated with

representational policies is education and mental group levels, and

in this area the Services again have never approached representation.

Indeed, particularly during the recent AVF years, it has been the policy

of the Services to improve their educational and mental group levels,

with the aim of getting as many high school graduates and higher mental

group recruits as possible. The Services, especially the active forces,

"have generally been succeseful in this quest, although their 72T high

school graduates in the FT 1975 accession group are slightly below the

771 of 18 year olds who receive high school diploma. In the Seserve

Forces, however, only 512 of the accessions in FY 1975 had high school

diplomas.

Concerning college trained youth, the recruiting records are

more disproportionate. During FT 1975, some 452 of the 18 year old male

population entered college; at the same time, only 112 of the accessions

Into the armed forces had some college training. On the other side of

the ledger, almost 55% of the accessions in the National Guard and

Reserves in FT 1970 were college trained. (This level dropped off to

6.11 by FY 75.)

1/ Data on active forces accessions, educational and mental group levels
- for FY 70-74 from DoD Special Studies No. A02, F02, N02 and 302 of

"9/4/75; data on FY 75 Armed Forces accessions, educational sad mental
"group levels from OASD(M&RA). Data on high school graduations, first-
time male college enrollments and 18 year old sale population from
Projections of Educational Statistics to 1983-84, (HEW, National Center
for Educational Statistics, 1975), pp. 43. 44. 154, 159. Estimates on
GED's from Dr. Vance Grant, National Center for Educational Statistics.

Data on Reserve Forces accessions, educational nd mental group levels
for FY 70-75 from Briefing Charts prepared by Office, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs), 30 June 1975. B
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SThe non-high school graduate also has been disproportionately

recruited into the cued forces. In our society, the proportion of

16 year olde who do not receive high school diplomas has held steady at

about 231 for the last six years. During this same period, while the

proportion of active force accessions with less than high school diplovasI-I

baa varied between 281 aid 391, the proportion of non-high school gradu-

ates in the National Guard and iRserve has changed from a very under-

"represented 5.71 in FY 1970 to a very overrepresented 54.5Z in 1974.

Concerning mental groups, there also has never been proportionate

repreaentation. First, the lowest 102 or so (Category V personnel) are 4
precluded by law from entering the Service. Second, the Services during

the AV? ya•re have limited the number of Category IV personnel. At the

S •sow time, the proportions of Categories I and II personnel have never -

in recent years reached their proportions of the general population. 4

Representation of Women I
- The proportion of wom•n in the armed forces also has fluctuated

over the postwar years, from a low of 1.12 of total active military

Ss strength in fY 1964 to 4.62 level of FY 1975. The proportions of women

"in the separate Services also varied at the end of FY 1975, ranging from

a low of 1.62 in the Marine Corps to a high of 5.41 in the Army. Despite

Service progrm to broaden occupational opportunities for women, they resain

disproportionately represented in administration MIOS's (military occupa-

tional specialties), with approximately eight times the proportion in

administrative jobs in both the active and Reserve Forces than in the 1
forces in total.- Further, because of their arbitrary decisions to limit

the number of women enlistees, the Services have been able to reach their

* -recruitment goals Ahile insisting upon higher entry standards. If the

"1/ Data furnished by OASD(M&RA).
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quota reatrictions on womaen anlistmants vere removed and if entry standarde

were equal for man and women, the representation of women in the Services would

be significantly higher.
Geoeraphical Reprcsentation

From 1940 until the cessation of active inductions in 1973, the

Selective Service insured a generally representative geographical dis-

tribution of young men in the armed forces. Due to differences in

regional educational systems, volunteerism rates, health conditions,

etc., there were some differences; however, they were not significant.

During the recent AVF years, there hes been some movement away

from this historical geographical representation level. For example,

In FT 1971, Ns Enland and the Kid-Atlantic States were providing 19.31

of ermad forces accessions; in rT 1974, this had been reduced to 17.21. That

eies year, there wes a 4Z drop in the Midwest, while the Southeast, South-

vest and Pacific Coast states all increased by 21 to 31. Then, during

Yt 1975, due primarily to shifts of recruiting personnel, the percentages
2/

were brought more into line with the FY 1971 levels. In sumn, although

there have been slight variances, geographical representation hap!generally

been achieved throughout the last 35 years, although it has only been in

the lAst year or so that specific policy actions were taken in order to

achieve this goal.

As with racial, educational and male-female groups, the Armed

Services never have been very resentative of the Nation's economic

classes. Although the draft prompted a somewhat better cross section

than current AVF policies, the Selective Service rules on occupational

11 Project "Volunteer Road-Map". U.S. Air Force, 1974.

"2/ Representational Monograph, op. cit.
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And college student deferments (which were extended by many to the point

if non-eligibility for induction) resulted in a smaller-than-av~erag

proportion of higher income youth entering service. At the other end

of the economic spectrum, the bad education and health records of many

poor families traditionally precluded proportionate numers of young

man fro* theso ".:kgrounds from entering the service.

During the AV? years, there has tended to be & further concentra-

tion of accessions from the so-called middle range of economic classes.

Because of continuing raises in Service educational/mantal group standards,

the bottom portion of the economic ladder has been increasingly precluded

from entering the Services, while the absence of competitive wages for

college trained individuals has substantially limited amen from the higher

economic classes. Although the rsearch on economic status of accessions

is somewhat unreliable, the validity of the data is much that the Depart- I

ment of Defense states: "For the most part. recruits come from middle

income families and neighborhoods.' 'I

An analysis of accession and foi ce characteristics during both

the draft years and the current AVF years supports the conclusion that

the armed forces never have been completely representative, with the

possible exception of geographical factors. In the other areas of prime

interest -- racial, educational, male-female and economic - there have

been both wide ranges and changes in representation levels and limited

past concern on the part of policy makers, the public or Congress as to

the signficance of these non-representative factors.

-1 Representational Monograph, op. cit.
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CUR•ENT PUBLIC DEBATE CONCERNING REPRESENTATION

Despite the fact that the armed forces vere not totally re-

presentative in the post World War I1 years, the question of whether

they should be representative was never given such concern until the

late 1960's, when a combinstion of events opened the duor for what has

become a fairly heated debate among legislators, Academicians and others.

The role of the draftee in the Vietnam War first focused public

attention on the disproportionate represaentation chen apparent in the

ranks of the Army and Karine Corps combat units and in Lheir casualty

rolls. Through the use of Selective Service deferment/exemption schemes,

and by enlisting in the National Guard or Reserves, fewi college trained

upper class young men were being assigned to combat units in Vietnam.

Conversely, there was a disproportionate number of so-called "poor"

and Blacks in the combat units. And with high casualty rates, particu-

larly among young blacks, the question was raised concerning representa-

tion in the forces.

Proponents of Representational Policies

During the same period, the President directed the Gates Comission

to determine the ways and means necessary to recruit an All Volunteer

Force. The'question of representation was studied by the Commission

and comments thereon were contained in their widely read report. Al-

though the Commission Report discounted claims that the AVF wuld become

"all-black" or dominated by servicemen from low income backgrounds, their

consideration of representational factors in the military for the

first time in recent years gave an official endorsement to a concern for

representation - a concern which heretofore had never been expressed -

7,
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and Blacks in the combat units. And with high casualty rates, particu-
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tion in the forces.
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"During the same Reriod, the President directed the Gates Commission

to determine the ways and means necessary to recruit an All Volunteer

Force. The question of representation was studied by the Comission

and c•mments thereon were contained in their widely read report. Al-

though the Commission Report discounted claims that the AVF would become

"all-black" or dominated by servicemen from low income backgrounds, their

consideration of representetional factors in the military for the

first time in recent years gave an official endorsement to a concern for

"representation - a concern which heretofore had never been expressed -
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at least *Inc* the lot* 1940's. when the desegregation of the armed

forces by President Truman prompted a plea from the Army for a 102

quota f or black enlisted and, later, a private agreement with President

Truman that a quota could be established If the number of black enlistees

"becoe disproportionate".-

Although the Gates Commission Report did not document Its re-

search on this particular Issue, tho report stated:

Members of both the white end Negro commnit~es hae" expressed
concern that the all-volunteer force eight fill Its enlisted ranks

With the poor and the black. This concern Is linked to the recog-
nition that IL move to a voluntary force requires a substantial
Increase in first-term military pay. Higher pay. it is said.
will Increase the attractiveness of military service primarily
among lower income groups, where the proportion of Negroes* is
high. A predominantly black enllst@4 force might develop. This
will result, according to some, In the black and the poor bearing
a disproportionate share of the burden ot defense. Some whites
are concerned with the dangers of having in the community a large
number of blacks who have had military training.* They fear 2 hat
these ama will participate In domestic disorder. and riots.-.

While the report repeatedly discounted these claime, they never-

theless gaye the expressed concern a legitimacy that heretofore It had

not enjoyed.

Following the Gates Comission Report, others in and outside of

the Government have comented on the issue oý representation. Although

there have been passsing references in msoo of th~ese comments to geographi-

cal, educational, mele-famale~and to a greater extent, economic represen-

tation. tho prim area of debate has Involved the level of black repre-

sentation. This debate was given greater emphasie during the AVF years

* by the rapid Ancreasos in the number of blAck enlisted accessions into

the active and Reserve Forces.

" ",Te 4w york Tiossa. 30 Mlay 1975, p.34.

2/ Report of the President's Coomission on an All-Vulunteer Force,
February 1970. PP. 141-142.
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Among those commenting on the issue were two sponsors of the

legislation which established Lhe Defense Kanpowur Commission. Speaking

of their concerns and the need for a commission, Senators Kennedy stated:

Throughout the debate over the passage of the Military
Selective Service Act of 1971, Public Law 92-129, proponents
of a volunteer Army argued that there would be no major increase
in the percentage of minorities in the Armed Forces. !hey said
the Gates Commission aid the Defense Department analyses sug-
tgeted that the percentage of minority and poor members in the

Services would remain fairly sitable and in most cases would 7ot
increase beyond their percen.iag of the general populationJ11
Senator Eagleton stated:

I said at that tims that I believed that an All Volunteer
Army would be a poor man's Ary, that it would be composed of
young men and women from the lver end of the socio-econo,-ic

scale who, because of lack of £Jumal education, lack of train-
ing, lack of opportunities, and lack of money would accept
military service as a means of economic survival.-!

Th. result of their concern was a specific charge to the Defense

Manpower (ommission (in P.L. 93-155) to give special consideration to:

The Implications for the ability of the Armed Forces to
fulfill their mission as a result of the changp in the socio-
economic composition of military enlistees since the ena.tment
of new recruitiug policies provided for in Public La, 92-129
and the implications for national policies of this change
in the composition of the Armed Forces.

NOTE: The ability of the armed forces to accomplish their mission am a resultSof the changes in the #ocio-economic composition of enlistees is discussed in

the DMC staff Rasear-h Paper, "The Impact of Socio-Economic Composition in the

All Volunteer Force," by Kenneth J. Coffey, Edward Scarborough, Frederick J.

Reeg, Audrey J. Page and James V. Abellera. The implications for national

policies of these cbanges are discussed in this paper.

Further attention was called to representation as an issue by

many other organizations, individuals and groups. Among these vere Drs.

Morris Janowits end Charles Hoskos" Jr., perhaps the most vocal critics

l/. Congressional Record, 26 September 1975.

4 2/ Ibid.
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of "representational problemsa Writing it various ptoferuional

journals, the two academicians echoed the same theme, which is best

illustrated from the following excerpt from one of their article.:

Professional military officers and civilian eoatotors
view a large concentration of blacks as exacerbeting race ten-sions and management problems within the Services. Many are
apprehensive about the internal reliability of msch a force.They further ask tho question: Can a military force whose com-
bat units are overweighted with a racial minority hae credibi-
lity in the world arena? They speak of a "tipping effect" or
that point rt wv+1,% "". -- :i.Lun or blacks became so highthat large numbers of whites are no longer prepared to enter
the particular Service or branch involved. Such an occurremcecould be engendered by factors including the perceived status
decline rf units overproportionately black, or the real forceof black hooliganism on the part of many lower-ranking white
enliated sen. The result could well be a significant diminish-
sent of white recruit* for the ground force units imnolved.JI

Dr. Janowitz again echoed this theme in testimony before the

Defense Manpower Comission:

A representative military is the basis of civilian controland the legitimacy of the military. In a democratic society,
a representative military is essential to military effective-
n.em.z/

Writing In th New York Times. John W. Finney also called atten-

"tion Lo the concern of some politicians for racial representation in-

balencee:

Some conservatives and liberal* also question whether anall-volunteer force is a desirable social objective In ademocracy: the Conservatives because they are worried aboutthe number of blacks in the services, the liberals becausethey are worrted that the nation may be acquiring a mercenary
force drawn from the lower classes that fiture political
leaders can use for military adventures. l

I/ Morris Janowitz and Charles Mskos, Jr., "Racial Composition of theAll-Volunteer Force: Policy Al~ernatlve&.," Armed Forces and Society,
Vol. 1, No. 1, Fall 1974.

2/ Testimony before the Defense Manpower Commisaion, 17 July 1973.

3/ The New York Times, 3 November 1974.
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Concern over black overrepresentation also was expressed edi-

torially by the New York Times, stating that*

.The end result can be a force so ltgely made up of
Blacks as to destroy the integration ais••

Finally, even the Df anse Nanpower Cosmission has identified

"representation as a "problem." Citing the need for an In-depth

study, the Commission in its Interim Report said:

Whereas the draft in essence gave the military a distribution
system which caused the Services to more nearly reflect a cross

Ssection of American youth, the All Volunteer Force, on the other
hand, leaves the socio-econoaic and minority group balance more
to chance. The result has been some pronounced aberrations in
the di&LribuLion of milita•y prsonnel which, although solvable,
nevertheless create problems.-'

Proponents of "Free-Flow" Policies

A defense of current non-representational enlistment levels

generally has been made by black leaders and scholars.

Writing in the Washington Star, Vernon Jordan said:

It is interesting that while American servicemen were fight-
ing and dying in Vietnam there was little concern about the dis-
proportionate numbers of blacks in front-line combat units and
on the casualty lists.

Criticisms of the armed forces should be based on real issues,
not on false racial concerns.-'

In the same article, however, Mr. Jordan expressed concern over

the "black under-representation" in the ufficer ranks.

Another voice of concern over possible black representation pLlicies

came from Representative Shirley Chisholm. In my mind, said Chisholm:

All this talk about a volunteer Army being poor and black is
not an indication of "concern" for the black and the poor but
rather of the deep fear of the possibility of a black Army. Very

I The New York Times, 5 February 1975.

2/ Defense Manpower Commission, Interim Report to the President and

Congress, 16 May 1975, p. 14.

3/ The Washington Star, 13 July 1975.
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few people desire to verbellze the underlying fear and anxciety
of a large number of black men trained in the military sense in
* Nation where racism Is rampant. Individuals who are upset over

black Power rhetoric shudder at the idea of a wbole Azry of blacks
trained as professional soldiers.l/

Representative Ronald Dellums has also spoken out with reeoect to

possible representational policies:

If, through the exercise of free choice by individuals, there
are more blacks in the Service than in the population (proportion-
ally), we should expect a proportionately greater sacrifice. The
whole idea of a volunteer Army is that the individual will take
this risk and this respont ibtlity on by his or har free choice.
It it not the role of the military to turn a qualified volunteer
4own while telling him "your commuity will not stand for it".
Despite protestation to the contrary, th.at ti shot we are talking

about, denying blacks opportunity to join the military.2/

To this, Eddie N. Williams, President of the joist Center for

Political Studies, adds:

But wl ether it is admitted publicly or not, we know that the
controversy also stem from dark visions of military trained
blacks taking control of cities and by unpubstmitiated notions
about the delree of confidence our allies have in black troopA.2/

In sum, there is growing debate and controversy over the question

of representational policy within the Services. The vast majority of the

com• nte have involved the level of black representation. Although con-

cerns have been expressed both by factions 'worried" about the increased

proportions of blacks in the rseed forces and by other fa:tion@ who are

"worried" that their opponents will initiate some form of policy controls

over black accessions and representational levels, little has been pro-

posed concerning specific actions that could be taken - either in order

to control the number of black accessions or to ensure aheolutely "free

flow" opportunity for all mebers of all groups.

_/ Testimony before the House Armed Services Committee, Mnrch 15, 1971.

2/ Joint Center for Political Studies, Focus, Vol. 3, No. g, June 1975, p.6.

-. 3/ Statement before the Defense Kanpower Commission, 17 July 1975.
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CURRENT DOD POLICY OBJECTIVES AND ACTIONS

The achievement and sustainment of a "representative" armed

force would seem to be a current objective of the Department of Defense,

although the eract dimensions of desired representational levels and the

degree to which the Services are or are planning to go In terms of supporting

their representational objectives with policy actions are as yet unclear

and have not been subject to Congressional examinstion or public debate.

Howerer, the issuance of monthly statistical reports which

discuss "Representation", the publishing of an In-depth Representation

Monograph by OSD (MRA) and public statements from civilian leaders within

DoD all support the conclusion that the representation level of the armed

forces is a basic consideration of our civilian and military leaders.

For example, aa Assistant Secretary of the Army rotman re antly

told the Defense Manpower Commieeion:

.... With the advent of the volunteer Army, it became

increasingly evident that the makeup of the force might
become substantially unrepresentative. This became a
matter of concern to many Members of Congress as well as
to other national leaders and to the media. There was
worry thet the Army might develop into a mercenary
"organization, an Army of the poor, a regionally biased
Army, or an Army disproportionate in minorities. These
concerns, while only concerns at the time, prodded the
Army into an introspective look.--

In the saem statement, Secretary Brotrman seemed to provide the

results of this policy examinetion:

Equally important as having a quality and professional

Army is having an Army which is generally repre*entative of
the American people. I mean representative in the racial,

geographic, and socio-economic sense.

1/ Statement of Assistent Secretary of the Army (M&RA) Brottman before

the Defense Manpower Commission, 17 July 1975.
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Although others also have commented on representational policy

goals, there are mixed Interpretations within the Services concerning

appropriate representational policies, and there are limited but

Increasaing mounts of formal policy actions being takan in support of

representational objectives. However, those policies and actions seem

to be restricted to achievement only of racial and geographical representa-

tional objectives. None of the Services, nor OSDjis particularly con-

earned about the lack of representation concerning education and mental

group levels, proportion. of women or proportion. of the "poor".

lnter-Service D~ifferences in Policy Objectives

Although each Service soeem to heve an Imp~licit service-vide policy

of achieving pr -portionsal representation of accessions based on geographical

origin, there are inter-Service differences In their racial representatirenal

wihnThe total objectives, which apply to regular, Reserve and National

withn te ttalpopulation. Racial representation objectivee are *ata-

bliha intemsof in-service proportions of enlisted blacks adother

railminorities. Using the in-service percentage of enlisted blacks, for

examlethe rmyobjective Is to provide representative participation In

all kil szss.Similarly It would appear from the Army policy of computing

a "rpreentaionindex" tomesrantrcpogsththeuiae

goalis o hve he racial representation In officer strength equal to the

reprsenatio inenlisted strength.
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The Marine Corps objectives are similar to the Army in that

there is no reference to the general population for enlisted accessions.

Marin objectives generally define racial representation in terms of

racial "balance between occupational groups and major Fleet Marine

Force cowmands based on in-service population. In the area of officer

accessions the Marine Corps has established a racial representation

goal of attaining a percentage of minority accessions that approximates

the percentage of minority college enrollment.

The Air Force (regular, Reserve and Air Guard) raeial representation

objectives are stated in terms of both source population and in-service

balance. In the area of enlisted accessions the Air Force representation

objective is to reasonably reflect the racial/ethnic mixture of the national

population. As for In-service personnel, the objective is to achieve equi-

table distribution of minorities in all career fields. The Air Force

objective for representation in the officer ranks Is established at 6% min-

ority by early 1980.

The Navy racial representation objective is stated in terms of

"seeking to achieve increased representation of minorities proportional to

the demography of the source population. Quantifying this racial representa-

tion objective, the Navy accession goals are 12Z enlisted and 6% officer

minorities. The Navy has no established objective related to racial

representation in various career fields; however, to improve the opportunity

of minorities for apprentice trainitg, there is a recruiting goal that the

percentage of enlisted minority school eligible accessions be the sane 3•

the school eligible percentage of total accessions.

15D
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in sum, in addition to geographic origin, reprsesntation based

on race has become a consideration of all Services in establilshing specific

manpower objectives. The applications of representation are not standard.

It might pertain to accessions proportional to the general population,

or certain qualified groups (e.g., enlisted vs. officers), or distribution

and balance across occupational fields, career specialties, and certain

major commands.

Current DoD Policy Actions

Zach of the Services to some degree currently is iexpnding funds

or supporting recrulting operations in order to achiev* representational

objectives. Thua, in the terme defined at the beginning of this paper,

each of the Services currently is following a representation policy. As

noted previously, these policy actions impact mostly on racial representation

and, to a lesser degree, geographical representation levels and distribution.

In addition, there are many actions that have been taken in recent

years by the Services which have direct impact on representational levels,

although the stated reasons for the policy actions were not related to

the achievement of representational goals.

Within the Army, the clearest exaple concerns geographical repre-

sentation. During lY 1975, the Army redistributed its recruiting force

with a stated objective of achieving better geographical representation

snnu recruits. This move was taken although it would have base more

16
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efficient and cost effective to concentrate recruiters il certain "pro-Army"

areas of the countr-;. This mov, which transferred some recruiters out of

heavily black areas, also resulted in a reduction In black enlistments,

! although the Ipact on black enlistments was not a stated goal of the

redistribution program.

Policies which directly limited the enlistment of blacks have been

in effect in both the Navy and Karin* Corps. Resulting from high level

concern over the number of blacks who were concentrated in les-demanding

skill areas, both Services attempted to lisit the proportion of less qualified

black enlistees by relating their acceptability to the recruitment of black

enlistees with higher Mental Group rankings. The Marine Corps program was

in effect during FY 1974 and 1975, although stopped in February 1975. The

Navy program still is in operation. In practice, both programs either

limited or permitted the enlistment of Black Category IV personnel

while allowing the enlistment or turning away of whites with similar

minimum qualifications.

"The Air Force also has taken at least one policy action which

has increased the prcportion of minority candidates within occupationalI OSs. Designed to achieve a better distribution of minority enlistees

throughout the various skill areas in the Air Force, the program essentially

authorize* parallel assignment systems. Althourh candidates from both the

black and non-black groups ari minimally qualified, the minority candidates

who are assigned to at least 10 of the available MOS skill openings may

17
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or say not be equally qualified to the non-uinority candidates they

have displaced.

In addition to these programs, all four Services operate special

minority officer recruitment programs. Altlough they may not be as cost-

effective as other officer recruitment activities, these programs nevertheless

are continued because of the desire of the Services to improve their per-

ceantages of minority officers.

Summary

With the advent of tie AVl, each Service and DoD became

increasing aware of representational factors, and despite differences in

interpretations (which often change with changes in top leadership), the

Services in varying degrees seem to be moving forvard on implementing

policy actions. While some policy actions have been taken to date, and

other policy decisions have had representational overtones, a major

policy comitment to achieving representation through the expenditure of

funds and less-efficient recruiting operations has yet to be made.

However, unless Congress, the Administration or the public enter the
N

debate, it seems likely that the Services will continue their evolution

toward firm representational policies.

DISCUSSION

rhe term "reiresentational policy" merits specific definition in

terms of criteria and boundaries. In its broadest sense, representational

18
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policy could be an extremely complex and confusing matrix of restrictions

and requirements.

In order to gain an understanding of the many problems that would

be associated with establishing representational policies, consideration

should be gives to the following questions:
1. Whet factors or touaps should be included in a representstional

solir?

lhe group# and factoro mst coemonly cited in public discussions of

uepresentational policy aor minority groups, educational and mental group

levels, geographic, sale-fmerle representation end economic levels.

Utile Identification of the last four factors are reasonably clear-

cut, the problem o• deciding the minority groups to be included would be

complex and subject to heated public debate. While blacks, Spanish-surname,

Indians and "others" are ccroonly identified groups, what sbout all the

other et'nic, religious and nationalistic groups in the country? For

example, as nhil Stevens wrote in Air Force Times: A-

One group of congressmen recently asked St retary
of efmen Schlesinger to explain what they thought was
a shortage of ethnic Polish and Italian officers in
the general and flag ranks. Most of those members
had Polish or Italian names. Perhaps the various senators
and representatives of Japanese extraction will be
next to ask why there are no generals or admirals
with Japonese surnames.

Utile Mr. S$teves' example is a bit extreme, there nevertheless

are various ethnic, religious and nationalistic group' Ahich are striving

for recognition, acceptance and success. Thus, any definitiun of repro-

sentational policy would have to give serious consideration to all such

groups.

A/ air Force Times, 24 September 1975.



2. Who is a ameber of an identified group?

The problem of matching msn and wo0mn with identified groups

also would be complez, particularly in the area of minority groups.

If blacks were chosen as one of the group., what identifies a "black"?

Further, is the objective to achieve a racial representation, or to

achieve a representation of those blacks, Spanieh-surnams, Indiana

and others that have yet to enter the mainstream of Amsrican life. In

other words, should the mn and wcomn who have integrated into the mainstrasa

of society be included or eocluded from the represontatiomal policy category.

3. Vbat is representation?

hteoded public debate would be necessry in order to arrive at

a coneensus of acceptable representational levels, for depending upor. the

point of view of the proponent, widely different numsrical and percentage

levels could he justified as appropriate. For easaple, in the cae of

black otficer accessions, justifiable argumnts could be mode to set the

tepreoentotional policy equal to the enlisted proportion in a service

(for example currently 222 in Army); at 132 (the proportion of blacks in

the youth popuiation); 11.62 (the proportion of blacks in the general

population; and 6Z (the proportion of blacks mog college graduates).

Cases even could be made for percentages above 222 (in order to "catch up"

on past lower-than-representational-level inputs), and lees the', 62 (by

limiting officer candidates to college graduates with epecificell•

required engineering, science. or professional majors).
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4, What factors should ba subject to representational policy

controls?

Another complex question that would have to be answered In order

to arrive at any defensible representational policy concerns the area

of applicability for that policy.

For example, and again depending upon the point of view of the

proponent, cases could be Justified for enforcing a representational

policy within the Department of Defense as a single entity. or within

yearly accession totals. In thes cases, it wuld be Immaterial if

significantly more or les of the identified group entered the Army

rather than the Air Force, or the Marinae rather then the Usy.

A cas also could he and for servtie-vide equity, thus ensuring

a balance between Services. The National Guard and Reserves could or

could not be included in this position, again depending upon the pro-

ponent's point of view.

If service-vide standards are agreed to, then the next logical

question concerns within-s•rvice distributions. Should representational

policy be enforced within the various broad occupational categories,

i.e., comat arms, supply, administration, etc.? Should it be extended to

specific MOS within these broad occupational categories? Last, should

the geographical distribution of men/womn in Service be influenced by

representation•l factors. If so, then the Services would have to insure

that an equal proportion of men and wen from Identified representational

groups, within identified occupational clusters or specific MSs., would be
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serving in all geographical areas. . . perhaps eveu within all sub-

ordin•t. units. . .perhaps even within the smallest Identifiable unit,

such as an infantry platoon.

%MAL OPORTUNITY, AFIRATIVE ACTION AND RPIKESINTATICOIAL POLICY

V01wUM~CES

There are three phrases comonly used to describe official

Department of Defense and service policies concerning representational

factors. These are 9qual Opportunity, Affirmative Action and Rspresentational

Policy. Although similar is iatet, the three are different in concept

d operation.

Equal Opportunity programs are designed to remove vestiges of

bigotry and institutional racism in order to insure that all man and womes,

regardless of their race, ethnic background, economic status or geographic

home of record, receive equal opportunity for enlistment, ossigument, promo-

tions, etc. At its ultimate success, the only criteria for selection would

be "beat qualified".

Affirmative Action program, on the other hand, have attached a

.. merical percentage or level to the representation of various groups

within the forces. While generally viewed as positive program aimed to

increase the participation of minorities in heretofore underrepresented

areas, a critical analysis of the progrms would also reveal that they

function to limit the participation of heretofore over-represented groups

and the distinction between Affirmative Action programsend Representative

Policy is at best a grey ares. While "affirmative action" is s currently

22
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were "acceptable" phrase, the degree of policy enforcemnt which can

occur In affirmative action progrema can make these particular prosara

aore "policy" than "action". For exmple. If the Affirmative Action

program recently ennounced by the Army to reduce the nummer of blacke

in the infantry and combat aree and to ncrase the number of blacks

in other non-combat eIpgnts Is limited to active counseling, then

tlre would be competition for the various jobs saug equally qualified

Individuals end the program clearly would be Affirmative Action. Ien

If special training progrms wer utilized in order to bring minority

group m rs up to a competitive level, there still would rmain equal

competition between minority and not-odunrity group mnern. lawyer,

when distinct policy actions are taken (whether celled Representational

Policy or Affirmative Action) that preclude assignment of equally

qualified individuals in order to achieve better beloewe, or when the Services

are conducting les-eficilent recruitment progres for the sane purpoee,

then regardless of title, they ate conducting formal representational policy

progres.

The Problems of Setting Representational Policies

A representational policy for the U.S. romed forces offers a malti-

tude of variations, each of which would have different impact oan identifi-

able groups of citizens within our country. As the previous discussion

Indicated, a variety of points of view* could be defended, with a resulting

SJImpact on the group in question ranting from an entresely low to en extremely

high level.
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Consideration of reprzeaeattioual policy should sot be unertakes

lightly or In haste. It would be vital to the continuing - -es of any

policy (which could be a deliberate decision that the policy would be -.a

ebsolutely "free-f low" without overt represeentational actiam) that all

interested parties in the country participate to the deceisio se that

the decision be subject to extended public debate. Further. it meld be

vital to have the decision-wakers as "representative" mas peesible. On

the other hend. any discussion of repreeentational policy levels would

likely be a very emotional end comlex madertaking which could cause amr

problems then It would cute.

The robleme of Administering Reprosentatiomal Policies

The enforcement of representational policies through deliberate

actions on the part of the Department of Defense an the Military Serviess

could create maessive administrative problem* end additional exenses.

Depending upon the degree to which a representationel policy wa defined,

the Services could be required to fulfill their staffing reqiprmats

In compliance with a Mester Matrix of representatitonal factors which

could only be handled by a computer operation.

while such a system is technically Possible, any requirement that

imposes representa tionsal rather than qualification factors could be

expected to adversely impact on the capability of the suits to perform

their missions. This would be the Impact of any representational policy

as the policy would limit the flexibility of the armed force" to utilize
their personnel in the best possible maner in order to provide the beet

possible defense of our country. It would be unreasonable to expct

24/



that the recruiting/staffing of the forces in accordance with a best

man/wman for the job policy would co•icide with recruitnent/etaffint

policies with representational restrictions. Therefore, there would be

£ price peld by the Services in taml of effectiveness for the benefits

of a representational policy, the degree of which would be determined

by the differences between the repreasntational policy restrictions

and the "free-floe of the best qualified camdidates.

The adoption of a representational policy of any a•gntude als

would have an adverse Ipact an the cost-effectiveness of the recruiting

operations. Bacuse a representational policy would impose wtirmmnts

different than that achieved under a "froe flow" of the beet qualified

candidates, readjustuents in recruiting operations would be required,

unless the "marketplace" happen" to conecide with the representational

levels, which would be e veay unlikely occurrence. Hors likely, the

recruiters would ha" to refrain from signing-on good candidates frow an

over-subscribed group in order to recruit and sign-on good candidates

from the group whos orsr here not bean applying in quantities equal

to the desired levels. As a result, there would be additional efforts,

increased funding and probable decreased efficiencies in the recruiting

operations. It could eve lead to recruiting shortfalls.

The Impact of tepresentational Policies Ution Susteinability of the AV?

The suateinability of the All Volunteer Force io dependent upon

adequate numbers of qualified young man and women being recruited for
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military service. There Is a distinct al~t ina the recruiting "marketplace."

Factors such as minimum medical, educational and moral standards, level

of waesa and other benefits, the state of the civilian econmy and many

other factors determine the size of the recruitable pool. Ouiring the

early years of the All Volunteer Force, there were severe recruiting problems

with a "marketplace" that did not significantly exceed the meeda of the

Services. Since then, particularly in 1974 and 1975, the downturn In the

economy hes prompted civilian unemployment and reaultad Is greater numbers

of young me and mamma being interested In ailitary service. As a result.

the recruitable pool wee Increaased in size and the Services mar. able to

ralse their standards. thereby reducing the size of the Peel to a level

consistent with their needs while at the smm tims Improving the qualification.

of the potential recruits.

Within this ebb and flow of the recruiting marketplace, then, the

impact of representational policies muet be considered. For examle. If

a policyweasadopted that the black input Into the Armywould be atthe

national proportion ofblack youth. (132).* them the AMy recrviters In

recet mnth wold e" eenprecluded from taking certain qualified

.4black. (in excess of 132) wbile at the same tine would have boem required

to find an additional number of qualified n~on-inority candidates.

While in the "good" recruiting month. of 1974 and 1975, this

probably would have been possible by again lowering entry standards in

order to increase the esie of the non-black recrusitable pool, the bottom

of the barrel had been reached in 1972-74 and it probably would not have
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been possible to attract additional non-minority candidettes to the

Services without providing additional monetary benefits or lowering the

standards below th, minimally acceptable level. Thus, In reel life; the

adoption of any policy mbich required representational input of volunteer*

Is likely to hae" a significant adverse Impact on the sustainability of

the All Volunteer Porte. While additional candidates for enlistment canI ~ be attracted to the Services from the current "uninterested" or "unqualified"
I .poololsignificant costs In force effectiveness and/or monteary Cost offset-

iveness would he incurred. Is today's API envirmmnt, the enforcment of

my represetational policy beyond that vwhi can be accooplishad within

corrent rpply-dmwnd limits of the marketplace IS not A realistic Policy

alternative.

COUC1WSIS

nbo advet of the All Volunteer 'Frce has proupted aninrease surge

of Interest and concern in representational levels. Despite ow consnt&

which have focused upon all olesmwfo of representation - educational and

mental group levele, valw-fmwle, geographical, economic and racial - the

great majority of Interest has centered on the racial make-up of the forces,

an this concern for representation did not manifest itself strongly until

the rats of accessions Into the AVI of black volunteers bega to exceed

significantly the proportions of black* In the general population. In

recent moths, each Service, Including the listional Cuard end Reserves,

has established its own representational objectives. Rot only are th~ss
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objectives different from Service to Service, but they of ten meseonvge

and unclear. Furthermore, each Service has takan at leasnt a fee policy-

supporting action* which are impacting an the racial and lastgrpkical'

oake-u of the armed forces.

Without any guidance being provided by the Congress, ~Atmnstration
and the general public, It Is likely that the Services will emoton to

Implement representational policies, at leasnt vitbin the "real life~ limts

of supply end de"ma in the marketplace. Thus, A~ll* more amo-asohtty

candidato@ are available for enlistment, it is likely that the lawicoo

will cont~nie to take policy actions which somoqhat limit the oestee of

black candidates. On the other hand, when the economy lUmits th avila-

bility of quality non-minority candidates, It io likely that the Service

policies will be broadened so that increased nmbkers of minorities cat

be enlisted.

In realistic terms, representational policies of my kMod are

luxuries that can only be afforded when there is roam to "pick an choee

within the available marketplace. Fur hermoro, although today's surplus

of candidates for onlistmeut allows p licies which manage the preomrtionsz

of minority enlistments and achieves general geographical representtion,

policies which limit the Services to rigid proportions akin to the national

population levals are simply not possible in the present swply-dmn I

scenario. Thus, any representational policies are more likely to "bead"

free flow levels of representation rather then achieve true representational

levels. Such true representational levels could only be achieved with
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significantly different volunteer Incentives or a form of involuntary V

Service commiment, and then er not reelistic alternatives In today'*

world.

The question of vbwther there should be representational policy

cano• be avoided, simply because In the ebsence of structured debate,

the policies ate being decided in printe and are slowly being Implel nted. I

It ie therefore essential that the question of whether there should be

representational policti for the acred forces be publicly discussed and i
debated, and that pending formal decisaon of the Congross that representa-

tie i any fom is a stated national Polcy objective, that the Services

end the Department of Defense should be restrained from setting representa-

tional policy goals md taking action of any sort which limit the "free-

flat entry and service of all equally qualified candidates. This would

here an Imediate Isact on the armed forces, with Service personnel

tending to be mor geographically clustered, with ore blacks enlisting

in the fortes, with fewer black officers boin appointed, and with blacks,

Stending to cluster in certain occupational areas.

The Ut staff recomands that, panding a decisins of the Congress

which formally establishes epresentational policies:

It is recommnded that, pending a decision of the Congress
which establish and support the achieveent of represmenational
soals.

The Services manage their recruitment and assignent practices
In accordance with cost-effectiveness and efficiency Xuidelines.

The Services recruit and assign personnel without regard t.
representational fa•trs.

It is further recommended that:

The Congress regularly ex•ine the activities of the Services
and the Department of Defense with respect to achieving and
supporting these policies.
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CECJTIVE SUIOIART

IuTROomtIOm: Highlights concern which led the D•C to inveeti-
get. the Implications for the ability of the

Armed Forces to fulfill their mission as a
"result of the change in the socio-econouic
composition of military enlistees under the
AVY.

TE ISSE*: Interprets the DMC charge in terms of 10
questione. Questions are derived from statdo,
implicit or inferable concerns In the DH0
authorizing legislation

- 5 questione deal with actual change in
socio-economic composition of military

", 5 questions deal with the Impact of changes
on mission capability

NI)TBDOLOGY: Basic approach to the issue is a review of historical
data which identifies socio-econosir changes,
conduct of a survey to gain perceptions of unit
commnders concerning changes and their Impact
on readiness, and a review of other pertinent
research and literature.

SOCIO-ECMfIC RANWES: Reviews overall changes in Armed Forces 1964-I97S

- Presents statietical data on changes in the

Armed Forces in each of the following areas.

* Educational and mentel group levels

Woman
* Economic Statue
* Ceography

SURVEY: Presents summary results of interview with 154
unit comanders. Survey was designed to gain their
perceptions of socio-econcomc changes in their
units and the impact of those changes on the
ability of their units to perform their mission.

XMICATIONS: In light of reviewing the presented data, the
findinge from the survey of unit commanders,
and other research, this section addresses each
of the 10 questions identified in the 15S13
section.

CO%=C lOlI: There have been several changes in the socio-
economic composition of the Ar=ed Forces;
however, there are no indicators which point
to a diminishing of uission capability resulting
from such changes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

';ction 702(7) of PL 93-155 directs the Camitssion to give special

consideration to:

The implications for the ability of the Armed Forces
to fulfill their mission as a result of the change in the socio-
economic composition of military enlistees since the enactment
of new recruiting policies provided for in Public Law 92-129
and the Implications for national policies of this change in
the composition of the Armed Forces.

This specific charge was the result of an amen nt introduced

by Senator Zagleton and supported by Senator Kennedy. In statemte

in the Congressional Record, they expressed concern over changes in

the socio-economic composition of the fortes as defined by those who

do not have high school diploom., are poor and/or are minorities.

Senator Ragleton stated (Congressional Record Sept. 26, 1973):

Two years ago on this floor I took a very unpopular
stand when I opposed the effort to abolish the Solective Service
System during wartime. I said at that time that I believed that
an All Volunteer Army would be a poor man's Army, that it would
be composed of young mn and women from the lower and of the
socio-economic scale who, because of lack of formal education,
lack of training, lack of opportunities, and lack of money
would accept military service as a means of economic survival.

Senator Kennedy stated (Congressional Record, Sept. 26, 1973):

My concern is . . . that the rising percentage of
blacks and the rising percentage of individuals with less then
a high school education indicates a basic change In the compo-
sition of the military.

. . . my concern now is that we are telling specific
groups in the country that the only road to advancement, the
only road for achievement is through the military end particu-
larly through the combat arms route. In other words, they must
be in a position where they are risking their lives to provide
for the Nation's defense before we will accord them an opportunity
to Uatter their economic status.

The implication of this failure (the Senator probably
is referring to 1973 recruiting results which indicated dispro-
portioneat numbers of minority enlistesS) for both the Armed

£\
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torcoa and for the society must be explored and resolved not
only with regard to the black and Spanish-speaking, but also
with regard to the poor. I e" hopeful that this &ameendment
will afford an opportunity to achieve that reault.

11. DRYINING THE ISSUES

The stated, Limplicit or inferable concerns of the two sponsoring

lonators, as weil as the intent of the outhorizing legislation centered on

education, economic status and race with respect to encic-economic corn-

poeltion. The DNC staff expanded the" factors to include mental category.

*omn gd eogrephy. Theae factors. in regard to tompoeltion, ea" be exnamined

ia t:e context of the following questions:

1. es the AVY recruited as Increasing percentage of iadividuele

withut ighschool diplomas or equivalents. or from Hostel Croup IV?

2. Ias the AVY become increasingly Rlack, and If so. In what areas?

3. Nas the AVl recruited Increased numbers of wýnT

4. Us the AVY become a poor mon's Army?

3. Now has geographic compositionk of the ATl ch~age?

j4. Was the cheang in educational levels and woeta groups

within the Al? impacted on the ability of the Armed Forces to carry

out Its moseion?

7. Ias the increase in blacks in the AVY impacted on the

ability of the Armsd Forces to carry out Its mission?

S. asa the Increased numnbers of women in the AT? Impacted on

the ability of the Armed Forces to carry out Its mission?

9. laew the changes in the economic status of accessions during .

the AVF years impacted on the ability of the Armed Forces to carry out
Its missiont

10. Neos the changes in the geogrphic mix of the AV? impacted

on the ability of the Armed Forces to carry out Its mission?

~/The statutory charge dealing with implications on national policy will
be exmained in another paper.

Ii+
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Ill. N TUOWLOCT

It Is very difficult, if cet Impossible, to clearly assesa "the

implications for the ability of the Armed forces to fulfill their mission

as a result of the cheap in the socio-scoaouic compoeltion ... as

stated In TLJ93jM. It is besed on the promise that socio-economic

composition of a fores affects prformnce. This may or may not be true.

The WC etaff has dwelt at length oa this matter. Performeuce could

equally, or are so, be a function of euch dynaic factors as materiel

readiness, leadership, training ead morale. Alsc, "quality" (i.e., quali-

fications, activation, attitude, etc.) eight be ote important then sonc-

ecoomic bckground. Tbher ate noa uapatiftble variables end

intangibles, Internal d external to the Armed Forces. which complicate

any es"seat. Secogaising the any susitivities, yet still attempting

to respond to the cha$rg in yLJ&ISS- the OW staff adopted the following

methodology in their efforts to domeat. discuss "A evaluate the te on

specific quetios pose4 in section II, Defining the lssus.

Is the MC approach, the first step required a doceentation

- evaalution of the chenges (in so•o-econosmic term) lbich hew occurred

In the Armed forces duArin recent years. $etieo• V, below, contai

detailed discussion of thes changes for each of the following categorieft

1. Educational ad$ho Mtel Group Levels

2. mace

4. Economic status

3. Geography 4,9 8t4•

4- .e Nph
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The statistical record for recent years provided the basis for

discussing and answering several of the questions. Nowever, in term of the

other qu4stione, this documentation of changes in socio-economic composition

formed only the factual basis on which further research was based.

TVo types of additional specific research were undertaken. First,

a survey wme conducted by the D staff (with the assistance of a pro-

feesianal survey research firm) of commanders in the field from all four

Services. (This research effort is described ia detail to Section V sd

in Appendix A.) To sapplemeat this survey-research effort, the OW staff ea-

plored pertineat DW sad other literature oe the subjects in question.

MV. 0IO.ZCOICSEC CRIAMS D1tING TIN AVT TRAM

The socio-oconoLc changes which have occurred In the All Volunteer

Force in the mid-1970's should be placed in the context of the broad changes

which occurred in the Armed forces enemre'ly.

The first broad change concerns overall Armed Forces visa.

In 1964, the last year of relative peace before the Vietnam buildup,

there mere 2.685 million active duty military persoenel, &nother 953.256

in the Selected Reserve, and more than 1.14 million civilian employees.

By 1970, the dirnds of the Vietnam War had increased the sio of the

Defense establisheent to 3.06! million active duty personnel, another

953,000 in the Selected Reserve and 1.26 million civilian employees.

from that date through FY73 there mere continuous reductions it the force

levels, with a June 30, 1975 active duty end strength of 2.1 million.

906,000 in the Selected Reserve, and slightly lees than 1.1 million

l/
civilian employeas.

./ Department of Defense Manpower. FY 64-FT 77. The Components of Chanse,
April 1975, Table 1.

£
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Declen of these reduced force levels and other factors, there also

has beea a reduction in yearly accession goals. Is 1? 70 more then 633,000

an and n enlisted or wtre conecripted for the active forces, with mother

207,000 volunteering for the Selected Reserve. Dy FT 75, the accession re- -

quiremnts hed bse reduced to 456,000 for the active forces but Increased

to 226,000 for the Selected Reserve. Further, while non-prtor enlistod made

up about two-thirds of Selected Raserve accessions in f 70. they accosted

for Ieee than one-third during IT 75.

The change which have occurred during the All Voluteer Forte years j
will be discussed In terns of the following eocio-economic categories;

EducatUioa sand Mental Group Levels; lACe; IIIs IICeography; and Econmice

Status. The discussion will amine changes In composition, whee coo-

position is a function of basic inventory, authorizad strength ad adjust-

asnts. losses ad accessions.

A. Educational and Mental Grou Level

the MlOne of the fundamental changes in the personnl characteristics of

the All Volunteer Force concerts education and ental group levels.

For purposes of ihi# discussion, education levels were divided
S• into three gro~upings (1) less thenm high school graduatiLon or C.I.D+,;

(2) high school graduation or b.L ut., bu no college training; and (3)

saw college.

1 Selected Yunpower Statistics, Departamnt of Defense, OASD(CoMptro%!&)
February 1975, p. 49; "Briefing Charts," OASD(Rsser'e Affairs), juns 1975;
"June Results, rT 75 Totals," OASDOM4RA), July 1975.

win
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Non-High School Graduate.
The overall pattern of accessions into the Total Force for n-

high school graduates did not change significantly during the AV? years.

Rowever, iers was a significant difference in non-high school $raduat-

accessic rates between the active and Reserve forces. In the Guard and

Reserve, che percentage of accessions with no high school diplomas or

G.I.D.'s increased from the 5.72 level of 1970 to the 48.62 level of

FT 75. It the sae time, the percentage of nee-high school graduate

acceasions in the active forces declined, from the 38.62 high of 7T 73

,to the 282 level of TY 75.

The rnc-high school graduate made up about 231 of the 18-year old

population during the FY 70-FT 75 period. In sum, the Total Force accession

rates for non-high school grads (30.42 in FT 75) were slightly higher then

the proportion of non-high school grads in the general population. The

FT 75 level of non-high school graduates accessions also is only slightly

"lower then the 322 non-high school graduate level of 1964 accessions.

Whereas the percentage of non-high school graduates entering

the active Services has dropped over the last decade, similarly there

has been a general improvement in the proportion of high school graduates

smong all active allitary personnel. Due both to in-service education

progrms and G.R.D. testing, the overall proportion of non-high school

grade moskg all in-service active duty personnel has steadily decreased

from the 272 level of rY 64 to the 132 plus level of FY 75. Thus, despite

a relatively high level of non-high school graduates entering the Services.

the overall proportion of non-high school graduates within the Serviced

has been steadily decreasing.

[*
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On the other hand, although statistics are not available, it

would appeer that the large proportion of non-high school grad. recently 3

entering the Guard and laserve programs is bound to reduce the overall I
educational level of them& progrm to a point wal below their active

Service counterparts. r

IL A School Graduate.

A slightly higher proportion of high school graduate. entered the

Armed FOrces during the ft 70-ft 75 period compared to f 64-69. onievr, .

the increases were relatively minor.

In the active forces, the numbtr of enlietees with high school

diplomas, G.L.D.'e and no college held steady for the fT 70-74 period,

and then increased In ft 75, probably due to recruiting efficiencies end

the decline In the economy. During the same five-year period, thene wee

a general decline in the numbers of recruits with high school diplomas,

anG., d'e - no college who entered the Guard and lRserve programs. On

net, however, the percentage of recruits from this category who entered

the Total Force during the AVt years remained relatively constant.

The high school graduate or G.L.D. recipient Who did not go on

to college provided the bulk of accessions Into the Armaed Forces during

"the AVf years. On the Total Fortce basis, this group accounted for 47.32

of accessions in FY 70, and this percentage climbed steadily to the ft 75

level of 65.22. During these eas years, the young men in this category

comprised 26.72 and 31.11 of the 18-year old population, respectively. /

Thus, man with this educational level provided a such larger proportion

of entrante into the Armed Forces than their proportion of the 15-year old

male population. During FT 75, more than 43 man out of every 100 with &

fil
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high school diplom, G.E.D. and no college, entered the Services, active

or Reserve. Combined with those in the "some college" category. at least

712 of all accessions in FTY 75 completed high school. This rate was 5.,

higher than the PY 74 rate, but only 32 higher than the rate of 11 years

before, in FY 64.

While the accession rates for high school graduates changed little

between FT 64 and FY 75, there wea continuing and marked improvement in the

overall educational level of the active forces, with the proportion of the

active force with high school diplomas rising from the rF 64 level of 73%

to the 7Y 75 level of 672. This rise in educational levels wee due to

several factors including in-service education progra-, Cg.D. testing

prograss and higher retention rates for better educated recruits. Con-

cerning attrition rates, the DOD rates were inspected over 36-wnth

ealiatment terse. The inspection showed that the lose rates are greatest

for non-high school graduates and lowest for high school graduates. Indi-

-" - viduals with sow college or a college degree represent similar attrition

rates. Regarding ths attrition rates for these levels of education within

"each Service, the saoe raak order is maintained, except in the Air Force

where individuals with moo@ college or college degrees maintain the lowest

attrition rates. enerally, high school graduates have the lowest attrition

rates.

Som Collear

In term of the three categories, the nost significant change in

the AVF era occurred in the "some college" category. In FT 70, almost one

million young men, or 50.62 of the 18-year old age group entered college.

This sae year 69,385 college trained men were enlisted or tnducted in

the active forces, another 97,40 enlisted in the National Guard or Reserves.
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In total, 166,793 collage trained san entered the Services. They

accounted for 28.22 of all Total Force acceesione (compared with 13.32

In 1964), end represented 172 of the college trained manpower pool from

the 18-year old age group. I
By ft 75, the draft pressures on college students had ceased, and

there wee a lUrg reduction in the nmber and relative percentage of

college trained am entering the Armed Forces. In fT 75, while 19,841

college trained a- elisted in the active forces (5.22 of accesion), I
only 3,095 men enlisted in the Reserves or Guard for a Total Fore* college

trained input of 22,936. This Input accounted for 5.32 of the fT 75

accessions and represented only 2.12 of the amber of 18-yer oIde who

entered college.

SThe reduction in college trained enlisted acceesions also had an

impact on the educational level of the Armed Forces. hring ft , the

lest years of peace preceding the Vietnam buildup, 62 of the military

"personel on active duty bad completed two or aure years of college.

In 1970, atr then 20Z of the active force had completed two or more

years of coll"eg. Thereafter, the proportion of coll*$e trained men In the

active forces steadily fell to a rate of 92 by January 1975 (approximately

the amm proportion as 1964).

oNtal Group Levels

In termn of mental categories, while there was a steady reduction

S. in the percentage of Mental Group IV'* recruited into the active forces,

there was a corresponding increase in Mental Group IV's recruited into

the Reserve forces. In ft 70, the active forces recruited 18Z Category

IV's; by IfY 75, this was reduced to 62 (in fY 74, the active forces had

recruited 151 Category IV's). Conversely, the 4.4't level of Category IV's

for the Reserves in FY 70 climbed to 20.61 by FY 75.

E
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B. Race

While the term "race" in reference to the Armed forc normally includes

Blacks, Spanish-surnamm, American Indiana end other raciallethnic grouzps.

this discussion will be limited to the changes with regard to Blacks only.

Data on changes in the other categories is not readily available.

Black Accessions

There was an increase in the percentage of Black accessions

into the All Volunteer force during 7Y 71-74 with the proportion for all

active enlisted and most officer and Reserve enlisted falling off in TY 75.

(Data on Reserve forces officer accessions is not available.)

While the pattern of increases were siailar for the three groups.

their points of departure, in terms of base levels in FY 70 and before,

were widely different.

While the proportion of Black enlisted accesesions into the active

1/forces in FY 71 was 132 (it was 112 in FT 6A7 I the proportion of Black

enlisted accessions in the National Guard and Reserve program in fy 71

was only 1.5% and the porportion of Black officer accessions into the

active forces was less than 32.

As noted in the following chart, the largest increase in Black

enlisted accessions for the active force over the TY 64 to FT 75 period

occurred in the Army, with an increase from the 132 level in FT 64 to a
high of 28% in FY 74 before falling off to 232 in FY 75.

1/ FT 64, which is reflected throuehout this Dater, was selected as
a "base" year for coeparison purposes since it was both pre-AVF and
pre-Vietnam buildup.

!' .
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Catrt I

Black Sulisted Accessions, Active Force, 1 64 - it 75

Ana? NAVY USHC us" DOD TOTAL I

196 131 St 92 91 I3
1965 15 6 £ 13 12
1966 12 3 9 5 10
1967 9 4 10 8 11
1968 14 5 13 10 12
1969 14 9 14 12 13
1970 14 £ 15 12 13
1971 13 9 13 15 13
1972 15 13 18 13 14
1973 19 11 19 14 1.
1974 28 11 22 17 21
1975 23 10 19 15 18

As• •he following chart illustrates, th•re also lkre progreesive re-

ductions in Slack accession* during the months of TY 74 aid fY 75 In the Army.

Slack WS Wale Accessions - U.S. Army -fY 74 and FT 75 - Sr Month

mouth ft 74 fylfl Diii +I-

JUL 34.06 30.64 - 3.41
AVG 30.1 28.1 - 2.0
81" 30.2 26.7 - 3.5
OCT 28.6 24.3 - 4.3
NOV 27.2 22.0 - 5.2
DIC 26.1 20.4 - 5.7
JAN 24.2 18.4 - 5.8
15m 23.7 18.4 - 5.3
MAR 24.2 17.2 - 7.0
MAM 27.3 17.7 - 9.6
"MAY 29.0 21.9 - 7.1
ivy 31.0 22.0 - 9.0

As Chart 11. below, illustrates, there oleo were increases in the

proportions of Blacks enlisted in the National Guard and Reserve. Unlike

the active forces, the rate of Incraose on a DoD basis continued steadily

during the ft 71-75 period although several of the components reported smaller

percentages of Slack accessions in ft 75. The Army Reserve had the largest

change in the Black accession rate, Increasing from the 1.31 level of FY 71 9

to the 42.41 level of FY 75.

• [ •E
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Chart II

Black Enlisted Accessinns in the Selected Reserve, by Component

Blacks as 2 of Total Accessions

FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 F 74 FY 75

AING 1.52 3.3% 13.21 24.4Z 26.0%

USAi 1.3 2.0 8.7 28.7 42.4

USN1 1.4 3.3 6.2 17.6 8.8

USNCR 7.1 26.6 35.8 27.0 23.3

ANG .8 2.2 4.8 25.6 9.6

USA•I .7 2.4 9.3 36.8 22.6

DOD TOTAL 1.8 4.8 14.9 25.6 27.5

TOTAL ACCESSIONS
(IN THOUSANDS) 102 95 70 46 72

The proportion of Black officer accessions also increased during

the AVF years. As Chart III illustrates, the proportion of Black officer

accessions in FY 75 is higher than the rate for FY 64; however, both are

still far below the rate of Black enlisted accessions.

l/ Date on Black enlisted accessions for FY 64-70 are not available.
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Chart III

Mtack Officer Accessions 1964,- 1975 Active Forces

*131? hWy MeH USA

1964 2.4 0.32 0.42 n.e.

1965 2.5 U.S. 0.3 2.62

1966 2.3 0.2 0.4 2.0

1967 2.4 0.2 0.4 1.4

1968 1.8 n.e. 1.4 1.5

1969 0.7 n.e. 1.1 1.2

1970 1.4 n.e. 2.0 1.4

1971 n.reil. a.s. n.a. n.a.

"1972 2.1 2.7 4.4 3.2

1973 3.4 5.2 4.7 3.4

1974 9.4 5.8 6.2 7.0

1975 7.0 6.5 5.3 7.5

t
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Total Blacks in tho Armed Forces

The large increases in Black enlisted accessions in both the

active and the Raserve forces impacted upon the overall in-service por-

portion vithin the Armed Forces. Different attrition and reenlistment

rates for Black and White aservicemen also impacted on the changea in

Black levels within the forces. Overall, during their initial 36 -months

in service, Blacks -dere ottrited by 1 1/2% less than their White counteroarts

on a DOD-wide basis. Within the Services, however, the Army was the only

branch in which Blacks attrited at a lower rate then Whites. Concerning

reenlistment rates, Blacks in 1973 and 1974 reenlisted at somewhat higher

rates than Whites in the Army, Navy and Air Force; Whites reenlisted at

higher rates in the Marine Corps.

The folloving Chart IV illustrates the increases in the proportions

of Blacks within the active forces.

The prop-rtion of Blacks in the National Guard and Reserve forces

"also has increased. As Chart V illustrates, the largest change has
occurred in the Army Reserve and the Marine Corps Reserve, which in-

creased from 2.22 to 11.1% and 3.2% to 14.42, respectively. The smallest

increase occurred in the Naval Reserve, which increased from 2.0Z to 4.4%.

1/ Based on a DMC sponsored study by GE Tempo of FY 72-75 data.
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chart TV

Procotiovse of Slack bulsted Personnel Within the Active Force

CT 64 - aY 71

MY AVY use USAY DoD Total

19" 12a fi is l0 9.72

1965 14 4 110.5

196" 12 59 10 10

in?1 12 5 10 10 9.9

19t" 3 12 10 10.2

1969 11 5 12 11 9.6

1970 14 5 it 12 11

1971 ut.avail. Ua... aa ~ .ne

1972 20 is1 14 1

1973 21 S18 14 16

1974 22 61 1516t
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Chart V

9 Black Enlisted within the Selected lageryog

FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 _ 174 F 73

A•IC 1.22 2.02 3.22 5.6z 7.22

USAR 2.2 2.9 5.6 7.2 11.1

USU 2.0 3.0 3.5 3.4 4.4

UStCR 3.2 7.4 12.6 11.6 14.1

ANG 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.9 3.8

USAYN 2.8 3.3 4.2 5.6 8.1

DOD TOTAL 1.72 2.62 4.22 $.6Z 7.82

The proportion of Black officers in the active forces ales

increased during the AVF years, although as Chart VI illustrate@,

the changes in all the Services have been aslight, with the largest

increase occurring in the Marine Corps. which increased from 0.32 to

2.81 and the smlleat occurring in the Air Force which increased by

less than 12.

1/ Data frog F1 64-70 are not available.
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Propotions of Slack Officers Within the Active Forces CT 64 - C. 74

ARMY SAT? vwC USA? 3.0 Total

1964 3.32 0.32 0.32 1.52 1.8

1965 3.5 0.3 0.4 1.6 1.9

1966 3.5 0.3 0.8 1.7 2.0

1967 3.4 0.3 0.7 1.8 2.1

1968 3.3 0.4 0.9 1.8 2.1

1969 3.2 0.? 1.2 1.8 2.1

1970 3.4 0.7 1.3 1.7 2.5

S1971 0.0t UoA al.&l *A -

1972 na. U.a. S.A. U. -

1973 4.3 1.2 2.2 2.0 2.8

19714 4.6 1.3 2. 2.3 3.0

Slack Distributions by Miitty Occupations

Significant changes in personnel charactariatica within military

occupations also occurred during recent years.

tile the increasee in accessions Ispacted upon the numbers of

Slacks within specific occupational troups, there was no Significant tchmne

tn the occupational area it wvhMc Slacks were searing in the pre-A•? yea•.

A Chart VII, below, illustratoe on an active force basis,

miller percentages of Slacks In the electronics end technical arsea

have continued, while the proportion of Slacks in Infantry. Gun Crews

and Allied Specialists and Service and Supply Handlers has remained

higher.
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The attrn f l~ekdistribution in the ArmY varied Somewhat
fro tht o th DO. Wileoccupational group# with larger proportions

of Mcksare Inordr,£dministrative Specialisto and Mlerks. Infantry,

OusCre an AliedSuleciaists. mad Service anh Supplfer Handlers, sand

the ccustiod aeas ithfeaer Slacks are Electronics Equipment

Specialists sn terTc allad Allied Specialists, there has bees

substantial increas in the proportion of blacks In the Communictions

sand Intelligence Specialists. Medical and Dental Specilielts. and Plectricall

Mechmnical Equipment Repairmen.

Comparisons IA the Atm" for each of the ten major occupational

ares are contained In Chart VIII belmy.
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Is the Selected Reserve, Army National Guard (ASOG) and Army

lessrve (USDA) data for CY 74-75 show similar changes in racial patterns.

In the AMCo, the Slack share of all 1-2's grew from 202 to 28Z from CY 74

to CY 75. Slack figures for the Infmatry/Gun Crew occupation. show an

increase from 162 to 21Z during the es years.

In the USRA, Slacks coprised 162 of all i-2i*s n a 74 and

Jued sharply to 302 by Ca 75. for tha Infantry occupations, the Slack

share Increased from 172 to 252.

Chat IX

Army National Guard (,-2's,) CY 1974 Cl 1975

2 Slack, .nfantry/Gun Crew f•l's 162 212

2 Black, all 13S'a 202 282
(ratio of percentages) (0.6) (0.6)

'Army Reserve (Z-i2's)*

2 Slack, Infantry/Gun Crew M0S's 172 252

2 Slack, all 10S's
(ratio of poreentages) (1.1) (0.8)

* 9-2 iL owest enlisted grade for which reliable data are available.

Data Atr also available on the Occupational Group distribution

of Slack officers in the Activa Forces. As noted below, the largeat

proportion of Slack officers are AdImLnitrators and Suupl, an• procurement

and Allid Officers. The lowest proportion ti song general Officsy.

During the TY 64-75 period, the growth in Black officers has been reflected

predofmlatsly in the two "high Proprtion" Occupational Areas noted above.

Tactical Otratieon Officers and Medical, Officers, oan the other eand, show

smeller increases during this 11-year period.
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Slack Distribution by, Units

The distribution of Blacks song specific units often varies from the

average DOD-wide and Army--id* distribution patterns discussed above. The

unit distribution pattern In the Army, in particular. might be the result, in

part, of their Unit of Choice and Stati of Choice programs.

Ass result, vhie Secretary of Defense Schlesinger can cite the 261

Slack proportion in the Army's most-ready division (the 82nd Airborne), the

9th Infantry Division, recruited at and around Tort Lewis, Washington. has

a very low proportion of lacks. Other unit& with higb proportions of Slacks

include the Second Marie Division (31t) and the Army 197th Infantry Brigade

(52.21 of 3-1 - 1.

The distribution of Slack. within specific units also varies. While

the overall proportion of Slack. in the 82nd Airborne Division vwt cited an

261, a [W visit to the Division noted that the Readquarters and Cormand

sections most often ere more White thean the division-wide average, uhile

s-an of the combat companies reached Slack representetion rates of more

than 501. The Second Marine Division also has a larger proportion of Slacks

(36.91) in the infantry units than in headquarters and support organizations.

Using unit locator codes, the Manpower Research and Dart Analysis Center

* OVARDAC) prepared a listing for the ZNC of units by Service with high proportions

of Slacks. These ranged from the Navy high of 14.61 aboard U.S.S. J.1. Kennedy

((CW67), to percentages up to 62.6Z In several Service units vithin the Army,

to the Air porce high Slack proportion of 40.31 1n several supply, support and

training squadrons.

II
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The Army training base cadres also contain large proportions of

Black servicmen (as well an many vhitts whose homes are ia nearby areas).

with the rate ranging from a high of 40.11 at Fort Lee and 37.6Z at Fort

Benning to a low of 13.22 at Carlisle Barracks and 17.31 at Fort Looard

Wood.

For the range of units with high proportiona of Blacks, there are

corresponding units with high proportions of Whites. lowevor, this data

hba not been obtained.
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C. Woen

In fT 64, the mmber of military womean was the lowest snce

immediately following W111 and comprised only 1.11 of total military

strength. Fruo 1P4 to 1972, there was a steady increase of 2.000-3,000

wnome a year bringing the percentage up to 1.91. Beginning In ft 73

Uarger increases occurred as sown lov:

Total Woman 1 of Aetiva Pomg

fT 73 055,100 2.41

ft 74 74,500 3.41

fT 75 9,900 4.61

ft 76* 109,200 5.22

ft 77* !19,900 5.71

" fY 78* 130,700 6,21

Slrograsmmd

These percentages were not uniform asong the Services, as shovs

in the following tablet

percent Women of the
Total force (Active)

30 Jun 71 30 Jun 75

Army 1.71 5.42

Navy 1.64 4.01

Marine Corps 1.22 1.61

Air Force 2.31 4.91

Total DOD 1.62 4.61

Lower attrition rates for v also have contributed to the

increases in overall strength within the Services, as ales show a 21Z

higher rate of total attritions than femeles. This trend is continued

aeong each of the individual Services except for the Navy. Paeles

E
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indicate a smaller rate of total Involuntary attrition by 111 for

DoD overall. This smaller rate of total Involuntary attrition is

observed within each of the Services although the percentage does

vary within Services.

The participation of women in the Reserve components has In-

creased from 0.42 (3,700) in FY 71 to 3.42 (30,900) in FY 75. tnorade

to achieve this increase, however, a high percentage of the total acces-

tions in TY 74 and 75 were woman. This will mean that in these particu-

lar year groups, there will be disproportionately high concentrations of

Vmen. As with the Active Forces, the proportion of women is not weiform

among the Reserve components.

Percent Women of the RAserye Force

30 Jun 71 30 Jun 75

"AMay National Guard - 1.62

Army Reserve 0.4% 7.02

Naval Reserve 0.92 2.12

Marine Corps Reserve 0.2% 1.2%

Air National Guard 0.6% 3.2-

Air Force Reserve 1.9% 6.52

Total DOD 0.4% 3.42

Accession Goals

The accession goals of the Services for the enlistment of

women have always been achieved because of a surplus of qualified

applicants. The actual number and percentage of total accessions have

E
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varied considerably among Services and within a Service from one year

to the next. programmed acceesions have also been changed dui tng a

fiscal year in response to overall strength changes, shortfalls in rale

"accession recruiting, changes in required specialty backgrounds. etc. This

to a willingness on the part of the Services to reduce the programed mon

accessions In response to short-tsrm considerations which has a vary

detrimental effect on the achievement of desired end strengths and per,-

centagee participation of women in the Military Services.

An exaple of this is the Air Force decision to limit attendance

at Officer Training School to primarily engineers and scientists because

of the backlog of ROTC graduates waiting to coma on active duty. This

decision closed one of the only two avenues to an Air Force commission

for wm except for those few who were engineers or scientists. This

action also meant that the programmed percentage of wmen officers In the

current and succeeding fiscal years will not be met. It also means

that these year groups will have a permanent lower percentage of women

officers in thae than was originally desired.

The accession of non-prior service enlisted women varies among

the Services as shown in the following table.

FY 1976 Program

No. of Women Z of Total Accessions

Army 17,200 9.22

Navy 5,200 4.7%

Marine Corps 1.300 2.5%

Air Force 9,000 11.4%

Total DOD 32,700 7.7%

!
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7U percentage of women in DOD as part of the non-prior service .

accessions has varied from 2.4% in TY 71 to a high of 9.02 in ?Y 75 and

is programmed to be 8.0 Lia FY 78.

Distribution

The entrance of military women into all of the career fields

except those directly involving combat began in the early 1970's.

Before that t'-e, women were permitted to enter only the more traditional

fields; i.e. medical, dental and various administrative fields. In FY 71,

almost 901 of all enlisted women were in these fields. With the reassess-

ment of the role of women in the military came the re&lizatlon that more

career fields would have to be opencd-to absorb the programed increased

and that there were no valid, defpnsible reasons for keeping any of the

non-combat career fields closed to women.

This acceptance made possible the opening of 94% of the Army

career fields as compared with 39% previously. The Navy increased to

80% and the Marine Corps to 70%. The Air Force increased their open

fields from 552 to 972 (see Table III. below).

By the end of FY 73, the percentage of women In the medical,

dental and administrative career fields had dropped to 73%, '"he per-

centages of military women in each of the nine DOD occupational groupings

for •T 71, FT 73, and FY 75 are shown in the table on the follow-ing page.

With respect to geogrsphic assignments, up until the early 1970's

military enlisted women could only be assigned to selected major installa-

tions thit had a separate women's company or squadren organized to handle

E
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their off-duty administration. This restriction applied to all pads.

and we evem a factor In the assinment of married enlisted am•n. This

geographical restriction necessitated a separate assigmnt and rotation

"systs for enlisted mamn.

Alog with the decisions to increase the numbers of military

amen and the opening of career fields cwae the opening of additional

military locations for the assignment of enlisted oe•n. This was

necessary to prevent large concentrations of wmen on the mall number

of previously availsble Installations. to enable the mea assignment

systsm to handle both men and woman, and a recognition that enlisted

a do not need formalised off-duty supervision. The Air Force alone

increased the amber of locations from 35 in 1946 to over 200 today.

The present primary constraint on assignment of onlisted women

is in assignment to those reate or Isolated locations where only a handful

of individuals are assigned and ate required to live in confined quarters.

711
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D. Economic Status

Changes, if any, which have occurred In the economic status

of accessions during the AV? years are near impossible to determine

with any accuracy. However, since the advent of the AVT, several attempts

have been made to obtain and catalog the economic status of accessions

in tormo of the economic level of his or her parents. While none of these

efforts produced definitive data, the concluaions reached by each effort

night support a general conclusion that the lover economic classes are not

now nor have ever been enlisted in the Armed Forces in great numbers, that

nore of the high economic classes were being enlisted during the draft

years than during the AVY year., and that the bulk of accessions both

during the draft and the AV? years have come from the so-called middle

economic someent of our society.

Parents Earning Records

"Two of the attempts to determine the econooic status of enlistees have

directly attempted to discover parent's earning records. In this regard,

the Air Force conducted a survey of new accessions. Although the Air Force

points out the questionable validity if their findings, the survey would

tend to Indicate that both the high and low portion. of the economic ladder

were un~errepresented. Chart XI, below, portrays the Air Force study results:

E
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chart 11

1970 1973
parents, aens

braings us Wently ban. US Pamily Zarninas,
taining. AF secruits baraings A Applicants

Under*$3,000 12Z 52 1II f
$3,000-*$6,000 1U 13 11 1
$6,000-*$9.000 20 20 14 17
$9,000 -*$12,000 20 2A 16 U1
$12,000 -*15,000 14 16 is 17
$15,000-*$25,000 17 16 26 is t

Nore than $25.000 3 6 7 A

Ths second method of attempting to determine the economic status of

accessions concerned analyses of average wages from the enlistee's home are

of record. This analysis vas based on reUlatrj Zip codes of salistee' bome

of record to average earnings for the Zip code area. Mpai, this method is

highly questionable, as Illustrated by Zip Code 20654 in Potact Neryland,

an ares reported w. have the highest averatge family income In the contry.

Potomac not only Includes high Incomee, but also contains lo-noehousing

enclae*s such as Scotland.

Conducted Initially by DoD, the Zip Code, analysis wse recently updated

end presented to the MW by Dr. Richard Cooper of Rand. In addition to

confirming the relatively low Proportilone from both the high and low

estrome of the economic Uadder, Pr. Cooper's analysis, as detailed halow,,

would "se to indicate that there has been no significant shift In the

levels during the pre- and post APP years, although his CY 1972 and 197.4

data are now dated. In say case, Dr. Cooper's conclusions support the survey

by DoD, as presented to the Senate Armed Services Committee In 1974.

Ck
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Chart XII

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF DOD ENLISTED ACCESSIONS BY GROU Or ZIP
CODES 3IAJMK ACCORDI•IG TO AVERACK HOUSEHOR= INCO4

Percentage Distribu-
Percentage Distribu- tion of 16-21 Teer

Average tion of DoD Enlisted Old Wale Population
ZIP Code Household Accessions Not Enrolled

Percentiles Income P.e-AVP Post-AVY All in School

95- 100 $17,190 2.9 2.8 5.8 2.9
90 - 95 $14,840-$17,190 4.7 4.4 7.0 4.3
75 - 90 $12,352-$14,480 18.1 17.5 19.9 15.7
50 - 75 $10,431-$12,352 28.6 27.9 27.7 27.0
25 - 50 $8,722-$10,431 24.5 24.6 22.0 25.4
10 - 25 $7,263-$8,722 12.0 12.7 11.0 15.6
5 - 10 $6,401-$7,263 4.4 4.8 4.2 5.6
0 - 5 $6,401 4.8 5.3 2.4 3.5

aleports the percentage distributions of total DoD accessions (in-

ductions and enlistments) by percentile rankinSs of 5-digit ZIP codes
located in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SNSAs). SKSA 5-
digit ZIP codes were ranked on the basis of average per-household income.
and then categorized into percentile groupings. Accessions were then
matched with these percentile rankings by using the home address ZIP
code for euh enlist** or inductee.

bPre-AVF: January 1, 1971 to December 31, 1972.

. ?Post-AVF: January 1, 1973 to December 31, 1973.

Uducational - Health Factors

Both the last two methods of attempting to determine the economic

status of accessions base their deductions on the assumption that. in

general, the health and educational levels of lover economic clarees will

be lower than their middle class and upper close counterparts.

Based on this assumption, changes in medical rejection rates and

educational levels of accessions would tend to support the conclusion that

changes were occurring in the economic status of enlistees. During the AVT

years, there was a major drop in the number of accessions with college

I
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training (normully associated with middle and upper economic class**)

and agradual decrease in the ambers and proportion., of nou-high school

graduate., (normally essociated with lawe economic classes).

The last metho to be ddscussed concerns review of pbysical and

santal rejection data. Prior to the adoption of the AVP, there wer*

steady physical rejection rate. owng volunteers of about 11l. Since, the

adoption of the AV?, this rate bat not changed. further. there has

been a general increase In the rate, of mental disqualifications. coincident

with the raising of uinianm entry standards. as espreseed by test scores.

These results also support the comelasions discussed *ay*v. 1
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It, Geography

Possible changes in the geographical distribution patterns of

AVF accessions has received attention from DO and researchers osly in

the last year or so. As the National Guard and Reserve Forces are by

definition a reflection of their particular areas, the question of

geographical distribution which has been addressed affects only the

Active forces.

During the draft years, the conscription systm was designed to

provide a generally vell distributed pattern of accessions into the

Armed Forces. Each State i' the country had their "quota" for Selective

Service inductees and the quotas were related to their proportion of the

draft-eligible population. During the AVY years, the first attmpt to

study and evaluate possible changes in geographical patterns was under-

taken by the Air Force's Project "Volunteer Roadmap" in 1974.

The Air Force project used the home of record of accessions for

all four Services as the basis for their analysis of geographical distri-

bution patterns. Their findings were as follows:

1. Quantity-wise, the recruit market has not changed from FY 72

to FY 74 - the most populated states (the top 10/20/30 states) provide

the bulk (50%/75%/90%) of the recruits;

2. Regional preference for one Service over another appeared to

exist in FY 74: Northeast Region - Air Force: the South Atlantic Region -

Army: Midwest - Navy; and the East North Central Region - Karine Corps;

3. Quality-wvie, again the most populated states (the top 10/20/30

states) provide the bulk of the AFQT Mental Group I and Ii's (above aver-

age recruits);

E
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4. Regionally - State by State, the Midwest provides a higher

share of APT Mental Group I and We'. (521 to 591 of the recruits) aa

compared to the South Atlantic/Esst and West South Central Ragione being

261 to 371 share I end II's.

STATE BY STATE COMPARISON

In response to a requeat from the Senate Armed Services Comittee,

"the Office of the Secretary of Defuse carried the "Volunteer Roadmaps"

Project a stop further a the basis for their report to the Senate Com-

mitte in late 1974.

The OSD Report measured geographical distributiton of accessions ilk

tw waysi by state of raaidence at time of entry, and by urban-rural identi-

fications. As noted in Chart XII1, below, the accessions from each of the

fivn groupings of states generally paralleled their proportion of the

population, although the accesLons from the largest ten states sere 3.81

less then the population from thesn states.

CHART XIII

Comparison of State Distributions of U.S. Population
(ages 17-22) and Enlisted Accessions, All Servi,-te. FT 1974

Percent of Total Cumlative Percentage
States Ranked US Population Enlistments US Population Enlistments
by Population (Ages 17-22) (FY 1974) (Ages 17-22) (TY 1974) .

Ten Most Populous States
(CANY,TX,PAOH, IL,MI,]
SNJFL,) 52.7 48.9 52.7 48.9

Next Ten States
(IrNC,CA,VA.WI,O,LA,
-ITN.KD) 21.7 23.5 74.4 72.4

Next Ten States & Puerto Rico
(ALWA.KY.CTIA.SC.OK,

S'COJS) 15.5 16.1 89.9 6b.5
Next Ten States (OR,AXAZ,

* ,WNB.UTNH.ME.RI.ID) 7.0 8.1 96.9 96.6 a
Ten Least Populous States & DC,
Virgin Islands & Guan (MT,EI,
SDNM.ND.DENVVT.AKR.W) 3.1 3.4 100.0 100.0

a N i
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RECIONAL COMPARISONS

The OSD Study also exmined accessions on the basis of a Seo-

graphical grouping of the States. As noted in Chart XIV below, the

enlistment from northeastern states are somewhat belov the available

population, while the southern and western states are somewhat above,

thouth none of the variances are large.

Although there were mall differences, the above results were

confirmed both by Dr. Richard Cooper of Rand (presented to the MI at

a public hearing) and by the DHC staff. The DMC staff effort utilized

a special HARDAC computer rum of FY 71 and FY 74 accessions.

CHART XIV

US Population Enlistments
(Ages 17-22) FT 1974

Nevw zngland 5.5 4.5

Middle Atlantic 17.0 12.8

ZEast North Central 20.0 17.6

West North Central 8.1 7.9

Subtotal 50.6 42.8

South Atlantic 14.8 17.6

East South Central 6.6 7.5

West South Central 9.7 11.8

Mountain 4.3 5.2

Pacific 12.5 14.1

Other 1.5 1.0

Subtotal 49.4 57.2

TOTAL 100.0 100.0

• •r E
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URZAN-RURAL COMNPARISON

The ODS Report also attempted to classify accessions on the

basis of urban or rural. Their methodology was to utilize the home

of record* and compare thee with the 57 largest Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas. The results of their efforts are as follows:

CHART XV

Urban &reas (57 Largest SMSA's);
US Porulation and Percentage of Enlisteen. FK _U74

marine
Tear us Pop Arm Navy Corps Air Force DOD

IT 1972 so 46 46 48 43 4

Pf F1913 50 45 48 49 43 45

PY 1974 50 44 48 so 43 4

Geographical Origin Within Units

Hard data on the geographical origins of accessions of

unit personnel are not available; howveer, "groupings" of men and women

on the basis of geography was noted by the UKC staff in various field

visits. The "groupings" are most pronounced In the Army, where the Unit

of Choice and the Station of Choice programs have allowed regional re-

cruiting programs. For example,* the 9th Infantry Division at Fort Lewis,

Washington, was recruited almost entirely from the Pacific Northwest area;

and the 197th Infantry Brigade at Fort Senning has a heavy proportion of

men from the Southeastern area. Various training Installations, such ts

Forts Jackson and Dix. also have high proportions of permanent party
personnel from nearby areas.

a The geographical distribution of men within units also Is supported

by internal Service assignment policies which often assign men and womn

to nearby facilities because of its cost effectiveness and indicated

personal preference.
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V. SURVEY OF CHKA•2DElS

In addition to reviewing the socio-economic changes u•ich

have occurred during the AVF years, and as previously imticated

in methodology (Section III), b.t DKC staff (with the essatance

of a professional survey research firm) conducted a survey of

military commanders in the field. The objective of the survey

wea to gain commanders' perceptions on how changes in the soclo-

economic composition of their unite impacted upon the ability to

perform their mission.

A. Rasults of Survey by DC Staff and Research Consultant Teams

The survey teams visited various military installations throughout

the United States and spoke to commanders at squadron, battalion, ship

level and higher. Combat and support units of the Ragular, iRserve and

Guard were included.

UNITS BY SERVICE

REGULAR RESERVE GUARD

Air Force 34 10 3

Army 43 0 2

Marins Corps 13 7 -

Navy 23 19 .,

TOTAL 113 36 5

1/ A more detailed stmmary of survey results is attached aa Appendix A.
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The ranks of comnderse ranged froe 0-3 to an 0. The average time In

Service of the 154 commuders wa 19 years and the average time, in comea

we 15 mouths.

The s•rvey instrument, prepared by the OW staff with assistance from

Opinion Research, Inc. of trincetoj Now Jersey, was a qu*stinonnire designed

to Identify commnder perceptions of changes and unit ability to carry out

its muIsion. ach Interview lasted about 30 minu t ith one tm amber

guiding the discussion with questions and a second t-m mber recording

responses and key coments. The following ammari• s the responses received.

I!
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SURVEY RESULTS

Question 1: WHAT WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE MOST IMPORTANT CHANCES

THAT HAVE OCCURRED IN THE ARMED FORCES IN THE LAST FIVE TEARS?

Changes related to the AVE (e.g., attitudes, motivations, and
desires of enlistees; deemphasls of patriotism and servtce
to country; emphasis on recruitment and retention goals; increase

in wn and minorities, etc.) 27Z

Changes related to end of V.etmm involvment 1g%

Imphasis on human relations (increesed individual awereness,
reduced racial tension, concepts of supervision, etc.) 151

Higher quality of accessions 61

Fewer resources 31

Lower quality of accessions 3X

Other changes (e.g., total force concept, incteased direction
by superiors, values of society and drugs impacting on
military, etc.) 271

Question 2: WITH THE ADVENT OF THE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE, WHAT MAJOR

CHANCES HAVE OCCURRED IN YOUR UNIT?

No significant change 34%

Increased quality (where quality was defined as intelligence,

attitude and motivation) 22%

Decreased quality 131

Increased number of women 81

Increased number of minorities 2%

Other changes (e.g., "people" related programs, individual
education, etc.) 211

Question 3: WHAT FACTOR MOST ENHANCES YOUR UNIT'S EFFECTIVENESS?

Meaningful operations and well trained personnel 442

Dedicated officers and NCO's (leadership) 25%

I-I
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Morale, aotivation and attitude of troops 13t

Sufficient material resources 62

Other 121

Question 4: WHAT FACTOR HOST BA1PUS YOUR UWiTS I1FTCTIYV2NSS?

Lack of training, experience and personnel turnover/
instabilit7 321

Shortage of material resources 181

Demand* of administrative details 152

Attitude, morale, drugs and other general pro9b1im
of society 12

personnel shortages 61

Other (e.I.. education programs, inrase in off-base
living by troops, etc.) 20Z

Question 5: ••W US TO INCLUSION Of PUIALZ FERSONNEL AIPROYD THE

ABILITY OF YOR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

No changse in ability 291

positive 161

Negative 8

Not applicable; no woen assigned 451

Question 6: NOW HAS THE INCREASE OF BLACKS AND SPANISH-SPEAKING

AmmicANs ArpPcriD TBs AN=l OF YOUR WNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

no chauge 501

Postive 31

Negative 42

Not applicable; no noticeable increaso 441
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Question 7: HOW HAS THE CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AMONG SERVICE-

MEN AFFECTED THE ABILITY OF YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

No change 322

Poative 402

Negative 72

Not applicable; no perceived change 202

Question 8: HOW HAS THE CHANCE IN GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION AMOV

SERVICDEMN AFFECTED THE ABILITY OF YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

No change 30Z

Positive 42

Negative 5x

Not applicable; no perceived change 612

Qastion 9: HOW HAS THE CHANGE IN MENTAL CATEGORY AMONG SERVICE-

MEN AFFECTED TBM ABILITY 0 YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OCT ITS MISSION?

No change 292

"Postive 292

Negative 82

Not applicable; no perceived change 34Z

4uestion 10: IF YOU COULD. WHAT MAJOR CHA-•CES WOULD YOU MAKE IN THE

CURRENT PERSONNEL POLICIES OF YOUR SERVICE?

Rasponses to this question were generally broad and varied.
Only 62 of all respondents indicated there were no changes
that they desired to make. Of the various responses,
the following were the most frequently identified:

Improve recruiter practices and recruitment policies 92

Increase enlistment standards to require higher school
graduation by all enlistees 6%

Improve stability by reducing personnel turnover 62

E
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S. Limitations of the Sun=ve

The survey of unit comndoes In order to $ain their perceptions

of socin-economic changes and the related Impact upon ability of & unit

to perform Its mission addressed basic concern expressed In Section

702() of PL 93-155. Bowaver, any conclusions should be tamered by

certain limitations inherent In the survey.

Two person Interview caue maee alternately composed of white and blaeck,

mel" and females. Tem composition might have Inhibited responses, however.

cam compoition wee altered In an effort to leesenhcpare Inhibitions.

Responses received by all white or all m&U team were essetially consistent

with respense" received by all black and male/fafmale teesa. Also, responses

received by Opinion Research, Inc. were consistent with responses received

by 2C staff tause.

In some instances, after being at an installation for a period of time,

survey teemse began to pick up a "party line." Whether because previously

Interviewed commanders more communicating with still to be Interviewed

commanders, or some other reason. several persons were anticipating questions

and had ready answers.

Due to resource l~mitations overseas units were not visited. This

overlooks a significant percentage of active military units In a forward

envirornent. As en alternative to overseas travel six just-returned

commanders (4 Army. 1 USAF, 1 Sevy) were interviewed. Their considerations

and responses appeared similar to those expressed by COWS commanders.

The sample of units surveyed did not include Army Reserve unite. Also

the total sample size was relatively small due to time and resource limitations.

C!
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finally, a comander's perception of his unit's ability to perform

its mission reflects some degree of uncertainty. Judgments. by necessity,

must be based upon matarial readiness, leadership, morals and performance

during readiness inapection& and training exercises. There is no way

to truly simulate actual combat, attending conditions, and individual

reactions. At best the survey responses were perceived estimates. However,

in the absence of any better measure, and since the person held accountable

for a unit's readiness and ability to perform it's mission is the commander,

the DKC staff judged thet he, better than anyone, should be ible to assese

his unit's status and ability to fulfill it's mission.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF SOCIO-ECONONKIC COMEPOSITION AND INrACT

The information contained In the two preceding sections, as Well

as the details of supporting data and Information, provide the basis

for a AEC staff response to the ten questions listed La Section 11.

Theme responses are as follows:

1. Uis the AVT recruited ank in--reasins percentage of individuals

without high school diploma* or enuivelents. or from MIentsl Growp IV?

The AVT years have witnessed & steady Improvement in the educational

level of enlisted personnel In the active force. Uhle* the percentage

of college-trained Accessions has fallen of f, the percentage of high

school graduate accessions has increased and there has bean a steady

decline in non-high school graduate Accessions. Thor* ela" has bean

a steady decline In Mental Group IV'* recruited for the active Service*.

The ispats of AVT policies on the educational and Mental Group

& levels for the National Guard and the Reserve hae" been generally n*gAtivs.

There has been a dramatic drop-off in college trained accessions and

high school graduate accessions, while both Mlental Group IV's and nn

high school graduates have proportionately increased. Wihile on the

surface this would appear as A problem Area, two factor* should be kept

in mind: (1) the overall numbers of non-prior service Accessions

for the Guard and 3aesrv* hae" significantly declined. thus the impact

of lower educational/mental group levels among accessions has been less

pronounced; and (2) the large proportion of college-trained draft-

mtivated enlistees of the Vietnam era may veil have been over-

qualified for the service jobs for which they enlisted.
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Conclusion: The AVF has not become a haven for lear-educated recruit*.

The educational level of active force accessions has improved, Whila

the educational/mental group level of Guard/Reserve accessions hae

gone down.

2. Has the AVF become increasingly Black, and if so. in what areas?

There has been a steady increase in Black accessions during the

AVY years in officer procurment and in the Guard and Reserve programs,

although the increases In Black officer accessions for the active forces

have been very slight. Black enlisted accessions in the active forces

increased from FT 71-74, but then decreased in FY 75. Overall, the

largest increases in enlisted accessions for Blacks have been Ia the

Army and Marine Corps.

The Army by lFY75 had reached a level of 22Z Black. The Nevy reached

SI in FY73 and has not changed. Black percentages in the Selected

Reserve also have increased, but the current 7.82 level for all the

Selected Reserve is substantially below the active forces l•eal. The

proportion of Black officers also heas increased, but like the Selected

Reserve enlisted statistics, the percentage of Black officers Is still

far below the percentage of enlisted Blacks (32 Officers vs. 161 Enlisted).

The distribution of Blacks sfng specific Occupational Groups has

also changed, although the historical pattern of finding more Black

enlisted men in the combat arms, in service and supply. and edainistre-

tive billets has not changed. Similarly, the pattern of more Black

officers serving in administrative and supply billets has not changed.

Perhaps the greatest change in Blacks vithin the Armed Forces can

be found within specific units where, because of Unit of Choice and

Station of Choice programs and other factors, there are occasionally
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wide variations from the Strvice-vido corn.

Conclusion: While nore Blacks currently are serving in the active

end Reserve forces than the pra-AVY years, the percentage verite

between Services, their Reserve and eational Guard components and

between Occupstional Areas. When comared to DOD totals, Black

active force enlisted personnel continue to be found in greater

percentagee In service and supply, combat emw, end admnistrative

billets. Numbers of Blacks ba•v increased in the Reserve force,

but percentages are much lower than the active forces. The per-

centage of Black officers continues to resmain far below the percentage

of Black enlisted.

3. Rae the AVWP recruited increesed numbers of women?

The number of women in the military Services has increased

drasatically in relation to its size in the vid-I960's. Sowever,

in relation to total DOD strength, women comprise and are programmed

to comprise a small percentage (6.21 in PT 75). The opening

of mot non-combat career fields to women has promoted a mor*

equitable distribution aong the various specialties; however, two-

thirds of military woman still work in the traditional medical and

administrative areas with no significant concentrations in any of the

mechanical or electronic career fields. The increasing numbers of

woe necessitated the opening of additional military installations to .
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the assignment of women to prevent very large concentrations of them

on a few installations.

Conclusion: While the AVW has recruited increased ;arcentages of womea,

a celling on the numbers of wmen entering the armed forces

is in effect. The distribution of women in the various Services and

their Guard and Reserve components and in the occupational areas varies

greatly. Each service has different policies pertaining to the geographic

locations to which women may be aesigned and the occupational areas

in which they may be utilized. These policies also vary among components

of the same service.

4. Has the AVY become a poor man's Army?

Absolute data concerning the economic status of accessions are not

available, nor are likely to be available in the near future. However,

each of several recent attempts to quantify this question could support

the following general statements:

1. The children of "poor" families have never entered into the

Armed Forces in great numbers due to the restrictions of

minimum mantal, educational and physical standards; further,

it would appear that there has been no significant increase

in the proportions of enlistees from "poor" families during

the AVF years.

2. The children of "rich" families also have not entered into the

Armed Forces in great numbers, due first to the inequities

E
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In the draft system and today to the greater Opportunitiea ia

the civilian sector. While tho draft prompted a large proportion

of "rich" youth to serve, a smaller proportion from thi

group are enlisting during th'e AOF fear

3. The children of "middle" class familief hae" and are Providing

the bulk of Armed Torce&# accessiona.

Coils~~ The ANY has not become a poor man's Army.

S. Uo, has geographical composition of the AV? changed?

As both National Guard and R.eserve unit membership ore geographically

constrained by regulationa. the exuaination of geographical distribution

patterns io limited to the Active forces.

Prior to the AMP, the draft was designed to provide ý-graphical

distribution of accessions for the Active Yorces. With the end of the

draft, certain changes began to occur and these were subject to several

examinations including the Air Force's "Volunteer Roadmap", special

study efforts by OSDk in response to concern from the Senate, Armed

Services Committee, as well ao supplementary efforts by Rand and the

Altho.igh both recent and limited in scope, the study efforts to

date support the following statement*:

I. that the pattern of accessions during the APP years generally

have bean on an equitable geographical distribution basis;

2. that the mall variances between large states, small states,

urban-rural and regions of the country have not nor are likely to create 0
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major changde to georgraphical distribution;

3. that som units and bases, particularly within the Army, have

increasing percentages of ambers from nearby areas.

Conclusion: The Active Forces, with the exception of certain units,

have experienced little change in geographical distribution. Concerning

the Reserve and National Guard, geographical distribution is mot a issue.

6. Has the change in educational levels and mental groups within

AVY impacted on the ability of the Armed Forces to carry out

its mission?

An indicator of educational level/mental group change as they

Impact on mission capability is the survey of unit commanders. In re-

spones to the question on education level, 201 of the cosmanders perceived

/
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no change. Of the remainder (123 units), 912 stated that the change in

education level had either a positive affect or no impact upon the

unitts ability to carry out its mission. In response to the question on

enutal groups, a similar pattern emerged. 342 of the comeanders perceived

no chsnge in the proportion by mental group of new accessions. Of A*e

remainder (102 units), 881 stated that the change had either a positive

affect or no Impact on the unit's mission capability. An with any of

these Judgments on ability to Carry out mission, a final evaluation on

capabilities will only be possible after a unit is actually cositted

to combat.

While not directly related to mission capability, the intangibles

of "unit personnel health" indirectly impact on the ability of units to

carry out their missions. In this regard, there have been positive

achievements during the AVY years. In general, AWOL and Courts Martial

"rates are down, and while Remedial Reading and other such "bootstrap"

programs are still in existence, their student bodies have been reduced.

Further, ad directly related to oducational/Mental Group achievements,

various research studies have related years of education and Mental v
Group ranking to such factors as rates of unsuitability discharges,

achievement rates for technical special
l
Eats, as well an overall per-

formance in training. As reported by OSD to the Senate Armed Services

Committee, there has been a direct relationship il each of these areas

between higher education test scores and lower attritiondischarge

rates.

While higher education levels and GCC scores generally predict high

training marks and performance, there are some exceptions. For example,
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the Army's Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) recently concluded an

evaluation of "self-pacing" courses for tank crew mmberr which indicated

that the best educated and most intelligent students were the worst gunners.

According to TRADOC, the best gunners appeared to be those whose CCT scores

are in the lowest 5O0.-

At the same tine, most of the other research in this area has been

unsuccessful in equating the successful passing of written exams to future

military performance. Most of the valid conclusions have indicated that

successful passing of written exam of the types now administered indicates

future success in other areas of academic* and very little correlation to

job perfornance.

Also, vhile the educational/Mental Group level of Guard-Reserve

accessions has gone down, the impact io date appears to be minimal due both

to the relatively small numbers of non-prior service accessions involved and

the probably over-qualification of draft-era accessions.

Conclusion: There has been no apparent negative impact on the ability of

the Armed Forces to carry out their mission as a result of the overall

changes in the educational/Mental Group levels of accessions. Further,

the intangibles of unit personnel health seem to be improving, with a

probable inpacr on unit readiness.

l/ Briefing by M4GEN Gorman, Deputy Chief of Staff for Training, TRADOC,
to Defense Manpower Commission, 21 July 1975.
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L. Na* the increase in Blacks in the AVF impacted on the ability of

the Armed Forces to carry out its mission?

One indicator currently available to the IMC staff to answer

this question it the survey of military commanders sumuarized in

Section V and Appendix A. Of the 154 commandere interviewed, 442 said

that they perceived no increase in the number of Blacks in their unit.

Of the rmainder who did perctive an increase (87 units), 932 stated

that the increase either improved or had no impact upon their unit's

ability to carry out its mission. This would clearly indicate that

to date an increased number of Blacks has not degraded ability to unite

to perform their mission. Rovewer, *s with any ehbage (I.e. people,

time, training. etc.) a true evaluation can only be arrived at after

a unit is committed to actual combat.

Although DOD-sponsored research demonstrate* that race (whether it

be white, Black, other) is not a factor in individual performace, the

Impact of inreased Black representation in the Armed Forces has been

the subject of recent public discussion. While this discussion is likely'

to continue. it is significant to note that the DM staff observed a higher

degree of interest in this subject in the academic, political and higher

military levels than at the levelof the operating military unit.

Conclusion: There is no apparent Impact on the ability of combat units

of the Armed Forces to carry out their missions because of changes during

the AVY years in percentages of Blacks.
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8. Has the increased numb-ra of women in the AV? impacted or the ability

of the Armed Forces to carry out its mission?

The underlying concern in any discusaion of military women is the

fear that too many women will lessen combat effectiveness. The Services have

expended great amounts of time and effort to determine and justify the eMaxi-

mum percentage of women they can utilize without negatively impacting on

combat effectiveness. However, the more braic analysis of what constitute.

combat involvement and combat effectiveness has yet to be addressed. Zven

according to the liberal definition of combat forces used by the Department

of Defense in their Manpower Requirements Report for FY 1976, over half of

the total active duty strength is defined as support forces. It would than

appear that the current 4.6% and the FY78 projection of 6.2% women In DOD

is very conserve Ive and should have little, if any, impact on combat

effectiveness.

This observation is eupported by the responses of the commanders

"surveyed. Of those who had women assigned, over 85% said they had no im-

pact, or a positivj one, on the unit's effectiveness. Howevir, of those

command~rs who had no women assigned, many indicated a fear thit they

"might" hamper its effectiveness.

Conclus'on: While the limited numbers of women now in th2 AVF have no

apparent negative impact on combat effectiveness, their lack of acceptance

by numerous Service members does hamper more efficient utilization and

demonstrates the need for a program to enhance the techniques of manage-

ment and utilization of military women.

IE
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9. Have the changes in the economic statue of accessions during the

AVF years impacted on the ability of the Armed forces to carry

out its mission?

This question was not included in the survey of commanders.

Since the information on family income is not recorded in an enlistee's

record, it wee unlikely that commnders would be familiar with economic

status. Additionally, in a: cases, ten individual& iiliet they be-

come an Independent aster of the standard and separate income schedule

of the Armed Toresa.

With respect to the status of the poor in the military, the con-

cern is •o•t over the econumic s-tate of the now ezr esion, bot rather

the economic level of his pa its. The assumption acre Is that new

accessions coming from families at certain higher economic levels will

menifest specific favorable chare, .er*itics, while individuals coming

from families at the lower end 3f the aocio-economic scale say manifest

"unfavorable characteristics with respect to military suitability and

adaption.

It should be noted that during the course of DMC staff field

trips, it was discovered that a perceived prejudgment was being made

Sfor individuals who were thought to come from families at the lower

end of the socto-economic scale. Many of the officers and senior NCO's

(perticularly at the Basic Training Centers) felt that accessions coming

from poor families were underachievers, problem-oriented, not good leader-

ship material, and would fail at a higher rate than individuals who cm

from falilies above the poverty level. Most had no specific data, but

"just knew It".
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While various studies have related educational levels and Mental

Group scores to training attrition rates, and while it is reasonable

to assume that a larger proportion of less-educated applicants will

be found in families from the lower economic level, no research was

uncovered that directly relates economic status of parents to successful

performance in tha Armed Forces, or to the ability of units with men

and women from lower economic family ba-kgrounds to more or less effec-

tively carry out their mission.

Conclusion: As there has been no significant change in the economic

status of accessions during the AVF years, the question is moot. How-

ever, had there been a significant change, there is little data avail-

able that could be used to relate family economic background to individual

or unit performance readiness.

10. Have the changes In the geographical distribution of the AVF

impacted on the ability of the Armed Forces to carry out its mission?

The Reserve and Guard have experienced no noticeable change in

geographic distribution, since enlistees come from communities in

close proximity to the unit. Of the 113 Regular unit commanaers inter-

viewed during the DMC survey, 88% perceived no shift in geographical

distribution, or in those cases where a shift was perceived (mainly

due to unit-of-choice guarantees) there was no impact on mission capability.

In non-survey DMC staff visits to units with high proportions of

smn and women from nearby arras, several pluses and minuses were cited.

Among these were the impact of larger proportions of personnei likely to

be off post on evenings and weekends and hard to group in an emergency

versus fewer personal or family problem due to close proximity of home.

The impact of disproportionately high casualties from the area in ques-

tion also was discussed, although this point generally was discounted in
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light of the geographical concentration of Reserve and Guard units.

Conclusion: The changes in geographical representation in the active

AV? have not lIacted a the ability of the A?? to carry out its ialsion.

The Impact of geographical distribution changes in the Reserve and

National Guard is not an iseus.
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DATA SOURCES

Data on active forces accessions, education and Mental Group levels

for Y70-74 from DOD Special Studies No. A02, F02, 1O2 and N02 of 9/4/75;

data on FY64 and FY75 armed forces accessions, educational and Mental

Group levels from OASD(M6RA). Due to DOD recordkeeping error., anms

discrepancies exist between these categories, particularly for rf70-FY73.

Data on high school graduations, first-time male college enrollments

and 18-year old sale population from Projections of Educational Statistics

to 1983-84, (HEW, National Center for Educational Statistics, 1975).

pp. 43, 44, 154, 159. Estimates on GED's from Dr. Vance Grant, National

Center for Educational Statistics.

Data on Reserve Forces accessions, educational and Mental Group

levels for FY7O-75 from Briefing Cha.ts prepared by Office, Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs) 30 June 1975.

Data on active forces educational levels from Selected Manpower

Statistics, OASD(Comptroller) May 1975.

Other Data Sources

ThLe Negro in the Armed Forces: A Statistical Fact Book, OASD (Equal

Opportunity), September 1971; supplemented by Blacks in the Armed Forces,

a 1973 and 1974 up-date, and data furnished by MARDAC.

Secretary of Defense Jame, R. Schlesinger, Annual Defense Department Report,

FY75, p. 184.

"Effects of Aptitude, Job Experience and Literacy on Job Performance,

Summary of HumRRO Work Units Utility and Realistic, HumRO, February 1971. •
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Department of Defense, Defense Manpower Quality Requirements, Report

to the Senate Armed Services Comiittue, as required by Report No. 93-385,

January 1974.

Morris Janovits and Charles C. Moskos, Jr., "Racial Composition of the

All Volunter Forces", Society, Way-June 1975, pp. 37-42.

Ronald Dellums, "Don't Slam Door to Military," FCUS, June 1975, p. 6.

Richard L. Cooper, land Corporation, "Statement Before the Defense

Manpower Comission", 28 January 1975.

"Applicants for Enlistment: Results of ExaminatiGne for Military Service,"

HunRRw, July 1975.

Data provided by TRADOC for DMC briefing, 28 July 1975.

Date provided by Fort Beaning and 197th Infantry Brigade for DNC Briefing,

30 June 1975.

Data provided by LGEN Robert Q. Nichols, CG, FKFLAN, USMC, to DMC,

10 September 1975.

Attrition data from DMC Contract Study, "Enlisted Turnover," prepared

by GE-Tempo, November 1975.
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APPENDIX A

SOCO-O-ECONCHIC fleACT SURVEY- 1

I. Background and Approach.

Implicit in Section 702(7) of PL 93-155 is the perception that
changes in the socio-economic composition of military enlistees. since
the enactment of new recruiting policies provided for in PL 92-129,
has impacted upon the ability of the Armed Forces to fulfill their
mission.

The basic military mission involves combat. There is no way to
realistically simulate actual combat. Also, there is no way to actually
determine a unit's ability to perform in combat short of committing that
unit to battle. The person hold accountable for a unit's readiness and
ability to perform it's mission is the commander. He, better than anyone,
should be able to assess his unit's status and ability to fulfill it's
mission.

Readiness reports, AWOL's, courts martial rates, inspection reports,
etc. might be individual indicators of readiness. However, owm when
these indicators are combined in an effort to estimate a unit's ability to
fulfill it's mission, they fail to recognize such major determinants as
leadership, esprit de corps, individual attitude and motivation which could
dictate action/reaction in any given situation.

Because of problems in arriving at a full range of valid, quantifiable
indicators for readiness, the WIC staff was unable to devise an approach
which would accurately measure known data on socio-economic changes in the"Armed Forces versus individual unit readiness and the ability to perform"it's mission. As the next best alternative, the DMC staff chose to interview"unit commanders to gain their perceptions on how changes in the socko-economic
composition of their units impacted upon the ability to perform their mission.

I. Development of the Survey Instrument and Field Testing.

The original survey instrument was a questionnaire developed by the
DMC staff. It was designed to gain perceptions of the impact of socio-
economic changes on unit effectiveness. The instrument was "field tested"
at the following installations:

Seymore Johnson APB, NC (Air Force)
Fort !enning, GA (Army)
Camp Lejeune, NC (US4C)
Norfolk, VA (Navy)

The field test was to deterr'ne whether the questions produced the desired
information on socio-economic change vs. mission capability. The installa-
tions for testing were chosen primarily because of their geographic, proxi-
mity, variety of units stationed there, and Service representation.

1/ Pages 62-64 and page 68 of this Appendix appear in the main section
of this report.
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A summry of results, analysis end critique were conducted following
the field test. To refine the approach end Improve credibility of the
DC staff effort Opinion Research. Incorporated (ORI) of Princeton, New
Jersey was celled upon as a consultant/participant. ORI assisted in refining
the instruent and they subsequently conducted a number of the Interview.

Interview teams were comprised of two member#. One member would ask
the questions end guide the discussion while the second somber would record
responses end key points. Interview/recording tasks were alternated to
reduce bias. Teom somber& wore selected from among 2 black males, two
caucasian sales, and four caucasian females. Toam composition wee changed
several times In another effort to reduce bias.

111. Selection of Units.

Military Installations were selected to provide a broad geographic
croseection within CONUS from Fast to West coast. Numerous locations were
selected to provide access to units heving the following characteristics:

Battalion* squadron, ship or larger
C~ombat wad combat support
Non-combat and special
Regular, Reserve and Guard
Variousaseniority among comanders

OSD In coordination with the Services provided a variety of designated units
to he visited at each Installation. Installations visited were:

Port Lewis, WA Fort Riley, KS
March AFB, CA Philadelphia, PA
Norton AFB, QL Willow Grove, FA

- Miramar HAS, CA Dover AnI, DR
Sen Diego, CA Indiantown Gap, PA
Comp Pendleton. CA McOuire API, NJ
Port Rood, 7Z Fort Dix, Mi
Port Wood, TX

Due to time and resource limitations no overseas units were visited. As the
next best alternative five juat-returusd comamnders from, oversees based units
(3 Army, I USAF, 1 "av) were Interviewed. The following tables provide

breakdowns of units by Service, ranks of cumuders, and cemmnder experience
In terms of time In Service and time in commnd of unit.

UNIT WISIT= (134 TOTAL)

AIR FORCE 3& 10 3
ARMY 43 0 2
MARINE C'ORPS 13 7 -
NAVY 23 19-

TOTAL 11-3 T6 5

EN
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Sn OF CCE4ANDERS MNTERVIEWED

AIR FORCE ARMY MARINES IAVY ISIM GUARD
0-7 & above 1 0 0 5 1 0
0-6 10 2 3 10 1 Z
0-5 11 36 8 7 20 3
0-4 & belov 12 5 2 1 7 0

AVERAGE YEARS OF MILITARY EXPERIENCI

AIl FORCE ARMY WARINES NAVY ES1M GUARD

<14 Tr. 7 3 1 0 4 0
14-16 3 12 1 2 6 0
16-18 6 11 1 2 9 0
18-20 6 11 4 2 5 0
> 20 20 6 6 17 12

AVERAGE YEARS 18 18 20- 21 19

OVERALL AVERAGE TIME IN SERVICE - 19 YEARS

CONTrINUOUs PERIOD I0 COMMAND

AIR FORCE AFXY MARINES NAVY ISU GUlARD

6 mo0 . 7 15 3 4 7 0
.12 11 8 3 7 7 0

i2-18 4 16 5 2 S 1
~8 24 7 3 1 7 3 0

- )24 5 1 1 3 U 4
AVERAGE MOS. 19 12 14 16 15 27

OVERALL AVERAGE TIME IN CMAND - 15 MONTHS

IV. Survey Results.

Tame interviewed commanders individually. Average interview time was
about 30 minutes. Prior to commencement the interviewer described what the
Defense Manpower Commission is and read the follovinS explanation:

You are being interviewed as a part of the Defense Manpower
Commiseion's effort to sample the opinions of unit comanders
from all the Services, including the Reserve Forces. We are
attempting to determine whether commanders perceive any changee
in the ability of their units to perform their mission as a
result of socio-economic factors (sex, race, education, geographi-
cal representation and mental category).

This interview is wholly confidential and we are not recording
your name or service number. Your opinions will be tabulated along
with those of hundreds of other commanders throughout the country.
We ask that you be as honest as possible in your responses. E

".9,
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?be intervi•wer then asked questions and sought amplificaton of responses
vwher clarity wes in doubt. The second tam ember recorded responses an
key points made by comenders In amplificetion.

The survey wee conducted over & several week period during the smer
of 1975. Upon cospletion of the survey responses by ctmms eres waer analyzed,
coded, grouped and tabulated. The following Indicates each of the teo
questions asked ans marizses the response of all 154 ca•n• res Interviewed.
Following this suimmry is a more details tabulation of responses by comanders
In each Regular Service, the Reserve and Guard.

NN
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SUMMARY SURVEY RESULTS

Question 1: WHAT WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE N'ST IMpORTANT CHANCES
THAT HAVE OCCURRED IN THE ARMED FORCES IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS?

A. Changes related to the AVF (e.g., attitudes, motivations, end
desires of enlistees; deemphasis of patriotism and service
to country; emphasis on recruitment and retention goels; increase
in wmn and minorities, etc.) 27i

B. Changes related to end of Vietnas involvement

C. Imphasis on human relations (increased individual awareness, 0

reduced racial tension, concepts of supervision, etc.) 15

D. ligher quality of accessions g

E. Fever resources 32

P. Lower quality of accessions 32

G. Other changes (e.g., total force concept, increased direction

by superiors, values of society and drugs impacting on
military, etc.) 272

Question 2: WITH THE ADVENT OF THE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE, WHAT MAJOR

CHANGES HAVE OCCURRED 1N YOUR U:;IT?

"A. No significant change 342

Increased quality (vhere quality was defined as intelligence,
attitude and motivation) 221

B. Docreased quality 13U

C. Increased number of women U

D. Increased number of minorities 22

E. Other changes (e.g., "people" related programs, individual
education. etc.). 21

Question 3: WHAT FACTOR MOST ENRANCES YOUR UNIT'S EFFECTIVENISS?

A. Meningful operations and yell trained personnel 2

B. Dedicated officers and NCO's kleadership) 252

S.. . .. . S •... ,
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C. MMorle, motivation and attitude of troops L3

D. Sufficient material resource

3. Other 122

i-estiv 4t VWHT wAOxR MOST HAM S YOUR UNIT'S WETIz S?

A. Lack of training, experin•e and personnel turnover/
Instability 322

*. Shortage: of material resources 1.

C. Dmands of administrative details 151

D. Attitude, morale, drugs and other general probla-
of socity 9z

I. Personnel shortages

F. Other (e.g., education progr•ms, lncrease in off-base
living by troops, etc.) 201

Question 5: HOW HAS THE INCLUSION OF FEKAtE PERSONNEL AFFECTED THE
ABILITY OF YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

A. No chsnge In ability 292
It Positive us

C. Negative

D. Not applicable; no umen assigned 452

Question 6: Hal HAS THE INCREASE OF BLACS AND SPAJIISH-SEAXINC
AMERICANS AFFECTED THE ABILITY OF YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

A. No change 502

"3. Postive 311 t

C. Negative 4

D. Not applicable; no noticeable Increase 44

Is4
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Question 7: HOW HAS THE CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL %MONG SERVICE-
MEN AECTED TEX ABILITY Of Y•C•• UNIT TO CARRY OUT 1S MISSION?

A. so change 322

B. Postive 40Z

C. Negative 71

D. Not applicable; no perceived change 201

Question 8: HOW HAS THE CHANGE IN GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION AMONG
SUVICECD AFFECTEI THE ABILITY OF YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSIOr?

A. M change 301

B. Positive 42

C. Negative 53

D. Not applicable; no perceived change 611

Question 9: HOW HAS THE CHANGE IN MENTAL CATEGORY AMONG SERVICE-
HIM AFFECTED THE ABILITY OF TOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

A. No change 292

s. Postive 291

C. Negative 8B

D. Not applicable; no perceived change 34%

Question 10: IF YOU COULD, WHAT MAJOR CHANGES WOULD YOU MAKE IN THE

CURRENT PERSONNEL POLICIES OF TOUR SERVICE?

A. Responses to this ouestion were generally broad and varied.
Only 6% of all respondents indicated there were no changes
that they desired to make. Of the various responses,
the following were the most frequently identified:

B. Improve recruiter practices and recruitiLst policies 9r

C. Increase enlistment standards to require higher school

graduation by all enlistees. 6%

D. Improve stability by reducing personnel turnover 6%

'v•'
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TABULATION OF EESPONSES BY REGULAR SERVICE, RESERVE, AN DGUARD-

Question 1: WHAT WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE MOST IMPORTANT CHANGES THAT
HAVE OCCURRED IN THE ARMED FORCES IN THE LAT FIVE YEARS?

USAY AM USC NAVY RESERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 26Z 422 152 222 142 60Z 27n
1. 9z 352 82 42 i2 OR 162
C. 262 22 82 392 52 02 132
D. 02 7i 312 92 02 0 bE
K. 92 02 $2 42 142 02 62
F. 32 22 a2 02 OR 62 3I
G. 262 122 232 222 472 402 272

Question 2: WITH THE ADVENT OF THE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE, WRAT NM CHANGES
HAVE OCCURRED IN TOUR UNIT?

USAF ARMY USHO NAVY RESERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 442 162 382 392 442 202 34%
B. 212 162 23Z 39Z 14Z 602 22Z
C. 92 192 152 92 112 20Z 132
0. 92 192 02 02 32 02 a2
R. 02 72 02 02 02 02 22
F. 182 232 232 132 282 O 212

Quention 3: WHAT FACTOR MOST ENHANCES YOUR UNIT'S EFFECTIVENESS?

USA? ARKY USHC NAVY RESERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 442 422 152 30Z 642 40% 442
5. 182 44Z 382 262 32 402 252
C. 26Z 2Z 82 172 112 202 132
D. 32 02 82 132 142 02 62
E. 92 122 312 132 82 O 12Z

1/ Responses coded by letter and correspond to response described in
previous summary.
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Question 4: WHAT FACTOR MOST HAMPERS YOUR UNIT'S EFFECI' 7?2£ESS?

USAF ARMY USHC NAVY RIeERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 29% 49% 23% 22% 282 201 321
a. 15% 5% Oz 35% 31Z 101 18%
C. 15% 26% 152 0% 6% 60% 15%
D. 152 2% 23% 17% 3% 0% 9%
1. 3% 122 15% 0% 3% 02 6%
F. 24% 72 232 26Z 31% 0% 20%

Question 5: HOW HAS THE INICLSION OF FEMALE PERSONNEL AFFFCTED THE ABILITY
OF YTOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

USAF ARMY tJS(C NAVY RESERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 41% 23% 15% 22% 31% 40Z 29%
B. 24% 23% 8% 13% 141 20% 18%
C. 18% 9z 0C 42 0% 2C% 0%
D. 18% 44% 772 61% 56% 20% 45%

Question 6: HOW HAS THE INCRF.ASE OF BLACKS AND SPANISH-SPEAKING AMERICANS
AFFECTED THE ABILITY OF TOUR UNII TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSIOV?

USAF ARMY US4C NAVY RESERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 4.a 53% 77% 52% 44% 20% 50%
a. 0% 22 52 0o 3% 20% 32
C. 3% 9% 0% 0% 3Z 0% 4%
D. 53% 35% 15% 482 50% 602 44%

Question 7: HOW HAS TIRE CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AMONG SERVICEmEN
AFFECTED THE ABILITY OF YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OUT ITS MISSION?

USA? ARMY USMC NAVY REeERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 18% 37% 54% 17% 42% 40% 322
B. 53% 44% 15% 57% 19% 60% 70%
C. 3% 7% 23% 0% Ill 0% 7%
D. 26% 12% 8% 26% 28% 0% 20%

Question 8: HOW HAS THE CHANGE IN GEOGRAPHICAL REPkESENTATION AMONG^
SERVICEMEN AFFECTED THE ABILITY OF YOUR LNIT TO CkRRY OUT ITS MISSION?

USA? AMY USHC NAVY RESERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 32% 47% 77% 22% 0% 0% 30%
B. 3% 9% 0% 42 0% 0 41
C. 121 7% 8% 0% 0% 0% 5%
V. 53% 37% 15% 74% 100 100 61Z
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Question 9: IOW AS flHt CHANGE IN MENTAL CATEGORY AMONG SENVICIDEE
AFFECTE fIt AMiITY OF YOUR UNIT TO CARRY OL•' ITS MISSION?

USD1 ARMY! LR( NAVY RESERVE GUAW TOTAL

A. "1 282 231 131 331 401 241
a. 241 351 231 431 171 601 291
C. 0 91 231 O 141 Ox 81
D9 386 281 311 43% 361 01 341

Question 10, If YOU COULD, WHAT MAJOR CHANG S WOLD 1YOU MAKE IN TiH

CUR•ENT PESONNEL POLICIES 0? YOUR1 SEWVICEP_!

USAF ARMY UMI MAY! RESERVE GUARD TOTAL

A. 211 21 311 O0 62 O0 92
3. 61 01 311 91 61 O0 61
C. O0 51 O 261 32 O 62) 01 31 71 $1 41 at 20Z 61

i j/ •Responses to this question waee generally broad snd varied. Tte
responses listed In the tabulation v••e those moet frequently identifted.

C
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V. LIMITATIONS Of THE SURVEY

The survey of unit commanders in order to gain their perceptiome Of
socio-ecoflomic chant&* and the related impact upon ability of & umit to
perform its nlasion addressed basic concerns exreseed In Section 702(7)
of FL 93z15 . Nowever, any conclusions should be temperd by certain
limitations inherent in the survey.

Two-person interview taeem were 4lternatively compsed of uw.ite and
black males and females. Team composition might heve inhibited responses;
however, teem composition was altered In an effort to leseen/compare in-

ibIbtiona. Responses received by all-white or all-aole teass wer*
aessentially consistent with responses received by all-black and inle/
female toes. Alvoo, responsnee received by Opinice Research, let. were
cemeisteat with responses receiv,%d by WSC staff team.

Is sowe instances, after being at an intallatiem fer a pertod of time,
"sIvey team began to pick up a "party lUme.* miether becmwae previously-
interviewed commanders were comasnicetiag with etUl-te-be interviewed
comisnsers, or some other reason, several persons ware maticipeting
question* and had ready answers.

Due to resource limitation. overesee wits were set visited. This
overlooks a significant percentege of active military units In a forward
environment. As an alternetive to overseas travel, six just-returned
commanders (four Army, one Air Force, one Nevy) were iaterviewed. Their
considerations and responses appeared similar to themesxipressed by COWUS
soomeaidera.

The amplo nf units surveyed did not include Army fteerve units.
Also, the total sempis aise wee relatively small due to time and resource
limitat ions.

finally. a commndenr's perception of bh" elit's ability to perform
Its mission reflects somei degree of uncertainty. Judgmets. by neý:*soity.
must be based upon asteriel reediness, leadorohiTp, anrale and performance
during readiness inspections end training exercise.. There is no way to
truly simulate actual combat, attending conditions. and Individual reacriusa.
At best, the survey responses were perceived astimetwet. "mowver. in the
absence of any better measure, and since the persos held accountable for aI unit's reeiineas and ability to perform its siasioc io the commander, the
DW staff judged that he, better than anyone, should be able to "seese his
mnit's status and ability to fulfill Its mission.
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EXECUIrVE SUMMARY

ACKCR(MD: Establishes the 18 year-old sale population as the
focus of the analynes. T'he composition of the popu-

lation is discussed:

- Continuing students

- Unenrolled but employed

- Institutionalized or In-Service

- The available pool

Identifies the sajor factors Influenciog the supply

of applicants over the next ten years:

- Population shifts

- School enrollment rates

- Eployment prospects

AMALYSIS: Portrays three supply scenarios for 1976-1985 accor-
ding to moderate, slow, and rapid economic growth
assumptions.

Corpares noD projections of recruit dmand vitn

alternate supply projections.

FDINIS: Active force recruiting needs can be asetained with-
out great difficulty if moderate 0r slow economic

growth is realized.

Rapid economic grovth portends significant recruiting
shortfalls by the mld-1980's.

ALTDNATIVESt Various actions are available to respoad to recruiting
shortfalls:

- Changes in mental, educational, sad physicsl
standards for enlistaent.

-Provision of nltistment bonus"e for specific

jobs

W
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ALTEUATIrVS: - Ceneral military pay increases
(cont'd)

- ?evision of job selection standards

- Increase woman accessions

A series of actions will be effective in averting a
major recruiting shortfall for the active force without
resorting to a significant pay increase. In terms
of cost-effectiveness, the sequence of actions
should be:

- Revise job selection standards

- Increase woes, accessions

- lower physical standards

- Provide bonuses for selected Jobhn

- Raese Military pay

SEwSITIfVlT Discusses how the projections are affected by
alternate assumptions about the future.

RESUVE RCRUITTICIt Finds that Reserve recruiting needs may be sustain-
able If moderate or slow economic growth is realized.

Rapid economic growth will likely result in major
recruiting shortfalls unless major policy changes

are effected.

- Ceographic redistribution of the Reserve
forces

- Restructure of the Reserve compensetioni system
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. INODUCTION

The prospects for sustaining DoD annual requirements for now

enlisted manpower from 1976 through 1985 will be affected by zhe deminant

demographic, economic, and social trends prevailing during the next decade.

Three major factors outside the control of the DoD are considered first:

population shifts, patterns of national economic growth, end school enrollment

rates. Specific management actions that can significantly influence the

prospects for sustaining the All Volunteer Force rer then considered.

"Sustainability prospects are assessed by characterizing the pro-

jected size end composition of a representative segnes' of the manpower pool

from which enlisted non-prior service (n.p.s.) accessions will come, the

national 18 year-old male population. Various scenarios portraying the supply

of volunteers are developed according to alternative assumptions concerning

the growth of the civilian economy between now and 1985.

The annual demands for IS year-old n.p.e. accessions proji ted by the

DoD are natched against the supply of applicants forecasted in each scenario

to identify potential shortfall (insufficient supply) situations. The

analysis will focus on the 18 year-old population because the various types

of historical and projected data needed to develop reasonable projections of

accessions supply are available for this age group, while some date defi-

ciencies exist for other age groups. 18 year-olds represent the largest

share of active duty n.p.s. accessions, end the factors affecting this group

in the future are likely to influence other anlistuent-aged people in a

I
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slmllar manner.

The annual DoD-wide requirement for enlisted accessions reflects

the estimated numbers of new people needed to malytain the force size

mandated by national security Interests. The DoD projects that a stable

activa duty force size of 2.1 million will be required for the period from

FY 1976 through FT 1985. After taking account of projected retirements

and prevailing rates of voluntary and involuntary discharge, the DoD pro-

jects that annual active duty n.p.. accession requirements for FY 1976

through PT 1980 will range from 437,000 to 402,000, declining thereafter

to a constant 387,000 per year through FY 1985.*

The major unconcrollable factors and their consequences are pre-

"sented first. lecause the Services have recourse to a variety of manage-

mont actions that can significantly alter supply as well as demand, the

effectiveness of each actinm is assessed to deteruine how shortfalls could

be reduced sy a judicious choice of responses.

--• The first six sections address the recruiting outlook for the

active duty force. The analysis shohs that recruit supply will likely be

sufficient to satisfy Service demands through 1985 if the national economy

grows at a slow or moderate pace in the future. Rapid economic growth

portends a significsnt contrection in the supply of recruits, but shortfalls

can be averted without resorting to substantial increases in military pay

by Implementing a series of management actions.

* The DoD accession requirements could change subject to two considerations.
First, the Congress could legislate a reduction in the 2.1 million force size;
second, DoD could choose to return to some two-year enlistments, thus increasing
the accession requirements in following years. Both possibilities are discussed
elsewhere in the study.
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Recruiting prospects for the Selected Reserve, addressed in the

seventh section, are less favorable, although the demand for recruits

can likely be satiafled if slow or even moderate gre-wh is realized.

In the case of rapid economic growth mome management actions are available

that would achieve positive effects, but these may not be sufficient to avert

major recruiting shortfalls that could occur by the mid-llO's. Some signi-

ficant policy changes could be warranted.

II. DJACIGROUJD

1. The 18 Year-old Male Population

One factor dominates all considerations about the future supply of

military manpower. The Bureau of the Census projects that the broad popu-

lation of all vorking-aged men and women, 16 to 65 years of age, will increase

12 1/21 between 1 July 1975 and 1 July 1985, from 133.3 million to 149.9

million. In contrast, however, the Bureau projects the population of 18

year-old sales will decline by 15.11 over the sease period. Similar percentage

declines will occur for 18 year-old females as well as for males and females

in ther enlistment-eligibls age groups, an aftershock of the post-war

"baby boom".

The decline in the 18 year-old ale population is significant because

this group represents the single largest year group from which male n.p.s.

accessions come each year, more then one-quarter of the total accessei in

7Y 1972, FY 1973, enu 1? 1974. The 18 year-old male population is the focus I
of the analysis for this reason, and also because the factors influencing

this group during the next decade will similarly affect the other segments of

the enlistment-aged (17 to 26 year-old) population of men and women,

j s"
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2. Major Categories of the Target Population

Recent history gives & basis for characterizing the annual popula-

tioa of 18 year-old sales, termed the target population, according to their

actual availability for enlistment.* The numbere available for enlistment

in any year can be estimated through a process of elimination. 18 year-old

males who (1) elect to continue their education througho-.t the year, (2)

find satisfactory civilian employment, (3) are institutionalized, or (4)

are already in the armed forces establish the major categories of young

sen not available for enlistment. After taking account of these categories.

the remainder of the target population is a reasonable estimate of the size

of the available pool.

a. Continuing students

People who are enrolled in school during October of a given fiscal

year and who re-enroll In school one year later are not available for

"enlistment during the fiscal year. These people, termed "continuing

students," include all young men who graduate from high school and imsedi-

ately enroll in 4-ye.r colleges, 2-year colleges, or tochnicelivocational

schools on a full-time or part-time b&s*s. Also, htgh school students

who do not graduate but remain in school for an additional year end first-

year college students who return to begin their second year are included.

Perhaps more important, the definition excludes high school graduates

who do not continue their education, firat-yesr college students who either

drop out or do not return to begin their second year, and high school drop-

"outs. These people elect to pursue alternatives to fuether education.

* 18 year-olds are defined as those who attain their 18th birthday during
the fiscal year. Fiscal years are defined throughout the discussion according
to the historical convention, from 1 July to 30 oune.

I



According to enrollment statistics published by the Bureau of the

Census for the years 1971 through 1974, "continuing students" represented

50.11 of the target population during FY 1972, declining to 47.9Z during

TY 1973 and 47.31 in FY 1974.

b. Unenrolled but employed

"Unenrolled, empioyed" people include those young men who do not

enroll in school but are instead holding civilian jobs on a part-time

or full-time basis, Employment data for 18 and 19 year-old males not

enrolled in school, published in the 1975 Handbook of Labor Statistics,

show that 32.72 of the target population was unenrolled but employed as

of October 1972, jumping up to 35.8% as of October 1973, and falling off

to 34.72 in October 1974.

c. Ingtitutionalized or in-Service

"Institutionalized or in-Service" includes young men who either

are 4
nstitutionslized (pr'sone, sanitariums, etc.) or who have already

entered the armed forces in the previous fiscal year. In FY 1972 these

people represented 4.11 of the 18 year-old male population, declining to

3.71 in FY 1973 and 3.62 in FY 1974.

The remainder of the target population in each fiscal year, the

"available pool", consists of young men who are available for enlistment 4

at some time during tLe year. The available pool represented an estimated

13.01 of the population in TY 19M2, 12.92 in FY 1973, and 14.4% in TY 1974.

The above percentages are displayed in Table 1 . The corresponding

numbers within each category are also provided. Statistics for FY 1975 are

projected from FTY 1974 where data current through FY 1975 are not available.

F
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3. Aslicants for inltatsnt, ft 1972 - TY 1974

Unique data r-ovtded by the U.S. Army Recrutting Camman (UCASC)

and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Nanp e And

Reserve Afaire (COADSORA)), •anpower Research and Data Analysts Canter OMUDAC).

tare used to satiasto the total number of salas In the age group who

actually pplied for enlistment in each year. These figures are dir-

played is Table 2.* Applicant statistics are the link beteea the anil-

able pool and service acceootses. because not all yoagn %w are avail-

able during the year choose to apply for ealisaent, and sot all who apply

are accessed.

h figures show that slightly more then as-half of the avil-

able pool applied for enlistment in each year from FY 1972 through fT 1974.

The figure for TY 1974, i4.22, represents tie proportion who chose to

apply in the absence of implicit draft pressure at the then-pravatling

levels of military and civilian pay.

Data for a*le 18 year-old accessiona also ldt layd in Table 2

show !hat. wile the ninbers of applicants grew from A44,000 to 161,030

from FY 1973 to FT 1974, accasstons declined from 113,000 to 100.000.

The 61.71 seletion rate among 18 year-old sale anplicsnta in 7? 1974,

quite low relative to the 17.41 rate in IT 1973, createo the aisleading

a The original data furnished by MARDAC showed that , considerable
mount of informal Pre-sele:tion screening occurred ni•g, applicants
to the Air Force, tevy, and flrine Co.ps. Prt-selection acrsening
served to reduce the total counts of wental category IV and V applicants
for these Services. Army applicant data was used as a bench mark to
reconstruct the opplicent totals for the other Services. Prt-selection
ocreeniag may have resulted in some unt|orcounting even for Army applicanta
in TY 1972 and FY 1973, but Army recruiting officials enimate that
few discrepancies exist in the FY 1974 statistics nwing to supply
prassures experienced In that year,

4
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impression that FY 1974, the first complete year of the All Tolunteer

force (AVT), afforded Service recruiters the opportunity to be more

selective in enlslting applicants. The Services did experiment with

tight*- enlistment standards during TY 1974, but the redced selection

rate primarily reflected the difficulties recruiters esperi•nced in

reconciling the full range of applicant preferences (e.g., Service of

choice, desired Job, unit of choice, geegrephic location of choice timing

of entry into training, length of initial selistamet, ad so eR) with

Service requirements. The initial year of the AV? me a byer's market

in which an ealiste purchased a full range of enlistusnt options aMd

inducements offered by the armed forces in return for he services over the

term of the enlistment contract. Many applicants were attracted by the

options, but a significant proportion did not bWy, a" me their prerogative

in the AV? environment.

1It. DOMIAAT FACTOMS INPYLUVSCO TNE I X SUUPLT

The supply of enlistment applicants in each year from 1976 through

1985 can be similarly charecterised. The mice of the aveilable pool will

be principally determined by changes it the asi of the target population

as discussed earlier, school enrollment patterns, sad civilian employmsnt

opportunities.

1. School Enrollment Patterns

Schol enrollment rates for 18 year-olds generally increased throughout

the 1940's, reaching their peak in% the early 1970's. The rates declinod

-q during the years of transition of the AM?. The draft csstributed to the

E
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high enrollsent rate experience of the late 1960's and early 1970's,

and the eliatiortno of the draft conspired with other factor. to reduce

enrollment rates to current Iewls. For this reason, the Office of

Education projections of the inibera of continuing students during the

iext decade are based upon the TY 1974 rate; 47.32 is the estimated pro-

portion of continuing students in the target population for each year in

the future.

The Institutionalized or is-Service category to also estimated to

remin fairly stable at approximately 3.52, with 1.3! of the target popula-

tion is •nstitutione and 2.02 already in Service (entering the armed forces

at sg 17 it the previous fiscal year).

2. patterns of Rational Economic Orowth

The assumptione regarding the siae of the continuing student and

institutionelised ot in-Servtce categories effectitvly fix the #Ise of the

civilian seo-institutional group of unerolled 18 year-old male,. The

broad pattern of national economic grovth over the next ten years becomes

the crucial consideration as it will affect civilian employment opportuni-

ties available to the unenrollsd group in the future.

a. The xrovth of civilian emloyment omoortuaitiee

Historical data concerntin the growth of civilian job opportunities

available to 18 and 19 y*ear-old sales and to the working-aged population

wsre analysed to deternine if long tern economic expansion or contraction

effects the two groups differently. Anrelygi of data covering 17 ten-

year periods from 1948 through 1974 (1948-38, 1949-59, and so on through

19"4-74) shows that, after taking account of population changes, employ-

ment opportunities for unanrolled 18 and 19 year-old sales remain stable

F
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or expond only when total civilian employment facrt"*e quite rapidly.

Civilian employment opportunitties for young unenrolled siale cani be

exrpected to decline somewhat over the long tormi in the face of Only a

moderate expansion of total civilian employment and will likely fall

rapidly when total civilian eimployment fails to grow it all or declines

slightly. Thee finding$ are simarised in Table SA

Total tivIliam e*0m lyet increseed approximately 2 112 perceet

Laster than the civilian working-aged popuation ove the avealgeg tie-year

period from 1949 to 1974. Thus. this figure esetabliehe" Our definition of

NOderate economic exSpansion, the "moderate" economic growth eassple addressed

in the Mett Section Of the study. Sluggish wAiconmc growith, the basis for

the "alow" eximeple, is defined by the total civilian employment growth rate

that exactly ma1ftches the civilian working-aged populattios growIth rate. Rapid

ecosomic expansion to defined by total civilian 0*10meet that gri five

Percet faster then the Increase in the working-aged civilian population,

and io the beefs for the "rapid economic growth" examle.iii

a Use Appendix A

SIt my at first esee unlikely that employ'ment could grow at a faster
rate than Population grc'vth over an extended period of times. This io
made possible by the entry of new workers into the labor force, attractedby employm~ent opportunities that are normally created In the course ofoconomic expansion. When the oconr~my cvasngs to grow or contracts, these
work). In 1974, 65 million or 652 of sll working-aged men and women held

civilian or military jobs, And 46 million were not employed. This large
son-smployed pool provides the additional workers who make it possiblov
for total civilian employment to Increase fester than the population
growth~ rate. Although such growth cannot be sustained indefinitely, a
2 1/2 or even 51 increase in employment relative to population from 1975
to 1965 Is not unreasonable.
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IV. SUPPLY PAOECTIOCNS

The foregoing analysis of employment opportunities for unenrolled

young men relative to changes in total civilian employmst provides the

basis for projecting the future size of the available pool for three possible

patterns of economic growth. The site of the available pool to turn lnite

the number of 18 year-old melee who can reasonably be expected to apply for

enlistment. The mNximum numbers of accessions that a gives applicant pool

viii yield can be calculated and compared with eccesseim requirmets pro-

jected by the DoD. Also, the mental category characteristics of accessions

can be compared with annual DoD raquirements.

As indicated earlier, the effects of variat-ioa io military pay

are discussed In a subsequent section. Here it is asusmed that the re-

lationship between military and civilian pay levels prevailing during

the past two years will continue over the next decade. AU economic

growth scenarios also seemsi stable school enrollmnet and "last Itutilonaliasod

or in-Service" rates at TY 1974 levels discussed in the previous section.

1. The Available Pool in Three Scenarios of economic Orowth

The pace of national economic growth over the net tean years will

determine how many unenrolled IS year-old males will find satisfsctory

Civilian employment opportunities. Moderate, slow, sad rapid economic

growth each portend a different employment outlook for usmerolled young

man, and a corresponding impact on the size of the available pool.

a. 1"be moderate economic arovth scenario

The moderate economic growth scenario assumes that total civilian

employment will grow 2 1/2 percent faster then the projected 12.72 increase

S.. *At
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I the civilian wacding-iged poultio approzltely the soe relativ

Incraszae (ten-year average) In total civilian employment that accompaied•

the expansion of the U.S. economy fros, 194 to 1970e.

Accordin.g to the anlysis of relative em ployment opportunities

deplted in Table 3 earlier. moderate economic growth to projected to Induce

a 20.12 deline In elillo employment opportunities for usnenolled 18 yeer-old

miles, Is contrast to the 13.12 drop Is the *Is* of this poultion. At

this rats, of decline, employment opportunities for th:r grSoup will decrease

fton an estnimted 744.000 holdin jobs at the end of TY 1975 to 594,000 In

FT1963.•5 As a result, the available p:ool to projected to decline from,"

306.000 to 301.000 war the sae period.

'the simpleavrage annul decline, -0.6- per year relative to

populaion chneh , to used to project the Impact of employet ompottm- .

" ItIto diminishing gradually In successive, years. Those projection* arm

S•.• ~display"c In• Figure I and art accompaniled by the estima~ted sizes of the

other categories of the It y•ear-old mw.e population.

b. 7* slow econmi growth scenario

S.The slo economic growth scnrio assumes that growth In total

at•lvlls emloyment will exatly match the projected 12.71 Increase In the
icivilian working-•d populatio n, w pll belo x the t hpcal eob growth rate which

epcteds poipuleation erlth by 2 m/2 peremit, the historical U.S. po perteto .

ma e ia.7 gcroath of the ci.ilid vopkinese ofthis population. baset on
the 193mption that the active duty militsar populjtion wdll t ol in f om tat
3,t 2.1 3illioe.

h l e d - r l

pouaincagi sdt rjctteipc fepomn potn
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Natfama2 econmc€ glrowh tuat econstrains total civilian employ-

most to this compratively low term of Increase to projected to induce

almsot a 302 decline in civilian employment opportunities for 19 year-old

males, a sharp drop In contrast to the 15AlZ contraction to the size of

the target population. Employment opportunities for ummnroll•d 18 y~r-old

males arm projected to decreas free an estimted 744,000 holding job# at

the and of TY 1975 to 521),000 at the en of IFY 1985. As a reslt. the •vlI-

able pool will actually Incroam frow 308,000 to 366,O0 over the &ms

period.

The #Impl& avorag annual decline, -1.6% pr year rt~ltiv to

population Chortl, to used to project the gradul Imeport of this reduction

in civilian employment opportunities for unenollod 16 year-old sales

from year to year. Th projections at* displaye t Fin ur& 1 and ore

S• accompanied by the estimated raison of the other categories, of the target

population in each year.

c. The rapid economic growth scenario

Thj raid ecomic growh scenaio aeue that total civilian

Semployment will grow five Portent faster betee 191S and 1995 than the

projacte 12.7a increene in the civilian woking-agd population. The

results of the mployaent analysis depicted inr ae in peciedicato that

civilian emlloyent opportunities for the taret population fior increaser

Ssharply In response to t haidly ex1andin1 emplcy nt overall. A reduction

ot taproxige tply 1 in the mp mbers oe jobp r vailte e to un*nrolle d 18 ye ar-

old sares is projectd, but this rfprosents a net e7p4nsio0 of liglobmsat

otdortunities when co5p2r0d to the 15.1d populftion dacline. As r rtealt -

the avoilable pool iw proal cted to decline from 308,000 to 233,000 ovte

the se per iod.Taiy

popuatin chnge isusedto rojct te gadul imactof his edutio
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The simple average annual change, approximately +1.02 per year

relative to population change, is used to project the impact of employment

opportunities varying from year to year. These projections are displayed

in Figure I and are accompanied by the estimated sls*e of the other

categories of the target population.

2. Projected Supply and Demand: Applicants and Accessions

The maximum numbers of accessions that the available pool will

yield are projected for each economic growth scenario by "auinig that

54.2% of the available pool will apply for enliatment in future years.

as In the first complete year of the AVF, FTY 1974. The application rate

may be expected to remain at this level so long as the attitudes of

young sen and women towards military service do not ehift and the ratio

of military pay to civilian pay remains constant.*

The applicant selection rate, the maximum proportion of applt-

canto whom the Services will select for enlistment, is asmd to he

61.72. We have used the FY 1974 applicant selection rate for three reasons.

First, it represents the enlistment standards that exiated prior to

a Alternatively the proportion of he available pool apply for
enlistment in years prior to YY 1974 -ould be eead, but these figures
capture the confounding influences of Implicit draft pressure and a com-
paratively relaxed recruiting posture. FT 1974 statistics reflect the
strictly voluntary behavior of available 18 year-old sales under conditions
likely to be replicated in the future if the stated assumptions obtain.

p.
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thoe Cn.•sitiom of more restrictive mental and educational criteria from

Juiy 1974 to the present. Second, this rate takes account of applicant

rejections of Service enlistment offers, a phenomenon likely to recur

in a voluntary enlisteaen environment. Third, the figure captures the

effect of intensive Army recruiting efforts during a period of unfavorable

apply conditions.

DoD projections of total n.p.s. usal enlisted accession require-

msets (for the active forces only) and the estimated numbers of 18 year-

old males that will be required (27.82 of the total male requirements

in each yjer) are provided in Table 4.A The annual 18 year-old male

requirement is compared with the projected supply of accessions in each

scenario to establish the outlook for sustaining manpower requirements.

a. Hoderate economic growth

Table Se shove that, although the site of the available pool

declines sharply over the decade, the projected supply of applicants

remains well above Service demands for 18 yjer-old males in each year.

Iean when a 61.72 applicant selection rste is considered, the remaining

supply of enlistment-eligible applicants willing to accept Service 4

enlistment offers is projected to exceed demands if moderste economic

growth is realie*d.*e

a Accessions data furnished by DoD (ARDAC) show that 27.8Z of sale n.p.s.
accessions (all Services) in TY 1974 were draw from the target population.
This figure declined to 26.02 in FY 1975, owing to restrictions the Services
placed on the enlistment of non-high school graduates. The FY 1974 statistic
is a more appropriate measure because it better represents the distribution of
accessions by age in a year the Services could not afford to impose unusually
restrictive selection standards.

** Of the 38.32 of the applicant pool that does not enlist, as in FY 1974,
approximately two-thirds include applicants who fail to meet minimum
physicsl and mental standards for enlistment (see OASD(B4&RA), MARDAC
report no. 76-2, July 1975); the remainder of this group is assumed to
reject Service enlistment offers an unacceptable after recruiters have
established the particular enlistment options, inducements, end bonuses
for which the applicants' test scores make them eligible. F

4'
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18-YEAft-0LD rME APPLICAIT? ANiD ACCFSSIONS, FY 1976-85
(THOUSAtNDS OF PELa US)

NUMBER IN THE 316 3;16 322 345 330 329 328 319 306 301
AVAILABLI POOL!

PROJECTED SUPPLY 171 171 17S 18/ 179 1/8 178 172 166 163
OF APPLI.IATl:

PROJECTED NUMBER or
APPLICANTS SELECTEt: 106 106 106 115 110 110 110 106 102 101
KGJIcTED DEMAND

OR YEAR -oLD 102 106 102 103 101 97 97 97 97 97
N.;P.S ALES:

MET DuPLUS(h). + 4 0 +6 +12 +9 +13 +13 +9 +5 t 4
!4RPLUS AS
PERCENT OF
REQUIREMUEN: .41 0 .61 +In2 +91 131 +131 +91 +51 .41

TABLE 5a. SLOW GROKIR:
19-TEAR-OLUIIALE APPLICANITS M11 ACCESSIONlS, FT 1976-01,

NUME INT 12 1972 127a 1 12 1381 138 1984 133 M15
AVAILABLE PO•L• 324 332 346 376 369 374 380 376 367 36

PROJfCTED SUPPI 7
OF APPLICANTS: 176 180 188 204 200 203 206 204 199 198

APPLICANTS SELECTEDO: 139 111 116 126 123 125 127 126 123 122

PROJECYNl)DFOPANO
FOR I YEAR-OLo 102 106 102 10 101 97 97 97 97 97
N.P.S MALES

NET SUPLUS(*): 4 7 + 5 +14 +23 +72 +28 +30 -29 +26 +25
SUP .55 ASA

REQUIRJýIEMT: +7f +51 +141 +221 +22Z #29Z +311 +301 +271 +261

TABLE Sc. RAPID GROWTH:

18-YEAR-OLD 
4"LE APPLICANTS 11D ACCESSIONS, FY 1976-65

S1376_32 12..1 1373 1922 1231 1987. 19.31 1913 1935

NU0BE I tei: 18 302 299 314 291 234 276 261 244 235

PROJECTED SUPPLY 167 164 162 170 158 154 150 141 132 127
OF APPLICANTS: 1

PROJvCTES NWU4UP oPS APPLICANTS SCLECTLO: 103 101 100 105 97 95 93 87 81 78

PROJECTED DECMMT
P0+ ISI YFARPSS
N.P.S. %ALES: 102 105 102 103 101 A7 S7 97 97 97

T 'ý'YTfALL(':) + I - 5 - 7 * 2 - - 4 -10 -16 -rý

- 5' - -I 4 2" -4;- *r

wal -.- _ _ _- -
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b. Slow economic arovth

In Table 5b the size of the available pool and the estimated

numbers tt,'. would cpply for enlistment are displayed. Tbs latter figures

vere computed by again applying the 54.2% application rate esperien:ed in

FY 1974. Wean a 61.71 selective rate is considered, týe estimatea show

that maxi•um accessions supply will exceed Service demands by a consider-

able margin.

c. Rapid economic growth

The size of the available pool and the estimated ,era that

would apply for enlistment in the case of rapid e*onomic growth are pte-

sented in Table 5c. These figures show thae the available pool vill

contract sharply in the face of favorable employment opportumities for

unenrollee 18 year-old males. Although the supplv of applicants will

exceed accsasion requirements throughout the decade, the estimated numbers
of qualified applicants villinr to accept Service enlista-fer. my be

expected to fall .,hort af the projected demand in Tt 1977, 7Y 1978, end

FT 1980 through FT 1985.

These data are summarized in Figures 2a, b. and c.

3. Alternative Demand Assumptions
It is possible that accession domands could vary from the figures

projected by the DoD for several reasons. The prospects far mstaining

manpower requirements would be altered accordingly.

a. Further reductions in the active duty force strength

If the President and the Cocagress authorize further reductions

in the active duty force strength in future years, the demsed for n.p.a.

accessions may be expected to decline. For a force reduction of 200,000,SF I
'+i

o'
I\
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from 2.1 million to 1.9 million active duty persoel, U.p.a. eccesalone

would likely be reduce& to 90Z of currently projected fipme*. By 1963v

the annual demend for 18 yer-old male accesaions would decline from 97,000

to 87,000.

If moderate or slow economic growth is relliew- in the future,

fore* reductions of this magnltude will yield eve smre favorable prospects

for estainability. If rapid economit growth Io realised, a potential

abortfall of 202 or 19,000 18 year-old mlee (91,060 reqired A. 78,000

empected) will be reduced to eppromlstely 102 or ody 9,000 sceeseie

short of the requirement.

b. A-return to the Ft 1974 pattern of shorter ealilseset term

Io response to a pending acceesions ahortfall, the Seice could

elect to re-introduce enlistment terms of two year#' duration on the eaw

scale as occurred in FtY 1974. Such an action would be predicated on the

assumption that ehortar enlistmont teor would Induce some 18 year-old

males to apply for enlistment who would not otherwise. The rapid economic

growth scenario Illustrates supply conditions that would lead the S•ervice

to respond In such a manner.

Suppose that the Services, especially the Army and Marine Corps,

elected to Introduce the shorter enlistment term option in 1903 to aver

oan imeinnt ahottfall of 10,000, 102 short of the required 97,000 acces-

clone. The action would be justified by the erpectation that aes*9sions

"would Increase by 11.52, from 67,000 to 97,000.

S~F

*i J
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Under thes circumstances, the policy would lead to a 102 jump

In demand above the currently projected requiremuot for 13 year-old

sales in 1985. This is because current demand projections are based on

the pattern of enlistment terms prevailing in FT 1976 (average enlistment

term of 3.7 years). Because the average enlistment tern in FT 1974 vas

3.3 years. the more rapid turnover of first-term Personnel would produce

as moch as a 122 increase in eccessions demand as early as two years

following policy Implesmentation. The requirement for 18 year-old moles

would thus jum to 109,000 by FT 1965.

In respoene to a penring shortfall of 31,000 (109,000 required

!! 76,000 expected), the Services could elect to maintain the same policy

through FY 195. Here, however, an 11.52 increase in accessions would yield

only 67.000 net, sow 22.000 short of the higher accessions requirement

tot TV 1965, the consequence of actions taken earlier to evert the FTY 1983

"shortfall. These figures uggeest that a return to reduced enlistment

Stemse, while temporarily effective, could aggrevate wsutainability prospects

in the lons term.

4. Quality Considerations

Applicant deta for rF 1974 were analysed to detewuiae how the

characteristics of the applicant pool are likely to change as the overall

application rate varies (total applicents as a percent of total 18 year-

aOd miles in the POPulation).C Applicants as a percentage of the corresponding

S ee Appenadix S.

t5
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mental category total are measured on the vertical axle and are compered

to the overall application rate (total applicant. as a percentage of the

total population) Indicated on the horisontal axis. The graph shows

4, that t•a application rate for wang man In eech mental category Increases

In a linear fashion as progressiv#ly larger proportions of the total

population make application for enlistment.

Table 6 portrays the estimated numbers of applicants in mental

categories I through III combined who would likely be enlited in each

year, based on selection rates for these applicant groups in ?1 1974.**

When compared to the estimated umbers of enlistees required annually

by the Do! in the top three mental categories, it appears that sufficient

quality would be available across all tan yesas of both the moderate and

slow economic growth scenarios.*fl

a It Is assumed that the national distribution of the 16 year-old sale
population by mental category in the nest decade will not very significantly

$ from the national distribution a measured in the 1973-1974 school year;
that is, 4.432 - N.C. 1, 29.561 - .C. 11, 42.321 - N.C. I11, 19.901 - .C. IV,
and 3.761 - N.C. V.

as Service recruiting managers acknowledge that 1? 1974 was a particularly
difficult recruiting year. Selection rates weae likely near the maximum
AW levels. Selection rates for applicants in mental categories I a II
combined and mental category III in rT 1974 (DoD-side) were, respectively,
74.51 and 60.71.

C Estimates of the required numbers of enlistees in toe top three mental
categories is based on the maximum feasible proportion of mental category
IV enlistees in a given recrulting year, 22 1, as established by the DoD in
the special report of Defense, "The All Volunteer Fore* and the End of the

Draft," March 1973.
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For the rapid economic growth ease, the projection ohom that

sufficient quality will be available o IT1 1976 thrug TY 11183, detoil

the modest quantity shortfalls projected for several of chs ynears.

Howvers, tbe numbers of accessio•ns tometl categorieso I th~roug~h III

projected for Tf 1984 end FT 1985 will not be adqute to eat the

•minmm quality n~eeds of the DoD if raqpidly expanduing employment opport-

unitI&O obtain.

v. IIZCTrn -E- Rn TO -MrT SMO 'TALL

the rapid co omic growth caserto portoeds thoatfsll o the

supply of qeul recwits required for active force tru*gsht13 d•espite

s emrloyes 1977q wnt h i utbsh ntil shortfalls porserla by the ears nd

m rdle 1980's. shr purposes of this sectint discussion of tho gehent

prtoon to effectively deal w1ith dwfiint bseppl aill atddrets the

""wrmstt euselit rnee d the d Dh scepirio in 1dio, the yla t o pporh

S~18 year-old eel* accessionsl are pr'ojected to fall abort of the DoO active

mfore* requizremet by " such as 20.

It should not be Wa(rred that the projections presented in the

r epid o growth scenari o poe rtlsed duritl the iat

decae tn tho ale recruits r ections developed for the s ls o nd bei dnrnte

arolth scan9rio7. The fsub stantale hosning the pcsual eboyth path for

the o.S. o effe In the future with deienxta d s lply wl•l•d•edssthble.

"torpd crowth th possible hgowter, and the unf1 ortble eaoseqenwce

18oyected for recruiting wareapt further tonlysih. o

m 7
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There are three ways to eliminate a recruiting shortfall in a

given year. First. steps can be taken to increase the proportion of

applicants who are selected for enlistment. Second, the size of the

applicant pcol can be Increased by inducing additional people to seek

enlistment who would not apply otherwise. Third, the numbers of recruits

seeded can be reduced. The various management actions which would serve

to reduce or eliminate a recruiting shortfall of 202 are discussed in

thes terms.

1. Methods for Increasing the Selection Rate

Your actions are discussed which would increase the proportion of

applicants selected for enlistment: Changes in physical standards for

enlistment, changes in mental standards for enlistment, increased selection

of f•male applicants, and the provision of occupation-specific enlistment

bonuses.

a. Changes in physical standards

The ipril 1974 RAND Corporation report entitled "'Physical Standards

in the All-Volunteer Force" provides an extensive analysis of physical

standards for enlistment. The study concludes that:

"A comparison of U.S. enlistment standards with those in the armed

services of other advanced nations and those for entry-level jobs in the

civilian sector suggests that U.S. standards may be higher then necessary ... .

Ithis conclusion) is reinforced bt a comparison of enlistment standards

*vith standards for retention and mobilization."e

SRAND report no. 1-1347, by David S. C. Chu, et. al.

FN
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Ms Study Identifies nine aspects of current physical standards

for enlistment that could be modified to reduce the overall physical dis-
- - qualification rate by 402. A trport prepared by OSDMQRA), HADAC indicates

that 13,Z of all applicants for enlistment are disqualified for failure to

ment current physical standards.* Although this report cited data for

FT 1973, physical standards have remained materially the samn through

the present. Variations in physical standards as prescribed In the

RAW study would serve to boost the proportion of physically qualified

applicants by 5.2% from 86.9Z of the pool to 92.12. In the Illustrative

hbortfa2l projected for 1985, this action would yield 5,000 additional

le year-old male accessions.

bt. ChAnao In mental standards for enlistment

Nmtadl and educational standards for enlistment have bean adjusted

wany times in the early years of the AVY, especially with the advent of

S. - x favorable supply conditions in 7Y 1975 and 7Y 1976. This is seen in the

comparison of the 61.72 applicant selection rate for FT 1974 and the

Lower 57.52 selection rate in 7Y 1975 portrayed earlier in Table 2 p

The FT 1974 selection rate employed to project the likely supply

"of accessions in each of three scenarios reflects the Less restrictive

standards prevailing in that year. The projections define the maximum

anabers of young men who could be accessed in the future according to

0 a Manpower Research and Data Analysis Center report no. MR 76-2, July 1975.Earlier studies cite physical disqualification rates of the same magnitude.
See for example Binkin and Johnston's estimate of 112 in All-Volunteer Armed
Forces: Progress, Problems, and Prospects June 1973.

I,
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standards eusting in FT 1974. ad we seuemed tht FT 1976 selection rate, the

male shortfall in FTY 1985 would be even greeter than the 19.000 projected

for the rapid economic growth case.

Sicm the shortfall projection already presumes the Services would

automatically return to FTY 1974 enlistment standards, further actions to

reduce the shortfall would include the elimination of the reaining mental

sad educational restrictions the Services imposed prior to IT 1974. In

the extreme, all such restrictiona could be wived excepting statutory.

reetrictions ma the enlistment of mental category T applicants.

The upper bound on the number of additional applicants who

could be made eligible for enlistment ýy this action can be estimated

by noting that 13.3% of all applicants in TY 1973 wmre disqualified

for enlistment according to the mental and educational standards pre-

veiling that Year.* Mental category V people are expected to represent

-6.5 of the applicant vool in FT 1985.** The difference between the

two fiures, 6.81, measures the maxisJum proportion of the applicant pool

Srthat could additionally be made eligible for enlistment by waiving all

Sorvice-Imposed mental and educational standards. If all applicants in

mental categories I through IV mere permitted to enlist in FT 1985,

eaftesaoue could be increased by 6,000 from 78.000 to 84,000 with a

* * The 13.32 figure is cited in MARfAC report no. 4176-2, July 1975. Because
standards mere not raised appreciably from FY 1973 to Ft 1974, the figure is
a reasonable estimate for FY 1974 as mall.

as The mental category V share of the applicant pool is based on estimates
* . developed earlier in the chapter to characterize the applicant pool in future

years.

oN.
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¢orrspndn reduction in the projected shortfall. Witver of stndards

S existing prior to TYf 1974 an aseslective heasis would off courses yield

"smaller icess In accaesions supply.

The waiver of Service-inposei res•trctions could also pose so" •

resodirable d couseuencesi especrjlly in the case of ierta fstiag a rd

non-statutory restrictions. Rates of attrition in training and involuntary

Service discharge for the new accessions group could rise well above the

average levels ,for better qualified accessions, creating substantial

additional costs to the Services. Similarly the enlistment of thene

applicants could hae negative ipact on overall force effectiveness. The

decision to exercise this option would require consideration of these

Consequences.

c. The provision of occupation-specific enlistment bonuses

During the transition from the draft environment to the AVP

bonuses wers used to attract applicants to enlist for assigment

to specific occupations. The Army combat arms bonus is the principal

example. An unpublished study conducted by the General Research Corporation

for the OSD (H&RA) indicates that these bonuses had the effect of redis-

tributing applicants away from occupations without the bonus provision

to occupations with the provision. The bonus thus cerved to counterbalance

the original preferences of some applicants. The study suggests that .

the bonus provisione influenced few additional people to apply for enlistment.

S~F
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To the extent that bonusas can effectively compensate for other

unsatisfactory features of the specific enlistment offer extended to each

applicant, it Is possible that many applicants could be induced by

job bonuses to accept enlistment offers that they would otherwise reject.

FY 1974 data for DoD applicants in mental categories I and II combined

show that, while an estimated 87% were physically end mentally qualified

for enlistment, only 74.52 accepted the specific enlistment offers extendeA

by the Services to whiJch they applied. The difference, 12.52, Is an estimate

of the proportion of all enlistment-eligible applicants who rejected Service

enlistment offers because the particular term were unacceptable.

It is possible that a systm of well-designed bonus provisions

could significantly reduce applicant rejections, perhaps cutting the pro-

portion by a third. This assumption Implies that an additional 42 of the

applicant pool could be induced to enlist by overcoming initial appli-
•"• • • " cant preferences with compensating bonus payments. Such an effect would

yield approximately 4,000 additional accessions in 1985.

The costs of providing bonuses to achieve this Pffact cannot be

d-termined with currently available information. However, total expendi-

tures associated with Lhe selective provision of appropriately scaled

bonuses for specific occupations would likely be less than the cost of

financing a general increase in regular military pay accruing to all I

accessions to effect a comparable increase in total accassions.

tt
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4. ncreased selection of female applicants

The composition of the 18 year-old female population was aneltzed in

the "se manner as the male group. Historical and projeccrd data for

1! 1972 through FY 1985 are displayed in Table 7. Lanlomeont pro-

Jections for unenrolled young women are based upon the assumptions of

the rapid economic gro.th scenario.

One Important distinctioi, is that only 4.12 of women in the avail-

able pool applied for enlistment in FT 1974 in contrast to 54.21 of all

mailable 18 year-old sales who applied for enlistment in the same year. A

This may be explained by the different attitudes that men and women may hold

toward working in military occupations, especially with regard to those

who have family responsibilities, and by the "self disqualification" of some

women who recognized that they did not meet the stiffer educational require-

Sents which the Servicee have Imposed.

In addition to accepting only female high school graduates,

the Services currently impose more restrictive enlistment standards

on female applicants than for males. This is evident in the con-

parison of FT 1974 applicant selection rate*, 46.02 for women vs. 61.72

for 18 year-old men. Physical standards are materially the "am at the

present time, but mental standards are significantly different. Even

though female applicants are, as a group, better qualified than male

applicants in terms of mental category acL;evement, the proportion selected

Is markedly lower.* The differential standards also aseist the Services

in enforcing quotas for women accessions.

* For example, 392 of all 18 year-old women who applied for enlistment
in FY 1974 were mental category I and II, compared to 247 of all 18 year-old
male applicants.

% /
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The eelection rate for femlee could approach the sale selection

rate if the Services mno to equalize nntal and educational standards for

aon and women. By substituting the VT 1974 selection rate, for sale 'policants

-s the possible rate for men in IT 1965, a comsiderably larger~ utbar of

female applicants could be accessed. Nigher rates for wman would yield at

least 2,000 additional acceeeionz.e To achieve thie effect. however, quotas

restricting the number of farsle accessomo weld haw to be elliminted at the

"as time. It should be recognized also that nery ether factors could conspire

to in•ceas the supply of mas accesiom W j .-be these projections

betw - sad 1985. Nor ==le, changes in female perception* about

the equalization of opportunity In the atred forces* s wall an equal malist-

mint standards could produce a quantua jump in the ma ers of wan seeking

to enlist by 1985.

2. Increasing the Size of the Aplitcant Pool

"a. Nilitary pay raise

With the sxception of conscription, raises in military pay offer

the •et direct mean for Increasing the nmbere of youg men %o apply
for enlistment. A comprehensive econometric analysis of enlistment behavior

for the years 1958 through mid-197S was conducted under contract by the

Gentral Research Corporation for the Defence Manpowr Commeission. The

study included a tomparative analysis of the various enlistment supply

models traditionally employed by economists, to estimate the relationship

between charges in military pay and enlistment rates.

a This is a conservatiyv figure because it does not take account of the effect
equalized standards would have on "self disqualifications." It is likely that
ome women as a result Would apply Who would not otherwise. F
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The CRC study indicates that pay increases can be used effectively

to Increase accessions. For eauple, the study suggests that a 102 increase

In pay could yield as such as a 141 increase in enlistmants, a 202 increase

In pay could yield a 282 increase enlistments, and so om.*

The GRC study supports the Gates Commission finding that pay

Increases (or decreases) can significantly increase (or reduce) voluntary

enlistments. Assuming that the ame relationahip betwem pay Icreases

end enlistment behavior will obtain for the target populatiom In 1965, 171

to the figure by which military pay would have to be iacreseed to eliminate

the 19,000 male shortfall projected in the rapid growth Wceeriao."

3. Reductions in the Numbers of Recruits Needed

a. Ifficiencies in recruit screening

Annual accession goals can be reduced if the Presideat and the

Congress determine that a reduced force strensgth is eufficiaat to meet

national security objectives. When national security objectives do not

warrant this jugmesnt, accession goals can be reduced only by introducing

efficiencies *in Service recruiting, training, and manpower utilization.

N Modal values for the estimated elasticity of the enlistment rate with respect
to pay variations were 1.2 and 1.4; the letter figure is said to capture the
cumulative effect of pay raises accompanied by boosts in Service recruiting
activities (expanded recruiting staffs, more extenaive advertising, etc.) of
the kind that paralleled increases in military pay during and ilmediately
following the transition to the AV?. Mndal elasticities for Army voluntary
enlistments, mental categorisa I - III combined, are cited because the Army
data for thin group are isast seneitive to estimation biaes induced by the
demand restrictions (selective recruiting) that often obscure Air Force and
Navy enlistment data.

** 1.4 times a 17.402 pay increases yields a 241 increase is ouliatments;
78,000 18 year-old smle accessions increased by 242 yields 97,000 accessions,
the DoD requirement in 1985.

iF
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The initial selection 7f applicants for enlistment and assignment

to Service occupations is the gataway to formAl tiaining and utilization

on the job. It is bhre that significant efficiencies can be achieved that

result in reduced recuriting needs without loss of force effectiveness.

An analysis of the traditional armed forces selection and assig et

process dmonstrates that improved selection tests and Judicious modifications

to selection standards for occupations could produce a significant reduction

in first-tamr attrition from Service (involuntary discharges) and the costs

associated with attrition.* It is ehown that, at current rates of involuntary

discharge, fewer than 75 out of every 100 DoD &ccessions may be expected to

perform satisfactorily throughout the firat tam of enlistmest.

A method for establishing alternatives to existing selection standard*

for jobs is developed that shows how recruits can be assigned to occupations

in which they are msa likely to perform satisfactorily. Use of the alternative

standards would reduce the estimated nmbers of recruits assigned to each

-•- occupation needed to pioduce the required number of survivors (fully-qualifi•d

and reliable people who complete the full teor of enlistment).

The analysis concludes that Improved applicant selection for occupa-

tional asigsnsent can be achieved that would permit the DoD to reduce annual

accession requiromnts by 3% to 42, or a shortfall reduction of 3,000 to 4,000

- In 1! I5. Each of the Services sponsor continuing research to develop sore

effective screening and assignmsnt program. These efforts support the expect-

. ation that properly directed and adequately funded research can culminate in

econowies of this magnitude by 1985.

S ee the [MG staff study "Job Selection Standards in the Armed Forces," by
James V. Abellera.

F,
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4. The Relative Effectiveness and Cost of Alternative Rasponses

An annual shortfall as great as 201 my require a series of response*

to close the gap between accessions supply and demand. Among the vreinou

responses discussed in the preceding section, the military pay raise alone

offers the means for eliminating a major shortfall without resorting to other

anagement actions. lach of the alternatives to a pay increase achieves a

limited effect, but multiple actions can significantly reduce or eliminate

the accessions shortfall projected to occur by 19M5 if rapid nationel meonoic

growth is realised.

The choice of the appropriate respons(s) must also take account of

the respective costs associated with each type of action relative to the

estimated effect. In general, a military pay increase to I comparatively

costly response to a pending shortfall. An appropriate measure for comparing

costs is the estimated costs per person, indicated by th taverage expenditure

needed to reduce the shortfall by one accession. These c-ets have beom estimated

for each of sir possible manaSment responses.

To simplify Ohe discussion, current coat data is seed in the

comutations below. Thus, the figures for each response underestimate

the probable cost per person in nominal 1985 dollars, but the relative

ranking is not affected. The responses are presented according to

relative cost in ascending order.

a. Nevise eaist!ng selection standards for Service occujepetj

This action has the multiple benefits of reducing accession require-

ments, attrition, &ad the costs of attrition. As indicated in Chapter V11,

a systematic revision of occupational selection standards could enale the

Services to reduce their overall recruiting quotas by at least 31. for an

* "a
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18 year-old quota of 91,000 sales and 7,000 ftmalts in 1985, this amounts

to a reduction approximately 3,000 male accessions required and 200 females.

The people who would no longer be accessed wmiud include only those

recruits who would otherwise be involuntarily discharged frC service some

time prior to completing the first term of enllstment. The rae salary

that accrues to each person involuntarily discharged is approximately $7.700.

Supposing that it coste as much as $1,000,000 to develop and implement the

revised selection standards, the net osavns ads possible through reduction

is the requirement for 18 year-old ales by 3,000 (from 97,000 to 94,000) is

estiamted to be $7,300 per accession.

b. temalise ale and female selection rates

the elimination of restrictive selection standards applying

specifically to females would likely bring the feale selection ratse

up to the current amle rate. or 61.71. At this level, fetale accessions

would increase from 7,000 projected for 1983 to 9,000. Selection of the

additional fmale accessions to meat the sale requirement would thusSq

reduce the sale shortfall by 2,000.

the cost implied by the enlistment of one Vn" to replace the

requireaent for one man would include expenditures for altering living

facilities to accomodate the additional won accessions. Through

effective personnel management and planning, the Implicit costs associated

with duty restrictions on woman can be avoided.

The subetitution of an ftot male accessions, while not costless,

Swould probably compare favorably with all other shortfall reduction actions

exempting the revision of occupational selection standards.

4F
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c. Loes restrictive physical standards for enilistmset

The RAND study cited earlier estimates that, after considering

the costs of disability compensation and the higher disability rates implied

by waiver of unnecessarily restrictive physical standards, each additional

recruit accessed would cost $200.

An additional 3.82 of the applicant pool could be accessed if physical

standards were lowered, raising the ale sealection rate from 41.72 to 65.52.*

Among 127,000 18 year-old male applicants, almost 4.000 additional recruits

could be accessed, cutting the projected male shortfall from 19,000 to 14,000.

d. Frovisia of enlistmemt bonuses for selected occupations

The expenditure necessary to induce a" many Am 4,O0 additional

qualified applicants to accept Service enlistetnt offers (me-third of

those qualified applicants who will othervise reject ealisment offers)

can be minimized by conducting a comprehensive and continuing evaluation

of appl'cant job preferences relative to their pay preferes.es. The

p. careful determination of the appropriate bonus amounts ad occupattion

"• "".•. for vwhch bonus provisions yield maximsm effect can insure that the

required expenditures per additional accession will remain wall below

the cost of achieving a comparable affect by Increasing the general level

of military pay for all recruits.

a. Increase in the general level of military pay

j .' For a pay elasticity of 1.4, a 24.362 increasa in male accessions

(19,000 additional recruits, from 78,000 to 97,000) can be schieved by in-

creasing military pay by 17.402. At current pay levels, recruits earn

a Although an additional 5.2% would qualify in terms of new physical
standards, not all would accept the enlistment offer or qualify according

"* 'to mental standards.

II A
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$17,750 during the average initial enlistment ter.m The pay rain needed

to eliminate the sale recruit shortfall would increase'the average

recruit's earnings to $10,633. All recruits, the 78,000 young men and

7,000 young women espected to mnalst without a pay raise, as won as

the additional 19,000 18 year-old males needed to close the requirement

shortfall, would realize the higher arnings.k

The higher level of pay that would aecru•e to 104,000 male and

femrle 16 year-old recruite would increase total salary costs by M320.

million. im addition, the cost of paying salaries to 19,000 accessions

at the base rate would be $337.3 million. Tihs, the cost par additional

acceesion to close the rcruiting ga would be $34,636.

f. Elistment of all phyically qualified applicants excjt
mental category

This sction would qualify an additional 6.11 of the applicant pool for

enlistment both physically and mentally If all Service-imposed restrictions

t-l aon mentsl and educational suitability were eliminated. The selection rate

t would rise by a slightly smaller smount, from 61.71 to 66.7. after taking

account of the proportion of newly-qunlified applicants who would reject

the enlistment offer. A net increase of 6,000 male accessions would result.

"The costs of Increasing accessions in this maoner cannot be estimated

with available data. Due consideration must be given to the higher rates

a People who complete the. full tern of onlistment earn more, but those
who are involuntarily discharged during the first three years of Service
(25Z of all recruits) earn substantially less in basic pay, quarters, and

S subsistence prior to discharge.

SThese computations are on the conservative side because they do not

include the costs of higher pay rates that would obtain for other military
personnel, the automatic consequence of increasing pay for new enlistees.
In order to maintain a reasonable wage leparation across grades, E-2 to
--9 pay and officers' pay would have to be increased tow percentage.

Similarly, the impact of a broad pay increase on retirement pay scales
is not included.

tI 4tA
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of training attrition and Involuntary discharge expected owns the

morginal applicants. If every applicant ineligible under currant

Service standards were to be accepted for enlistment, mosm reduction

In force effectivenesa could reault. This ta the smt difficult

typo of coat to asmeaa, and accurate estimatas are beyond the scope Of

this analysis.

5. Cost Sumary: Each Response Evaluated Independently

Pot each of the six responses, Table S portrays the estimaited

coat of reducing the 18 year-old male shortfall of 19,000 (97,000 required

s.78,000 expected) by one accession. The figures also reflect the

smazimn probable effect of implemienting each action separately. Cost

figures for each response include salary expenditures per accession as

wall as other Incremental costs.

The last column Indicates the cost of achieving a comparable

effect by raising military pay, assuming a pay elasticity of 1.4. It

io evident that in all cases except the enlistment of marginal (mental

ability) applicants, the cost of raising military, pay exceed the cost

of the alternative action.

Revision of occupational selection standards promises the only

means for reducing the projected shortfall at a net savings. However,

this roapcnse would not be sufficient, by Itself, to elimnate the 202

shortfall.

S. The (mmulative Effects of Alternative Responses

Table 9 presents the cumulative affects of Implementing various

miannagment actions to redu-s the projected shortfall. The actions are
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sequenced from most to least cost-offective. The last colum indicates

the estimated percentage increase in pay that would be needed to close

whatever gap reains at each level. These figures suggest that a sequence

of management actions could serve to reduce a recruiting shortfall as

groat as 20Z without resorting to a significant pay Increase. The cum- 2

latine impact of multiple responses exceeds the etm of effects for the

actions taken individually because some responses interact with others

to produce copunded results.

1. A Short-Tenr Response to i..l-vl Shortfalls

Sthe supply projections developed for three scenarios of national

economic growth portray th', consequences of gradual changes in civilian

employment conditions. Realistically, conditions change rapidly from

year to year even while a given longer-term trend contfiues. Temporary

shifts in civilian employment conditions can lead to shortfalls in the

case of moderate and slow as wall as rapid economic growth.

For example, recruiting prospects for the moderate economic growth

projection in FT 1977 are a maximum supply of 106,000 18 year-old male

accessions, exactly matching the Services' demand. An unpredictable

shift in employmnnt conditions could reduce the supply by several thousand,

thereby creating a shortfall of the same magnitude.

as an alternative to the various management actions that could be

taken in response to the hypothetical shortfall, the Services could elect /

to accept the reduction without further action.

N
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This choice may be defensible if several conditions ara satisfied.

,First, the Services must judge that the shortage will not result iu a

critical reduction of force effectiveness, a condition that is likely

to he satisfied when the shortage amounts to only a few percent of the

total accessions requirement.

Second, there must be evidence that the circumstances underlying

the supply shift are temporary. If, for instance, there are sound reasons

for projecting a rapid return to substantially more favorable supply

conditions, it should be possible to adjust recruiting efforts in the

following year to absorb" the shortfall.

The distinguishing feature of this alternative is that it implies

no sudden changes to e,.liataent standards, recruiting practices and programs,

or the Military pay structure. The merits of passively accepting a shortfall

* •as an alternative to other positive management actions must be weighed by

the Services and the DoD in the context of a temporary and modest deviation

from otherwise favorable supply conditions.

VI. sDSrrTIvry Ol THE PROJiCTIOOS

The foregoing projections may not be realized if tbe various

aesunmptions on which they are based do not obtain. It is impractical

SAto develop alternative projections for each of the many permutations

and combinations of conditions that might influence the prospects for

sustaining accession requirements. However, certain kay assumptions
/ -. /

are discussed to illustrate how accessions supply and/or dm"nd will

• be affected if these assumptions are proved unreasonable by future

* -wents.

* F
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A. Assumptions Regarding WNlitery/Civillan Pay Ratios and

School Enrollment Rates

All three economic growth scenarios yield projections of the

available pool and applicant supply which are based on the assumption

that the ratio of military pay to civilian earnings will resin constant

throughout the neat decade at the level prevailing today. This assumption

will not obtain if future military pay Increases vary from the average

civilian pay increases.

In general, a slow rate of increase In military pay relative to 4
civilian pay may result in significant shortfalls prior to 1985 if rapid

economic growth occurs; shortfalls could also result In the next five

years if the civilian economy expands at a moderate pace whila the pay

ratio declines.

The various projections are based on a national school "continuation"

rate for 18 year-Aids assumed to resain constant at the level experienced

in school year 1973-1974. Economic theory suggests that, in the case

of slow economic growth, school enrollment rates for this age group

could drop below this level in response to declining returns to

investments in education.

The costs of attending college-lavel public institutions full-

time are projected to increase more than 12% in constant dollars over a

ten year pariod ending in 1985, and the cost of attendance at private

Institutions will increase almost 212.* Thus, the rising cost of a college

education could put downward pressure on school enrollment rates even

while the economy grows at a moderate rate. Lower enrollment rates portend

a larger pool of young men and women available for enlistment than otherwise

projected in these two scenarios.

* Figures developed from Projectione of Educetional Statistics to
1983-1984, 1974 Edition, National Center for Education Statistics. F

I-T
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Rtapid econesic growth may be accompanied b7 higher than average

increases in real earnings for college-trained people. If so. the higher

returns to inveetments in education could offset the projected increases

in real costs, resulting in a fairly stable enrollment rate throughout

the decade. Supply projections developed in the rapid economic growth

scenario may therefore be less sensitive to the constant school enroll-

ment rate asumption than either of the other scenarios.

S. Rapid Economic Growth Accompanied by Reduced Temwa of
Enlistment

The development of supply and demand projections thus far are baied

on the assumtion that Service recruiting policies will remain substantially

the same from 1975 through 1985. In particular, it has been assumed that

the average length of the enlistment term will not ',* reduced throughout

the period.

The length of the initial term of enlistmert varied significantly

during the years of transitiun to the AVF. Various six-year enlistment

options were introduced, and the two-year enlistment option wea gradually

phased out. The effect of these changes can be measured by the 14Z %,

ini.rease in the average first term of enlistment throughout DoD. uT from

2.9 years in FT 1971 to 3.3 years in FY :974.

The shift to loneer enlistment terms also served to reduce

personnel turnover; the Army estimates that actual accession rtluirements

for FT 1976 declined by 15,000 or 20,000 as a result. It in evident that

variations in the length of enlistment terms can influence accessions '
requirement projections.

4,
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In response to a major shortfall, It is conceivable that the Services

Sconsider reducing enlistment rates in the expectation that additional

people mould be attracted to apply for enlistment. If the Services elected

to return to pre-AVF enlistment tern patterns in the early 1980's, the

ixpact mould be felt as early as 1983. By 1985, accession requirsments

could rise as much as 141 above currently projected levels.

Supply projection# for the rapid economic growth scenario are

used to estimate how many additional 18 year-old meles would have to

apply for enlistment to warrant shifts in enlistment taew reseiting in

a 14,000 increase in accession requirements (111,000 or 141 above the

orinil 97,000 Male, requirement). Noting that 61.71 of all applicants

are selected for enlietment:

111,000 accessions - (.617) z (180,000 applicants)

Since the size of the available pool is projected to be 234,000, the

application rate would have to be 76.91, or:

180,000 applicants - 76.91 of 234,000 in the available pool

When contrasted with the current application rate of 54.21, it appears

that an additional 23% of .he total available pool would have to be

induced tu apply by the prospect of a short enlietment tern. This

corresponds to a remarkable increase of 421 in the n'mbers of yoIng

men applying for enlistment.

It is certainly not clear that shorter tear of enlistment would

attract new applicants on this scale. Perhaps selective reductiona in

enlistment term for a limited number of recruits would serve to narrow

t,
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the gap between accessions supply and dyand, but a return to the pre-AVY

pattern of enlistment term is not likely to improve a sortfall situation.

C. Hental and Educational Standards for Enlistment

Implicit in tho moderate, slow. and rapid economic gretwh supply

projections is the assumption that the Services will return In future years

to the enlistment selection standards employed in FT 1974. Alternatively,

the Servieos could elect to maintain the considerably tighter standards

employed In TY 1975.

1. The Ineact of Recent Changes in Mental and Educational Standards

One might expect that because tighter standards mere imposed over

the period from VY 1973 to FY 1975, a major proportion of time applicant

pool was excluded from onlstne t. Techoically this ti true. An

examin•tion of applicant statistics throughout this period Showe

that one out of every four applicants accessed in FT 1973 PoD-wide

under the standards prevailing at that tine would not have beem

accessed by FT 1975. Norever, PY 1973 wes also the final year of the

draft, *ad as many as one out of every seven accessions who vere then

qualifiod for enlistment would not have accepted Service eal/sment

offers in the abzence of implicit draft pressure.'

The combined effects of tighter enlistment standards and the

Stransition to strictly voluntary enlistments together conspired to

reduce the applicant selection rate from 77.41 in FY 1973 to 57.51 in

FT 1975.** The diminution of draft pressure by itself caused the

. • hAn estimated 12.52 of all qualified applicants in TY 1974 rejected
Service enlistment offers, or one out of every seven who met minimu
mental and physical standards.

*a Additional restrictions mere Imposed between 1 July 1975 and
1 February 1976 (e.g., the exclusion of 17 year-old non-high school
graduate applicants) which have induced a further decline it the
selection rate. However, the data needed to estimate the selection
rate for this period is not available.

!I
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selection rate to decline from 77.42 to 64.51. Tighter etandards

reduced the rate fNrther, from 4.51 to 57.31. Thus, a return In

future yeare to selection etandard• perating in ft 1973 without the

eccompanying affect of Implicit draft pressure would yield only a 64.51

applicant selection rate. Similarly, a return to standarda emitting

in ft 1974 Is estimated to yield a 61.71 selection rate, the figure

used throughout the supply projection anelyses developed earlier.

2. The Effect of letainina 71 1975 Standarda

If the Services retain ft 1975 mental and educational standards

throughout the next ten years, ehortfalls will he more likely In both

the moderate and rapid economic growth scnarios.

To Illuetrate, In the case of rspid economic growth a 57.51

selection rate implies that by rf 1965 a meximm of 73,000 sale appli-

cants could be accessed to meet the 97,000 requirement projected for

that year. If moderate economic growth tI reeliaed, the projected

"supply of 163,000 sale applicants will yield only 94,000 acceesions

at a 57.52 election rate, 3,000 short of the requirement.

The Services ha" demonstrated conaidarable flexibility in

setting m•ntal and educational standards in past years. Uatations

In enlistment standarde have traditionally been used " a amae for

adjusting to varying conditions of accessiona supply and demend. The

oame flexibility will enhance the prospects for sustaining ecceseion

reuirements in future years if unfavorable supply conditions are

Srealised.

S.\
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D. Service Recruiting Efforts

The Comisisson study which estimated the affect of basic pay in-

creases took account of the complementary effect of intensified recruiting

activities which accompanied the pay increases occurring in recent years.

These efforts included the expansion of recruiting staffs, functional

reorganisation. greater advertising, and other actions designed to increase

the effectiveness of Service recruiting efforts. (See Chapter 11, RECRUITING

THE MILITARY FOR THE TOTAL FORCE.) The study results suggeet that acceler-

ated recruiting efforts served to increase the supply of accessioen to so"

extent.

If the Services fail to Intensify recruiting efforts in this emaner

to deal with a shortfall in the future, the effect of any contelated

pay increase on accessions supply could be diminished. Conversely, if the

competitiveness of military compensation is permitted to decline in the future,

the resulting decline in accession rates will likely be compounded if Service

4 recruiting activities are constrained simultaneously.

2. Rates of 3eenlrstment

The projected DoD requirement for active forces non-prior service

accessions that established the annual demand for 18 year-old sule recruits

asomuts that present reenlistment rates will persist in the future.

Reenlistment rates reflect both the career preference of people

completing the first term of enlistment satisfactorily and the reenlistment

S i objectives of the Services. In geneale, a slowly or moderately expanding

civilian economy is unlikely to induce many first-term enlisted people

to leave active duty to seek alternative civilian pursuits. Novever, a

A5
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Srapidly expanding economy portend* enhanced civilian employment opportunities

which sight induct mom• people, to leave the, Srvice who would othervist

reenlist. Tlle consequence, a lower-than-expected reenlistment rate, mould

? be tranlated Into non-prior "erwice accession requiremensts exceeding the

current DoD projections. The shortfalls projected earlier for the rapid •

economic growth senarrio consequently may be understated.

SService reenlismet objettivss are fundamentally defined by career

S• ~force structuring| considerations. That Is, the Services hae" determined •

~the proportions of noncareer people (generally those servlin in their first"

" toer of enllotment) and career people (the remainder) that would best meet

• .... Service ineds. Currently, projected reenlistment objectives represent the

' numbers of first-termars who mstc join the career compsonen of the force

S~each year to maintain an optimal baleac between career and noncareer coa- ..

poSOmto.

S. ... - t Service* could choose to altar this balance in the future if

I . .

• •• • they determine that an alterntive force distribution is justified for reasons ..

rapdlof economy or effectveness. (Soe Chapter cIvi S eApIp TyE p porCtie

whhI i ThE iuE.) In goneras p shift towards an older force than is currently

rplis. hc would eventually reduce the aneuxl deand for enlisted accessions.ul

A shift towsards i ynon fore would dicttac hioher accesseon de ands i then
cr• crrently o projected. T

eooiF. Technical Iiact Resultnly from anb Represtational Poli.c

tep prtsi ntstional c oels can be ( tge ined rl thos t jeopardizing te stfinr -

tmbility poospects, but onn y ie the (andate to enforce poliwy to backed up m y

S eric noeednt to pCy we tever p doj teod costs ore Implied by conditions of

nsberapply and demand prevailing over the next c0 years.

eahya omiti n pia aac ewe caeran ocrercm

poens
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"The twect of representational policies should be considered in

the context of the ebb and flow of the recruiting marketplace. To illus-

trate, In TY 1974 Army recruiters succeeded in recruiting sufficient

numbers of young mon and women to satisfy the demand for accessions with

little or no margin to spare. Almost 28 percent, or 47,000, of the Army's

167,000 non-prior service accessions in FY 1974 were blaLk, the consequence

of recruiting efforts unrestricted by representational policy. Had a rigid

representational policy been enforced in the same year restricting, for

example, the share of black accessions to the national proportion of black

youth, or 13 percent, then only 22,000 black males would have been selisted.

Perhaps more important, 25,000 additional nonbleck accessions would have

been required to make up the difference, an effort probably beyond Army

recruiting capabilities in that difficult year.

Marketplace supply and demand unrestricted by representational

policy will determine the miniumn level of expenditure necessary to sustain

accession requirements. The enforcement of representational policy would

increars these costs to the extent that recruiters would have to deviate

from "f-!s-flow" selection and assignment practices. In a difficult recruiting

environment, rigid representational policies could threaten the prospects

for sustaining accession requirements if the DoD were required to enforce

such policies without a corresponding commitment to underwrite the costs

of promoting representational goals.

' *.CG. Attitudes Towerd Military Service

'5( The effect of shifts in the attitudes of young men and woman re-

garding military service is not subject to quantification, but major changes

could prouo,'ndly alter the prospects for sustaining DoD manpower requirements

in the next iecade.

tF "
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the national mood can be moved by events, asboth the attack on

Pearl larbor in World War 11 and the continued Involvement of U.S. armed

forces In Viatnom demonstrated. Perceptions and attitudes towards miltary

service *Mopoed to scostmic alternatives will also have an affect on

recruiting young people.

Viz. SELECTE RZSUVE RECRUrITIN PROSPECT

Ths methodology employed to assess the prospects for sustaining

Selected Reserve deansds for n. p.s. accessions borrows from the analytical

framework developed for the active duty force.

It is more difficult to eetkblish boundaries around the potential

rupply of Selected Reserve accessions because not all 18 year-old malt

students cen be categorically excluded, nor can all unenrolled but employed

young men h" defined as unavailable for enlistment. Recognizing, however.

that enlistment In the Selected Reserve implies a six to twelve month period

of full-time training initially. it is not unreasonable to assume that the

*. majority of n.p.o. accessions will be drawn from the same available pool

which supports the accession demands of the active force. Thus, the sixe

of the available pool of 1S year-old males as established earlier is used

asa reference in determining the relative sease or difficulty with which

Selected Reserve accession requirements can be sustained in future year&.

the demand for 18 year-old male accessions is based upon projef-ted

m.p.s. Reserve requirements furnished by the DoD. Demand projections for

FT 1978 through FY 1985 are straight-line projections that are subject

to change for various reasons, as will be discussed shortly.

CN
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1. Supply and Demand

The supply of (Selected) Reserve accessions, as with the active

"force, will be influenced by demographic, social and economic conditions

prevailing during the next ten years. Additionally, active duty recruiting

programs viii compete with Reserve efforts to enlist available young son.

Projections of the available pool, discounted by the numbere of 18 year-old

sales who will enlist in the active duty force, ara compared with the pro-

jected demand for n.p.e. Reserve accessions to evaluate sustainability prospects.

a. Supply projections

Dy assuming that active force recruiting will succeed in satisfying

requirements for 18 year-old male accessions in each year from FY 1976 through

IT 1985, the size of the remaining pool available for Reserve enlistment can

be projected for moderate, slow and rapid national ,coromic growth assumptions.

These figures are presented in Table 10.
The data indicate that the available pool will decline over the decade

in each case; the most significant frop will occur in the case of rapid

economic growth, from 212,00 in FT 1975 to 138,000 in WY 1985.

b. The demand for Reserve accessions

Projected n.p.s. accession requirement3 represent approximately

one-third of the total enlisted accessions the Selected Reserve will need

in future years to maintain a force of 895,a0'. Prior-service accessions

will meks up the balance of the requirement. As with the active force,

demand projections reflect the numbers of people expected to retire or

separate from the Selected Reserve in each year.

F
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The future demands for 18 year-old ale and female *recruits are

portrayed in Table 11. These figures &asume that women will continue

to represent 20.41 of n.p.s. accessions, as in FTY 1975.

All considerations that could influence the future demand for

active accessions appl)t equally to the Reserves. In addition, the Reserves

"rely heavily on prior-service accessions to support their total accession

requirements, and factors that could affect the flow of people from active

duty should be considered also. An unexpected or deliberate reduction in

this flow would be translated into a comparable increase in the demand for

n.p.s, recruits.

c. Rocruiting prospects

A general assessment of recruiting prospects*,in the Selected Reserve

Involves the comparison of n.p.s. requirements to the size of the available

pool in each year throughout the next decade.

In Table 12 the relationship between supply and demand is portrayed

as a proportion. For all but the slow economic growth assuption, the pro-

jections show that the demand for recruits an a proportion of the available

* •pool will increase between now and 1985.

The FY 1975 figure represents an appropriate base line against

which projected figures for later ;ears can be evaluated. An earlier die-

cussion of Reserve recruiting efforts in Chapter III characterizes FY 1975

as a year in which supply conditions were especially favorable for n.p.s.

recruiting. Active duty recruiters enjoyed widespread success in susteining

Service demands for both the numbers and kinds of accessions required. Reserve

recruiting, however, was only marginally successful. Although sufficient

I" ' I
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numbers of young man and woman were enlisted, accessions were often only

marginally qualified to fill existing job vacancies in Reserve units.

The recruiting environment in ft 1975 is typical of the favorable

supply conditions likely to prevail in the future if slow national economic

growth is realized. Comparison of the n.p.s. demand as a proportion of

the available pool in fY 1975 to the corresponding FY 1985 figure for

slow economic growth indicates that Reserve requirements can be sustained

in the future if slow economic growth conditions are realized.

For the moderate economic growth scenario, however, the projected

ratios suggest that recruiters will find it somewhat more difficult to

4 satisfy the annual deends for u.p.s. accessions relative to the ft 1975

experience. Shortfalls could occur in this case if the Reserve forces

fail to respond with effective management actions of the type discussed

earlier for the active duty force.

The rapid economic growth scenario portends the least favorable

supply conditions. In this case the available pool is projected to decline

to the point that Reserve accession requirements will represent 12% of the

pool, almost twice the figure for FT 1975. Major shortfalls could likely

be reduced by implenting a series of management actions, but it is question-

able that shortfalls could be eliminated. It is indeed possible and perhaps

. probable that the demand for Reserve accessions will not be sustainable if the

Jntiotsl economy grows at a rapid pace throughout the next ten years.

4 The increase in the ratio of demand to the size of the available

4, pool for the rapid economic growth case, while striking, should also be

viewed in terms of the extent of market penetration implied for 1985.

5% : F'a\
S.'
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Approximately one out of every eight people in the available pool will be

needed to sustain Reserve n.p.e. accessions requirements. While this ti

alwoet twice the level of current penetration, the task is not Impossible,

epectially when contracted with the current effectiveness of active force

rcruiting efforts. In FY 1975, active duty recruiters accessed 96.000

18 year-old salee out of 308,000 in the available pool, or more than two

out of every eight who were available. However, only an heroic increase

in the effectiveness of Reserve recruiting efforts over the next ten years

would be sufficient to achieve the necessary effect.

d. Notag.eent actions

Management actions that will enhance recruiting prospects for the

active force apply similarly to Reserve recruiting problems, although "dth

lesser effect in som instances. For example, increases in Reservist pay

cannot be expected to yield proportionate increases in accessions of the

* magnitude estimated for active duty recruiting.

Other staff studies in Volume III provide a comprehensive discuesion

"A of changes in Reserve recruiting organization, staffing, and smaaeinnt that

promise to increase effectiveness. In addition, several other approaches

warrant mention.

It should be recognized that the Reserve and active duty recruiters

I often compete for exactly the same people. Thus, a Reserve recruit gain may

also be an active duty recruit loss. For any given pool of available people,

the numbers who can be accessed into either component of the Total Force can

- be maximized by emphasizing the differences in incentives, perticularly in

type, for active duty and Reserve enlistment. For example, recognizing

that Reserve duty is perceived by many as a form of nart-time employment,

MUM
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the Reserve forces have emphasized the attractiveness of Reserve duty as

a form of supplemental income in current advertising programs. This appeal

serves to create in type of approach can be madesmore effictive An

candidates for active duty enlistment.

It is possible that this type of approach can be made sore effective

by raising the amount of the incentive through the provision of enlistment

bonuses. Little is known about the probable effect of increasing the money

incentive, and further analysis in this area is clearly warranted.

An examination of the geographic distribution of the Selected

Reserve suggests that greater recruiting effectiveness can also be achieved

by capitalizing on demographic characteristics and trends. To illustrate.

the combined enlisted strength of Army and Air National Guard components

in California as a percent of the total National Guard enlisted strength

is currently 5.6Z. However, almost IOZ of the U.S. population currently

resides in Californis, and by 1985 the Bureau of t',e Census projects that

"California will have an even greater share of the U.S. population. Conversely,

the Army and Air National Guard enlisted strength in Alabama currently

represents approximately 4.52 of the total for all states. The population

of Alabama today is 1.7Z of U.S. population, and this share is projected to

decline to 1.11 by 1985.

Both cases indicate that Selected Reserve organizations presently

may not be positioned to fully captialize on demographic characteristics.

Many other factors such as co-located active duty installations, the strategic

threat and regional attitudes towards Reserve duty are :rclved in determining

F
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the optimal geographic distribution of the Reserve force. However, population

growth trends porteni even greater disparltlus in the future. Thus, re-

assessment of locational decisions may be justified by the prospert of

inczaasing the effectiveness of Reserve re,'ruiting activities to satisfy

future requirements for manpower.

Finally, other significant policy changes my be justified by the

prospect of a major recruiting shortfall, such as the restructuring of the

Reserve pay eystem. For example, Reservists' wages at prer4et "a rigidly

tied to active duty pay scales. A limitcd number of days worked per month

translates automatically into a very limited iaout of pay for jenior ealisted

Reservists. Although a 1001 increase in pay might be sufficient to induce

wany additional young man and women to seek enlistment into the Selected

Reserve, the increase cen be affected only by doubling military pay for active

as well an Reserve Anlistees, clearly a prohibitively expensive proposilion.

"fBy unlinking Reserve and active duty pay systems, greater flexibility in

structuring pay incentives could be exercise.I to support Resev recruiting

efforts.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The prospect t, r sustaining active duty n.p.s. acceesion require-

moats during the n, t.t years will be determined by conditioes of supply

and demand. The supply cf accessions for the active forces will be ouf-

ficient to satisfy Service demands durrently projected by the DeC without

recourse to changes in recruiting policies and programs if the national

economy grows at a moderate or slow pace.

If rapid economic growth is realized, the supply of accessions will

not be large enough to support Service needs. However, a range of management

'x
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action is available which, If Implemented, would avert a majar recruiting

shortfall without resorting to ay Increases beyond those required to main-

tain the. currant ratio of military pay to civilian pay.

I serve recruiting prospects in the nret decade are lese favorable,

although tccessoon requirements can likely be sustained if low or even

moderate economic growth is realized. Management actions are available

which could be employed effectively, but these may not prove sufficient

to avert major recruiting shoretalle that will likely occur if rapid economic

growth is realized, and significant policy changes affecting geographic die-

tribution of the Reserve force and the Reserve pay system my be warranted.

IX. RECOMMNDATIONS

.It ie recommended that:

it) Fuathet evaltution @4demoqnaphic economic and
social ttendA be conducted by the Veil an d Contin-
uing bas" to pnovide oax adequate planning o4
Total Fvace agcaiting activities based on the
most cu~aent possible pftojectoas 0J accessiont
supply and dcrand.

(21 The Vai develop a cowatehensive, planning document
"etabtishin the speci~ic nncdgemenl actions and
policies that wilt seAve to aveAt a matjo't aCtive
and/ott R#eseave aceesions sholttatl induced by
unjavoauble conditions @4 suppy ai-dlot derand.
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APPENDIX A

TRRNDS IN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES TOR YOUTH

Ve exanined the relationship between the patterns of groap of

civilian employment for youth and for the total working-aged pepalation

by walyzing the respective growth statistics for 17 teo-y6s period*

frau 1948 to 1974. After correcting for populations shifts, te malysts

shows that working opportunities for youth have generally remued constant

or have iproved only when total civilian employment has V quite rapidly.

A. Methodology

". ftloyunt data

To develop data for youth employment, annual average civils em ploy-

sent figures for uncnrolled 18 and 19 year-old soles and total civilian

esployment figures for the period 1948-1974 were extracted free the 1975

anlHandbook of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

2. Population daat

The bureau of the Census furnished annual estsinatea for tb 18 and

19 year-old unenrolled civilian non-institutional male populaton for the

1948-1974 period. The bureau also provided annual etimatet of the size

of the working-aged civilian population (16-64 years of age, sale and

female combtned).

3. Approach

Employment data were analyzed by computing the ratio of sloysent

figures for the first and last years of each ten year period. br example,

.• , for the 1948-1958 period the total civilian ewloy•mwt estismte fcr 1958.

S~F
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63,036,000 was divided by the estimate for 1948, 58,343,000 yielding

the ratio value of 1.0804 or a net 8.04Z increase in total civilian

eployment over the period. The sew approach was used to compute

ratio values for unnrolled young men. The computed values are dis-

played below.

4 FIGURE A-1

UWLOWDRATIOSEC (maultiplied hy 100)

UNMROLLED UNENIOLLED
16-19 YEAR-= TOTAL 18-19 TEAk-OD TOTAL

YEAR MALES CIErhIAN TEAR MALES CIVILIAN

48-58 66.81 108.04 57-67 118.25 116.08

49-59 80.99 112.11 58-68 128.02 120.44

5 0-60 81.a6 111.64 59-69 119.65 120.54

51-61 93.56 109.65 60-70 126.61 119.53

52-62 100.32 110.71 61-71 125.29 120.34

53-63 93.10 110.76 62-72 151.35 122.49

54-64 106.95 113.30 63-73 173.67 124.57

55-65 121.39 114.34 64-74 163.42 124.00

56-6" 129.23 114.26

I%
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Similarly, ratio values were calculated for population estimates

for the two groups, displayed below.

FIGURE A-2

POPULATION RATIOS (multiplied by 100)

UUKMNOLLED WORKIn UNERUOLLED I1CIIhG
18-19 YZAR-OLD AGED 18-19 YEAR-OD ACID

TZAR MALES POPULATION YEAR MALES POPULATION

46-58 80.13 107.08 57-67 143.60 114.36

49-59 76.95 107.79 58-68 127.44 113.09

50-60 84.17 107.77 59-69 121.27 115.34

51-61 105.86 110.21 60-70 145.64 116.67

52-62 119.70 110.68 61-71 131.43 117.72

535-63 118.19 112.24 62-72 114.44 119.20

54-6 117.79 113.01 63-73 156.94 118.81

55-65 140.54 113.59 64-74 171.31 120.70

3 56-6 130.00 113.89

Because relative changes In population size can significantly in-

fluence employment growth patterns, employment ratios were adjusted by

dividing by the computed population ratio for each ten-year period. This

, j.weighting procedure yielded the following figures:

p .
"4 I
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GOD0V RATIOS WRIGNTED BY POPMUATOC PATIOS (multiulied hr 100,

UKUNROLLED MIXING vUNEMmouz WORnI
18-19 T•h-OlD AGED 18-19 ThIY-OW AGE

YEAR MALES POPULATIGI TZAR MALES POPULATION

48-58 83.38 100.90 57-47 81.10 101.33

W9-59 102.58 104.01 58-48 100.46 104.65

f50-60 96.99 103.59 59-69 98.64 104.33

51-61 88.36 ".49 60-70 86.92 102.45

52-62 83.81 100.03 61-71 93.31 102.23

53-63 78.77 96.68 62-72 104.77 102.76

%-6 90.80 102.03 63-73 110.66 104.65

55-65 86.52 100.66 64-74 95.28 102.73

%5-66 86.15 100.32

S.-* 3.' lesulta

The relationship between growth of emploment opportunities for

umenrolled young -n and working-aged people in general was estimated from

the resulting figures. The chart below portrays the plot of weighted

employment ratios for youth vs. working-aged people.
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The relationship was estimated empirically with regression

analysis (ordinary least squares). yielding the regression line indicated

on the chart.

The dashed line represents the visual equivalent of the relation-

ship that would be expected if the growth of youth employment exactly

* matched the overall national eloyment growth pattern. lnsection of the

standard error of the slop* coefficient estimate, 0.644, shown that the

estimated slope, +4.177, it significantly greater than the +1.000 value

that would obtain if both groups wers affected equally by changing employ-

ment conditions.

C. Discussion

The estimated relationship gives evidence that employment opport-

unities for young unenrolled males do not change according to the pattern

typical of the working-aged population. Over the average ten-year period

"* of the post-w&r U.S. experience, civilian employment opportunities for

young, comparatively unskilled sen declined relative to their poptlation

site even while employment increased for the working-sged population.

The most drastic declines generally occurred during periods in which

j overall employment grew only slightly or decreased. Employment prospects

for youth remained stable or Improved only during periods of above-awerag

S• increases in total employment.*

I Of equal interest is the implicit finding that young males are much

more likely to be hired (or fired) than the average American when employ-

sent prospects improve (or worsen), as indicated by the slop* coefficient

SDuring the average ten-year period from 1948 through 1974, total civilian
employment in the U.S. outpaced population growth by 2 1/21 (ratio value of
1.024)

iPF
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estimate of +4.177. It means that a 12 not change in employment

opportunities for the wrking-aged population in the long term induces

a 41 change in opportunities for 18 and 19 year-old sales. This

supports the view that young man out of school are generally regarded

by employers as marginal labor.

Young noman fare somewhat better, as indicated by the chart

(see next page). The same procedures discussed earlier for males were

used to estimate the pattern of changes in relative employment opportunity

for wsenrolled 18 and 19 year-old females. While the estimated regression

line showe that opportunities for this group may also vary from the

average pattern, the data suggest that employment prospects for young

women may be somewhat less sensitive to broad economic shifts than their

male counterparts. Women who leave school often possess skills that are

more marketable, e.g., typing, shorthand, and clerical skills, which remain

in demand even when unfavorable economic trends prevail. Also, to the

* - extent that young vomen command lower wages than young man for the e

work, employers are more likely to hire or retain the former group when

employment conditions change. These findings should be regarded more

cautiously, however, because statistical significance vwa not achieved.

D. Alternative Approaches

We examined alternative procedures to estimate the employment

growth relationship and found that the results remained fairly stable.

W" ~These included using data for all 18 and 19 year-old males (enrolled and

unenrolled combined) and for females as well.
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An alternative procedure to correct for population shifts was

developed by subtracting the population ratio from the employment ratio.

This approach was found lacking for theoretical reasons.

Also, we experimented vith alternative models, including los-

linear and linear partition forms, to identify inter-temporal differences

and mon-linearities in the relationship between the dependent and in-

dependent variables. These efforts did not improve the results appreciably,

perhaps because the size of the sample vas not large enough to warrant

this degree of analytical sophistication.
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APPVI4IX . qUALI-T CONSIDERATIORS

1. APPROACH

The supply of recruits in future years will be sufficient to satisfy

Service demands only if the numbers of high caliber recruits meet or exceed

the minima numbers required. In order to project the characteristics of

enlistment applicants and recruits in future years, a coses-sectional analysis

of applicant data for FT 1974 was developed. Each of the fifty states was

characterized according to the overall application rate mor 18 year-old

males, the proportion of all members of the target population in the state

who applied for enlistment. The overall rate varied considerably from state

to state, the combined result of such Influencing factors as prevailing

employment conditions, civilian pay levels, Service recruiting efforts, and

youth attitudes toward military service; these factors conspired In certain

states to yield high overall applicttion rates and in others comparatively

low rates. The high states are assumed to be representative of the nation

under favorable supply conditions and the low under unfavorable conditions.

By exsmining the distribution of applicants according to mental category

"ecross the range of overall application rates, it was possible to infer

how the mental category distribution night be expected to shift In the

future on a national scale under alternative supply conditions.

U. DATA

Ration-•ide data collected by the Armed Forces Vocational Testing

C+ Group in the 1973-1974 school year ware used to estimate the underlying

+ +mental category distribution for all 18 year-old males in each of the fifty

startes. Estimates of the size of state target populations as of 1 July 1974

F?
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were provided by the Bureat of the Census. Applicant data for FTY 1974,

by mntal category by state, was furnished by OSD04&RA) NARDAC.

III. ANALYSIS

After computing the overall application rate for each state, the

application rate mong youth within each of the mental categories was

calculated. Thus, a state could be described by one overall application

rates and five specific rates, one for each mantal category.

States were then grouped in seven intervals according to the

overall rate observed. The intervals were chosen so as to yield aid-points

of 52, 62, 7 and so on through 112. Application rates for each of five

mental categories were averaged across the states contained in the

interval to yield the average application rate amog mental categry l's,

UI's, lII's, IV's and V's respectively. The figure below shows the resulting

plot of application rates within mental categories at progressively higher

overall rates. These results sugest that, as improving supply conditions

induce progressively larger proportions of the target population to seek

enlistment (from 52 up to 1ll), the application rate for every mental category

generally increases in linear fashion. Straight lines with zero intercepts

approximate the relationship between the application rate for each group and

the overall rate. As supply conditions vary, measured over the overall april-

cation rate range of 52 to 112. the mental category distribution of the

applicant pool does not shift. The figure shows that the lover mental category

people (N.C. IN and V) in the target population are much more likely to apply

than above-average young men (O.C. I and 1I) throughout the range. but eaci

group's share of the total say not be expected to change appreciably.

. Overall appitcation rates were adjusted for each state to take account

of deviations from the national mental category distiibution.:' F
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APPLICATiON RATES FOR YEAR-OLD MEN

BY 14ENTAL CAW'ORY, 1974
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The dashed line indicates how a theoretically average group

might be expected to respond to .hanging supply conditions. Relative

to this line, mental category I and II'a are comparatively insensitive

to variations in broad conditions that induce the population to alter its

preferences toward military service. On the other hand mental category III

and IV'W, and especially mental category V's are comparatively sensitive

to shifting conditions.

IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA FOR WOMEN

A similar analysis of FY 1974 data was conducted to examine the

characteristics of the pool of 18 year-old women applicants under varying

supply conditions. The ame data sources were used as indicated for the

sales. The results of the analysis are displayed in the figure below.

One important distinction is the range of overall application rates

observed for female populations in the fifty states, 0.62 to 2.02, in

contrast to the 52 to 11% range observed for young smn. Clearly, woman ware

generally much less likely to apoly for enlistment.

However, among those who sought enlistment, a much larger proportion

of women In the top two mental categories (I and I1) applied than in the

lower categories. Equally noteworthy, the figure indicates that as supp'y

conditions improve, measured from an overall rate going from 0.6Z to 2.0%,

higher mental category women generally maintain a dinproportIonately lTrge

share of the total female pool.

Again, the dashed line represents the application rate for a thpo-

retically average group of women. Higher mentAl category women appeLr to

)F
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be =tor sensitive, and lover mantal category women loes sensitive, than

the average to shifts In broad conditions that alter population pre-

fare=ce@ toward military service.

Al'licattOrn Pat*s fat is Year-014 women
by MIental Cateqory, 1974

I afflicants as A ftrcant
at Total1 by Daotal Cattqory

3.S ------ - __---,-- MENTAL CATEGORY I-7 -,MNA ATGR

L- -7C

1. ILL

~-I -+:ICZ;I MENTAL CATEGORY IV-
0.5 MENTAL CATEGORYV

O 2040. . 1.01.21.41.6 1.92.0__ _ _

Tot Il Apj Iec.,ta for Enlistmnt as a
Darcnt of Total Popultion (1is year-oad wooenK

Source- Air Tort* Susan Resources Laboratory, U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ISSUE: Standby Draft Capabilities

IACKGROUND: Mobilization requirements for Sele' .ve Service have
I been established by Congress and various Administra-

[ tion study groups. Proposed 7Y 1977 funding level
for Selective Service could reduce inductee delivery

r capability below that required for mobilization.

PROBLM: It the specific mobilization inductee delivery require-rl snt still valid? If so, does the pvoposed 7Y 1977
funding level allow Selective ServIce to met the
requirement?

Ii CCLCUSIONS: While the major European War scenario would require
trained personnel quicker than they could be provided
by Selective Service, the Depsrtment of Defense has
not developed alternative program to provide the
required manpower. Further, there are many grey
areas concerning existing mobilization manpower
resources.

UCOMMENDATIONS: The current Selective Service induction capability
should be retained, pending the development of alter-
native mobilization manpower resources by the Depart-
meat of Defense.
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STANDBY DRAFT CAPABILITIES

k The key element in consideration of appropriate Standby Draft measures

is the time it would take a Standby Draft system to commence inductions in

an emergency situation. With no Standby Draft system whatsoever, a system

could be constituted so that inductees would be delivered to the Services for

basic military training within 6-9 months. On the other hand, with an existing

system, which could range fro, a planning-only activity to a program which

retained immediate induction capability, the time delay between Mobilization

Day and the day on which inductees could be delivered would be reduced. The

present Selective Service System has the capability to deliver inductees within

* "30 days after Congress restores the Induction authority, and this capability

cannot be significantly improved, regardless of expenditure.

. The administration has proposed a significant reduction in the funding

level of the Selective Service System for Fiscal Year 1977. This funding

reduction will extend the period of time before the System could deliver

inductees.

In any consideration of Standby Draft delivery capabilities, recognition

must be given to post-induction training requirements. At present, young

men assigned to combat arms units receive a minimum of 15 weeks training.

Under new legislative authority, this period could be reduced to three months.

Therefore, with a 30-day delivery capacity, the quickest that trained inductees

could be delivered to combat arms units would be four months following

mobilization; without A Standby system whatsoever, the delay would be
Tapproximately one year.
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BACKGROUND

The neressity for a Standby Draft mechanism of some sort has not been

seriously challenged since Congress in Septemer 1971 Included a Standby

Draft requirement in a new Section 10 (h) of the Military Selective Service

Act. The Congressional action followed recoamendations of the Gates

Commission and Administration off icials. The key phrases of Section 10 (h) are:

The Selective Service Systes ... shall ... bp maintained
asan active standby organization, with (1) a complete

registration and classification structure capable of immediate
operation In the event of a national emergency, snd (2) personnel

a dequate to reinstitute immediately the full operation of the
rvSystem

Since the passage of Section 10 (h) , there have beec yearly attempts by

several Members of Congress to repeal the entire Military Selective Service

Act and to cut funding requests for the Standby Draft operations. Although

funds for the Selective Service System have generally been reduced from

budget request levels in each of the Fiscal years since the sod of large-

scale inductions, there has been no intensive Congressional consideration

of the continuing need for a Standby Draft capability. Further, although

Section 10 (h) refers to a delivery capability with the phrases...

"capable of immediate operation" and "reinstitute imodiately." the soacific

inductee needs of the Department of Defense in a major national emergency

have not been reviewed by the Congress.

The need for a Standby Draft machaniem has been re-evaluated on

~ .. ~several occasions @inco the passage by Congress of Section 10 (h). In

1972-73, a Study Group representing the Department of Defense, the

Selective Service System, the Office of Management and Budget, the

National Security Council, and the Office of ftergoncy Planning reaffirmed

post-mobilization needs for inductees.
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The mobilization requirement# for a Standby Draft were again evsin-

feromtetaryrten of Defensetet, Stab Selaftiv Servie Sysem reaird iOrHSr

Toei reeot iltrmaprreqfimdthocusiromnts uode thera 1m-7Gor urpea Wadrin

1974-ths19me75io, the Defense DepnptmentCcnductedoa aljo evaluatioed hi

th edfor a Standby Draft mechanism aith aresultingInatrongiaydoraement b h

Scntaine in itfese M hay 1975 tanteri Deprat mcaimw eurdt re

tomeSiliatar imsanpoer ofqutrameotsl unorceeStudy majod the IE nta Waprt

Duhrin thaa ben noearivity wthin Defna Mad niowtrat iion whc als c valuenatdta

requirement for a Standby Draft mechanism. However, the request of the

Administration to reduce the funding level of the Selective Service System

in 1Y 1977. while still retaining a Standby Draft mechanism, would result

in a reduction of the System's current induction capability. Thus,

discussion of specific inductee requirements, expressed both in terms of

*1 ~ delivery times and numbera, and of the impact of the proposed budget reduction

on the capability of the Selective Service System to meet these requirements

is# subject of importance.

ILC
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Standby Draft Delivery Requirements

A specific time-numbers requirement for the Standby Draft was developed

in 1972/73 when the whole question of mobilization manpower requirements

was examined by the NSC Study Group mentioned *Sove. The resulting decision

established a requirement that inductions through the Selective Service

system coemence by M plus 30 days (30 days following Mobilization Day)

and that 100,O00 man be inducted by N plus 70 days. with a coatinuing

induction capability thereafter for the duration of the emergency period.

Utilizing the European War scenario and the Total Force concept (call-

up of Selected, Individual, Standby and Retired Reserves prior to

commencement of inductions), the Total Force Study Group in 1974/75 again

determined that a need could exist for draftees immediately following

mobilization. As a result of their study efforts, the Secretary of Defense

stated that the Standby Draft mechanism should retain the capability to

coemence Inductions by M plus 30, and to deliver a total of up to 500,000

people by N plus 180.

Selective Seivice System in Standby

Although the induction authority contained in Section 17(c) of the

Military Selective Service Act expired on July 1. 1973, the Selective

Service System remains a permanent agency of the government, with

continuing statutory duties.

Under the current law, the Selective Service structure (National

Headquarters, State Headquarters, local boards, appeal boards and the

r
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presidential appeal Board) must be umintuined (Section 10(a), M.S.S.A.).

TI addition, young men are required to register for the draft (Section 3,

E.S.S.A.), and the System is responsible to classify and examine each

registrant "as soon as practicable following his registration" (Section 4(a)).

The System also to responsible (Title 10, U.S. Code, Section 672 (a)(2))

for determinations of availability for asobers of the Standby Reserve, following

their ordering to active service In a national emergency.

The AOF years have prompted a continuing period of selected service staff and

funding reductions, although the ability of the System to maet the stated DoD de-

livery requirements hee not been diminished. These reductions have been affected

without impacting on their delivery capability oy developing various cost-

effective administrative modernizations, including the use of a computer to

store registrant file end process routine administrative matters. As a

result of thoen menagemnt Improvements, the System has been able to reduce

their full-time permanent employment (civilian and military) from 7,009 in

IT 1970, to 2,229 at the end of IT 1973, to a planned FT 1976 end-strength of

1,413. There have als been corresponding reductions in Selective Service

funding.

until the submission of the IT 1977 budget, the System was operating

under a Concept of Operations developed jointly in 1974 by Selective Service,

the Department of Defense, the Office of Management and Budget and staff

Smoters of the National Security Council. The recommendations of this group

were approved by the president and formed the basis for the IY 1976 budget

request for the System. These recommendations were:

- phase down local board operations through fiscal year 1977

V•i - develop and prove new procedures for processing non-resisting

draftees and Standby Reservists

* C
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- Implement and determine viability of annual registration

- defer standby classification processing until induction authority

Is requested

- continue to appoint local board members in order to mininise time

required to reconstitute local board oporatioms I a crisis.

In order to fund this program in the current fiscal year. the

Administration requested $42 million and $37.5 million we appropriated

(Including several million dollars for the operation of the Reconciliation

Program). In accordance with the Presidential Directive, received by

Selective Service on December 19, 1974, the System took the following actions:

- The local boards ceased operations at the end of 1975 after

classifying a portion of the 1956 year group (these are the men

eligible for induction during 1976);
4 - The 626 area offices which were serving the 3,018 local boards

"ware replaced by approximately 130 Administrative offices.

- The level of compensated personnel was reduced by 42Z.

A- new computer-assisted program yes developed for the storing

of registrant information and the issuing of mest Induction-related

letters, orders and other administrative details.

- Continuing registration of young man et their 18th birthdays was

suspended by Presidential Executive Order, effective April 1, 1975.

A- yearly catch-up registration was planned for early 1976.

- Processing of Standby Reservists remains inactive.

M- embers are being appointed to the inactive local boards.

4.-
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The 1977 Selective Service Budget

The Selective Service System requested approxemately $28 million

A for 1977. Tis funding level would support the concept of operationsT

approved by the President in 1974 and would retain a capability of commencing

inductions within 30 days and delivering up to 500,000 inductees within 180

days. Because of continuing 1Y 1977 Reconciliation Service and one-time

shut-down costs, the System etated that their on-going funding level for

Ft 1978 and beyond would be approximetely $18 million. This funding would

retain a 30-day Induction capability and would allow for approzimtely

1,100 employees.

Due to cost-cutting efforts and a concern over the appropriateness of

the plarned once-a-year registration, the question of continuing with active

registration end classification was raised by the Office, of Management and

budget. Following extensive discussions, the National Security Council and

tbs Department of Defense agreed with OHN that a new "deep standby" posture

would end continuing registration and classification activities and provide

for a mobilization-planning-only concept of operations. To fund this

reduced level of activity, $6 million was Included in the proposed TY 1977

A budget. This level of funding was well as the reduced level of Standby

Draft activities was reviewed and approved by the President.

S•The proposed $6 million funding for the Selective Service System

will have the following organizational Impacts on Selective Service:
S..
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1. The number of Selective Service employeee will be reduced from

1,413 to 100 (reduction to be accomplished before June 30, 1975).

2. The 750-800 men Reserve-National Guard sections will be retained.

3. The 156 Administrative Offices will be closed.

4. Selectivv Service wii1 remain as an independent agency, with

a small Washingto,.-baeed planning staff, planning/coordinating

personnel at five regional offices, and at least a State Director

(possible un-paid) within each of the 50 states.

The proposed $6 million budget will have the following Impacts on

Selective Service operations:

1. There will be no registration or classification activities.

2. There will be a ualay in commencing inductions in the event

of an emeigency. This delay will likely be lees during the

remainder of 1976 and part of 1977 (when already-registered

young man are still in the file&) than in the following years

"when registration and processing would have to be commnced

from a standing stop.

1977 budget Issue

The proposal to change the 1974 Concept of Operations by stopping

registration and classification activities prompts two fundamental policy

questions:

1,4
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Does our National Defense require a Standby Draft capability

with tine-phased requirements for numbers of inductees?

Will the proposed FY 1977 funding level for the Selective

Service System allow the System to met thes requirents?

The need for personnel beyond those who would be normally awilable tar

a European War scenario haa been clearly established and reaffirmed an a number

of occasions. This requirement would be in addition to the manpower resources

which would be realized by a mobilization of the Total Force, including the

Selected Reserve, Individual Ready Reserve, Standby Reserve and the Retired

Roesrve. While DoD planmers do not expect that all men frow all categories

will be available, in 1975 they eatimated the WY 1980 "yield" perceaugao

as follows:

Selected Reserve - 95% of 897.000

Individual Ready Reserve - 701 of 595,000

Standby Reserve - 50% of 311,000

Retired Reserve - 10% of 986,000

These "yield" factors were determined by the staff of the Total Force

Study Group within DoD and were comendable efforts to relate expected

"yields" to historical precedents. However, their data and conclusismm

prompt several questions that should be answered, each of which Isparta on

the probable need for draftees in a mobilization scenario.

SFirst, are the "expected yields" realistic?

The LI has serious reservations concerning the realism of the

"expected yields," based in great part on our analysis of the probable size

of the IRR and Standby Reserve pools in WF 1980 and beyond. Aecoamistns

that the "'expacted yields" are based both on a percentage and

tQ
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expected pool sizes, pooie of sinificantly smaller size would directly

impact upon the mobilization potential. In our study, we concluded that

the size of the IRR &nd Standby Reserve pools will be significantly smaller

than projected by DoD. This redu, tion will be caused by the various new

All Volunteer Force manpover policies which impact on the pools, and it

is our conte-!.ion that twsae neo policies and *rends were not recognized

in the most recent DoD projections. Indeed, in his testimony before

Chairmn Hebert's Subcomittee on Investigati',n vf the House Armed Services

Comeittee on January 21, 1976, Assistant Secrtary of Defense (H&RA) Brehs

stated the expected FY 1980 size of both the -LR and Standby Reserve pools

were approximately one-third the sire of the pools projected in the Total

Force Study.

With the period of ailitery obligation limitel to six years, the size

of the Reserve pools will be determined to a great extent by the numbers

of people that leave active service after 2-5 year Pnlistments. Thus, the

"movement toward longer initial enlistments, higher reenlistment rates, and

ihcreased numbers of women (who have no reserve service obligation) means

that far fewer men are leaving service during these AVF years. Further, the

Selected Reserve units are recruiting a far-larger number of prior-service

veterans leaving fever-than-ever m for the InR and Standby Reserve.

As a result, unless major policy changes are forthcoming, both the

Standby and the Individual Ready Reserve should ceae to be viable

"resources by lT 1980.

-S Two other facts contribute to our skepticism concerning thý "yields"

projected by the Total Force Study: first, the expected percentage returns

SpercntaG
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Sare somewhat higher than historical precedents; second, there are no precedents

for the recall of Standby and Retired Reservists.

Second, will the Reservists report quickly?

dtThis question concerns the tiaing of recalled reservists; that is,

what realistic twhe delays can be expected between mobilization and the day

On which Individual and Standby Reservists alsuoe dlstary dutiess in

tissuirea, there oi vaery little historical informatien, althouD h our limited

hricnce pro th reserve calluPn indicates thae a very optioistic delay period

would be 60 daysc duty i0days foall notice and 30 days of active

duty for orpintation and sttling -n. t n the othrer hand, that* have beaa

aiervists who had e delayed their ri prting for Slt ks/eonthi beyond their

expected reportins datre

b he "specta ha case s i Standby Reservists also weserve* discussion.

delAssyng that policy changes are forthcoming fros the Departnt of Defense

which prompt a viable Stad•by Reserve, the expectation that these men could

• I be ordered to active duty immediately following a mobilization would sees

Sto be very optiaistic in light of the legal requireent that their avail-

ability be determined by the Director of Selective Service. It will be a

busy tiae for this Director in the days folloting e mobilization and it bould

be realistic to expect that his screening of Standby Reservists would be

• ~delayed for several w~eeks.

S~Third, will recalled Reservists have the requisite skills to frill tM05

•i shortfall vacancies in operating units ?

This question concerns the realisms of Reserve recall plans in light of

/• ~probable MOS skill aits-smatching. Where&& the mobilization needs would be

• primarily for combat arm individual replacements, many of the current

IRR and Standby Reservists would be unable to assume these roles --

3 -N0
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some never because of health problems -- some only after a period of combat

arm retraining. In these latter cases, it might reqnire more than two

months of retraining.

As Individual "filler" manpower would be required imedistely follembnW

the coencement of hostilities, neither naw voluntejmitductneo or

Reservists requiring re-training would be able to fu l theae require-

mate. Both groups would be joining units somewhat aier the critical

time periods - volumteers/Inductees no sooner than 12 days - r--called

Reservists who require re-training In about the ý t m frame.

It is the view of the Defense Department that minther volunteers nor

draftees can help fill the shortfall; rather, they bips to rely on currently-

non-obligated veterans who could be assigned to units without extended re-

training. As all Servicemen currently are obligated for six years of active

and reserve service, the DoD position is that these should be extended

for further periods of time, and the Total force Study recmnded that the

Reeerve obligation be extended for entering men from the present six year.

to their 29th birthday. In prnctice, this would result in an average

extension of Reserve service obligationa of about 3 I/Z years. While DoD

clearly supports the need for inductees during extedd combat operations.

they are loes clear regarding the requirement for tnductees beginning at

"the H plus 30 day point. While the formel DoV planming studies still count

on inductees at H plus 30, the DoD endorsement of the Ndeep standby" concept

- for Selective Service operations in TY 1977 raises doebte concerning this

commitment.
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In sum, the call-up of the Reserves probably will not produce the

quantity or the HaS skill matches outlined in current contingency plans.

If this is correct, then the need for a Selective Service delivery capa-

bility at N plus 30 is such greater than currently stated. Further, pending

further analysis both of HOS skill matches and retraining requirements and

strength-time-delay-yield factors fros the M and Standby Reserves, the

current Selective Service induction capability provides a know and predic-

table resource which could deliver newly trained inductees to units within

120 days. In light of the admitted manpower shortfall problems upon mobili-

zation and the fact that the proposed "solution" of extending Reserve service

obligations has yet to be fully staffed and considered by the Administration or

Congress, and, even if authorized, would not have an impact for six years,

the retention of the current Selective Service capability of coencing

inductions t H plus 30 days would seam to be the wise course of action.

Impact of the Proposed F? 1977 Funding Level on Induction Capability

The second fundamental policy question raised by the proposed reduction

in Selective Service funding concerns the impact of the reduction on induc-

tion capability. In the view of Selective Service Director Byron Pepitone,.

the go million funding level would delay initial inductions by 80 days; that

is, the first inductees would be delivered at 110 days. Mr. Pepitone

believes that this additional time would be required for conducting a regis-

tration and reactivating the local board operations. Others, including some

-'people in Congress, believe that Director Pepitone's estimate is optimistic

and that additional time would be required.

4x,
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On the other hand, the Office of Management and Budget and, to a

lessor degree, the Department of Defense. belile" that the delay would

be lees than the Selective Service System estimate, end that In any

case the "deep standby" posture would not significantly imeact on

mobilization preparedness. They base their Judgment om the folloving

rational&.

L. That in the "real world" there is likely to be em alert or lead

time on any mobilization effort that would allow Selective Service

time to reactivate the system.

2. That an emergency of the European War magnitude would produce

additional Service volunteers in the initial weeks following a

Mobilization.

3. That the recent change in the law to allow the Services to assign

men overseas after three months of training rather than four would

cut current delivery time for newly-trainod personel by 30 days.

4. That yet-to-be-proven "new" procedures for post-Mobilization

registration and processing would allow Selective Service to

deliver inductees within 30-45 days following a decision to induct.

5. That even without new procedures for registration and processing,

the World War II mobilization experience illustrates that the

Selective Service System, assisted by large numbers of volunteers,

could establish the local boards, register, process and deliver

inductees in far less time than 110 days.

U
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Obviously, there is a difference of opinion within the Executive

Branch concerning the time which would be required under the $6 million

funding level for the Selective Service Systae to reconstitute the local

boards, regiseter, classify, proceas and begin deliveries of inductees to

the armei forces. While there is likely to be an alert period in any sobili-

zation emergency, there are many examples in history of very short or non-

existent alert periods. Furthermore, the reactivation of the Selective

Service System in a period of intense international pressures could be

interpreted as an overt act of preparing for hostilities. As such. it might

mot be politically feasible. While additional volunteers probably

could be expected in a major national eaergency, there is no guarantee that

this would be so; indeed, it is not herd to invision ecenarios where seg-

ments of our society would be totally opposed to mobilization, with a resulting

adverse impact on volunteerim. Concerning the reduction in the minimum

period which young men must be trained before assignment to combat, there

"is logic in the OD and Defense Department position, although the manpower

requireents studies which have been conducted concerning mobilization needs

indicate that the need for trained personnel would still occur before newly

trained Individuals could be delivered, aven under en accelerated three-

month training propsum. Concerning "nW registration and processing pro-

cedures which could be implemented f 4owing a Mobilization, many innovative

proposals hes been developed,- end others could follow. Row•ver, there

is a significant difference between proposals for further processing

shortcuts and tested operational procedures. Last, while the Selective

See Kenneth J. Coffey, Manning of the U.S. Armed Fj-ces in a Post All-
Volunteer Force Era (Selective Service System, 1975), 928 pages.

*1
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Service System did generally begin .nductions very quickly In 1940,

they also required more than four months to commsnce induction* after

the one-year AVF experiment in 1947.

In sum, as Chairman Tarr said in his testimony before the Hebert

subcomimtte. on January 21, 1976:

There probably is some merit in each argumen. But
to all of these, I would rerly that a small system with-
out registration and classification would not provide men
as quickly as a system with all necessary work dome prior
to a call fcr physical examinations.

C wMUS IONS

An examination of the mobilization manpower planning within the Depart-

sent of Defense indicates cleirly that the extent of probably manpower short-

ages ia still a grey area, with many remaining questions concerning the

probable size of the Reserve pools, realistic "yields", time delay factors,

"end NOS @kill ta-training requirements. While these vart/us grey areas will

probebly be rssolved in coming months, It is expected that s continuing

shortage of trained manpower will be the final answer. To resolve this

problem, DoD has )roposed an extension of Reserve service obligations, a

move that would requi1re legislative changes. Because of this, the possibility

of this proposal being adopted is at best unclear. In the meantime, the pool

of untrained men and women remains the only viable alternative source of

manpower. While additional volunteers might come forth is am emergency

0G
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situation, the currect capabitity to induct men at M plus 30 days insures

a continuing supply of trained manpower by the X plus 4 months point. In

"light of the various unanswered questions concerning the current Reserve

pool and its mobilization potential. as well as the unresolved pxoblem of

supplementing this resource with additional personnel, it would be prudent

to retain & proven manpower supply resource until better way* and means are

developed. Furthermore, careful analysis should reveal that in many cases

Individual and Standby Reservists tims-delay and skill-mitsatcbing pro-

blams would delay their reporting to operating units well beyond the point

at which newly trained inductees could report.

In sum, the visa course of action say bp determined only by comparing

* costs with benefits. To save $12 million per year, the Nation would delay

the induction of men for at least 60-80 days, possibly longer if the Nution

has experianced substantial destruction end turmoil prior to mobilization.

The numbers of men required Immediately following mobilization or the

schedule by which it would be necessary to make them available to the Armed

Forces cannot be calculated precisely. However, when time may be our most

critical resource, this modest annual saving has no relation to the risk

that it would invite.

R•MCO4ENDATIONS

The Defense Manpower Commission should recoemend tio following actions:

The Standby Vhatzj Sptew shoutd be aettaied with d capdb~iLtit to

commenat ipiuct.(ona waitin 30 day~a.

G/
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The mixiueam 6wuinga and Atj~ng teveL neteAmty to pwvdt thiuA

capiabitity Ahoutd be putvided.

The tegiAtat~ion and init~at~ cai cain oj 4 y wi me h~outd be

continued, pending the devetopmeet, teuting and etibation oj vatous p'w-

poaa.L mi.6; wou.d aotow the Sy~tem to conm.ene irAn tou wItk4i 20-30

446a wUiwu the neewAL4 6o4 an on-going 04 owc-e-ayeat Aeg4tAtrnati.

The Depa4.tment 06 Pedenhe 6houdd 4evatuate the.M expected Vietd&,

utp0.Wni ddago and MOS AkxU mafrhkM p.obLteu 6ost the !RR ad Standby

Risque.

The Depakieen~t 06 Ve6e'ue 4houMd watua1te the tijectiveneus o6 sub-

SitMing n €,y tuied coucptA 6o4t tho,, IRR and Standby Rueviut6

vwh muht be detayed inutpotting 604 duty oft A&quike. extevuwc AW~t

'tAJ- n.

While none of us hopes or expects that it will be necessary to conduct

a major mobilization of our military forces, it would less than prudent

to allow a major segment of that Total Force to be less than imediately

available and of use. The adoption of these recommendations would insure

the continuing availability of our mobilization manpover "insurance" - the

Selective Service conscript.

G!
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TITLE: The Costs of the All-Volunteer Force and Total Force Nobili-
zation

BACKGROUND: Inere are a number of cost items which were Initiated immediately
before or during the All-Volunteer Force years. These Items
include basic pay and allowances, enlistment bonuses, officer
program scholarships and subsistence, health profession
accession programs, quarters improvements, special pay for
recruiters, travel entitlements, educational progress, and

recruiting and advertising programs. EstirAtes concerning the
actual costs of these items and whether they should be included
or excluded from the "true cost" of the All-Volunteer Force vary
with cost estimates ranging from a low of essentially nothing
to a high in excess of $4.5 billion.

The cost savings or opportunity costs which would be possible
under a return to a systm of conscription also are discussed.
Like AVF costs, estimates vary, although savings of my megnitude
would not be possible without making fundamental adjustments in
current pay and other benefits levels.

The costs of mobilizing the Reserves also are discussed, and
cost eatimates are developed, using both the De" average costs
per active duty person and adjusted proportions of Service
and DoD budgets.

PROBLEM: How to define the true costs of the All-Volunteer Force, the
cost savings that would accrue upon a return to an involuntary
manpower procurement system, and the coita of mobilizing the
"Reserves.

CONCLUSIONS: Individual judgments and rationale concerning the true cost of
the AVF vary to the degree that it is impossible to defend a
single cost estimate. Concerning opportunity costs, savings

would be minimal unless the Nation was willing to make dramatic
reductions in service pay and other benefits. Concerming
mobilization costs, unless a specific scenario and related
requirements are identified, the coat estimates should be
considered as "rough" and indicative of costs rather than
actual expected costs. Recognizing that conscription system
prompt "taxes in kind" for those selected, the costs of
maintaining an armed force to the Nation do not vary greatly
from an AVF t- , conscription system. Rather, it is a question
of who will bear what share of the ailitary cost.
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THE COSTS OF THE ALL VOLLNTEER FORCE AND TOTAL FORCE MOBILIZATION

BACKGROUND

On March 27, 1969 the President appointed an Advisory Commission for the

purpose of developing a comprehensive plan for eliminating conscription and

moving toward an all-volunteer armed force. Waearred to as the "Gates Com-

mission", they submitted their report to the President in February 1970.Y-

The Gates Commission unanimously believed the Nation's interest would be better

served by an all-volunteer force, supported by an effective stand-by draft,

than a mixed force of volunteers and conscripts. In assessing various

alternativcs the Gates Commisslon identified additional budget expenditures

which would be required for an AVF in 1"Y 71. These additional expenditures

were summarized as follows (in 1970 dollars):

Basic pay increase $2.68 3
Proficiency pay .21
Reserve pay increase .15
Additional Medical Corps expense .12
Recruiting, ROTC and misc. .08

TOTAL 3.24
Less added Federal income tax -. 54
Net addition to budget $2.70 B

In the ensuing months, following publication of the Gates Commission Report,

there was considerable discussion of AVF cost estimates. In 1971 a commitment

was made to end reliance on conscript manpower for the military. This was done

with a realization that increased budget costs would be necessary to make the

military a competitive employer in the open market place. In general the public

was expecting a $3 billion bill in exchange for an elimination of the draft.

"1/ "The Report of the President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force",

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., February 20, 1970, 211 pp.
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Today, five years later, the draft hbs ended. It is perceived by some

that manpower costs are running away with the Defense budget, driven by the

costs of the volunteer force. Based upon Gates Commaison methodology (with

adjustments for force size and inflation) the AVY cost remains at about $3

billion. However, there are grnwing numbers who reject this figure, claiming

the AVT is "costing" the Nation anywhere from essentially nothing up to an

estimate far in excess of the $3 billion cited.

Why this disparity? What is the cost or, even, whet is a cost Of the AV?

The crux of the AT? cost dils is a result of the definitions and method-

ologies used to compute both costs and savings attributable to the AVY.

Therefore, any figure chosen to represent "'a cost" of the AVY will be the result

of individual judgments on many variables as to what constitutes a relevant

program as well as its concomitant cost.

This paper will identify the various programs which sight be attributed to

an AVF "cost" figure and present various positions on their applicability.

RK DISCUSSION

To begin with, the term "cost" can he elusive. For purpose of the

following discussion, cost equates to budget estimates and essentially will

be viewed in terms of (1) "costs to achieve or maintain an AVF", end (2)

"opportunity costs" (i.e., costs that can be recouped or avoided to provide a

savings that actually could be realized with a return to the draft).

As noted previously, relevant programs and concomitant costs are subject

to individual judgment* as to what pertains to the AVF. The approach will

he to address each potential factor contributing to the range of AVF costs.

- Basic Pay and Allowances I3 the single largest item in assessing AVF cost.

II
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It is also one of the more controversial programs in arriving at AW attainment

or opportunity costs.

There are those who contend that the 1971 pay increases mainly for junior

enlisted and officer personnel, were essential for equity reaons. While they

agree that increased pay made voluntary service moar attractive, tby argue

that prior underpayments to first tormrs amounted to a form of inequitable

taxation -- a tax in kind, levied on first-term military personnel. Since

preys, tn& government accounting practices fail to recognise tazes peid in

kind, this underpayment to first-termers was never recorded in the budget as

either a revenue or expenditures. In addition to providing equity ead elinin-

ating the unfair In kind tax burden on first-termers, It to argued there we

no net increase since the budget now properly reflects additional military

Compensation as well as add
4

tional revenues to make the pymenats.

On the other hand there are those that say that the in-kind tax

argument io a "moke screen." Such a burden has alway bees a recognised

and accepted element of conscription. And where underpayments to the

military existed for decades, it would be hypocritical to attribute the

sudden and dramatic increases in first-term pay to the virtue of equity.

More realistically, the 1971 pay increases should be attributed to making

military service nore attractive at a ties when a conscious decision was made

to progressively reduce draft calls to aero and adopt the APP concept.

Whether one views the pay legislation (?.L. 92-129) as justifiable on equity

grounds or as necessary in a zero-draft environment, it is manifeet that the

AVP would have had little chance of success without an increase in first-term

.
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wages. Accordingly, this latter group would argue that first-term pay increase*

are not only a cost to achieve and maintain the AVF, but would also provide

a significant opportunity cost upon a return of conscription.

- Inlistment Bonuses were provided for in P.L. 92-129. There appears to be

little debate over this program being directly tied to the AMT. With the

Combat Arms Bonus accounting for the single largest category, enlistment

bonuses increase volunteers for the less attractive, more risky and difficult

to fill occupational specialties. Bince under a conscript systm new accessions

are assigned based upon service needs, it is &enerally agreed that enlistment

bon"es" ate both an attainment and opportunity cost of the AVY.

- Officer Program Scholarshios and Subsistence are not unique to the AV1; however.

significant increases vera enacted through legislation by the 92nd Congress

(.L.. 92-166. 171. 172). Included in this category was an increase in the number

of Army, Air Porce and Navy ROTC scholarships, "a wall as a doubling of the

ROT subsistence allowance to a level of $100 per month. Also authorized was

a new $100 per month subsistence allowance for nembers of the Marina Corps

Platoon Leader Course.

Some argue that subsistence raises were long overdue in light of

large increaaes in room end board costs at universities.

Larger numbers, however, point to the entire package as being AV?

activated. Citing the 1971 timing. and the decllning enrollment in ROTC programs,

they contend the increased number of scholarships along with the inducement of

higher subsistence were the result of the need to attract the sufficient

quantity and quality of students to meet officer program needs in a zero

- draft environment.

VU
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- Health Profession accessions were viewd by the Gates Comission as a most

difficult challenge for an AVF. They pointed out that mainly through con-

scription (as of 1970) 60 of all male physicians in the United States under

35 years of age had served In the armed forces and that 601 of all military

doctors served less than 2 years. Several legislative actions since 1971

have Improved scholarships and special pays for health professionals.

As with other programs, some argue that many of these new initiatives

were logically justified on the basis of a long needed move toward equity with

civilian counterparts; that even under the draft with relatively rapid promo-

tio•s, special pay, continuation pay, etc. a medical officer wes grossly

underpaid.

There is the opposing viewpoint, however, that only with the conscious

decision to end the draft were bold now compensation initiatives undertaken

to attract health profession volunteers. Accordingly, this group

contends that the greatly expanded Health Profession Scholarship program,

optometrist special pay, now health profession bonuses, plus authorization for

the new Uniformed Services University of Health Science have been costs

attributable to the achievement of the AVY and in certain categories could pro-

vide significant opportunity costs if vs were to return to a draft.

S- Qrters Improvesmnts can include construction or modernization of bachelor

quarters and family housing or leased housing for recruiters and other military

personnel assigned to areas remote from military installations.

"On the one hand, smom persons point to the uid-1950's and the estab-

lishment of a statutory cost limitation on construction. They cite the

continuing dialogue (and disagreement) between DoD end the Congress on what? 5
1 ,I
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constituted sufficient living accosodetions end associated construction costs.

They point to frequent disapproval by the Congress of DoD proposals for

standards and construction until 11 1971, at which time previously rejected

proposals waere approved. This group argues that authorised quarters/

housing requests were based upon habitability standards which pre-dated the

AMV. Additionally, they point to surveys of applicants and am accessions

which disclose barracks and habitability improvments are not identified as

factors which attracted volunteers.

On the other hand, there are those who contend that not only did the

increased sodernization/construction funding (in 1971) appear tied to enhancing

living conditions to attract volunteers, but DoD thsuse*_*s identified a

portion of then funds as an A?? initiative.

- Special Pay for Recruitsrs includes out-of-pocket (OOP) expenses authorized

by t.L. 92-129 plus Special Duty Assignment (SDA) pay. These special pays

can ran&e as high as $25 for OOP and $150 for SDA per recruiter per ooth.

tMany people cite the timing of approval of these special pays, alson with

th emphasis on recruiting for an AV?, as clearly Identifying them as not only

an achievement cost, but also an opportunity cost of the AVP.

Alternatively, others contend that 00? expenses are justified reimburse-

sents of recruiter expenses that have nothing to do with whether a recruiter

"functions in a draft or AV? environment. Also, this group points out

that SDA pay is allowed for any assignments other than recruiting, sad is

designed to attract the necessary number of quality volunteers for assign-

-sent to duties outside the normal military career fields.

I
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- Travel Entitlements were accorded to E-4'a with 2 years of service. Pre-

viously only those in higher paygrades or 1-4's who had a total service

obligation of 6 years (i.e. careerists) were eligible for full travel entitle-

sent* for dependents and household effects.

As with other pay and allowance compensations this cost rineg from

being justified upon the basis of improved equity to being authorized to

improve attractiveness of duty in an AVY.

- Educational Programs, particularly those available to off-4uty alltary

personnelheve grown significantly over recent years. Ykny believe education

incentives are essential as a recruitment tool to attract the oecessary

quality of volunteers, and hence, costs for these programs should be both

achievement and opportunity costs for an AVF.

There are others, however, who take the position that while education

incentives may be useful as recruitment tools, as the scope of these pro-

&rams widen they create substantial disincentives at critical retention points.

Also, they contend many of these programs have been undertaken independent

of any ALV effort as natural complements to the educational benefits of the

G.I. Bill, whose genesis can be traced to the era of conscription.

- Recruitina and Advertising expenditures have grown significantly over recent

years.

While some base cost is essential even during periods of conscription,

most people agree that the higher costs for advertising and increased numbers

of recruiting personnel are mainly attributable to the AV?.

i 'S
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Under the heading of "Project Volunteer", DoD in 1974 had estimated

that ALW attainment costs &pproximated $3 billion. An serlier GAO study

had estimated that the generally quoted $3 billion level say be understated

by over #1 billion in Incremental costs that wer* driven by the AVY, yet

not Identified explicitly with then.

Is summry, Table I list& the various categories and amounts of potential

Alt coats (i.e. budget estimates) for the current msis Total Force. Depending

upoo individual judgments and methodologies, those sounta attributable to

attaining and maintaining the forces* on en all-voluuteer basis might range

from essentially nothing up to almost $4.6 billion.

TABLE I

ANNUWAL PRO-RATED ESTIMATES (in Millions 1975 dollars)

Basic Pay and Allowances $2,494
Combat Aras and Other Enlistment Bonuse* 56
ROTC Scholarships And Increased Subsistence 23
Health Profession Scholarships 35
Uniformed Service, University of Bealth Science 10

*Travel Entitlement, 59
Quarters, Bousing and Lea*s& 77
Educational Incentives 53
Recruiter Out of Pocket Expenses 5
Recruiter Special Duty Assignment Pay 23
Recruiting and Advertising (active and reserve) 330
Other Xisacllaneous (Praviously identified Project Volunteer) 103
G.1. Bill (for new accessions) 1,300

Opportunity Costs

ODS postulates that the true coat of the AWY involves only opportunity

costs, and with higher pay and certain other benefits a continuing require-

sen (bse aneqity te ralsavings with artntothe Oraft would

only amount to about $125 million.

cInsceripton, thepportvariabl ioss basich payh abd sallowances Deturnding

cncipin , te he ofaoportvariaby coas bahich migh bed savedowithes aDeturndtong

44V
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upon individual judgments, annual opportunity costs from all items

in Table I (lass basic pay and allowances) could range from nothing

up to $2,074 billion. To the figure derived might be added opportunity

costs associated with basic pay and allowance variations. For example,

four cases will be considered. Each addresses only enlisted pay and

assumes the current 1.86 million active duty enlisted strength is

maintained. Case 1 would continue the present compensation system un-

chenged and assums a 62 annual incrase to all personnel for comparibility;

Cases 2 through 4 would provide a 62 annual increase for 15-39 only.

However, in Case 2 11-14 would be held constant; in Case 3 31-94 would

be reduced to the federal minimum hourly wage of $2.30 per hour ($405

per month) in 7r 1976, then increased at 62 annually; and in Case 4

31-94 pay and allowances would be reduced 332 below the federal ainimum

hourly wage to $1.54 ($270 per month) and held at that level through FT 1980.

Utilizing these four approaches the following table reflects the total

enlisted basic pay and allowance cost through FY 1980 for the current size

regular force.

(In billions of dollars, 1975 value)

Base year
Case FY 1975 1976 1977 1-978 1979 1980

1 15.9 16.9 17.9 18.9 20.1 21.3

2 15.9 16.4 16.9 17.4 17.9 18.4

3 15.9 14.5 15.3 16.3 17.2 18.3! /
4 15.9 13.5 14.3 15.1 16.0 17.0

#H
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Depending upon the case selected, opportunity cot could range from

nothing (for case I in any year) up to $4.3 billion in 11 1980 (co.-

paring came 4 to the assumed comparibility increases in case 1). Taking

a comparison of case 4 to case I to the extrme, reducing the pay of

ZI-E4 to two-thirds of the federal ainitm hourly wage could provide a

savings of $19.2 billion over the five year period of IT 1976 through

IT 180 (plus a m0aius of $10.25 S from other non-pay items),

Other indirect costs and savings, aa wall as a nuabr of unquantifiable

varibleos, further complicate the AVT cost equation. Among these edditional

factors are reenlistment bonuses. Since increased retention reduces requirements
for non prior service acceseions, such retention costs (at least in part)

misft be attributed to the AVY. In addition, longer enlistments, increased

retention, reduced turnover and the attending reduced training requirements

are efficiencies not clearly quantified, but which would reduce costs asso-

"• • ciated with an AVY. Also improved military manpower utilts~tioM and Civili~an

Su•bstitution prompted by the AVY have resulted in both savings and costs.

However. this are" is quite complex. and budget estimates at* not obvious,

Yinally, there are indirect and subtle Savings and costs *ssociatad with

m S&VIF. There are fewer diversion* or disruptions of early civilian careers

and lees draft induced chenneling into colleges. deferred occupations,

marriage or fatherhood. These all involve unquantifiable implicit Savings

and costs for our society but would add an unmanageable dimension if en attempt

were made to factor these elements into an AVl cost.

I "
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MOBILIZATION COST

Sustainability of the AVY at various force levels will be addressed

separately. Hovever, an alternative, accepted and obvious method of ,

quickly expanding the size of the active force Is through mobilization of the

Guard and Reserve. Manpower mobilization cost estimates, though not as

contro'rersisa as previously discussed AVE cost factors, are sensitive to

certain variables.

The single largest manpower mobilization cost elem t involves pay and

allowances, although support costs would also be large. To arrive at an Asti-

Mate, one method is to multiply the number of personnel to be mobilized by

standard DoD average cost factors. For FY 1975 tAe factors for direct pay

and allowances are $7,892 per enlisted umn-year and $18,429 per officer mm-

year. As of end FY 1975, Reserve and Guard strength was as follows:
"READY RISRVE

SELECTED RESERVE OTHER READY RESERVE

OFFICER ENLISTED OFFICER DELISTED

National Guard 33,821 360,899 467 7,870

Army Reserve 38,089 186,968 51,927 303,170

Naval Reserve 17,109 81,126 29,795 92,122

USMC Reserve 2,552 29,839 5,168 53,207

Air Guard 11,635 83,725 - 399

USAF Reserve 11,479 39,212 20,170 67,328

TOTAL 114,685 781,769 107,527 524,096

N11
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STANDBY RESERVE

ACTIVE INACTIVE

OFFICER ENLISTED OFFICER ENLISTED

Army Reserve 16,512 243,946 22,232 8

Naval Reserve 203 21,962 27,866 411

USHC Reserve 3,829 36,5S1 278 -

USAF Reserve 8,104 2,212 27,415 897

TOTAL 28,648 304,711 77,791 1,316

Pay and allowances for any increment of mobilization can be computed

using average cost factors. To arrive at totals we use the following

oeneral estimate# for total mobilization:

OFIFICER ENLISTED

All Selected Reserve 114,685 781,769
702 Remaining Ready Reserve 75,269 366,867
502 Standby Roes•ee 53.220 153,014

"TOTAL 243,174 1,301,650
X 8842M X $7,892

4, 15. $10,272.6M

TOTAL ESTIMATE $14,754.1)1 (for pay and allowances only) , I
TOTAA

While certain savings (ranging up to over $1,500M) would be realized

from prior drill pay of National Guard and Ready Reservists, many mobilized

Reservistst (particularly Guerd) eight be replaced with new accessions for

caretaker and other specified Reserve duties.

"4,, - 1
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Significant and varying training costa and tie could logically be

expected for some portions of the Reserves, upon mobilization.

Another significant element to be added to the manpower mobilization

eatimates are transfer/transportation coasts. While certain Reservist*

could remain in place and others would possess an organic lift capability,

"mobilization of many others would involve transportation costs. The costs of

re-activatlr the Selective Service Systm also should be added.

Beyond pay and allowanrcs, moat of the fotagoing factors are uncertain

without specific mobilization needs detailed. Even though imprecise, perhaps

the best total estimate of Reserve manpower mobilization costs can be derived

using a pro-rated active duty military personnel cost. The following represents

7F 1976 budget requests by major category:

AMOUNT 2 of 3'DGET

DoD Total $92.83 100Z

Manpower Costs 49.2 53.12

Nilitar7 Personnel Costs* (27.0) (29.12)

Civil Service Payroll (15.4) (16.62)

Military Retired Pay (6.9) (7.42)

a Includes Housing

With mobilization there could be a need for increased civilian support. There

would also be an impact upon future retirment liabilities. However, for the

purposes of arriving at an estimated individual mobilization cost the $27

billion military personnel line item divided by 2.1 million active duty strength

H Is
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yields a gross personnel cost planning factor of $12,857 par individual.

This factor includes pay, quarters allowance, subsistence, clothing, and

travel, When applil to the over 1.5 million Reserviats anticipated for

mobilization it peoduces a Reserve mobilization cost estimate of approxi-

mately $1839 billion per year (1T 1976 dollars), for just the factors indi-

cated (disregarding offset for existing Reserve costs).

Again, however, this $18.9 billion figure is only part of the mobiliza-

tion manpower cost. Rven limited to direct manpower costs it fails to

recognize such factors as retired recall, the officer/onlisted nix, and

probable needs for civil service and contractor increases. In the event of

a larger, extended conflict, there could be the large costs of further

expanded forces using large numbers of draftees. Further, beyond the

direct pay allowance costs, there would be other large indirect manpower-

related costs such as costs associated with expanded facilities, a greatly

expanded manpower replacement and training system to support mobilized force

levels, medical support, materiel support requirements, other support costs --

and ultimately the impact on retirement and veterans' costs.

In sumary, only through a definition of scenario with manpower

mobilization requirements, followed by detailed tabulations and compu-

tations of applicable tables of distribution, can accurate mobilization

costs be derived.

CONCLUSION

Once a scenario and specific related requirements are clearly identified,

manpower mobilization costs for the Guard and Reserve, or selected portions

thereof, can be estimated using existing costing factors.

Ui
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On the other hand, with respect to AVF costs, even with budget statistics

available, estimates can vary widely depending upon individual judgments

and the attending dasumptions and methodology used.

The DW4C staff believes that:

Onty with a dkantatic 'teduc~tion in pay, to minimumg
/•ueoanab.e 6oi 6ubsistence and atUouance, aout 64gn4Fdcaant
budget neductiona be Aeatized by a ltetw•n to aoucLption.

Any AVF coat estmaflte detive'd witU be aAbituAy and
,ubjec-t to cuieabe debate. Futheioie, a Coat do4

the pueeent Att Vota.nteeit Fotce " onty pa#.. oa the iLaue;
the i.46Le muzt invotve the Al/F concept ithetA.

The AVF is a current peacetime reality. Whether explicit or implicit

(e.g., "in kind" tax borne by conscripts), it can be argued that the costs

of maintaining a given size military force are essentially comparable whether

that force is raised through conscription or volunteers. In fact, eow

can present a valid case that a conscripted force costs the Nation more in

total resources. It is a question of who will bear what share of that

military cost.

f
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EDITORIAL NOTE:

for reason of brevity, Appendices A and B

of the Bober, Inc. report are not reprinted here.

The text is presented in its entirety with this

exception.
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ABSTRACT

Research performed by the armed services on the tests
used to screen accessions to the military services has found
that the tests are "not as valid for minority personnel as they
are for the majority group. " The tests predict school per-
formance with varying success, but do less wall in predicting
job performance. The problem appears to lie less in the
tests than in the inefficient use of the available data and in
the mathematical methods used for validation.

The study recommends establishment of a validity stan-
dard and proposes that extant data from accessions testing,
personnel and medical records be reanalyzed using a com-
pletely general, nonlinear predictor. Once the existing data
have been examined by nonlinear hypersurface techniques,
the contribution of test components and of alternate tests can
be explored.

Existing tests are summarized and critiqued and the
horizon of new tests and measurements are explored for po-
tential utility in accessions testing and guidance.
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FOREWORD

This study was conducted for the Defense Manpower Commission under
Contract 9 DM 6AC 002 by Hobar, Inc., Management Consultants.

The study was initiated by the Government's concern about the validity
of test batteries being employed by various branches of the service in screen-
ing accessions and .n other personnel management functions. The Commis-
sion expressed concern for an evaluation of various alternatives to such tests
which are or could be used by the military services. The contract directed
the research to include a critical listing of written tests, physical performance
test, and direct human performance measurements which have been or are
being considered as testing/selection procedures/devices as well aa the
prospects for new and innovative candidates for validation. The prediction/
validation procedures being used were also to be enumerated and reviewed
and specific recommendations made.

As general guidelines for this study, the following were provided to
Hobar.

1. that the devices be applicable to the mass testing procedures,
requirements and environment of the armed forces;

2, that the devices be applicable to diverse testing sites and be
administrable by para-professional personneL

3. that the cost for administering the devices be generally compa-
-- rable to the cost of current testing and evaluation programs;

4. that the devices be primarily related to the prediction d success-
ful job performance; and

5. that the devices better resolve the discrimination problems in
current devices.

The word "discrimination" is taken in two meanings! (a) the ability to dim-
criminate in the measurement sense and (b) the civil rights meaning of
"discriminating against" which is technically comparable to "bias'". In the
balance of this study the second meaning is rendered by the word "bias".

Principal investigators for Hobar on this study were Mary T. Howard,
J.Ph.D., psychologist, and Lewey 0. Gilstrap, Jr., system scientist and

consultant in cybernetics.

This report is submitted by Hobar in fulfillment of its contractual
p• obligation.
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"SUMMARY

Background

Various studies have been conducted by the different branches of the mili-
tary service of the validity of the batt-,ries of tests used to screen accessions
to the service and to assist personnel management in making subsequent job
assignments. Studies have found that teh ability of these tests and of the scores
derived from them to predict performance of the accessions varies significantly
between black and white accessions. 1) Occasionally the bias may be In favor of
the black accession, but usually it appears to be to his disadvantage. Often the
scores have no statistically significant predictive utility for the black accession, 2)
a condition which is referred to as 'cultural bias" in the general literature.

This study was initiated by the Defense Manpower Commission as a review
of existing tests and procedures and a reconnaissance of new tests and procedures
that might contribute to resolving the problems inherent in the use of tests which
have been shown to be biased against one or more minority groups distinguished
by physical, racial, cultural, linguistic or other characteristic.

Findings

The findings of the study are that there is bias in the predictions derived

by current methods of information processing from existing test batteries:

1. The standard classification and vocational aptitude batteries used by
the services do discriminate between blacks and whites in their
validity in predicting training school and job performance. The
causes of the bias have not been determined and caution against
making assumptions concerning causality is advisable. The selec-
tore used to make job assignments assume a homogeneity of the

NN -accessions population which is not borne out by existing studies.

2. The selectors which are composites of two or three different test
battery scores for each of iti possible service job assignments.
use the available data from the tests quite inefficiently. In some
cases, especially when applied to blacks selectors and school per-
formance do not correlate at a statistically significant level. 3) The
ability of the services to remedy this situation probably depends on
the adoption of improved mathematical methods for handling the
prediction problem.

13 The criterion variables (the quantities predicted by the selectors,
e. g , school performance, job performance likelihood of reen-
lintment. hazard if disciplinary problems) currently used by all

Ilk,
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branches of the service are restricted to training shool perfor-
mance.

It is acknowledged that training school performance is a mare highly controlled
variable than job performance. Deriving a numerical score for training
school performance from tests can be achieved without ambiguity. Job per-
formance as evidenced by job ratings, however, may be influenced by uniden-
tified and unquantified variables describing the interpersonal relations with the
rater or with the organization into which the accession was trust. The instru-
ments employed for aptitude testing have in general been modeled on the instru-
ments used for rating school performance. The concentratiom of effort on
predicting school performance reflects the fact that the aptitude tests have
been developed primarily by psychlocgists rather than system scientists and
reflect a history of greater accomplishments in the field of educational testing
than in other branches of psychology Lack of progress in developing predic-
tors of job performance is not a reflection on the attention ar talent devoted to
the problem but rather is an indication of the complexity ofte task and the
requiredment for new mathematical tools.

4. While certain items of personal or biographical data on accessions
have been khown to have predictive.ialue, these data are not now
incorporated into the selector formula. * They are employed in the
selection process by reducing the cutting scores ftr certain groups.
Knowledgeable recruiters and others concerned with job assignments
may make qualitative use of such information, but it is not formally
incorporated into the selection formula. It could be incorporated
into a general nonlinear predictor in a quantitative or qualitative
fashion.

5. Novel testing instruments (new paper and pencil tests) and electronic
measuring devices have been studied experimentally for possible
value in the selection process. Although some ofthese novel ele-
ments can be shown to have probable merit, they can not be evaluated
until a general nonlinear predictor has been introduced.

6. Presently employed tests and potential improvements have been
studied by linear methods which treat them in isolation rather than
consider their interactions. This has been forced by the inherent
inadequacies of the available linear techniques. However, variables
in complex systems, such as human interactions represent, can .Aot

be treated withou, nonlinear techniques. It is not yet possible to

*In some cases, biographical information e. g., "Did you finish high
school?" enters into the subtests and is scored along with other questions, but

* is not an explicit part of the prediction formula

iv
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assess whether the data available from extant records is adequate
for the prediction of additional criterion variables.

7. A study by the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center'
has found that

"While the nilitait aervices have not yet been required to
comply with tIhs regulation [see 8, belowj, selection instru-
ments that do not predict the relevant criterion above a chance
level (p . 05) result in costly mismanagement of the man-
power pool. Thus for practical reasons invalid selection
methods should be replaced by valid on&s."

At least in the instance of the Navy there is an awareness of the
nature of the problem, if not of the solution.

8. A U. S. Standard is already in existence defining acceptable vali-
dity tests as predictors:

Title 41. Code of Federal Regulations (Department of Labor 1971).

"The relationship should be sufficiently high as to have a probability
of no more than one to twenty to have occurred by chance ...... A
test which is differentially valid may be used in groups for which it
is valid, but not for those in which it is not valid."

Recommendations

In view of the major findings of the study, the following actions and
guidelines are recommended:

1. The regulations in finding 8 should be extended to the armed services.
This can be established as an objective to be attained with some imple-
mentation dat in the future defined for its taking effect.

2. A study should be initiated .to determine the true predictive power
of the existing service test batteries and the data to respond to the
finding 7 obove. This study must employ the general nonlinear
inferential measurement teodniqes tassOsMati it&alilW* the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) coupled with
available personnel records, test records, and medical records.
Since the ASVAB is being introduced as the standard, it will not
be necessary to evaluate the other test batteries which it is replacing.

3. The criterion variable used in the first phase of the recommended

iI



study whoulc be training school scores. The subsequent phase
should explore the other criterion variables such as job ratings,
attrition disciplinary problems, and possi,'le needs for additi-
onal training. This will provide a reliable quanitative basis
for establishing either the sufficiency of the current measure-
ments and tests or the needs for additional tests and measure-
ments. (As a side benefit these studies will 3/eld approxima-
tions to the general, nonlinear prediction functions which could
be used in the field in recruitment stations and in job assignments.)

4. Where the predictive power of the ASVAB falls short of the full
legal validity standards, additional data items can be incorpora-
ted into the prediction function (such as the biographical and
medical data on the accession) to investigate whether the addi-
tions improve the predictive power of the function. The gener-
al nonlinear predictor can be itself analysed to determine which
of the data items and test battery components add significantly to
the predictive power of the function and which do not and can
therefore be deleted from the required data collection effort and
from the test battery.

Since all of the above items are now routinely acquired for accessions,

no modification to existing procedures in the recruitment stations and in per-
sonnel placement would be needed, except for the adoption of slightly more
complicated selectors

5. For those job categories where the maximum predictive power
attainable Is still un tirfe4-nry, novel instruments and less
conventional tests should be employed with appropriate enrich-
ment of the nonlinear predictive function to include the additional
variables. If the required validity is achieved, the tests and
measurements can be incorporated into the items 2. and 3. above.

These recommendations have been developed %tthin the study guidelines.
If these are successful, the military services will be mi possession of an
integrated accessions and job selection process which should be (a) less dis-
criminatory with regards to extraneous variables such as race, sex, educa-
tional, or socio-cultural background, (b) more reliable at predicting which
accessions woizlo fill hpetific service requirements for skills and be success-
ful performers in the military environement. but (c) still feasible in the field
to be administered by paraprofessional personnel within budgets comparable
to those currently considered defensible.

vi
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•• INTRCDUCTION

This study is concerned with selecting and testing accessions to the
military services and the validity of the screening and resulting training and
job assignments. Prior studies have shown that the aptitude test batteries
used by the services are of differing validity and predictive povr among
groups and subgroups of differing racial or socioeconomic backgrounds.
The purpose of this study is to present a review and analysis of the key ele-
ments of testing and selection and to recommend alternatives with potentially
greater predictive poer and validity.

One key finding made early in this study was that full utilization was not
being made in the services of the information gained from existing tests.
Thus whatever might be the deficiencies in the current tests, there was no
way to determine the uncertainty or error in piredictinn introduced by the use
of an inefficient predictor without empirical study beyond the scope of the
the present contract. The pros and cons relative to specific tests discussed
herein can be stated only weakly. We suspect that the uncertainty of predic-
tion introduced by the current method is g. eater than the uncertainty resulting
from the variation in validity for subgroups,

While the conclusions of this study are weak with respect to specific
tests, they are stron2 with respect to the course of action needed to improve
the predictability of performance on job situations which can be derived from
accessions tests. They are also strong with respect to the resulting reduc-
tion In the bias resulting from the current proceedings as related to the
screening and gbidance and opportunities offered by the services to members
of subgroups.

BACKGROUND

Current and Planned Service Tests and Procedures

The various branches of the military service have been using a number
of different vocational aptitude tests including

o Army Classification Battery (ACB)
o Navy Basic Test Battery (NBTB)
o Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)

At one time an Armed Forces Qualifications Test (AFQT) was in use Because
of the overlap in test items between the AFQT and the other test batteries, it is
possible to derive an AFQT score from the any of the aptitude test battery. scores.

' ' | , I I i I I I I I I I I I
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The AFQT score serves as the basis for comparing one battery with the other.

After January 1, 1976 all branches of the service will employ the ASVAB. I
This test is also administered by the services at high schools in the Armed
Forces Vocational Testing Program. The ASVAB produces both an AFQT scbre
and all service-specific aptitude scores, Participants in the AFVTP who have
been tested in their high schools with the ASVAB are not requred to take addit-
tonal tests (ACB, NBTB or retest ASVAB) if their ASVAB scores are less than I
two years old.

The location at which the tests are currently administered differs among
the services. The four principal locations are

* at recruiting stations j
* at temporary locations visited by mobile recruiter teams
o at Armed Services Entrance Examination Stations (AFEES)
o at recruit training bases

The variations among tests and procedures are listed for each service:

Army "1
The Army administers the ACB, usually at AFEES, although mobile i
testing teams may administer tests at locations geographica'iy
remote from an AFEES.

Navy
The NBTB is administered only at the Navy recruiter location,
not at an AFEES,

Marine Corps
The Marine Corps administers the ASVAB at an AFEES, The apti-
tude measures are not referenced unless an enlistment option is
under consideration (e.g., a job choice guarantee). The Marines

it-. also administer the ACB at recruit training. The ACB is also used
as the basis for assignment decisions.

Air Force
The Air Farce administers the ASVAB (normally) at the AFEES,

With the exception of the Marine Corps, which administers both tIe ASVAB and
the ACB, the services do not administer any paper and pencil tests other than 2
those listed.

Physical examinations are also administered to all military accessions. -I
and a moral evaluation, which nominally consists of a check for a felony con-
viction, is also made.

While there are differences among the ACB, NBTB, and the ASVAB the test
batteries are all similar in that they provide (a) differential aptitude measures
and (b) an AFQT score. Specific differences in the various tests are largely

211
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irrelevant for this report since the ASVAB is schedn!ed to be standardized
throughout the services within a few months.

Service experience has shown that potential accessions whose AFQT

scores are in the lowest 10% of the population are generally unsuitable for
service and are rejected Those scoring between the lowest 10% and 30%
(second and third decile) range are marginal and may be accepted under cer-
tain other conditions.

The Assignment Process

The assignment of accessions to different jobs follows a similar pattern
in all branches of service. Except where job choice gt arantees are involved
assignments are dependent upon the needs of the serviceb. Tndividuals quali-
fied for two or more ;obs will generally be assigned on the basis of service
requirements existing at the moment.

The method employed by the Navy for assignment of accessions to ,dass
"A" schools illustrates the procedure for determining qualifications for specific
jobs. The NBTB consists of six tests;

o General Classification Test (GCT)
o Arithmetic Test (ARI)
o Mechanical Test (MECH)
O Clerical Test (CLER)
o Shop Practices (SP)

o Electronics Technician Selection Test (ETST)

Minimum requirements for entry into class "A" schools are based on various
combinations or composites of these BTB scores. For example the require-
ment for Aviation Boatswain's Mate School is

GCT + MECH + SP = 156 (or higher)

The purpose in using a formula such ak "4iE frut .r:el.sior. *o -r-!.n!ng for a
specific job are to identify those most likely to succeed at a job and to elimi-
nate those least likely to succeed. These objectives can be related to the
cost of training and the cost of maintaining a personnel inventory.

The composites su'ch as GCT + MECH + SP = 156 are called selectors.
They are correlated with school grades and can be used to predict how a given
accession will perform in a service school The validation of the presently
used selectors is in question. A study conducted by the Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center showed that the sum GCT + ARI was corre-
lated better with school scores than GCT + MECH + SP, although the improve

3
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ment in validity is only marginal. 5)

However, neither the presently used three-term selector or the sugges-
ted two-term selector constitutes a general prediction function. Such func-
tion would have to be constructed from all battery test data together with any
other relevant biographical or demographic data about the individual accession.
In its form it would e awe ighted function with a coefficient for each data item
and would include the cross products of each with every other singly and in
combination. (It is not necessary in this paper to discuss the mathematical
techniques for constructing approximations to this general prediction function
since they are covered in the appendices. ) Since the present selectors may
in many cases be poor predictors, it appears that selection and assignment in
the services is based on less than the full information available. While it is
Important to have a well- constructed test battery, it is at least as important to
make efficient use of the information derived from testing, i. e , to employ the
best possible predictor in screening accessions and in making assignments.

Without performing a detailed analysis of the available historical data
reflecting test scores and job performance. it is not possible even to estimate
the degree of inefficiency of the currently employed selectors.

Prediction

Two improved types of predictor or prediction function of potential use
to the services are linear and nonlinear. An improved linear predictor
would be a weighted sum of scores from all tests in a battery. The weighting
"factors (coefficients of termi) vary reflecting the relative contribution of
various scores in the test battery. Some scores will contribute negligibly
and may be ignored.

The criterion variable being predicted is the score made in a training
school. This does not satisfy the true requirements of the services for pre-
dictions of how the accession can be expected to perform on the job and in the
service When job ratings have been used as the criterion vRriable, the cor-
relation or degree of predictability of present selectors is poor. Typically
the correlation of selector value with job rating is in the range . 2 to . 3,
whereas the correlation of selector value with school scores runs about . 6
to .65,6)

There are several reasons why job rating is difficult to predict. First,
job situations involve a variety of activities that are not represented in the
training situation, and these may vary from one locatim to another, i.e., two
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jobs with the same title may not be equivalent, Second, the supervisor or
rater may be comparing performance of an individual against that of only a
few others or against a non-standard set of performance criteria different
from those of other raters. The school raters compare performance against
a large number of others and against a standardized set of performance
criteria.

*ool performance is undoubtedly a more controlled and scientific vari-
able, more amenable to statistical analysis, and more attractive as a subject
of study Furthermore the instruments through which school performance is
assessed are first couiins of the instruments which have been devised for per-
formance prediction Vvhile the various test batteries were really designed
tO predict school performance, it is quite possible that the prediction of job
performance from the current aptitude test batteries can be significantly
improved even without altering the test battery through the use of the general
prediction function.

Additional criterion variables which the services require the ability to
predict are the probability of attrition, the probability of a requirement for
additional training and the probability of disciplinary problems. As will be
discussed later, there is not body of theory for establishing a priori which
tests or which componients of tests currently in use are relevant to these
criterion variables. If these variables could be predicted, a significant
potential manpower cost saving could result to the services.

Federal standards on the validities cf tests require that aptitude test
scores which might result from chance alone be less than one in twenty. *
Although these standards are not binding on the military servires, they are
"professionally defensible minima and they would be useful to the services in
"case charges of bias were raiscd by minority groups in court asserting that
equal 6ppOrtunity were being denied them by accessions testing practice
Furthermore direct dollar savings would result from the greater personnel
efficiency resulting from the employement of valid tests both for screening
and for career guidance and personnel management.

The most accurate empirical prediction that can be made requires the
use of a nonlinear predictor. Like the linear predictor it is in general a func-
tion of all available data; howe ler. the nonlinear predictor consists of the

C Title 41. Code of Federal Regulations. (Department of Labor 1971).

"The relationship should be sufficiently high as to have a probability of no
more than one to twenty to have occurred by chance ..... A test which is
differentially valid may be uced in groups for which it is valid but not for
those in which it is not valid.

5
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linear predictor plus many other terms. The linear predictor consists of the
weighted sum of the variables representing the available types of data. The
nonlinear predictor adds terms representing the interactions among all of the
variables, the importance being that the linear predictor must assume that
all of the variables are independent of each other, which is a condition rarely
encountered in nature and least of all in human affairs. The nonlinear predic-
tor adds terms representing the weighted sum of all the cross-products of all
the variables, plus the weighted sum of higher powers of the variables. Back-
ground information on prediction as applied to complex systems and the mathe-
matics behind the multinornials which are employed to approximate the non-
linear predictor are dacribed in Appendices A and B.

The great utility of the general nonlinear method of prediction is that
it provides a method for deriving empirically an approximation as close as
it (a) required and (b) permitted by the available data to the actual relation-
ship between the criterion variable and all other available variables. While z
in any given case ther * may be a valid predictive function derivable on theo-
retic grounds or by linear methodn, on the agerage no other empirically
derived predictor can do a better job of prediction using any given available
data base (e. g., test battery scores, medical data, biographical data, and
personnel records). Some data may be of little value in the prediction of a
given criterion variable. Once a general nonlinear predictor has been
developed empirically, the relative contribution of each variable (test score
or measurement) to the predicted criterion variable (school performance.
job performaa ce, likelihood of reenlistment, likelihood of disciplinary prob-
lems) can be determined. A variable which does not contribute significantly
to the prediction of any of lhe criterion variables can be eliminated from
the data collection efforts (tests. Interviews, medical examinations) at the
recruitment stations.

The maximum predictive power of service test batteries and of the

data derived Pt routine accessions interviews, investigations, and medical
examinations is unknown. It is therefore not possible to make any state-
ments at all about the adequacy of existing tests and procedures. The prob-
lem is that current methods of treating the data are at the best multiple
linear regressions which may fit poorly if the optimum prcdictor is nonlinear.
This is not intended to imply criticism of those investigators who have in the
past been restricted to the use of linear techniques in an attempt to validateS. tests and selectors. Unfortunately familiarity with the new general nonlinear

inferential measurement techniques is not widespread; therfore there are to
Hobar's knowledge no current efforts in the United States to attac, the problem.
Adequate analysis of existing data bases by nonlinear techniques may reveal
that adequate data are available without further expenditures either for revi-
sion of test batteries or for the acquisition of new methods of measurement
employing new and exotic devices. The fact that two-and three-term linear
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predictors using test battery scores have, in 3ome cases, been shown to have
differential validities and diffe.-ential predictive power with different groups
means little more than that two- or three-term linear approximations to a
general nonlinear predictor may be inadequate. The problem may not lie
with the tests but with the validation mehoJs. The existence of adequate but
novel validation methods is discussed in Appendices A and B.

STANDARD TESTING TECHNIQUES

Written Tests

Pencil and paper tests of all types, whether for vocational aptitude,
interest, or personality are a rapid and economical method of eliciting infor-
mation about individuals. The significarce, validity and utility of each such
test must be established empirically. Since tests are always constructed
for specific areas any one test must necessarily prov/ide an incomplete pic-
ture of the standing of an individual with respect to a group. It is customary
to obtain profiles o! individuals by using a battery of such tests.

The predictive power of a test battery for job suitability is a function of
the entire battery. Even though an individtal test or test component may ap-

pear to possess some predictive power, it would be misleading -to assume from
that fact that the component would hold up as making a significant contribution
to the predictive power of the entire battery until it had been evaluated within
the battery with respect to the given criterio:i variable. Since an evaluation
of the ASVAB by the general nonlinear technique has not been made, no state-
ments can be made from the success of existing correlations of the value of
"any given test or test component. Similarly it is impossible to evaluate in
advance of any such study the probable contribution of any given new test or
measurement technique. Before any conclusions can be reached about the
value of any given test or test component, it will be necessary to validate the
tests as a whole using the general nonlinear predictor. Summing or otherwise
combining the present two- and three-term linear selectors will not contribute
to the validation process.

Physical Performance Tests

Physical performance tests of a general nature such as fitting objects of
various shapes into appropriate holes or operating simple keyboards provide

p information about the ability of an individual to perform tasks as opposed to
evaluating his knowledge of the task. Many can, for instance, pass a written
test on driving an automobile, including questions about how to steer in a skid,
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even though the person might fail a practical driving test. (Strictly speaking
a practical driving test is a direct hum--n'performance test rather than a
physical performance test. ) General physical tests assist in differentiating
the ability to do things from the superficial ability to talk about them. These
general tasks are usually sufficiently simple so that anyone can perform them -"
without extensive instruction.

Mass administration of physical pt rformance tests does present practical
administrative problems because of the nteed to store sufficient test items to
handle mass testing and sufficient test *. tidnistration personnel to provide
detailed supervision. While physical performance tests provide information
not furnished by written tests, the costi of adding them to the capabilities of
the field stations makes them inherently difficult to justify in the light of re-
strictions on budgets and in the light of 'be third guideline of this study contract.

Direct Human Performance Tests

Ideally the best test of how well a person can perform on a given job is
to train him or her and then test the result: ng performance. Since it is not
"practical to send accessions to all schools to perform all jobs and test them
on all jobs prior to accepting them into the service, direct human performance
tests must necessarily be based on simplified models of each job or of key
characteristics of each job, increasing the validation problem. Direct human
performance tests would in many instances require more physical equipment
and manpower even than physical performance tests and must again be ruled
out as conflicting with the third guideline of this contz act.

jCRITERIA AND APPROACHES FOR NOVEL TESTS

Goals

The objective in developing new tests should be directed exclusively
toward improving the predictability of selected criterion variables. The
predictability of a comple• system and of its selected criterion variables is
a property of the system. If the system is governed by consistent laws and
is inherently predictable, and it its behavior over a period of time is recor-
ded, then its behavior represents a nonlinear hypersurface. *

*A function of one dependent and one independent variable is a line.
If the relationship is linear, the line is straight; if the relationship is nonlinear,
the line is a curve whose form is characteristic of the function expressed as an
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When we are dealing in the p. edic'am*iiv of a simple relationship
between two variables and use regression on the collected data, we can illus-
trate the process graphically by plotting the data as a scatter diagram on a
two-dimensional graph. Regressior is a mathematical technique for finding
a function (a line) which best fits tht J.,,d. Linear regression finds the
straight line which fits the data best; nonlinear regression finds the closest
fit to the data, Mathematical techniques exist to find the best equation to pre-
dict the further behavior of the data. These cope with the problem that
a nonlinear regression may find a line which "overfits" the data and is a poor
predictor. Mathematical techniques also exist to find the best nonlinear pre-
dictor to fit an n-dimensional hypersurface, i. e., a predictor for a system
in n variables described by a data base consisting of n data series.

The predictability of a function in two variables depends on how far the
data points lie from the straight line which represents the best fit. Ir the
points are widely scattered, the predictability is low. On the other hand, the
predictability may be low because the relationsh.•, is nonlinear and the best
predictor might be a curve rather than the straight line.

The predictability of a system in a large number of variables depends on
how far the data points lie from the hypersurface which represents the best

nonlinear predictor. If the data lie close to a hypersurface, then the system
is inherently predictable; however, if the dat., are inadequate, it may be im-
possible to identify the best nonlinear predictor even if the system be inherent-

ly predictable.

The predictive power of the nonlinear predictor is a property of a corn-
plete data base. Simply discarding a data series because it correlates
poorly with the criterion variable by itself may weaken the description of the
hypersurface All new tests should be evaluated with respect to how much
they improve the predictability of the total aggregate of all tests being used
routinely. Similarly a new test should not be added simply because it is
moderately well correlated by itself with a criterion variable since It could
prove to be largely redundant and would not contribute significantly to improved

equation in two variables. The graph of the function exists as a line in two
dimensions which is also called 2-space.

A function of one dependent variable and two indenenident variables is a surface.
If the relationship is linear, the surface is a plane; if nonlinear, the surface is
bent. The shape and position of the surface depends on the form of the func- P
tion expressed as an equation in three variables. The graph of the function (
exists in three dimensions, also called 3-space.

- A function of one dependent variable and n independent variables (n - 3 or more)
is a hypersurface in (n+l)-space. If linear, the hypersurface is a hyperplane
in (n+l)-space; if nonlinear, it is a nonlinear hypersurface in (n+l)-space
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predictability.

The area of greatest need for the armed services appears to be in the
development of good predictors of job performance, rather than training
school performance. Other criterion variables would a)so be of xalue if they
could be predicted accurately.

Approaches

The following approaches could be used by the services to develop im.
proved testing and selection methods:

I. Establish the actual predictive power of the test batteries currently
in use with respect to training school performance, This task
could be performed in two phases: the first would establish the
predictivepower of the test battery data only; the second would use
personal and biographical data about accessions to determine
whether they increase the predictive power of an augmented data
base. concentrating on data now available but not employed in the
screening of accessions, especially to evaluate the utility of such
data as medical records, age. sex, race, place of birth, locale of
residence, et cetera.

2. Establish the predictive power of presently acquired data with
respect to other criteria, especially job performance, but also
for other variables, such as probable attrition, requirement for
extra training, and possible disciplinary problems. Exactly the
"seme procedures could be used for this task as would be used for

-* school performance predictability.

3. Once a basslint of predictability has bsen established, all new
tests aimed at improving predictability should be evaluated with
respect to the baseline provided by current tests and procedures
and not in isolation.

PROSPECTS FOR NEW METHODS

A wide variety of tests and p. icedures to improve aptitude and vo-

cational tests have been studied both by military and civilian scientists.<- •Also, other procedures for validation of tests have been examined. The
following list of new prospects are not intended to be a comprehensive

review of this subject but only show the range and potential for additional
tests and procedures.
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Measurement of Human Verbal and Nonverbal Information Handling
Characteristics

With the development of the modern theory of information it was
inevitable that tests of human information handling would eventually be
made. Studies of human information handling range from perception
studies to clinical studies of disturbed children, and they include the
development of novel elf ctronic testing devices that provide quantitative
measuro s of human information handling characteristics.

The measurc of information in a message is basically a measure
of the amount of choice in that message. A message which describes
something that is virtually a certainty or one which describes an impos-
sibility contains no information, while a message which informs about
the outcome of an event that could have happened in two or more ways
contains some amount of information.

Any event or object, animate or inanimate, in the environment is
potentially a source of information to a human being. The manner in
which human beings handle or process information derived from the
various information sources around them, the kinds of sources from
which they will accept information, and the total amount of information
processed are quite indicative of the way people behave or might behave.

The information content of a message for a machine is computed
on the basis of the probability of the message, but human beings may
not have knowledge of exact probability and they evaluate on the basis of
their expectations about the matter and their needs at the moment.
Information received by human beings serves a double function in that
it can change expectations as well as serve as a guide to action.

These abstract notions about information have been translated into
testing procedures in many different ways. For example, it has been
found that normal human beings, barring emergency or crisis situations.
tend to shift their attention from ozne potential environmental source of
information to another, eventually covering most of the possible sources.
This cycle of examining information sources goes on continuously. The
amount of time spent on any one information source is more or less
proportional to the amount of information potentially available from the
source Thus most people tend to examine their surroundings very
quickly on walking into a strange room. Once they have scanned the
room, they generally spend very little further attention on static objects
or objects that provide little or no new information. It has also been
found in clinical studies that emotionally disturbed children tend to avoid

some potential sources of information and that they may fixate or spend
an undue amount of time on other sources. The relative amount of in-
formation gained about the environment by an individual, together with
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the distortions in the normal process (sources avoided or fixated) con-
stitute a q4antitative basis fo-' evaluating individuals. These finding•

appear to apply equally well t j both verbal and nonverbal information
processing.

Human nonverbal information processing has been extensively
studied in control and tracking tasks. A Zero-Input Tracking Analyser
(ZITA), devised by N. K. Walker, has been used in clinical studies of
h~Jpprkinetic children as well a.; for aptitude testing. The task complexity
in Walker's device can be adjusted over a wide range, and the tracking
scores for a set of tasks of different complexities has been shown to have
a high correlation with performance on several different types of jobs.
For example, the correlation with keypunching is very high (r . 96),
and high ccrrelatione of certain composite ZITA scores with aircraft
pilot skills, air traffic controller performance, and other demanding
tasks have also been shown. 6) It would be an oversimplification to refer
to analyrer sustema such as the ZITA as simply devices for measuring
psychomotor ability since nonverbal decision making and other complex
nonverbal information processes are involved in operating these devices.

Task Complexity Measurement

Since the ZITA has the capability of measuring performance over
a range of task complexity, the possibility for empirically determining
the complexity of various military service jabs exists It appears quite
possible to establish complexity measures for each job and to use the
ZITA or a similar device to sceeen accessions on the basis of ability to
handle jobs of given complexity. Since hum:n beings are quite adaptable.
most people can perform with some degree of proficiency at a wide variety
of tasks, and a task complexity measure together with a measurement of
the complexity of the tasks a given individual can handle routinely could
be quite useful for screening and assignment of personnel.

Measurement of Performen Under Stress and Distraction

It has betn found (as might be expected) that human information
handling ability distorts under some degree of stress or distraction.
The manner and degree of distorion are even more valuable for aptitude
testing or jab performance prediction. For example. the ZITA with an
Added Distraction Task has been used in many studies which show that
some groups of individuals (e.g., hyperkjnetic children) do far less
well on a tracking task when required to perform a second task at the
"same time, even though undistracted tracking performance may be in
the normal range. Another group shows performance improvements
when the distraction task is added. Top rated pilots ad astronauts
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show an interesting pattern of performarce on the ZrrA with added dim-
traction. First, they appear not to be operating at peak capability on
simple tasks but seem to maintain a reserve of information processing
capability which they do not use. Second, they solve the problems in-

troduced by increasing the task complexity in a very short period of
time and continue to perform the tracking on the complex task about as
well as they do on the simpler task*. Third, when the distraction task
is added. they usually solve the problem of how to handle the two tasks
in optimal fashion almost immediately "n they continue to perform the .

tracking task@ of varying complexity about am well as without the extra
distraction task. By contrast, the average (normal) person may require

aseveral minutes to solve the problem of handling the tracking and the
distraction task simultaneously and they show a degradation of perfor-
mance with increasing task complexity. The ability to measure per-
formance very precisely afforded by such electronic devices would un-
doubtedly improve the quality of job assignments for accessions.

Average Evoked Potentials (Brainwave Stadies)

The electrochemical activity of the brain in response to changes
in the environment can be observed by monitoring electrical potentials
on the scalp. The signals obtained from an individual at rest with eyes
closed generally follow certain well-defined patterns, and deviations
from the usual patterns may indicate an abnormal condition in the brain
tissues underlying or near to the electrodes that show disturbed patterns.
The recorded brainwave signals are called an electroencephalogram
and the machine used to take such recordings is called an electroenceoph-
alograph (or EEG machine).

Medical applications of the EEG require the subject to be at rest
with eyes closed, and the medical EEG machine cannot be used without

modification for the more complex and detailed recordings of scalp po-
tentials needed to infer characteristics of individuals. The necessary
modilications include changing the pickup electrodes, which convey the
signals from the scalp to the EEG machine, and computerizing the sig-
nal processing. Medical electrodes are usually needles (which are in-
serted just below the skin), and the research devices require a rosette
of electrodes arranged in a small circle so that the direction that the
brainwave travels across the scalp can be determined as well as the
magnitude of the signal at the point. Also, a stimulus source, such
as a flashing light ot audible click must be added to the system. With /
such a modified machine (which, at present, is fairly expensive and
gene rally not suited to mass testing) it is possible to obtain the average
el, ctrical response of the brain to ro peated stimuli (flashes or clicks).
These signals are catlled average evoked potentials (AEP's). The shape,
direction and time sequences of AEP's recorded simultaneously for
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for masW points on the scalp provide information relevant to emotional
and esthetic characteristics of the way human beings transform infor-
mation, according to Dr. Manfred Clynes, a researcher in the field. 8)

From the systems theory point of view, AEP's are of value be-
cause they represent the response of the brain to an input of a type which
has traditionally been used to infer the state variables of linear systems;
The state variables, as is discussed in Appendix A, are directly relevant
to prediction of future behavior of a system.. 4

Variation on Accession Test Conditions (to Improve the Performance of
Minorities)

Aside from possible new tests that could imporve predictability,
it is possible to alter the conditions under which accessions are tested
and trained in such manner as to improve performance, especia:ly
for minorities. Research done in the 1960s provided support for the A4
popularly accepted idea that one's attitude influences one's pezrtmbnc?.q. "4

In some experimental designs, tbachers were told that certair, students were
Intellectually dull and others very capable. Teachers treated the students
according to the information provided and the academic performance of the
students matched teacher expectation. It was significantly at variance
with the performance usually expected from students according to the intel-
ligence quotients which the test scores indicate.

Other research concentrated on the locus of control concept, developed
by Eppa and others in Michigan. ii) According to the concept individuals whose
"experience supports the belief that their own efforts infludence the response
of the environment (such as grades or promotions) perform in a consistently

>" - superior manner Those who believe that their own behavior has negligible
aeffct on the rewards accorded them perform erratically and exert less

effort.

Members of minority groups who are eighteen years or older have been
generally subjected to both low expectations by others and environmental

- feedback informing them that their behavior had negligible effect on the
dispensing of external rewards. Individuals in a highly structured setting
with rewards and expectations scheduled to coincide with specific behaviors
do demonstrate changed behavior outside the experimental situation coincident
to the experimental conditions. These changed behaviors are congruent with
the experimental hypothesis of changed behaviors.

Minority accessions, prior to testing, could be bombarded with success
expectations and identity influence environment by skillful recruiters on an

* individual and group basis. Specific desirable behaviors of recruiters to
Improve success orientation of minority access ions could be described and
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taught to the recruiters. Implementation of this program could be evaluated
by comparison of the "success expectation" accessions scores with scores
and accessions tested without the "success" conditions. To determine the
ultimate value to the services, the "success" groups should be monitored in
training classes and subsequently in jobs.

Operational Aspects of Possible New Methods

The services are already using written test batteries and new batteries
would not evok( any significant changes in current procedures. The only
variable which might influence budgets would be an extension of '.l:e 'me to
take the tests. A very large number of psychological tests have been developed
in the professional community and validated, but only a few appear to have much
potential. The only satisfactory method of validating these tests for the ser-

vices is to establish the predictive power of the current tests, and then compare
this with the predictive power of the total battery with the candidate test added.

Physical performance tests would require changes in current testing proced
urea and could potentially in,-rease the cost of acquiring data on accessions by a
a significant budgetary amount Physical performance tests generally require
one tester to a small group of testees, sometimes one-to-one, whereas written
tests can be administered in a large group If machine grading of physicalperformance tests is used. the number of testers would be reduced but both

the research and development costs of the machines and the inventory of testing
equipment would require exceedingly great effectiveness in order to justify the
investment. A singe performance test ýs unlikely to give an adequate measure
of the potential of the accession for a wide range of jobs. A battery of such
tests woula require extensive validation. Whether they would yid significant-
ly more information or be afflicted by less bias is unknown.

Direct human performance tests in which the testee is given limited in-
structions on how to perform a part of a job and is then tested is a variation
of physical performance testing and is characterized by the same problems.
Direct human performance testing is further subject to a learning curve so
that slow learners are handicapped. It is well-known that job performance
in many fields is not highly correlated with quickness to learn, other factors
in the long run being more important. It might therefore be impossible to
validate direct human performance tests if administered at a recruiting
station.

"Success" groups do not lend themselves at all to the mass testing
environment because they require special skills; however, the "success"

teams might be effective as roving recruiters coupled with an adequate pub-
lic service promotion campaign through the minority oriented media.

15
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Systems methods in which human information capability is measured
resembles physical performance testing in a superficial way in that a physical
test is usually involved and machines are often required. However, the ma-
"chines needed can be relatively inexpensive and can be devised to work auto-
matically and to give a direct read-out of the score, They can be supple-
ments to paper and pencil tests demanding only blight changes in operating
procedures and a one-time expenditure for the necessary machine inventory.
The benefits derived can be particularly significant because the machines 4
can be devised to cover a wide range of performance challenge and therefore
provide measures of Information handling capacity over a wide range of
system complexity under varying degrees of stress. There is a real poten-
tial that ultimately such tests might replace many of the current battery of I
tests and represent both a saving in testing time and effort and improved

prediction. 4

The modified EEG machine which provides AEP's might utlimately re-
place almost all other forms of testing; but they are quite unsuitable to mass
testing, are very expensive, and demand highly trained operators. Much
research and a high degree of automation will be required before this approach
can seriously be considered for accessiom testing.

RECOMMENDATIONS J

The recommendations of this study address themselves to practical j
efforts which the services might adopt in order to improve the pelection of
accessions, combat bias in the selections, and better serve the service-
objectives of efficient manpower utilisation.

The major recommendation relates to Hoban's finding that the validity
problem of the test batteries is not ascribable to the individual tests I the
battery but rather to the method of validation. The major recommendation is
to undertake a complete validation base line study using the data in service
files prior to embarking on any further test development or on the exploration
of any exotic tests.

The second recommendation is that the services voluntarily adopt the
standards of validation in Title 4 of the Code of Federal Regulations (U. S.
Department of Labor 1971) as an objective, leaving open the time at which it I
would become effective because it may not be possible in all cases to comply.
The justification for this step lies in the expected cost savings to be achieved.

In more detailed terms the recommendations of this study are as follows: /

1. The services should strive toward the use of selectors with validities
meeting the one to twenty chance occurrence probability,
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2. A study should be conducted to determine the true predictive
power of existing test batteries, together with medical, bio-
graphical and personal data now routinely collected. This
study must employ a general, nonlinear prediction technique.
The study should be restricted to the ASVAB since it will
shortly become the standard service test.

3. The criterion variable used in the firist phase of the recom-
mended study should be training school scores, as is the case
presently. A subsequent phase of the study should explore
the predictability of other criterion variables, such as job
ratings. "aitrition, disciplinary problems, and possible needs
for additional training. These studies would provide a relia-
ble quantitative basis for estableshing either the sufficiency of
current tests an,1d data or the needs for additiond data. As a
side benefit, these studies would produce approximations to
the general nonlinear selectors suitable for field use.

4. Where the predictive power of the ASVAB and other data fall
short of the full validity standards, additional data items coa
be incorporated into the prediction function (such as that pro-
vided by other test batteries and biographical data) and the
increase in predictive power afforded by the new items checked
to determine whether the predictive validity of the augtmented
selectors meets desired standards. The general nonlinear 'I
predictors can be analyzed to determinc which of the data
itelft and test battery components add significantly to the pre-
dictive power of the function and which do not. If a given test
in the ASVAB adds nothing of value to the prediction ofM
service job, it can and should be dropped from use.

5. For those service jobs where the maximum predictive power
attainable is still unsatisfactory, novel instruments smd less
conventional tests or devices should then be examined. Vali-
dation procedures should employ all old data plus new data as
described above. Once requisite validities have been achieved,
the novel methods or tests required to reach this level should
be standardized and added to current ones.

These recommendations are consistent with the guidelines used in
this study. If the study recommended here is carried out, the services
should have a comprehensive accessions job selection process which is
(a) substantially less biased than the present process, (b) more reliable
for job selection, and (c) feasible to be administered by paraprofessionals
within current budget levels.
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IC.UTIVE SUMKAA

In asseesing the feasibility of an all-volunteer force, the Gates

Commission concluded that pay increases to first-tars enlistees aimed at

eliminating the conscription tax would also be sufficient to eliminate

the draft. This conclusion was based in part on extensive econometric

analysis of enlistment and reenlistment supply behavior. These analyses

produced an estiated military pay elasticity of 1.25 and an assumed

employment rate elasticity of the same magnitude (Oilman, 1970). many
of the Gates Commission recommendations have been implemented, and the

draft was ilmeinated as a source of manpower procurement in 1973. The

all-volunteer force is now a reality which suggests that the Gates

Comsission estimates may have been accurate. Nevertheless, these estimated

elasticities ware generated from data that reflected the existence of the

draft and an unpopular war in Southeast Asia. It is possible that the shift

from the draft to a no-draft environment and the shift from an environment
of hostility to an environment of peace could have combined to produce

significant changes in the parametere of the enlistment supply function.

"If so, then it is further poassible that these changes will have Important

Implications for asseesing the future susetAiability of the all-volunteer

aimed force.

The objective of this study is to evaluate the validity of the Gates
Commission estimates of military pay and unemployment rate elasticities

as potential planning factors for use in developink policies to sustain

the all-volunteer armed force. It is also to evaluate the degree to
which estimates from models using data since the start of the lottery

(1970) agree with longer time series models (1953-1972),
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Reaview of past literature reveals that most studies were able to

identify a significant relation-hip between military pay and enliatmenta,

but were unable to ideutify a statistically significant ralationship

between unemployment rates and enlistmenza. With current unemployment rates

approaching 9 percent, it is important in looking at the future of the all-

volunteer force to asesa the impact this high unemployment is having

os enlistment supply. Thus, much of our effort in this study is directed

at developing a reliable estimate of the effect of unemployment on

emliatment behavior.

Our rasearch consists of two parts: (1) estimation of the parameters

of enlistment models using quarterly data on total Army enlistment* in

Xsntal Categories I-111 for the sample period 1958-1972, and generation of

projected quarterly enlistments from these parameters for 1973-1974; aWd

(2) estimation of the parameters of enlistment models using monthly data

as voluntary enlistments by Service end level of school completed in lien-

tal Categories I-I, 111, and 1-11 for the saple period 1970-1975. The

former analysis using a quarterly data base constitutes an evaluation of

"the stability of the Gates Commission estimates in two ways: (1) by

estimating the parameters of the enlistment supply function over a longer

time period (the Cates Commission estimates were generated from a data

base that ended in 1968), and (2) by using these parameters to generate

predicted enlistments in the poet-draft, post-Vietnam ear and by comparing

them to actual enlistments. The latter analysis using a monthly data base

"cometitutes an evaluation of the stability of the Gates Commission parameters

by estimating them from a more recent sample period and by estimating them

for voluntary enlistment behavior (the Gates Commission data included draft-

motivated enlistments).

Summary of Findings

Based on our quarterly data base, we find the folloving:

1. Our "best" estimates of military pay elasticities ran~t between
1.1 and 1.2, remarkably close to the earlier Gates Commission estimates.

2. Our estimates of civilian pay elasticities generally excesd (in
abolute value) our estimates of military pay elasticities.

3. Our estimates of cash pay elasticities with respect to military

pay e*csd our estimates of in-kind elasticities.

4. Our "best" estimates of employment rate elasticities rnges up-
Word from 1.4, but they are neither very robust nor very reliable.

1lo
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5. The "best* employment rate rsults ate produced by an unemployment
rate variable that has essentially been desesaonalized through an averaging
proceas.

6. School enrollment statue is a significant determinant of enlist-
mSets; out findings sugest that the long-run propensity to enlist on the
part of enrollees is significantly lower than the long-run enlistment pro-
penalties of nomenrollees.

7. Race is a significant enlistment determinant; our findings suggest
that blacks have lower enlistment rates than do non-blacks - however, this
racial difference is probably due to racial differences in disqualification
rates and are eliminated or reversed once one has accounted for them.

8. Our models genertlly underpredict enlistment experience in 1973-
1174; "best" models are frequently within 10 percent of actual experience
in terms of average forecasting error, and are within 16 percent in terms
of the root sm squared error.

9. ?orecasting performance of these models should be taken with a
grain of salt because of quotas imposed by the Army on non-high school
graduate enlistments in 1973 and not taken into account in the forecasting
models; accounting for these quotas would improve forecasting performance
measured by the root mean squared error and would weaken model performance
measured by average forecasting error.

Based on our monthly data bese, we find the folloving:

Z. For Amy enlistees in Mental Categories I-1lI:

1. lRtimste of relative military pay elasticities of around 1.4.

2. Satimetes of civilian pay elasticities that exceed (in absolute
value) military pay elasticities.

3. A significantly different pay elasticity for black and white
selistees of similar mental category and educational status. Tor black

.-_ CAT 1-3 high school graduate enlistmiet, pay elasticities are greater
then 3.5 whereas for a similar non-black group, pay elasticitiesjare
around .9.

4. Estimates of employment rate elasticities that average around
1.3 and are more reliable and robust than those estimated from the
quarterly data base.

5. Quotas imposed by the Army on enlistments of non-high school 'j
graduates In early 1973 acted to reduce significantly the number of Army
melistments in Mental Categories 1-111.

6. A comparison of the quarterly time series relative pay elasticity
measurement with the time series measurement for CAT I-Il Army enlistee
aboes a significant difference. For the quarterly series, the average
relative pay elasticity is 0.8 while for the time series, the best
estimate is 1.4. For the quarterly models that provide the best forecast,
the agreement between the models is improved.

3 5
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11. Fr enlistees classified by Service, mental category, sd level
of school completed:

1. Military pay elasticities for Am and Air Force enlist*s* tend
to be highest for enlistees with the lowest amnunt of skill (measured in
terme of mental category end level of school completed).

2. navy pay elasticities suggest that there may have been a quota
policy for non-high school graduates during this period.

3. Morine Corps pay elasticitite are highest for non-htgh school
graduates.

4. Civilian pay elasticities exceed (in absolute value) military pay
elasticities for Army high school graduates in Mental Category III and for
Army non-high school graduates in Mental Categories I-Il.

5. Deployment rate elasticities for high school graduates are most
reliable, and range upward from 2.0.

6. Employment rate elasticities for rn-high school graduates

frequently have the "wrong" sign. This wrong sipn can be interpreted
in terms of substitution effects. When a greater number of high quality
volunteers are available due to high unemployment, the services restrict
lower quality enlietee&.

7. Employment rate elasticities for Marine Corps high school
greduates are unusually high, averaging around 5.01

S. Imployment rate elasticities for non-black Army enlistees who are
high school graduates in Mental Categories I-II1 are reliable and have the"*right" sin, whereas employment rate elasticities for comparable black
enlistees have the "wrong" sign.

Conclusion.

1. hnlistmeut supply parameters used by the Gates Commission are

still valid. The rates Commission used a pay elasticity of 1.25; our best

estimste of pay elasticity range between 1.1 and 1.2 for one data bass

based on choosing models based on minimum forecasted error, and around

1.3 - 1.4 from the other data base. However, a comparison of pay

elasticities from relative pay models of the quarterly time series and

monthly time series shows a wider variance. The quarterly time series

relative pay elasticities from all models is around .8, while the monthly

time series best estimate is 1.3 - 1.4 for CAT 1-111 Army enlistees.
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2. mploym• nt rate elasticities from the smothly tim seores models
show strong significance and the predicted sign for the upper quelity

enlietees, and strong significance and the wrong sign for lover quality

enlistees. This Is interpreted in terns of a substitution effect whereby

during periods of higher unemployment, servicee accept sore higher

quality -nlistees and restrict enlistees of lover quality. Uneuployment

rate elasticities from DoD CAT I-11l high school graduate enlistees

I .3 - .4.

3. A problem that has persisted in enlistment supply analyses

is the Identification of supply and de"man limited groups. The method

of daaggregation of enlistment by race, mental category, and educational

lavel used in the soothly time series analysis produces changes In value

of I2 and the D-b statistics which enables the identification of supply and

demand limited groups.

4. Other things equal, a policy that strives to mintain a stable

ratio of military to civilian pay my result in declines in enlistments.

Our evidence of higher absolute values for our civilian pay elasticities

(compared to our military pay elasticities) suggests that equiproportionste,

changes in military and civilian pay will result In declining enlistments.
S. The notion that cash pay is more efficient as a recruiting device

than in-kind pay is not refuted by the evidence of higher case pay

6lasticities reported here; however, it is also not confirmed by the

evidence. Empirical and analytic problems in estimating in-kind pay

t-- "require us to caution the reader to uae these findings with caution.

6. The sensitivity of our findings, particularly in the lower levels

of educational attainment and mental categories, to quote policy suagests

that future enlistment behavior should be conditions to such policy. Nore

research is recommended to refine the enlistment supply sodels so that

they take such policies into account in estimating enlistment supply

parameters.
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?m assesing the feasibility of an aU-volunteer force, -the Gates

Cmmission concluded that pay increases to first-tern enlistees aimed at

eliminating the conscription tax would also be sufficient to eliminate the

draft. This conclusion was based in part on extensive econometric analysis

ef enlistment and reenlistment supply behavior. These analyses produced an

estimated military pay elasticity of 1.25 and an assumad employment rate

elasticity of the "ne magnitude (Oilm•n, 1970). Mkny of the Gates Can-

mission recomaendations have bee Implemented and the draft was eolimnated

as a source of manpower procurement in 1973. Experience since that tine

suggests that the estimates of the Gates Coission have held up rather

well. Nevertheless, these estimated elasticities vere generated from data

that reflected the existence of the draft and an unpopular war in Southeast

Asia. It is possible that the shift from the draft to a no-draft environ-

meet and the shift from an envfronment of hostility to an environent of

peace could have combined to produce significant changes In the parameters

of the enlistment supply function. If so, than it is further posaible that

these changes vlr have important Implications for assessing the future

ematainebility of an all-volunteer armed force.

Mha objective of this study Is to evaluate the validity of the Gates

Commission estimates of military pay and unemployment rate elasticities

for us in developing future policies to sustain the all-volunteer armed

force. Since little systematic econometric modeling of enlistment supply

behavior has been done since the Gates Commission study, this paper con-

stitutes an update of these findings.
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Review of pont literature reveals that most studies were ablgdto

Identify a significant relationship between military pay and snlistmsnta,

but were unable to Identify a statistically significant relationship be-

manm unemployment rates and enlistments (?echter and Griasmer, 1976).

Thus, much of the effort in this study is directed at developing a reliable

estimete of the offsect of amemploymet on enlistment behavior. MIoreover,

eince the Army Is expected to have the most serious problem In sustaining

am alU-voluntanr armed force, the effort is further concentrated on eval-

mating alternative enlistments for the Army.

The research consists of the estimetion of the parameters of enlist-

mot models using quarterly date for the sample period 1958-1972, and Senaer-

time of projected quarterly enlistments from the parameters for 1973-1974.

The quarterly analysis constitutes an evaluation of the stability of the

Onto* Commission estimetes is two wayss (1) by estimating the parameters of

the enlistment supply function over a longer time period (the Cates Commis-

mien estimates were generated from a date bae" that ended in 1968) * andI

(2) by using these parameters to generate predicted enlistments in the post-

draft, post-Vietnnz era to compre to actual enlistment experience.

Based on the quarterly analysis, I find military pay elasticities

resging between 0.8 sand 1.6 produced by the models that forecast enlist-

most behavior most accurately. The modal elasticity ranged between 1.1

and 1.2, somewhat lower then the Gates Commission estimate of 1.25. 1

-also find that absolute pay models of enlistment behavior produce higher

military pay elasticities and better enlistment forecasts than relative

pay models. finally, I find that models which asomse no seasonal factors

produce better enlistment forecasts then models which assume independent

seasonal Influences.
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'N snalysis of the effects of employment conditions ising the quar-

etaly dota base is less successful. few of the models experimented with

produce employment rate parameters that have the theoretically expected

sip and are statistically significant. ioreover. the estimated elasticity

of enlistDents with respect to employment rates In the more successful models

generally exceed (in absolute term) the elasticity of enlistments with

respect to military pay; suggesting that potential enllstees value the

eertainty of their employment proapects in the amliter.r over the uner-

flinty they face In civilian labor markets evn if the expected value of

military and civilian pay are equal.

I also find that school attendance is am Important factor affecting

enlistment rates. Other things equal, school enrollees have lower long-

rut ealistment propensities than non-echool enrollees. Based on the

parmter of our school enrollmant variable, I conclude that enrollees

led enlistment rates that are approximately two to nine per thousand lower

than ano-enrollees. I also find that blacks have lower enlistment rates

the non-blacks and I speculate that much of this observed racial differ-

.+-tial reflects differences in disqualification rates between blacks and non-

blacks.

Io addition, I find that pay elasticities are sensitive to the method

of estimating eligible enlistees. In gsnerat, elasticities are higher when

the estimate of eligibles accounts for the likelihood of being physically

d1iqualified from enlisting. I am not able to come to any definitive con-

clusion sbout the relative efficacy of cash vs. In-kind pay, principally

beas of an InsufficiLent anount, of varatilon In in-kind pay. I am able •

to Identify a statistically significant positive cash pay parameter; how-

ever, the In-kind pay parameter Is frequently negative and close to being

I 2
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statistically significant. The lack of variability in the in-kind pay varL-

able prevents as fron drawing the inference that cash pay is a more affec-

tive recruiting vehicle than in-kind pay. Rather, I conclude that the

evidence does not imply that cash pay is a laes efficient recruiting much-

anism than in-kind pay.

UI. RZSULTS USING THE QUARTERLY TIME SERIES DATA BASE

A quarterly time series data base extending from the first quarter

of calendar year 1958 (1:58) through the second quarter of 1974 (2:74) was

constructed to evaluate the performance of alternative combinations of

model assumptions, estimates of variables, and periods of analysis. This

section of the paper discusses supply parameters for Army enlistees in

Mentel Categories I-11 generated by quarterly data for the period 2:58-

4072. The analysis is limited to Army enlistees in these mental categories

because they were most likely to be supply ditermined (since the Army had

to resort to conscription during this period). The estimating equation

/'

is a Isgit function:

"•in (t-- -% + E o Vx t , ' "1- t) 1-1a~i

j ubere a is the enlistment rate in quarter t. Xt is the value of indepen-
dent

dent variable X in quarter t and Vt is the error term (asumasd to have the

usual stochastic properties).

The supply parameters are then used to generate estimates of pre-

dicted enlistments for the period 1:73-2:74, six quarters. These .redicted

enlistuents are then compared to actual endistments for those six quarters

In order to assess the forecasting accuracy of enlistment supply models

wbose parameters were estimated from data thAt reflect the existence of

conscription and a rar in Southeast Asia.

4
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Models Tested

Ths basic model assumes enlistments are a function of military pay

0S). civilian pay (C), the probability of being drafted (DP). the probe-

Wiity of employment for those who do not enlist (IMP). an Index of the

actual conflict In Southeast Asai (CAS), Index of International tension

(B33L1P), and seasonal variables (Sit, 3111, and SIT). This is the model

usend by Uecbter (1972). These variables are estimated using exactly the

mem techniques as those used by Fachter (1972). Twelve variants of this

basic model crc explored. These variants examine the effects of alternative

was of specifying the pay variables, alternative assumptions about the

opeed of adjustment to changes In enlistment determinants, and alternative

assumptions about the seasonal determinants of onlite~nts.

Alternative ways of specifying the pay variables are attempt* to

evaluate the assumption of symmetry In enlistment response to given changes

In. N and C. Recall that earlier the validity of this assumption, Implicit

In most enlistment models, was questioned. To test the symmetry assump-

tion, alternative equations are estimated. one set of equations relates

enlistment rates to changes In relative military pay (K/C); another mat

of equations relates enlistments to real values of )4 and C. 'The former

equations are called the "relative pay models." The relative pay models

are based on the assumption of symmetry of eSliitment response to pay

changes; the absolute pay models are not constrained to this assumption. 1

Alternative assumptions about the opeed of supply adjustment Include-

(1) adjustment to changes in enlistment determinants occurs within one

period, and (2) adjustment to these changes takes more than one period.

Most enlistment models have a#*umed adjustment occurs within one period.

To test the alternative assumiptions about tho speed of adjustment, two

J-2
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" " sto of equations are estimated: one not of equations oinludes tin

enlistment rate lagged on* quarter an an indep-ndent enliatment dater-

ulnant; the other eet does not Include this variable. The former equations

are called the "dynamic models," the latter equations are calle the "static

-J models. .
2

Alternative assumpt ions about seasonal determinants of mals- ,to

Include: (1) there is a stable seasonal pattern In enlistment behavior

that cannot be explained by any of the other variables Included In the

enlistment function, (2) the seasonal pattern in enlistment simp'ly reflects

the seasonal pattern of the variables of the enlistment function, mid (3)

the seasonal pattern In enlistments reflbets seasonal patterns in school

enrolla.'ate and a particular seasonal factor associated with the Christmas

a nd New Year holidays in laet December. 3 ost of the earlier time marines

" models adopt the first assumption. Klotz (1970) experimented with the

* second assumption. The third assumption Is newly Introduced In this study.

To test these seasonality assumptions, alternative sets of equations are

estimated: one set of equations includes the standard quarterly domm

variables; a second not of equations totally excludes seasonal variables;

a third set of equations Includes a seasonal dumy for the first quarter

end a school enrollment rate that Is assumed equal to zero in the third

quarter and equal to the October enrolimeot rate in the three subsequent

quarters. The first equations are called the. "seasonal models;" the

second equations are called the "no-seasonal models;" the third equations

are called the "alternative-seasonal models."

The 12 estimating equntions are summarized below and classified by

equation numbers:
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Isutica Nmb~er Nodal

in static. relative PAY. &seaonal

21 Static. reliative pay, no-#*oaeoil

21 Vymssic. relative pay, seaseonal

21 DyAssic, relative pay, no-seasonal

us4 static, absolute pay, seasonal

2.4 Static, absolute pay, no-seasonal

1.45 Dynmiic. absolute pay. seasonal

U. Dynamic, absolute pay. no-seasoual

135' static, relative pay. alternative seasonal

238' Dynamic, relative pay, alternative seasonal

lot' Static, absolute pay, alternative s$ason*l

Dynamic. absolute pay, alternative seasonal

Is addition to the basic model, hereafter referred to as Model I,

several other models wera tested. 1isher, Klotz. sand Kim, at al., use

Values of ERP that are legged one quarter in their estimating equations

In order to minimise the adverse effects of simultaneous equations bias.4

Mode 11 eplcate ths exeriecitionsteFctrmde.I diin

NoalpIIatio ns expri ento an adtraptive expectations hypothesis.

It cn bear sad that enlistmn hypochsios assues thate future expsofetaton

values or onustataelg ed cnqather F are odor ap ddiim tion*,o



are adjusted according to peast error in expectations. Glvm thee assump-

timen, E(P and DP can be expressed as weighted averages of their lagged

values, where the weights decline as the lag increases. 3

Model IV is the sase u Model III, only the school enrollment rate

of sales, 17-20 is added as an independent variable. Other things equal,

potential enlistees who are enrollsd in school my have lov ealiatment

propensities than potential enlistees who are not because of their superior

long-run employment opportunities in civilian labor markets. If this is so.

than there should be an -"tverse relationaship between enlistment rates mad

school enrollment rates. Ioreover, because of the highly seasonal nature

of school enrollments one can also expect to find aeem Interaction betweem

the seasonal factors and the school enrollment rate.

Model V adds the proportion of the eligible popu'atien that is black

to Model III as an independent variable to test for the existence of

racial differentials in enlistment behavior. This particular formulation

assme* that the effect5 of race are fully captured by the Intercept of

the estimating equation and that there are no interaction effects between

race and the other independent variables in the equation.

Model VI modifies Model V by adjusting the civilian mels population

for those who do not qualify for the military for physical and/or adin- V

istrative reasons.6 Recall that the findlrks of earliqr studies were

sensitive to how the eligible population was specified. Cross section

studies using eligible populations tended to produce lower pay elastici-

tis.; the time series study of Kim, at al. (1971). using a IA population

with a larger age range produced higher pay elasticities. The disqualifica-

tion rates used in this analysis were those from pro-induction examinations.

J-2
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Data for thase rates are available on a continuous basis starting in 1:65.

I therefore limited my analyas of this model to the period 1:65-4:72.

A second area of noncoeparability between the analysis of Model VI and

that of the earlier models is in the method used to estimate VE. EDP is

estimated In Modal VI as the current employment rate of males. age 20-24.

I adjust for the differences in periods of analysis by estimating two

equations: one without adjustments for disqualification and one with

adjustment for disqualification. A crude estisate of the effect of dif-

ferences in periods of analysis ca he derived by comparing the results

of the first equation to the results generated by model I.7 Estimates

of the effects of adjusting the population for those who are disqualified

-m be derived by comparing the results of the first equation to the results

of the second equation. Comparisons of the results of the second equation

with the results of the other models will be crude estimates of the offect

of adjusting Population for disqualification rates because they are not

standardized for differences in estimates of EC.

"Model VII tests the assumption that the effect of a dollar of cash

"tacoma in equal to the effect of a dollar of income received in-kind.

"The variable M Ie decomposed into two components: cash income O(1) and

income-in-kind (12). Estimating equations are fit to the absolute pay

models: one set in which enlistment rates art related to Ml only, and

one set in which enlistments are related to Ml and 112. A problem in

Interpreting the results of Nodel VII arises because M2 in estimated on

the basis of the allowances provided for subsistence and housing. Ideally, .

moe would like to have had an estimate of 12 based -on the actual market

value of these comodities. The results sumsarized below for this model

ae those generated by the estimating equation that Includes both Ml and M2.

Mom •A
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The results of 64 combinat ions of models and modal varia•ts we um-

mrised balo. Particular findings reported include: (1) estimas or

military pay elasticities, (2) estimates of employment rate elaetlcities,

(3) estlmates of forecasting performance based on 1973-1974 expeuience,

and (4) a ranking of the "best" models (based on their forecastig per-

formnce).

Pay Ellasticites

Table I smarises estimates of military pay elasticities generated

by these studies. 8  
Military psy elasticities are estimated free egre.-

Si.o coefficients that are statistically significant In 535 of the 6 ases

emmerised. The elasticities range in value from 0.64 to 1.78. ty are

hIgher in the absolute pay models then in the relative pay models. Nore-

or, although not snmmarized here, the elasticities of the civilian pay

variables in these models are consistently higher (in absolute vsle) than

the elasticities of the military pay variables by magnitudes ranging upward

from one-third.

The effect of adding school enrollment to the estimating epqtion my

be derived by comparing the elasticities generated by Model TV to thoee

generated by Model 111. Inspection of Table 1 reveals that additiom of

the school enrollment rate did not dramatically alter the military pay

elasticities.

The effect of adding race to the estimating equation can be derived

by comparing the elasticities generated by Hodel V to those geserated by

Nodel 111. Inclusion of the race variable raises the aillary Pay eloo-

ticitles by about 0.3. The coefficient of the race vsriable is silifi-

ciandy negative in all equations. This negative coefficient sunests that,

other things equal, the propensity to enlist from the black population is

10
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lower than the propensity to enlist of the white population. Is part. this

probably reflects the differential in disqualification rates betwseen black*

mad whites.

The joint effect of adding race to the estimating equation and of

adjusting the estimated enlistment raet to reflect only qualified potentialI
malistees may be derived by comparing the pay e~lasticities generated by

Nodal VI to the pay elasticities generated by Model III. The partial

effect of adjusting the enlistment rate for ineligible. may be derived byI

comparing the pay elasticities generated by Model VI to the pay elasticities

generated by Model V. gawve.r, as I noted earlier, there ise an element of

foaeomparability between Model VI eid Models III and V, respectively, In

smpla periods. Direct comparison between Nodal VI and Model T suggests .
that adjusting the enlistment rate raises the elasticity substantially.

Comarison of elasticities generated by Models V and VI, holding the period

of analysis constant, reveals that differences In sample period do not

affect the elasticitiesa generated by Model V. Thus the joint effect* of

tawe and eligibility add shout 0.4-0.8 to the estimated pay elasticity.

Moreover, further analysis reveals the adjusting for eligibility reduces

the effects of race substantially. The race coefficient is newer statis-

tically significant -- and it Is positive In seven of the 12 equationa.

A poeitive coefficient suggests that, other things equal, eligible blacks

have a higher propensity to enlist than eligible whites.

The effect of decomposing military pay into cash and in-kind components

*ay be crudely derived by comparing the pay el~aaticities generated by Model

VII to those generated by Model 111. Decomposing military pay Into Its

components raises the elasticity of the cash component by 0.4-0.7. The

coefficient of M2 is never statistically significant, but consistently haa

12
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a negative sli. One ti tempted to leap from the evidence to the caoaci-

si. that cash pay is non iffective as a recruiting mechanism than in-kind

pay. However, a number of factors prevent us from making that loap. First,

Oars u• a Limited ant of variation In M2 over this period. Thas,

failure to identify a statistically significant effect can be attributable

to jack of sufficient variation In M2. Second, the measurs of 312 used In

this analysis was the value of allowances for subsistence end quarters pins

tOa tax advantage on these allowances deflated by the Consumer Price Index

(to exprees 2 In real aters). these allowasnoe sre not adequate measures

of the market value of subsistence and quarters. It Is entirely possible

Oat a more appropriate procedure would be to inflate the nominal voue of

US to reflect rising prices. (This would he appropriate if the allowence*

rose more slowly than the relevant components of the CPI.) For thes rea-

sas, the results of this analysis mist be taken with a grain of salt.

Dropping M2 from Model VII lowers the estimated pay elasticities of Ml to

about the level of those reported for total pay In Model • 1.

RoployIent late Elasticities

Table 2 summarizes the estimates of the emloyment rate elasticities

generated by the 66 equations. Marginally significant coefficients are

10
generated by only seven equations. Thirty-six of the equations produced

coefficients of EIP that had the "wrong" sign (i.e., positive coefficients).

the range of employment rate elasticities estimated from those coficints

that had the "right" sgp was -0.1 to -2.8. The range estimated from those

coefficients that were found to be marginally significant was -1.4 to -2.6.

Nodele which account for simultaneity by lagging DIP one quarter (Model 111)

emi which formulate a long-run expectation of DIP using the adaptive supec-

titions hypothesis (Model I11) perform better than the alternative models.

1-2
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Nowever. even thane models do not produce reliable results.* The beat re-

salts are generated by Model 111, which products three marginally osinif -

cent coefficients out of the eight equations reported.

Gas can only opeculate about the reasons for the poor performance sua-

marised In Table 2, but en important possibility would be simultaneousI

equations bis# In this coefficient estimated using ordinary least-squares

techoiques, Analysis of the intra-year variation In flMP reveals a seasonal ~
high In the third quarter, when enlistments also tend to be high. It also

reveals thet NFlU rose dramatically in 1965-19"6 end remained at higher levels;

tharsafter. This inter-year increase, in UtP coincides with higher enlistment

levels that accompanied our Involvement In Southeast Asia. Thin evidence

suggests that the causality may have run f rom enlistments to gou (i.e., that

W vas en endogamous variable) during this period. Use of lags and edep-

tive expectations earne to reduce the problem of simultaneity arising f rom

fatra-year variation In DIP'; however, the problem arising from inter-year

variation remains.

Picking the "Best" Model

Selecting zh# 'beet* results for policy purposes is a difficult task

largely becaus* it Is en arbitrary decision. Ther* are many factors one cen

todwider In asking the selection: the conformity of the results to theoret-

UIca expectations, the goodness of fit of the estimating equation; the

forecasting accuracy of the estimating equation, aet. The factor considered

In this study was the forecasting accuracy of the estimation equation.

table 3 sumarizess the forecasting accuracy of the 66 equations; for the six

quarter* beginning with l103 end ending with 2:74. Two measures of accuracy

are displayed - the root mean square error and the mans error. The latter

measure is signed, thus enabling one to determine whether the averege

13
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forecast overestimates (a negative meat) or underestimates (a positive mean)

the averae actual experience.

The findings from this table may be sumarized as follows. The models

tead to overprtedict enlistment experience. Sovever, many of the models are

faitly accurate. Twenty-three equations have mean errors of less than 10

percent and 22 equations hav root mean square errors of lose than 20 per-

cet. (The average quirterly enlistments for this period were 31.000.)

Nowever, these measures of performance are biased by inclusion of 2:73. a

quarter In which the Army artitrarily raised enlistment standards, pro-

ducing an unusually low level of enlistments. If this quarter mere excluded

from the measures, the results would be even better.

Model 1X1 generally produces the moet accurate forecasts. Absolute

pay models tend to produce more accurate forecasts than relative pay models. *

And, In models that use the adaptive expectations hypothesis to estimate

UP and DP (i.e., 1Models III-V), the no-eeasonal models tend to produce

oare accurate forecasts.

* table 4 sumarizes the military pay elasticity and the employment

rats elasticity of the equations that produced the most accurate forecasts

(im terms of their root mean square error of forecast). Nine equations

produced root mean square errors of less than 5,000. Only one of these

equations produced a pay elasticity of les ethan 1.0. Four produced pay

elasticities that ranged between 1.1 and 1.2, which is the modal range of

the pay elasticities. Only five of the nine equations produced Wloyuent

rate elasticities that had the "right" eign. Your of these five elasticities

er generated from coefficients of EP that wert merginally significant.

Thes elasticities range from -. 9 to -2.8. Your of the five elasticities

are greater in absolute value than 1.4.

17
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Table 4

IAKING OF1 "EST" MODELS (eASED ONI ROOT MEA SQUARE ERIRO)

Ilasticity with re& ct to
Root man litary Ep1st

Nodel Equation square error pay~) rat~~et

KIU 2A 4.0 1.50e -1.50*

I[ 1A 4.2 1.12 -3.06

TZ 2Us' 4.5 1.61 -1.440

U1 A 4.4 .64

VI 2AS 4.6 1.56-2.80

T 1A1 4.8 1.26 a

if in 4.8 1.13 a

III us 4.6 1.14 e

IT 1W*# 4.9 1.11 a
ainstantaneous adjustment msauwad since regression coefficient of

leged endogenous variable had "wrong" sign.
bt-statiatic > -1.3. .

".e~aression coefficient of employment rate had "wrong" sign.

12
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1. feehter (1972. Appendix C) discusses this issue in sme detaiLi.

2. See Yechter (1972), pp. 6-7, a., for a detailed discussion of these
moedls.

3. Armed forces ntranet and Rauinetion Stations usually operate at
below-average levels in the last half of December. This Is usually
offset by above-average levels of operation in early January. This
Imparts a distinct seasonal pattern to enlistments in the fourth and
firet quarters.

4. Fisher (1969), p. 248. They also lag their estimate of relative pay
as quarter.

5. ras estimating equation for t:hese variales let i

1-1 i- 4b1

value of X in quarter t-i, and 0 is the coefficient of expectations,
assumed to be 0.5 an a - 6. for a detailed discussion of then
expectations models, see Nerlove (1958), pp. 227-240.4

6. The latter include individuals who do not qualify for enlistment
because of past histories vhich Include prison records or drug

I. 1t is crude because this comparison does not control for the effects
of differences in methods of estimating EMP. Adjustment for this

- e ffect was not possible before the preparation of this paper.

"S. The elasticity of an independent variable in a logit estimating
equation is: ba.(1-.)-X, where ba is the estimated regression

coefficient of X, 1-s is the complem.'t -4f the enlistment rate,
and X Is the value of the independent variable. In this paper,
elasticities are estimated at 1972 values of a and X. e is equal
to 0.005161 in Models I-V and Model VII; e is equal to 0.009129 in
Model VI. In the relative pay models, X is equal to 1.01; in the
absolute pay models, X is equal to $ý333.

9. The coefficient of variation was .03 * the mean was $2182.

10. Ntarginti stgnifica/ce is defined as a t-value greater (in absolute
terns) than 1.3. None of the coefficients had t-values greater
than 2.0. Elasticities are computed at 1972 value of E9P, .8314.

11. A description of this technique can be found in Orissmer, et asl.
(1974).
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EDITORIAL NOTE:

The GE TDPO report consists of more than

one hundred pages of tabularized data. In the interest

of brevity, the narrative and the Table of Contents have

bean extracted from the report for publication here.

Readers desiring further information on the study, parti-

cularly data output, may contact G0 TE"PO.
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FOREWORD

This report presents the results of a three-month study initiated

in July 1975 by TEMPO, General Electric's Center for Advanced

Studies, for the Defense Manpower Commission. The primary objec-

tive of this study has been to analyze turnover of enlisted military

personnel during the 1971-1974 period. The results of this study per-

mit the Commission to examine attrition and promotion performance of

various population sub-groups and draw conclisions about future Service

composition and quality.

Many interesting problem areas were identified, but not analyzed,

as a result of the very short time frame for performance. However,

all of the basic data derived from personnel files obtained from the
Manpower Research and Data Analysis Center (MARDAC) is provided

in the appendices. These appendices contain a wealth of information

whI-I a manpower analyst may use to examine some of the more subtle

relationships which underlie the data.

TEMPO gratefully acknowledges the valuable guidance and

encouragement proved by Mr. James Abellera of the Defense Manpower

Commission Staff. It was mainly through Mr. Abellera's efforts that

we were able to obtain release of the data used in the study. Several

of the analytic approaches used in the study were conceived by
Mr. Abellera and proved to be invaluable in overcoming data limitations.

Staff members of the Manpower Research and Data Analysis

Center (MARDAC) aided greatly in processing the several data files.

Mr. Les Willis was especially helpful in providing technical assis-
tance while Messrs. Ken Scheflen and Robert Groover provided

invaluable administrative assistance.
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Finally, we are grateful to staff members of ASM Associatos who,

"V by their diligent efforts, provided the computer programming support.

Messrs. Art B~aker and Joel Rudlof provided leadership and handled the

bulk of the work while receiving assistance from Messrs. Roy Spence

and Bob Powell.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION .

The primxary purpose of this report is to present the results of a

study conducted by TEMPO, General Electric
T

s Center for Advanced

Studies, to examine turnover of enlisted military personnel for the Defense
-- Manpower Commission. This report summari1es the findings and high-

lights the important relationships which evolve from this study. In many

cases the analyses are cursory; however, all of the basic data used in this

analysis are made available in the appendices. 4

BACKGROUND

The Defense Manpower Commission was chartered in November 1973

to "conduct a comprehensive study and investigation of the overall manpower

requirements of the Department of Defense on both a short-term and long-

term basis with a view to determining what the manpower requirements "

are currently and will likely be over the next ten years, and how manpower

can be more effectively utilized in the Department of Defense." The I
Commission was to consider a number of topics including: --

* Utilization of civilian and active duty personnel

a Pay structure A
* Grade distribution ,

a Military retirement system

* Recruiting I
* Socio-economic composition

* Cost-effectiveness J

._ ~1-1 ;
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The task laid out for the Commission is formidable. Recent

major policy changes, including adoption of the All Volunteer Force

(AVF) and termination of the Vietnam War, and many other underlying

trends render any interpretation of historical data difficult. With ser-

vice commitments for the last group of conscripts just reaching

expiration, the full impact of the AVF is only beginning to emerge.

Consequently, questions about socio-economic composition, equity.

"and quality can best be addressed in tetms of accessions and turnover.

This study is a timely effort designed to investigate these questions by

these available means.

Numerous previous efforts have been undertaken to document the

composition of the force and to determine demographic and quality pre-

dictors of performance; however, the assortment of reports currently

available cover -arious periods and thus make cross-comparisons

difficult. Furthermore, the extremely dynamic situation associated

with the AVF transition mentioned above suggests that an update is

necessary to identify the trends which are developing now that the AVF

concept is reaching maturity.

•*.6 -STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The primary objective of this study was to quantify turnover for

various population subgroups during FY 1971-74. In accomplishing

this objective, two areas were considered--attrition and promotion. A

third area--skill progression- -was also considered initially, but was

dropped because of the lack of readily obtainable data. Retention and

promotion rates were developed in order to identify which population

subgroups performed the best in terms of low attrition rates and high

promotion rates and which performed the worst in terms of high

attrition rates, especially for disciplinary reasons, and low promotion

rates.

1-2
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The scope of this study was limited to analysis of three automated

enlisted personnel ti is compiled by the Manpower Research and Data

Analysis Center (MARDAC) from individual service personnel files

t•:i ." for the fiscal years 1974-74. Unfortunately, data for fiscal year 1975

was not available in sufficient time for inclusion in the report. The

study was further limited by the time and resources available to per-

form the analysis.

STUDY METHODOLOGY

All data used in the study was derived from the automated enlisted

personnel files constructed by the Manpower Research and Data Analysis

Center (MARDAC) from Service automated personnel files. The main

thrust of the study was to reduce this data to manageable tables which

then could be used for the analysis. Each phase of the study, therefore.

consisted primarily of computer processing of automated files. The

three phases of the analysis were:

* Sample Construction and Validation

* Tabular Analysis

a AID Attrition Analysis

S" - Each of the phases is described below.

Sample Construction and Validation

The initial dtta processing was performed to draw the sample and

validate its composition. The sample consisting of approximately 30

percent of the enlisted military population was constructed from enlisted

personnel data provided to the Manpower Research and Data Analysis

"Center (MARDAC) by the Military Services. The files used to construct

the sample file are:

4. -a Cohort File (FY 1971-74 non-prior service accessions

matched to loss data for that period)

1-3
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0 Active Duty Master File (June 30, 1974)

* Active Duty Loss File (FY 1974 separations)

Various error and composition tables were then produced for validation

of the samples against published data.

Tabular Analysis

Tabular analysis was conducted to extend the basic understanding

of the data and to identify subgroups whose performance was significantly

"different from the norm. Each element of the numerous tables waa a

percentage which represented the impact which a subgroup hpd on the

particular event being analyzed. Each element was then compared to the

composition of the force as a whole, in order to evaluate the relative

roles played by each of the subgroups. The tabular analysis was con-

ducted in three areas;

0 Force Composition

* Attrition

9 Promotion Performance

"AID Attrition Analysis

The statistical technique known as the Automatic Interaction Detector

(AID), developed by the Survey Research Center of the Institute of Social

Research at the University of Michigan, was employed to identify the

population subgroups which were most likely to have high attrition rates.

The AID package accepted the list of explanatory (or predictor) variables;

such as, sex, race, education level, mental category, etc. and ranKed

these variables, one at a time, in order of their importance in explaining

loss behavior.
1 

Significant combinations of the ranked variables were

then used to identify population subgroups and associated loss probabilities.

1-4
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SECTION 2

SAMPLE CONSTRUCTION AND VALIDATION

This section contains a brief discussion of the construction and vali-

dation of the various samples. The validity of the samples with respect to

composition of the 30 June 1974 inventory and the FY 1971-74 accession

groups was evaluated against published data. The validity of the AID

samples was evaluated similarly.

SAMPLE CONSTRUCTION

A thirty percent sample was drawn from each of the three MARDAC

files described in the previous section. Three values of the last digit of

the social security number were used to draw the sample. The resulting
"three sample files were then merged to yield a sample file of 847, 656

records. The data elements in each sample record were then subjected to

comprehensive edits to determine the completeness of each sample record.
S.-Those records which could not pass the edit, as described in Appendix VIII,

were rejected. Table 2-1 contains a count of the records which were

rejected.

Table 2-1

Distribution of Rejects

Army 18,240

Navy 5; 174

USMC 5,590

USAF 6,922

"Unknown 337

"Total 36,263

2-1
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Of the 36, 263 records rejected, 19, 832 were rejected because loss

data was not available. More specifically, the individuals concerned were

accessed but did not appear in the 1974 inventory and no loss action was

indicated. The majority of these records were Army records. Because

of the disproportionate distribution of unuseable records across the

services, sonic minor biases are present in the overall (l)OD-widc)

analyses. However, analyses conducted for specific services were not

expected to suffer significantly.

An additional 25, 510 records were excluded because the type of

separation was considered independent of the subgroup designation or no

longer a factor. The specific separations excluded were:

* Battle Casualty

* Retirement

* Sole Surviving Son

0 Marriage

* Pregnancy

0 Parenthood

The records considered suitable for analysis were distributed among the

-. , services as shown in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2

Records Used in the Analysis

Army 326,464

Navy 185,963

USMC 78, 897
4

USAF 194,559

Total 785,883

2-2
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INVENTORY COMPOSITION

The tables in Appendix I reflect the composition of the inventory

sample. Overall composition of the sample was found to agree closely

with published data. The minor deviations observed i.ost likely resuilted

from the disproportionate number of Army records rejected. Service

composition compared to published data is shown In Table 2-3.

Table 2-3

Percentage Distribution of Military
Manpower Among Services on 30 June 1974

Published* S Deviation>,*

Army 36.5% 36.3% - .55%

Navy 25. 7% 25.6% - .39%

USMC 9.2% 9.4% t2.17%

USAF 28.6% 28.7% + .35%

Total 100.0% 100. 0%

Department of Defense Appropriations for 1976, flearings
before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations,

:_: . House of Rlepresentatives

**7the dteviation represents the percentage by which the sample

differed from the published data; thi deviation is computed as
follows:

Deviation - (S-sirle % - lhlished %)/Published %

tACCESSIOecN GROUP COMhOSITION
at

The tables in Appendix H reflect the composition of the samph' for

[each of the four accession groups 1Y 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974. Over-

all comporition was found to apree closely with published data. The minor

*deviations observed. again, most likely resulted from the disproportionate

number of Army records rejected. Service composition compared to

published data is shown in Thhle 2-4.
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Table 2-4

Percentage Distribution of
Accessions Amnong Services for

Fiscal Years 1971, 1972, 1973. and 1974

Army Navy USMC USAF

1971 - Published' 57. 2% 14.6% 10.4% 17.8%

- Sample 57.4% 15.2% 9.3% 18. 1%

"- Deviation** 4 .4% * 4.1% -10.6% + 1.7%

1972 - Published* 44.4% 21.2% 13.44% 21.0%

- Sample 44. 2% 22.4% 12.6% 20.8%

- Deviation*" - .51. 5 75. . 0.% - 1.0%

1973 - Published* 46.8% 21.47 11.3% 20. 5%

- Sample 46.2% 21.3% 10.9% 21.6%

"- Devistion.t. - 1. 3% . 3. 5% 4 5.4%

1974 - Published* 46.01% 23.2% 12.1% 18.7%

- Sample 45.8% 22.7% 11.9% 19.6%

- Deviation"*- .4% - 2.2% - 1.7% * 4. 8%

'Department of Defense Appropriations for 1978, Hearings before a
Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, llouqe of
Representatives.

**The deviation represents the percentage by which the sample differed

"from the published data: the deviation is computed as follows-
Deviati,,n (Sample %- Published %)/Publishcd %

2-4
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AID SAMPLES

In order to satisfy operational constraints of the AID package,

sample sizes fur each run were further reduced to approximately

50, 000 records by skipping records evenly throughout the file. 'The

resulting four samples, one for each accession group, agreed closely

with the composition of the thirty percent sample and thc published data.

Table 2-5 reflects the distribution of each sample by Service,

Table 2-5

Percentage Distribution of Accessions
Among Services for each AID Sample

Sample
Size Army Navy USMC USAF

1971 44, 838 57.4% 15.0% 9.4% 18.2%

1972 48,761 44.9% 21.7% 13.55% 19. 8%

1973 51,687 46.8% 20.8% 11.2% 21.2%

1974 44.210 45.7% 22.8% 12.256 19. 3%

4
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SECTION 3

COMPOSITION ANALYSIS

While primary emphasis of this study has been directed toward

retention of various population subgroups, the size and relative impor-

tance of these subgroups must also be considered. It is possible that

the performance of a particular sibgroup may be very good, or very

poor, but the subgroup may be so small that its impact on the entire group

is insign!ficant. k'urthermore, t:ie composition of the force st a given

time ultimately determines the capability of the force, and composition is

determined by a combination of accessions and attritiocs. Consequently,

examinktion of the compsotion of the current active force and of the com-

positiou of the accessions is necessary in order to fully understand the

the impact of retention.

The following paragraphs contain a discussion of the major factors

which have been changing in the accession groups over the FY 1071-1974

period and which are beginning to be reflected in the composition of the

active force. Appendix I contains percentage composition tables for the

total active force on 30 June 1974, while Appendix Ii contains similar

tables for each of the FY 1971-1974 accession groups.

DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS

Sex

One of the demographic factors which has shown a consistent t-end

is the increase in female participation. As Table 3-i indicates, percen-

tage of females entering the force has increased every year for a total

of five percentage points over the period. Provided female retention is
no worse than male retention, one would expect the percentage of females

0 in the invetory to increase.
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Table 3-1

Percentage Composition of
FY 1971-1974 Accession Groups and

Total Military Force fy Sex

Male Female

1971 Accessions 08. 4% 1.6%

1972 Accessions 07.5% 2.5%

1973 Accessions 96, 6% 3.4%

1974 Accessions 93.6% 6.4%

1974 Inventory 97.1% 2. 9%

Race

Another factor which has been discussed recently is the changing

racial composition. Table 3-2 reflects a decline in the ratio of Caucasian

to black accessions. In fact, the vercentage of Negro accessions has

increased over 50% (13. 5% to 20. 8%) and can be expected to increase Negro

participation in the inventory.

Table 3-2

"Percentage Composition of
PFY 1971-1974 Accession Groups and

Total Military Force By Race

Caucasian Negro Other

1971 Accessions 85.4% 13. 5% 1.0%

1972 Accessions 64. 3% 14. 5% 1.2%

1973 Accessions 82. 0% 16.9% 1.2%

1 1974 Accessions 77.7% 20.8% 1. 5%

1974 Inventory 61. 8% 15.8% 2.4%
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Rtegion

Regional composition of accessions is detcrmined by differences in

total population and in regional attitudes. Likewise, the chanves in

accession group composition indicated in Table 3-3 are a reflection of both

population shifts and attitudinal changes. Gcnerally, one can expect that

the shift. from northeast and north central to south nnd west will partially

reflect the population shifts which have occurred during the 1071-74 period.

Table 3-3

Percentage Composition of
FY 1971-1974 Accession Groups and

Total Military Force By Region of Accession

North Other/
Northeast Central South West Unknown

1971 Accessions 18.1% 30.4% 33.4% 17.5% .6%

1972 Accessions 18.1% 29.6% 33.0 '. 18.6% .8%

1973 Accessions 18.0% 2 . 6% 35. V; 18.6% .8%

1074 Accessions 17.0% 25.44% 37.0% 19.5% 1.0%

1974 Inventory
(Total) 10.4% 16. 3% 21.5% 11.8% 40.2%

1974 Inventory
(Known)" 17.4% 27. 3% 36.0% 19.7%

*Percentage of inventory with known source of accession. Since source
of accession iq known only for FY 1971-1974 figtres for this line repre-
sent the regional composition for those individuals who were accessed
during FY 1971-1974 and were still on active duty on 30 June 1974.
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APTITUDE AND ACHIEVEMENT FACTOIIS

Mental Category

Mental category is one of the major factors used to evaluate the

quality of the military force. Since the composition of acccssions is

changi,! -As tIdi-ated in Table 3-4, one can expect these changes will

eventually impact the composition of the tc.al force. Percentages it,

category I and category IV, both high school and non-high school graduates,

declined during the FY 1971-1974 period. This decline was transferred

almost entirely to an increase in the category HI percentage with category II

remaining unchanged. With small shift (little more than two percentage

points) from. category I to categorý- II and the larger shift (almost eleven

percentage points) from category IV to Category III, an Improvement in

quality has apparently taken place.

Table 3-4

Percentwge Composition of FY 1971-1974 Accession Groups
and Total Military Force By Mental Category

I I. In IV ITS I" NHS V

1971 Accessions 5.0% 30.4% 43.3% 9.99% 10.8% .2%

"1972 Accessions 4. 3% 31.2% 47.88% 6. 3% 10.0% .

1973 Accessions 3.8W 31.0% 51.6% 5. 9% 7. 4% . 1%

1974 Accessions 2.9% 31.2% 55. 6% 4. 6% 5.2%

1974 Inventory 5.1% 32.5% 44,0% 4.1% 9.8% 4. %

IV 1IS - Category IV high school graduate
IV NHS - Category IV non-high school graduate
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Physical Status

Physical status upon entry is an important factor in the combat

skills areas. A review of the tables in Appendix II Indicate that the quality

in terms of physical status remained constant at 60% fully qualified and 40%

suffering from only one deficiency.

Education

Achievement as measured by educational attainment has shown a

marked declii,c. Table 3-5 reflects the shift from college trainel personnel

to only those who have Jtended high school. Those who attended college

declined from 18% to 5% while the high school graduates Increased from

56% to 61% and the non-high school graduates increascd from 25% to 340,1o.

Table 3-5

Percentage Composition of
FY 1971-1974 Accession Groups and

Total Military Force By Educational Attainment

Non-Ifigh High College College
School School (1-3 Years) (Degree)

1971 Accessions 25.3% 56.4% 13.0% 5. 3%

1972 Accessions 23.55% 66. 1% 7.8% 2.6%

1973 Accessions 28.40 61.9% 7.8% 1.99%

1974 Accessions 33.9% 61.2% 4.1% .8%

1974 Inventory 19. 3% 71.1% 8.3% 1.4%
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SECTION 4

ATTRITION ANALYSIS

As mentioned in a previous section, attrition, interacting with

accession composition, ultimately determines the composition and quality

of the active military force. Attrition results from a number of causes

ranging from normal expiration of service contract without reenlistment

to failure of the individual to meet certain physical, mental, or behavioral

standards. For the purposes of this study, six groupings of losses were

examined:

* Total Losses

* Total Involuntary

* Physical Disqualification

* Unsuitable Behavior

* Trainee Discharge

* Desertion/AWOL

The "total involuntary" grouping is a subset of "total losses" and contains

all losses except losses resulting from expiration of term of service and

the various early release programs. "Physical disqualification" and

"unsuitable behavior" are two of several subsets of the "total involuntary"

grouping and "trainee discharge" and "desertion/AWOL" are two subsets

of "unsuitable behavior". Appendix VrII contains a complete description

of types of losses included In each grouping.

Since training cycle, service policy and length of enlistment

are major determinants in the phasing of types of losses, one cannot readily

compare the attrition rates of one accession group to another. Generally,
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the cumulative attrition rates for an accession group will exceed those of

a later group because more factors including expiration of term of service

will have had a chance to impact the group. Consequcntly, only compari-

sons of subgroups for a given year should be attempted, and time trend

analysis should be restricted to examination of a oarticular subgroup's

impact on the rate over time.

The following discussion draws attrition rates from the detailed

tables in Appendices III and IV. Where reenlistment rates are used to

support a particular point, detailed data is drawn from Appendix V.

DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS

Reference to Table 4-1 indicates that female attritions for reasons

of "involuntary loss" and "unsuitable behavior" were more serious than

males' attritions L, the 1971 accession group but that this condition had

reversed in the 1972 group and was even more favorable'-oward the females

in the 1974 group. The ratio of male to female involuntary loss is. 75

for the 1971 group and 2. 34 for the 1974 group. Losses for unsuitable

behavior followed a similar pattern. On the contrary when examining total

losses, the ratio of male to female attrition rates favored the female sub-

group in all four attrition groups. This condition probably results from

better retention of the female subgroup as indicated by a higher reenlist-

ment rate. The lower male reenlistment rate was partially depressed by

the poor reenlistment showiag from conscripts (7. 4%) as compared to

enlistees (44. 7%). While it is obvious that female retention is now bettcr

than male retention, it should be noted that the female subgroup is still

very small (less than 3%) and that the performance of the male group is

still the primary determinant of overall force performance.
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Negro losses demonstrated patterns sinilar to thost observed for

the female subgroup. Table 4-2 reflects the reversal in iavolur.tary and

unsuitable behavior losses bttween the FY 1973 and ,'Y 1174 accession

groups. Again the smaller Caucasian-Negro ratios for total versus

involuntary losses result from higher reenlistnment rates for the Negro

subgroup. The Negro subgroup is sizable (162) and likely to increase in

view of increasing accessions and a higher reenlistment rate. Conse-

quietly, characteristirs of this subgroup are likely to play an increasing

role in total force performance.

Urban and rural voluntary loss rates were nearly identical with the

rurai reenlistment rate only 6% higher than the urban rate. The urbtn

involuntary "ind unsuitable behavior los1 rates were 15-20% higher than

the respective rural rates. Since the rural and urban groups nearly

halve the total force even minor differences between the groups will nsve

significant impact on the total force.

Regional differences, were present w;th the northeast running 10-20c.

worse than the average for involunfary and unsuitoble behavior loss rates

and the west running 10-50% better than the average. The 1974 reenlistment

rates also varied significantly Ps follows:

"" South 38. 1%

West 34.2%

Northeast 31. 156

North Central 28. 8 -o

Total 34.77%

All four regions are significantly large and any differences in performance

would impact the total force. .4
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APTITUDE AND ACHIEVEMENT FACTORS

Mental categories 1-111 correlated well with attrition rates for

involuntary ind unsuitable behavior losses. Performance of mental

category IV, high school graduates, fell between that of categories II and
I.. The category IV members who had not completed high school per-

formed the most poorly and in fact hnd attrition rates for involuntary nnd

unsuitable behavior which were almost double those of the category Ill

group for mcst of the accession groups.

The marked difference in performance between the high school

graduites and non-high school graduates in mental category IV atalgert

that perhaps educational level was a strong predictor of behavior.

In fact when viewing the population segmented solely on educational

attainment, a consistent pattern develops. For losses from unsuitable

behavior, higher educational attainment resulted in lower attrition rates.

Similarly for total involuntary losses more education meant progressively

lower attrition rates except that the subgroup with college degrees had a

very slightly higher attrition rate. For both types of losses, the attri-

tion rate for non-high school graduates was 2 to 3 times greater than the

high school graduates. Also the non-high school graduates had a higher

"rate of physical disqualification.

Reenlist~nent rates also showed consistent patterns although generally

leading to opposite results. The rates by educational attainment declined

Reenlistment rate, as used in this report, is denned as the number of
A perxonnel whose' term of morvice expired during FY 1974 and who were

still in the inventory !it the end of FY 1974 divided by the number of per-

sonnel whose term of service expired during FY 1074.
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with level of attainment with the subgroups having no college being very

close. The reenlistment rates by education are:

Non-lUgh School Graduate 39. 8%

High School Graduate 37.3%,

1-3 Years College 21.4%

College Degree 9.4%

Total 34.71%

FY 1974 reenlistment rates by mental category became progressively

better as mental aptitude decreased from category I to category Ill; how-

ever, reenlistment rates for category IV were very low as indicated below.

The FY 1974 reenlistment rates by mental category are:

1 31.7%

U 38. 3%

HIl 37. 9%

IV uS 22.5%

IV NHS 33.7%

Total 34.7%

Physical disqualifications consistently increased with the number of

physical deficiencies.

4
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SECrION 5

PROMOTION PARFO)RMANCE

While retention provides one measure of an individual's ability

to perform in the service, it does not provide an evaluation of those

individuals who outperform their peers. Promotion rate, on the other

hand, provides such a criteria. It should be noted, however, that pro-

motion rate alone is not a sufficient measure since good performance is

of limited value if retention is low.

Time to promotion in highly dependent upon service policy, and

therefore, any differences in distribution of subgroups among the services

will cause differences in service policy to overshadow differences in demo-

graphic and aptitude factors when aggregating at the DOD level. While

this brief survey ignores this warning and considers only the DOD

aggregate, the reader is encou-aged to examine individual service tables

when performing critical analyses. The following discussion refers to

Appendix VI which contains tables reflecting the average time (TAFMS

in months) to promotion for individuals of various subgroups on sctv&vc duty

Os 30 June 1974.

- oDEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS

Promotion rafes for female subgroups were generally much better

than rates for ma'es during the early grades E-2 - E-8 but then fell behind

in the higher grades. The Army provided an exception to this pattern by

promoting women faster at all grades. The Negro subgroup, on the other

hand, did not fare as well and progressed more slowly to all grades at

the aggregate service level.
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APTITUDE AND ACHIEVEMENT FACTORS

In the lower grades (E-2 through E-5), a definite pattern exists

between mental aptitude and promotion rate in the DOD, Navy, and

Air Force data. Those in mental category I on the average were promoted

earlier than those in category II and so forth up through category IV.

Promotion to the E-2 level in the Navy provided one exception where

those in category I progressed more slowly than those in categories II

and Ill. Promotion rates In the other services, Army and Marine Corps,

generally followed the pattern; however, the pattern was not nearly so

definite.

"Educational level also showed some definite patterns with those

holding e college degree generally having a slower rate while the other

three subgroups--non-high school graduates, high school graduates, and

1-3 years of college- -progressed according to their education, Again the

pattern for progression was mixed at the lower grades but was consistent

for the remaining levels (E-3 through E-9) for all services.
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SECTION 6

AID ATTRITION ANALYSIS

The attrition analysis described in Section 4 provides numerous

insights into the structure and relative size of the attrition problem.

However, it does not specifically identify the most significant subgroups

dtfined by combinations of characteristics. The AID analysis, an the

other hand, performs this search task by forming and reforming temporary

suigroups until the maximum amount of variance in attrition is ex:)lained.

Two analyses were performed. First, the AID analysis of the total force

was performed to determine which characteriatics were significant

irrespective of Service. In the second study the sample was divided into

four Service subgroups before the AID analysis was performed.

Appendix VII contains the AID diagrams for the results discussed in the

following.

AID STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE

The statistical techntqu, known as the Automatic Interaction

Detector (AID) was developed by the Survey Research Center of the

"Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. Given a list

of explanatory (or predictor) variables, the AID routines rank thepe

variables, one at s time, in order of their importance in explaining loss

behavior. This is accomplished in a series of steps using binary splits.

At each step, the population is divided into.all conceivable pairs of two

mutually exclusive subgroups for each predictor variable. After

) examining all such pairs for all variables, the pair which accounts for

the greatest amount of variance from the average less rate for that
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particular population group is chosen for the hinary split. The AID

then searches for the next most Important'split in the same manner as

before. The AID stops splitting when there are no further subgroupings

which can explain % statistically significant amount of variance within

specified limits. At each step, the AID routines provide the loss proba-

bility for each sbgroup as well as the statistical significance of the

split.

TOTAL FORCE ANALYSIS

In the 1971 Accession Group, two subgroups accounting for 55%

of the force had probabilities of loss over .94. Table 6-1, at the end

of this section, shows AID groups 11 and 21 had . 992 and . 942 probabilities

and accounted for 35. 7% and 18. 8% of the force respectively. Only 27n

of the force had loss probabilities of less than. 5, an even chance for

retention. Conscripts generally proved to be a poor risk with . 92 pro-

bability ot loss during first term and .341 after reaching career status.

Enlistees who reached career status had a loss probability of only. 061.

First-term conscripts in the 1972 Accession Group also proved to

be a poor risk accounting for 17. 9% of the force with g loss probability

of . 894. Enlistees in career status (I. e., no longer in their first term),

on the other hand, accounted for 24, 8% of the force with loss probability

of only.005. Subgroups accounting for almost 57% of the force had loss

probabilities less than. 3, that is subgroups in which twice as many

were retained than were lost. Table 6-2, at the end of this section,

shows the significant subgroups ranked by loss probabilities for the

A !1972 Accession Group.

The few conscripts in tne 1973 Accession Group again appeared to

be poor retention risks. However, service terms of most conscripts

were approaching completion on 30 June 1974 so early release programs

., would be more of a factor for them than for enlistees who generally

have three-year terms or longer. Possession of a high school diploma
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appears to bt a significant factor in retention. Subgroups which did not

hold high school diplomas consistently had higher lu.s probnbilitieq.

The AID results for the 1973 Accession Group are summarized in

Table 6-3, at the end of this section.

For the 1974 Accession Group, the only cause of loss was Dis-

ciplinary and Aptitude. As in the 1073 group, failure to hold a high

school diploma tended to yield a high loss probability. The higher rate

for the Navy nnd Air Force probaibly resulted from more active trainee

release programs. Table 6-4, at the end of this section, summarizes

these results.

ANALYSIS BY SERVICE GROUPS

Once the accession groups were split by service, length of enlist-

ment terms bect me even more significant than in the analysis of the

total force. This factor was especially notable in the first thrLe accession

groups (1971, 1972, and 1973) where the opportunity for expiration of

term of service had an opportunity to operate.

In the 1974 groups and in the 1973 non-Army groups, which did

not have two-year conscripts, other factors, especially high school,

became significant. In these groups, absence of a high school diploma

generally resulted in a loss probability that was twice that of high school

graduates, The high school factor also proved significant within career

status in the accession groups. These results are summarized in

Tables 6-5 through 6-8, at the end of this section.

Two other factors showed significance in the earlier accession

groups. Marital status appeared significant in the non-Army groupt in the

1971 Accession Group and in the 1972 Navy group. Mental category

appeared significant only in the Navy and only in the 1971-72 grt.ups.
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